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Magnetic Tape Element 

I. Introduction 

A. Use of Tapes in the AN/ FSQ-7 

1. Operational Program Library 
2. Maintenance Program Library 
3. Tables and Constants Storage 
4. Safe Track Storage 

a. Friendly flight plans 
b. Friendly tracks 

5. Training and Simulation 
6. Proposed that routine accounting data be stored on 

tapes. 

a. Payroll records 
b. Parts inventory 

B. Characteristics of Tape Storage 

1. .Magnetic - Permanent 

2. 
3. 

a. Information will not drift away. 

Non-Destructive Readout 
Compact and portable. 

-.I 

=-----
a. ~e reel can contain 1. 2 million computer words. 
b. Tapes interchangeable between systems . 

. ~ ---------..., 
4. Economical 

a. .B..eusable 
b. Price is approximately $80 per reel 

5. Intermediate speed 

a. Somewhere between electronic speed of computers 
and mechanical speed of card machines. 

0090 

b. One word can be written or read in 322 microseconds. 

6. Sequential access }5~ 

a. Information stored sequentially on tapes as con
secutive words. 



Magnetic Tape Element 

C. Block Diagram of Magnetic Tape Element 

1. Tape Drives 

a. Only fou;r tape drives per computer presently. 
b. Six possible per computer. 

1) If two added, will be designated units #26 
and #40. 

2) PCl uses 6 Tape Drives per computer. 

2. Tape Adapter (Unit #13) 

a. Translates commands from Central Computer 
into action in the tape drive. 

1) Commands from the CC are standard pulses, 
these are changed into levels and pulses that 
are used by the tape drives. · . 
Example: A select pulse from CC would be 
changed into a level to select the· specified 

. tape drive. 

A RDS pulse from CC would be changed into 
both a pulse to put the tape drive in read 
status and a level to tell the tape drive to 
move tape. 

b. .A:ssists in data transfer between Central Com
puter and the tape drives: 

1) Will store bits until a complete computer 
word is read, then send the word and a break 
request to the CC. 

Unit #19 MCD 

a.. Supplies standard voltages to Unit #13. 
b. Supplies 31,J a. c. to unit # 13. 
c. Supplies 3~ a. c. to unit # 18, through circuit 

breakers in unit 13 1s Z module. 

0100 
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4. Non-Standard Power Supply Unit 18 

a. Supplies non-standard voltages necessary in the 
tape drives. 

L. These voltages are fed through circuit breakers 
in unit 13. 

1) +270V 
2) +140V 
3) -60V 
4) ·130V 
5) -2'70V 

c. Provides me~ns to manually marginal check the 
non-standard voltages. 

D. Statistics 

1. Physical characteristics of magnetic tape. 

a. Width: 0. 498 ±0. 002 inch 

0130 

b. 
c. 
d. 

Thickness: o. 0022 (+O. 0003-0. 0004) inch 
Base thickn~s: .2· 0015 inch ±10% ..... (~J~&-0tZ~J;_µ) 
Ferromagnetic material and binder: O. 0006 inch' 

Note: 

e. Full reel: 2400 feet in length 

Three types of tape have been used. 

Acetate: Original 

Mylar: Replaced acetate because of greater strength 
and less sensitive to humidity and dryness. 

~ Replacing mylar due to improved binder. 
~ Otherwise, the same as mylar. 

E. Definitions 

1. Load Point 

a. A reflective marker on the front edge of the tape. 

1) Indicates, through the use of a light and 
photocell, the beginning of the useful portion.\ 
of the tape. \, 

2) Roughly 10' from beginning of the tape.· 

Page 0140 
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01$0 

2. End of Tape 

3. 

4. 

~ 5. 

a. 

Bit 

a. 
b. 
c. 

A reflective marker on the rear edge of the tape. 

1) Indicates the physical end of the tape is < 

approaching. ~ '..,t~ 
2) Will not interrupt agx comeutif operation . ,v-'~ ~ 

.·already in ~rogress. ~--zg::;. 7 
3) · RougKly 14 from the end of the tape. ~,, · 

l 

j,,f"l4<_, ~ 
~~'1 l ~ 

A binar~racter. 
Either a one or zero. 
Smallest unit of intelligenbe. 

Character 

a. .l)ix information bits elus a sync b~ written width 
of the tape to 0. 020 inch from the edge. 

b. T nc bit, written with each racter, defines 
the area where i ion is stored. 

"-.. 

Word 

a. 6 characters of 33 bits 

1) a) The first character contains only three 
information bits. 

b) The other 5 characters contain six in
formation bits. 

c) Each character has a sync bit. 

6. Record -:J -
-/ta. A group of consecutively written words. 

b. The ba'sic block for reading or writing. 
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c. 3/411 unwritten space is left betw~ds to 
-~dicate the end of a record: 7 

d. A record could be a ma~nce program. -e. A record may be one word or any number of words. ---7 . File. 
. ~ 
....!;.- A group of ~ tM st _ie,. ~ 

b. A file could be a group of maintenance programs. 

a. EndofFile f O~ ~j~~f-
11 

• ~t 
'?, 1j a one word record denoti the end of a file. 34t ~ ~-• ,/.J, ~ b: y three • orma •on bi ts are written. ,ft o I-,,,_,.,,~ 

0 ~ / 1/: p. 1) Three ones are written into normally unused 

:~~yo I' ;Y,-:!'" Q , portion of first character, track 

~-4' ~ r c. Six characters are written. 

1) All zerg__J.n the information bit positions. 
2) A ~t is written for each character·::( i 

9. File Reel __ :·1v 
a.· ·-;Lett.iia0:d reel when-facing tne·!~ont of th~.-

machine. - ·-- - ·· · 

10. Machine Reel 

11. 

a. Right hand reel when facing the front of the 
machine. 

Backspace . ~ 
''/.J !.)' 0 

. ,J.1'f'l" {, o_ 1 
a. Tape moves backwards over one record.)(fl () (· " 
b. Initiated by an operate instruction from Central r 
c~~~~¥-n<7'--u~t~~-

File Protection · 

a. A means of protecting information on a tape from 
being destroyed by inadvertently writing on it. 

I 

1) A groove on the back side of the reel is 
sensed. by a pin. 

~·~~~ 
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a) If the groove is present, writing cannot 
_.. take place. 

b) The groove may be filled by a plastic 
~ ring. Writing can take place. 

13. Not Ready "----

0170 

a. Mainly a 'hvsical condition. Manual intervention 
always re u1red to make tape drive ready. 

b. Not ready conditions: 

1) Reset pushbutton has been depressed. 
2) Door open. 
3) Tape not in both columns. 
4) Fuse blown. 
5) Photo light burned out (Note - an exception exists if 

drive is loaded and tape break light burns out. ) 
6) Power off 
7) Tape broken 
8) Start button (Or "Ready 1/0 Units" or "Master 

Reset") has not been depressed. 

14. Not Prepa.r:JMi -
a. M!!inly an electrical condition. Computer can 

:irtake a drive prepared. 
b. ''A tape drive which is not prepared, although ready, 

cannot be operated from the Central Computer. 
c. Conditions for not prepared: 

1) 
2) 
3) 
4) 

_Wri~ 
l'te'ading EO~ 
:Sensing the EOT marker 
During rewind 

15. Unload - used mainly for changing reels 

a. Head cover raised. 
b. Tape pulled out of vacuum columns. 
c. Vacuum motor is turned off. 

15. Loaded / 

a. Tape in vacuum columns 
b. Head cover down 
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17. Rewind 

a. Tape moves in reverse searching for LP. 

1) Tape moves at .500 inches per seconds average 
if more than 1 I " tape e machine reel. 

2) Tape moves at 5 inches er second if 1 
than 1I2 11 tape on the machine reel. 

3) ,!.ape~s when. is sensed. -b. Tape is not in the columns during H. S. rewind 
and. is loaded during L. S. rewind. 

1) If machine starts in H. S. rewind, it will 
change to L. S. rewind when machine reel 
tape reaches 1/ 2 11 • 

2) Vacuum remains up during a High speed rewind. 

c. Machine can rewind under computer or manual 
control. 

l) Must be ready for computer control. 
2) Must be not ready for manual control. 

18. Reading and Writing 

a. Tape drive must be ready and prepared. 
b. Controlled external of the tape drive. 
·c. Tape moves forward at 75 inches per s~c:.e!ftd..--

F. Panel Buttons and Lights Fig. A 
Page 0190 

Located on the reel door of the tape drive are the 
. operating buttons and lights. 

1. Select Switch 

The select switch is ct rotary type, located in the 
center of the group. It is used to set the tape drive 
to any one of six addresses associated with an external· 
source. 



Select 
(Light) 

Magnetic Tape Element 

STO,o-.:A Not 
ttE!Bei Start Ready 

(Light) 

File 
Protect Load 

On Rewind 
(Light) 

Panel Buttons and Lights 

2. SELECT Light 

The SELECT light is on when the tape drive is se
lected by an external source . . 
a. When lit, indicates that the drive is selected. 
b. May be selected by the Central Computer. 
c. May be selected by the test door on unit 13 if 

unit 13 is in test. 
d. May be selected by the tape drive tester. 

3. Reset Pushbutton 

a. Takes control away from computer and places 
tape drive under manual control -b. Makes tape drive not ready. 

c. If tape drive is in H. S. rewind, will change status. 
to L. S. rewind. 

d, If tape drive is in L. S. rewind, will stop the 'ape. 

4. Start Pushbutto~ 
'---------

a. Make tape drive ready if all other ready condi
tions are met. Ready conditions are: 

1) Door closed. 
2) Tape i.n both columns. 
3) Fuse not blown. 
4) Photo lights OK. 
5) Power on. 
6) Tape not broken. 
7) Head cover down. 

b. The START button may be depressed during a 
load or rewind operation, but the tape drive will 
not be in the ready status until the above condi
tions are satisfied. 

0190 

Unload NIFA 
(Light) 
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5. NOT READY Light 

· The NOT READY light is on when the tape drive is 
not ready. The not-ready condition is caused by 
one or more of the following: front door open, 
tape out of one or both vacuum columns, fuse blown, 
power off, tape broken, no vacuum in columns, 
or RESET pushbutton is depressed. Manual operations 
may be performed when the NOT READY light is on 
provided only the RESET pushbutton is depressed and 
the tape is not rewinding or loading. 

6. FILE PROTECT ON Light 

1 ~ The FILE PROTECT ON light is conditioned to turn 
~\ of. f by mounting an unprotected reel (ring in) on the 

. drive. It is on (a) if no file reel is mounted, (b) 
{~. during a load and rewind operation, and (c) going into, "t ~ ~ and in, an unload status. 

? . LOAD REWIND Button ;f'i.,. ~ /fd~ 
Depressing the LOAD R~WIND button starts two opera
tions: (a) loading of the tape, and (b) searching for the 
load point. If the tape has been unloaded manually in 
the high-speed rewind area of the tape, depressing this 
button executes a high-speed rewind before the above 
operation takes place. This button is inoperative un
less the tape drive is under manual control. 

~-8. 

9. 

UN LOAD Button 
~-------

Depressing the UNLOAD button causes the..J.~be 
pulled out of the columns and the 1:J>per head ~emblL 
raised, regardless of the amount of tape on the two 

reel8. If the tape is not at load point when the opera
tor wishes to change it, a rewind operation should be 
completed first before the unload operation is started. 
The UNLOAD button is operative only if the drive is 
under manual control. 

NIFA Light 
~ 

The· NIFA light is turned on by (a) sens.ing the end-of
tape (EQT) reflective spot at the end of a reel of tape 
or (b) reading or writing a special word known as the 
end-of-file (EOF) word. 
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a. Lights when the Not in File Area FF is set. 
~ FF will be set by: 

..!J_:-Write EOF 
2) Read EOF, 
~) Sense EOT marker 

lJ,...--Backspace 
""'"'2L-PER 67 (Set prepared) 
~n Unload Operation 

To Light NIFA Light 

1 0 
FF "NIFA" F. F. 

Sense EOT 

Backspace 

Unload Operation 

10. Fuse Light and Thermal Light 

The.__fuse light and the !hermal light are located Sl the 
inside of the =aoor. The fuse light is _nearer the door 
latch and lights when either the a-c or d-c fuse bail 
trips, This happens only when certain fuses blow. 
The thermal light lights when the termal switch at the 
top of the tube panel transfers (from overheating). 

G. Summary Questions 

1. Information stored on tape is of a permanent nature. 
(T/F) 

2. One reel of tape is 2400 feet long and can store more 
than 1 million computer words. (T /F) 

3. Unit 19 is the non-standard voltage unit and unit 18 is 
the standard voltage unit. (T /F) 

0210 
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4. Define each of the following. 

a. Load Point 
b. End of Tape 
c. Character 
d. Record 
e. File 
f. File Protection 

5. If the plastic ring is inserted on tpe tape reel, writing 
cannot take place on this tape. (T /F) 

6. List 5 "Not Ready" conditions. 
7. List 3 "Not Prepared" conditions. 
8. State the function of the following: 

a. Select Switch 
b. Reset pushbutton 
c. Load Rewind pushbutton 
d. NIF A light 

9. If the Tape Drive is loaded and ready, state condition 
of the following: 

a. Tape 
b. Vacuum Motor 
c. Head Cover 

10. More than one Tape Drive may have the same address. 
(T/F) 

r- __.. • • ' " • - • • .._ • .,_. -4 -
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[Non-Return to Zero Current Syst~m of Writing on Tapes 

1. Magnetic Theory 

0230 

(Abr. NRZI) 1 
' 

Page 0250 
a. A magnetic material is one tpat can be polarized 

or partially polar~zed when placed under the in
fluence of a magnetic field. :For every magnetic 
material, a B -H curve can be plotted showing the . 
resultant flux densities in the ma~erial when placed 
under the influence of a varying magnetizing force. 
If a magnetizing force of ampere-turns (H) is slowly
increased in the positive direction, the resultant 
flux density in a magp.etic medium would at first 
increase rapidly anc1 then slowly attain a steady 
value of flux. The phenomenon of attaining a 
steady value of flux density is designated as satura
ation of the magnetic material. When the· ampere
turns are slowly reduced, the flux density also 
·decreases, but at a different rate. This phenomenon 
is known as the hysteresis effect. When the mag
netizing force is again zero, the flux density is nqt 
equal to: zero, but is equal to some positive value, · 
as point X. The amount of rnagnetic flux remaining 
when H is equal to zero, as denoted by the distance 
X-0 is the residual ma.gnetism in.the magneti.'C 
material. 
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b. If the ampere-turns are reversed by a reversal in 
circuit and the current magnitude is increased in 
the negative direction until saturation is again 
reached and then once again returned to zero, a 
negative resultant flux remains (point Y). Thus, 
by employing suitable circuit techniques, a flux 
pattern of either positive or negative polarity can 
be impressed on a magnetic material. · 

c. Figure B illustrates the method of storing in
formation. The magnetic circuit consists of a 
laminated ring, an air gap, a Mylar shim, and 
the magnetic oxide on tape. The ring is made of 
mu-metal, which has a high permeability and low 
retentivity. (Permeability is the measure of the 
ability of a magnetic.material to conduct lines of 
flux. It is designated by the Greek letter mu (u) 
and is numerically equal to the ratio of the flu;x: 
density to the magnetizing force, u = · B .;... H. The 
mu of air = 1. Retentivity is th_e capacity of a 
magnetic material to retain magnetism after the 
magnetizing force has been removed. ) ·The .oxide 
has a iow permeability of approximately 7-9 and 
a high retentivity. The half-mil gap causes the 
magnetic lines of flux to diverge away from the 
head and into the magnetic oxide on the tape. The 
shim prevents loose oxide from filling the gap. 

2. General 

3. 

. The NRZI system of recording binary information is 
one in which tape is continuously saturated in either 
the positive or negat~ve directiqn. Within a given 
period of time, .a cha'nge in saturation polarity is ca:lled 
a one, and no change is called a zero. 

a. The process of storing information is called writ
ing, and the process of detecting stored informa
tion is called reading. 

Operation 

a. When switch 1 is closed at time T 1, current gen
erator E 1 causes the current to flow through· the 
coil as indicated; a flux path is set up as shown. 

0240 
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Method of Storing Information 

DIRECTION OF TAPE' TRAVEL 
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NOTES' 
I. NOT USED EXCEPT WHEN END -OF ;FILE RECORD 
l. TRACK 6 IS THE CL05EST TO THE TAPE DRIVE 

NOTE: The Illustrated Tape Word Configuration is viewed looking at 
the Magnetic side of the Tape. The Tape is loaded oxide face 
down. 
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Because this flux pat~ extends into the magnetic· 
oxide on the tape, the oxide particles are magne -
tized in the direction of the flux path. If the tape 
is moving at a constant speed of 75 inches per 
second, all the area passing under the write head 
becomes magnetized in the same direction. 

b. If, at time Tz. switch Z is closed and switch 1 is 
open, current generator Ez causes current to flow 
through the opposite write coil as shown. This 
causes the flux path to be reversed and the oxide 
particles to magnetize accordingly. Because the 
switching time is very short, the tape moves only 
a minute distance when the reversal takes place. 
This process constitutes writing a 1 bit on the 
tape. If, at time T3, another reversal is made, 
then another binary 1 has been written. 

c. If, at time T4, no reversal is made, tl~n a binary 
0 has been written~ Thus, if a reversal in flux is 
made at a'ny time, a binary 1 is written and, if no 
reversal is made, a binary 0 is written. 

d. Figure C, illustrates the magnetic material on 
the tape as being a series of tiny bar magnets placed 
end to end. Where the change in flux occurs, there 
are like poles; where no change occurs, there 
appears to be a long magnet (fig 

e. The reading of a binary 1 makes use of this princi
ple: .a voltage is induced in a coil whenever there 

f. 

is change of the flux cutting the turns of the coil. Note: The induced 
When a reversal of flux pattern is encountered, voltage (e) is deter 
as the tape is passed over the head, a voltage mined by: 
pulse is induced in the windings. This volt.age di. 
is taken from one coil and routed to amplifier e• -N cR 
circuits. N= No. of turns 

A binary 1 is sensed as a voltage pulse at the ter -
minals of the coil. (This pulse is produced by a 
flux change in i::ither direction. ) The absence of 
a pulse (no change in flux) indicates a binary zero. 
In reading, a voltage is induced in the coil whenever 
a flux change occurs. The induced voltage is 35 to 
40 millivolts p/p. This is amplified to 18 volts p/p. 

d' . 
--1 : Rate of chan 
dt .current. 
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g. The information stored on the tape may be erased 
by saturating the magnetic material in one direc
tion. This is done by a separate erase head des -
cribed in 3. 1. 15). 

The adv.antages of"the NRZI system are: 

1) High inherent density. Binary 11 s can be 
written.closer together than in a pulse type 
system. 

2) High output when reading. . A maximum change 
of flux occurs from minus to plus saturation. 

3) Simplified eras~ng technique. Erasing to 
saturation is simpler than erasing to zero 
flux. 

J. Principles of Operation 

1. The 728 Tape Drive Unit has the capabilities of writing, 
·reading, backspacing, erasing, and rewinding. The 
tape ·drive operations may be controlled by the Central 
Computer System via the tape adapter unit, by the tape 
adapter unit (unit 13) test door controls, and by the tape 
drive tester. 

2. Information is stored on the ferromagnetic or magnetic. 
oxide side Of the tape. There are seven tracks across 
the face of the tape, and it is possible to write informa
tion in any of the seven tracks. Each track is inde
pendent of every other track and associated with one 
read-write head. 

3. Inf~rmation is placed on the tape in any configuration 
of bits desired. The configuration ~nd the interpreta
tion are under control of the external circuitry to 
which the tape drive is attached. 

4. Information is recorded in the form of small mag
netized areas on the tape. The method of writing 
binary information on tapes is known as the NRZI 
(nonreturn to O) system. This is a syst.em in which 
the tape is continuously saturated by a magnetizing 
force in either the plus or minus direction. A change 
in saturation polarity is called a 1. No change within 
a given period of time is called a O. Writing a series 
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of l's would change the polarity of the bits ea~h time, 
a 1 is written. It is the change of polarity that signi
fies a 1. Thus, if a reversal in flux is made at a 
specific time, a 1 is written and, if no reversal is 
rr.ade at a specific time, a 0 is writtzn. Information 
can be written on seven parallel tracks simultaneously 
in any configuration of bits desired. Bits are written 
approximately every 53. 7 usec. All the tracks on the 
tape except the middle one contain usable information. 
The middle track is used as a synchronizing track. 
Readout is nondestructive, and data may be stored 
indefinitely. Because the tape can be erased and 
reused repeatedly, it is an economical storage 
medium. The information stored on the tape may be 
erased by saturating ~he magnetic material all in the 
same direction. This saturating is done by a separate 
erase coil. 

5 •. ·A loop of tape is fed through a vacuum column on each 
side of the read.,;write head. The motion of the tape 
reels is controlled by sensing the loops, which keeps 
the speed of the tape across the heads constant re
gardless of the amount of tape on the reel. Because 
the reels containing the tape are relatively sluggish 
in action, it would be practically impossible to start 
and to stop the tape efficiently if it were driven 
directly from the reels. Therefore, a buffer storage 
area is provided in the form of vacuum columns. be -
low the reels. In each of these columns, a loop of 
tape is retained. The amount of tape in the columns 
is sensed by vacuum-operated switches. The tape is 
driven through the read-write and erase heads by a 
friction drive and pulley combination. As tape is 
drawn from one column, it is replenished periodically 
by the associated reel being rotated in the proper 
direction. As tape is driven into the opposite column, 
the associated reel is periodically made to turn in the 
proper direction to wind up the tape. 

6. A reel on which information has been written may be 
protected from inadvertent writing by removing a 
circular plastic insert from the back of the file reel. 
The resulting groove permits a sensing pin to insti
tute circuitry by actuating a sensing arm, which inter
locks the writing cir·cuits. 

0280 
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7. Tape is transported from the left, or file reel through 
the read-write and erase heads to the right, or mach
ine reel. To indicate the beginning of the usable por
tion of the reel of tape, a small reflective spot is 
p~aced on the tape (plastic side) about 10 feet from the 
physical beginning of tape. The end of the usable por
tion of th·e reel of tape is indicated by an identical re
flective spot placed on the plastic side at least 14 feet 
from the· ph:'fsical end bf the tape. · 

K. Summary Questions 

1. List three advantages of the NRZI System of reading 
and writing. . 

2. How is a "l" bit indicated? How is a "O" bit indicated? 

Characteristics 

A. Physical 

There are two types of 728 Tape Drive Units, model II and 
Model III. The basic operation of the model II is· the same 
as that of the model III. The description of the model III 
is covered in this section and the description of the model 
II in a later section. 

The tape drive unit has three of its four sides enclosed 
with removable covers. A door is mounted on the unit to 
provide ready access to the front of the tape drive. Manual 
control buttons and l~hts are mounted on the door. The 
door is divided into two sections, ·which are covered by 
transparent plastic to allow visual observation·~ of the tape 
'drive operations. The door- is interlocked .to remove motor 
pow.er whenever the door is inadvertently opened. 
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1. Tape Reels 

There are two tape reels, each of which has a 2, 400-
foot capacity and is mounted on a spindle on the upper 
main plate. The left reel is known as the file reel; 
the right reel, as the machine reel. Each tape reel 
is. mounted on a hub that protrudes from the upper 
main plate of the IniB-chine. This hub contains an 
expansion rim that grips the reel tightly when the 
locking screw in the center of the hub is tightened. 
The hub is mounted on a shaft controlled by two mag
netic powder type clutches: one for forward motion, 
and one for reverse motion. A third clutch is also 
provided, Its use will be explained later. 

2~ Reel Drive Clutches . 

t.~Y! .... il\The innermost part of the magnetic clutch is a rotor 0 that is keyed to the reel shaft. Sur.rounding the rotor 
~ is the clutch housing, mounted on sealed bearings, '°' making it free to turn on the shaft. A coil is embedded . <J r with.in the clutch housing, with its connections brought 

Vi;_ out to slip rings on one end of the housing. In _the space 
between the rotor and the housing is a mixture of iron 

'Y ~ powder and graphite. 

When current flows through the coil, flux is produced. 
The flux solidifies the iron and graphite mixture and 
causes the rotor and housing to be essentially locked 
together. Although the housing is made to turn con
tinuously through pulley action, the rotor does not move 
with it unless current is flowing through· tt].e· coil. As . 
current is caused to flow through the coil, the rotor 
begins to move with the housing, turning the hub and 
reel at the front of the machine. 

Because of the gradual buildup of current in the coil, 
due to inductance, the torque transmitted is propor
tional to the current, producing a smooth acceleration. 
This smooth acceleration prevents breakage by not 
shocking the tape into motion. The z:nagnetic powder 
clutch was selected for its ability to produce smooth 
acceleration and large torque with small control cur
rent. The iron-graphite mixture polishes, but does 
not wear, the clutch parts. To hold the iron-graphite • 
mixture in the fllix gap, a series of ridges was de
signed into the clutch parfs. These ridges assist 
centrifugal force to keep the powder in the magnetic gap. 
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~ # . '.t'!I {~{ }~~ Three clutches are mounted on each shaft, with all ~Ji' 
~ { rotors keyed to the shaft. \:he front clutc~s a 

{' stationary hous· rves as~e. he middle 
·~ .,tS c u ch housing is driven in a clockwise irection and 

~t' serves as a forward d:r'ive. The real' clutch housing 
is driven in a counterclockwise direction and serves 
~s a reverse drive. Control of clutch energization is 
discussed in Chapter 3. 

In the unload status (tape out of both columns, upper 
head assemblY. raised, and machine stopped) both 
brake clutches are energized. Each brake is con
trolled by the same reel release switch located just 
below and to the left of the file reel. Depressing this 
switch will allow the file to macMne reels to be ro
tated by opening the circuit to the stop clutches. 

3. Tape Motion Fig. B 
Page 0310 

Tape is transported from the file reel past the read
write and erase heads to the machine reel. _ll JiYOUld 
be impossible to· start and stop the tape efficiently 
unCfer control of the reels because the reel dr1ve5are 
re atlv in action. Buffer stor 

n each ofthese--cofumns a loop of tape is retained; the 
tape is drawn past the read-write and erase heads by 
a friction drive and moving pulley combination. As 
tape is drawn from one column, it is replenished by the 
associated reel. As tape is fed into the opposite col
umn, the associated reel winds the ta e. 

The tape speed across the read-write head is main
tained at' a constant rate of 7 5 inches per second. The 
distance required to get tape up to speed is approxi
mately 3/ 16 inch; the distance required to stop the 
tape is approximately 1I4 inch. The actual distance 
traveled before writing is about 1 /2 inch due to a 
delay built into the external source. The combined 
distance required to stop, start, and then write is 
3/4 inch. 

I 
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a. .Fbtward birection 

The right and left drive capstans turn continuo\lsly 
in the direction shown. To draw tape from left to 
right, the right moving pulley is pivoted to the 
right, squeezing the tape betweeh the moving. pulley 
and the right drive capstan. At the same time, 
the left moving pulley is pivoted toward the left 
drive capstan but does not touch it. 

0330 
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b. Backward Direction Fig. B 
Page 0310 

To draw the tape from right to left, the left moving . , ~~, 
pulley is pivoted to the left, causing the tape to be,,,~~~. ~ · 
squeez.ed between the left m. oving .pulley and.the K.pJ- . -~" ~ 
left drive capstan. At the same time, the right cP"'~ ~~-·~ 
moving pulley moves toward the right drive capstan[~ ly~ '7 ' 
but does not touch it. ~( 

To stop tape motion, the moving pulleys pivot to
ward the stop capstans, causing the tape to be 
squeezed between either the right or left moving 
pulley and the right or left stop capstan, respec
tively. mthe tape is being drawn from left to 
right, it is stopped by the left siop capstan. If 
the tape is being drawn from right to left, it is 
stopped by the righi stop capstan. 

4. Moving Coil Assembly· 

a. General 

The basic motion is imparted to the moving pulley 
assemblies by the moving coil. This coil is sus
pended in the field of a strong permanent magnet. 
Passing current through the coil causes it to move 
rapidly either up or down, depending on the direc
tion of current flow. 

If the coil is caused to move upward, the start 
position, the linkage causes both moving pulleys 
to pivot toward their respective drive capstans. 
If the coil is caused to move downward, the stop 
position, both moving pulleys pivot away from 
their rc:specti ve drive capstans and toward their 
respective stop capstans. 

Page 0340 
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- l 
5. Split Idlers - Ta1>e Alig_nment J 

Page 0340 
Two split idlers are used to assist in maintaining pro
per alignment of the tape. They are located on the. 
upper head plate to the right and left of the head assem
bly. These split idlers keep the tape parallel, at a 
fixed distance, with the front casting. AJignment be
tween machines can be closely controlled. To avoid 
complex systems, alignment is maintained to one 
edge of the tape. The front edge of the tape is held 
at a fixed distance from the front casting by the sta -
tionary portion of the idler. The rear portion of the 
idler is free to slide on the shaft and is held in con
tinual contact with the rear edge of the tape by spring 
tension. The entire assembly rotates within sleeve 
bearings in the associated housing. 

When the tape expands in width, it spreads the split 
idler. The track farthest away from the front edge 
of the tape is most subject to misalignment when the 
tape expands or contracts laterally between the time 
of recording and the time of reading. The split idlers 
are an effective means of keeping to a minimum the 
time difference between the outside and inside track 
of the tape (skew) when reading. 

6. Head Assembly 

The head assembly is built on two vertical plates, the 
lower of which is stationary. The upper plate is built 
to be moved up and down under power. Located on the 
lower plate are the read-write head assembly, the 
tape-break-light a~sembly, and the tape cleaner. The 
erase head, load point and end-of-tape photocell assem
blies, split idlers, and pressure pad are located on the 
upper plate. 

The upper plate is moved upward about 1 inch from 
the lower plate in an unload status to allow threading 
of tape by the operator and to provide free movement 
of tape during high-speed rewind. During the time 
tape is being transported through th~ machine for 
reading and writing, the upper plate is down, causing 
the assemblies to be in close contact with the tape. 
The entire head assembly is removable as a unit; 
connection to the read~write coils is made through a 
multi-pin plug at the bottom. 

Page 0360 
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a. Read-Write Head Assembly 

The read-write head assembly contains the seven 
read-write heads in laminated form, one adjacent 
to the other. The tape is passed over the head 
assembly, oxide side down, to complete the flux 
path of the read-write heads. A pressure pad is 
used to keep the tape in close contact with the 
read-write head. The read-write head assembly 
should not be removed from the lower plate. It 
is set at the factory. If a read-write head is 
worn, the entire head assembly should be replaced, 

b. Erase Head 

The erase head is located above and 3/8 inch to 
the left of the read-write head assembly. It con
sists of one large coil and core covering the. en
tire Width of the tape. During writing, all tracks 
on the tape are magnetized in one direction. The 
tape is saturated through the backing to the oxide 
to erase the information previously written. The 
head is kept close to the tape, ensuring full satura
tion of the tape. 

c. Load-Point Sensing 

The load point is a small reflective spot (3/ 16 inch 
x 1 inch), placed on the plastic side of the tape 
(1 /32 inch from the front edge, and 10 feet from 
the physical beginning of the tape). This reflec
tive spot locates the beginning, or start, of the 
usable p9rtion of the tape. The 10 feet preceding 
this spot provide sufficient tape for threading the 
machine reel. 

The load point is used only during a rewind opera
ti~m; it is sensed by a photocell arrangement. The 
light from the front bulb is reflected from the spot 
to the photocell directly to the left of it. Sensing 
the load point causes the machine to sto::>. 
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d. End-of-Tape sensing 

An indication that the end of the tape is l'\ear, is 
caused by an identical reflective spot placed 
approximately 14 feet from the physical end of 
the tape. T.his spot is placed on the plastic side 
of the tape 1 I 32 inch from the back edge. The 
rear bulb and photocell sense this reflecfr.·-e spot 
in the .same manner that the load point is .;~nsed. 
Sensing the end-of-tape mark sets the NIFA trig
ger and turns on the NIF A light. 

e. Tape Break 

During a high-speed rewind operation, tape is 
passed between a light source located on the 
lower head plate to the left of the read-write 
head and the load-point photocell. If the tape 
breaks, the light strikes the load-point photocell, 
causing the tape drive to stop. 

7. Vacuum Column '3 ~.nd Vacuum -Operated Switches 
Page 0310 

&: The vacuum columns act as a storage area for the 
tape, allowing the tape to be moved across the head, 
at random, without having to turn the reels simul
taneoµsly. They also exert tension on the tape, pre
venting tape buckle at the he ad during starting and 
stopping. 

a. Vacuum Columns 

The vacuum columns are of rectangular cross -
section. The inside dimensions are 21/ 2 inches x 
O. 510 inch ff 0. 002 inch -0. 000 inch). The front 
of the vacuum column is transparent so that tape 
can be observed. The top of the column is open; 
the lowe:.:- end is connected to a manifold leading 

0340 

to a vacuum pump that maintains a vacuum of / 
approximately 8 inches of water with tape in the . 

/ column. Tape hangs in the columns in such a 
way as to permit only the sid~s of the semi-cir
cular loop formed to touch the sides of the col
umn. The vacuum is maintained below the loop, 
and atmospheric pressure a.hove it. 
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b. v·acuum-Operated (Diaphragm) Switches 

Each column contaills two holes: one located about 
1/3 of the column length from the top. and the other 
located about l / 3 of the column length from the 
bottom. Attached to each hole, via a short tube. 
is a vacuum-operated switch. As the tape loop is 
moved past the holes. the change in air pressure 
is sensed by the switch. 

The vacuum column switch is shown in cross-sec-

0400 

tion in figure B . The presence of a vacuum Page 0340 
causes the diaphragm to move in a direction to 
transfer the contacts of the switch. For greater 
reliability. two sets of contaCts are used in 
parallel. 

1) Reel Control - Forward Direction 

The tape reel drive clutches are controlled 
by relay circuitry. As tape is pulled past 
tm· read-write head by the right drive cap
stan. it is pulled out of the left column. 
When the loop of tape is pulled above the 
upper vacuum switch in the left- column. the 
file reel forward clutch (left down} is ener
gized and the reel turns in a clockwise direc
tion, causing more tape to be fed into the col
umn. As .soon as the loop moves below the , . 
upper switch, the left down clutch is de-
energized and the brake energized {left stop 
clutch). This action causes the loop to 
oscillate about the upper switch of the left 
column as long as tape is moving past the 
read-write head in a forward direction. 

At the same time, tape is being pushed into 
the right column by the right drive capstan. 
When the loop of tape i.n this .column falls 
below the lower switch, the machine -reel 
forward clutch (right up) is energized and 
the reel turns in a clockwise direction to 
pull tape out of the column by winding it on 
the reel. As soon as the tape is again above 
the lower switch, the rigM up clu?:ch is de
energized and the a)ra:<e clutch energized. 
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Thia action causes the tape loop to oscillate 
-· a'b()ut the lower switch in the right column. 

2) :Jteel Control - Reverse Direction 

The action of the reels, and the tape in the 
columns, is the reverse of the forward 

· action. 
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Whenever the tape ia between the two vacuum
column switches, the associated reel is stopped. 
When the loop ia above the upper switch, more 
tape ia fed into the column; when the loop ia 
below the lower switch, tape is pulled from 
the column. 

c. Bellows Switch 

A bellows-type vacuum switch ia mounted on the 
manifold aHembly between the two columns. It 
11 Uled to preven! machine operation until the 
vacuum i1 maintained above a certain level. 

d. l'lapp1r Valve 

At the bottom of 1aoh vacuum column, oparatina 
th• column frC)m th• manifold, ii a flapper valve. 
Thi• valve ii 1imllar to a door, held open under 
1prin1 t1n1ion. · A ru1h of air down th• column 
1trikt1 th• flapper valve and 010111 U, Th• 
flapper valv• and it• auooiated m1ro\.lr1 1.witcih 
dttermint whether tape i• in. the vacuum ool\&mn, 
When tape ii in tht aolumn, v•r)' UtU• air p11111 
down tht aoiumn, and 1prina t1n1ion puU1tlh1 
flappll' v1lv1 op1n1 wh1n tape i• removed trom th• 
oolumn, or l1 brok1n, th• ru1h ot alr 010111 th• 
llapptr v1lv1 and U1 m1rcury 1wUoh, With tape °''' ot \ht aolumn1, th• ll1pp11r va1vH h11p main• 
tain 1uftiai1nt vaauum to k11p \he b11low1 1wliah 
o1oa1d, 
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M.ltor Drive 
·~ 

a. forward and Reverse Drive Motors 

b. 

The reel drive clutches are pulley-driven by two 
~ 3-phase, 220Vac motors (1, 140 rpm), 
'o~iding forward motion and the other pro

viding reverse motion. 

The forward drive motor is located in the lower 
right corner and is connected to the two center 
clutches by t~o V-b~lts adjacent to each other. 

The reverse drive motor is located in the lower 
left corner and is connected to the two rear 
clutches in the same manner as the forward 
motor. 

High-Speed Rewind ---To provide fast motion of the reels during high-
speed rewind, an additional motor ( 1 ~12 jp. < 3-
phase, 208Vac, 3, 450 rpm) is coupief to the file 
reel shaft. During normal tape motion, the rotor 
is turned with the file reel shaft. When the mach
ine goes into a high-speed rewind operation, the 
magnetic clutches are de-energized and this 
motor drives the file reel shaft at a high rate of 
speed. 

~c~·:___D~r;i~v~e-C...,..a~p~stans 
-"" --.......; 

Each drive capstan is mounted on the shaft of a 
reluctance synchronous motor U /20 hp, 60-cycle, 
3-phase, 208V). Each motor has a retractable 
rotor that provides a type of solenoid action to 
extend the capstan when the field is energized. 
When the field is de-energized, the capstan is 
retracted by a light spring (on the shaft) that 
exerts pressure on the turning rotor. This 
spring does not overcome the friction of the 
shaft when the capstan is not turning. 
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The position of the capstans, in or out, can be de
termined by two microswitches located on the rear 
end of each capstan mptor. Eacti microswitch has 
a magnet attached to the operating arm that is 
attracted to a steel collar mounted on tne shaft of 
the rotor. 

d. Stop Capstans 

There are two stop capstans, each associated with 
and located above the moving pulleys. The stop 
capstans are fixed. To stop tape motion, the tape 
is squeezed between either the right or left moving 
pulley and the right or left stop capstan, respec
tively. 

9. Time Delay Unit 

The time delay unit (motor and microswitch) is located 
on the relay gate. At the· end of a high-speed rewind, 
this mechanism delays machine operation to allow the 
reels time to stop before tape is loaded into the col
umns. When the motor runs, it drives an operating 
arm by means of a reduction gear train. After a given 
time, the arm operates the microswitch, referred to 
as the time delay points. As ~ong as the motor is 
energized, the operating arm holds the time delay 
points open. When power is removed, the arm re
turns to its home position under spring tension. The 
length of the time delay is set with a calibrated dial 
on the front of the assembly. It is a 15-second timer, 
with a dia.l containing 10 1. 5-second divisions. ' 

10. Head-Raising Mechanism 

The mechanism that raises the upper plate of the head 
assembly is directly behind the upper front casting. It 
consists of a screw shaft, driven from a friction clutch 
and ladder chain by a 3-phase motor, mounted above 

~~ \.\) and between the two clutch shafts. 

~ _\ When the motor (takeup motor) is operated, the screw 
C::S shaft turns in a clockwise direction, causing the upper 

1~1 } plate to move upward. When two phases are reversed 
~ ·' and the motor is opcr;:..!ed, the shaft turns counter-
~ ~ clockwise and lower.s the plate. Microswitches are 
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l '\:. ~ used .at both limits of travel to determine the position, 
· up or do"'.'n, of the head c?ver assemb~y. .. 1 .. ,. . .1~~ 
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In addition to operating the screw sh~ft, the motor is 
geared to each of the brake clutch housings so that, 
when the head is being raised, the left stop clutch 
housing is rotated iD. a counterclockwise direction and 
the right stop clutch housing is rotated in a clockwise 
direction. The brake clutches are energized at this 
time, and the reels are driven in the same direction 
as the stop clutch housing. This causes tape to be 
pulled from both columns. The opposite occurs 
when the head assembly is lowered and tape is low
ered into the columns. 

11. Reel Door Interlock 

Located in the latch side of the reel door is an inter -
lock switch that is closed when the door is closed or 
when the operating plunger is pulled out wi.th the 
door open. When the.door is opened, operation of 
all drive motors is prevented by this switch. A means 
of closing this switch while the door is open is pro -
vided for maintenance. 

lZ. File Protection 

For the protection of master files, a device is pro
vided to pre;vent writing on a reel of tape. A groove 
is molded in the rear side of eac~:.. reel; an associated 
plastic ring may be placed in th.is groove. The pres -
ence or absence of this ring in the file reel determines 
whether this device is in use.. If the ring is not placed 
in the groove, writing is auppressed but reading is 
allowed. The reel is thel]. file -protected. If the ring 
is placed in the groove, both reading and writing may 
occur. 

To sense the presence or a.bsence of the ring, a ,pin 
protrudes from the upper front inner cover. The pin 
is connected to the armature of a duo relay mounted 
directly behind the cover. If a ring is in the groove 
of the file reel, the pin is pushed to the rear, moving 
the relay armature. This action closes a relay con
tact, energizing 'the relay, to permlt writing. If the 
groove in the reel is empty, the pin is not actuated 
and the relay is not energized; writing is prevented. 
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13, Power Considerations 

Power for electronic circuits and drive motors is 
obtained externally while power for relay circuitry 
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is obtained from a 48V power supply within the unit. 
The source of external power for the tape unit is 
through a male cannon plug located at the lower rear 
left corner of the tape drive. Drive motor operation 
requires a 3-phase, 208Vac power. One phase of the 
3-phase supply is used to operate the 48Vdc and fila
ment power supply located within the tape unit. The 
48V is necessary for relay operation. Table lists 
the fuses used w.ith the 728 Tape Drive, models II and 
III. 

The 270V, 140V, ~60V, -130V, and -270V, are 
brought from unit 18. tape power supply. Neg. 48 
volts is also supplied to the drives. It is used only 
to light a thermal light if the temperature within 
the unit becomes excessive. 

14. High-Speed Rewind Photo-Sensing 
Fig. B 
Page 0490 

A device composed of a photocell and light is used to 
determine the type of rewind that the tape drive will 
do. The photocell is located in the lower section of 
the finger guard; the light rs located on the right 
corner of the top plate. When more th~n 1/2 inch of 
tape is on the machine reel, the light path is blocked 
and the tape drive goes into a high-speed rewind 
(average, 500 inches per second). ·when less than 
1/ 2 inch of tape is on the machine. reel, the light strikes 
the photocell, causing the tape drive to go into a low
speed rewind (75 inches per second). 

Note 

If the bulb burns out, the machine will only 
perform a slow-speed rewind. 

B. Summary Questions 

Facing the front of the tape drive: 

1. The left reel is call the reel. -----2. The right reel is called the reel. 
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3. The right drive capstan rotates in a ------direction. 
4. In sbpping taping during forward travel, the ----nylon pulley and the stop capstan are used. 
5. If the moving coil is moved up, the nylon pulleys are 

driven to tape. 
6. The forward-reverse magnet is reverse position, the 

·moving coil is moved up. The· nylon pulleys are 
positioned ao that the left nylon pulley 
pinches tape with the left drive capstan to move tape 
in the direction. 

7. The erase head is enabled only during a -----operation. 
8. During high speed rewind, the photocell 

senses for ia.pe breakage. 

9. When tape is moving forward, state function of the 
following: 

a. Left upper diaphram switch 
b. Left lower diaphram switch 
c. Right upper diaphram switch 
d. Right lower diaphram switch 

10. Which motor controls putting .tape in or taking tape 
out of the vacuum column when loading or unloading? 
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D. Control Line Summarization 

There are two summary punch connectors (wir~d in 
parallel) through which the control lines enter and le·ave 
the tape drive. A brief description of the function of 
each control line is given below: 

Select lines 
(six lines) 

Write bus 
(seven lines) 

Write pulse 

Read bus 
(seven line·s) 

Write echo bus 
(seven lines). 

Se le ct, ready, 
and read 

Select, ready, 
and write 

~· 

The select lines are routed from ex
ternal control. They determine which 
tape drive is to be selected. 

The seven lines of the write bus trans
mit the seven bit levels from the ex
ternal control to condition the seven 
diode gates. 

This is a line that originates in the e~
ternal control and over which timed 
pulses are sent to switch the write 
triggers through conditioned diode 
gates. 

The read bus consists of seven lines 
over which th~ seven bit pulses are 
transmitted to the external control. 

Each of these seven lines sends a 
pulse to the external control when a 
bit of information is written on its 
corresponding track. 

This line is an output from the tape 
drive, indicating that the unit has 
been selected and is ready to begin · 
reading. The term ready means hat 
the tape drive is in the load statu.s 
and the machine is mechanically 
ready (NOT READY light is out). 

This line is also an output of the tape 
drive, indicating that the unit has 
been selected and is ready to begin 
writing. 
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This line is an input from the external 
control to set the R/W status trigger 
to the read status. 

This line is an input from the external 
control to set the R/W status trigger 
to the write status. 

This line is an output of the tape drive, 
indicating it has been selected and is 
rewinding. Reading or writing cannot 
be performed if this line is up. 

This line indicates to the external con
trol that the selected tape drive is at 
load point. 

This output from the tape drive indi
cates that the selected tape drive is 
not in a usable portion of tape. 

This output indicates that the selected 
tape drive is in a usable portion of 
tape. 

This line, which originates in the. ex,.. 
ternal control, sets the NIFA trigger 
in the selected tape drive. 

This line, which originates in the ex
ternal control, ciears the NIFA trig
ger in the selected tape drive. 

This line also originates in the exter
nal control and controls the status of · 
the forward-reverse magnet in the 
selected unit. 

This line, which originates ih the ex
ternal control, initiates rewinding. 

This line controls the status of the 
moving c:oil. It originates in the ex
ternal control. 
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INDICATOR FUSE CHART . 

PART 208VAC DC PART 

334881 1 PHl Motors 6A-1~ 13 48V Supply output 2A 322784 
j~ 

322784 2 PHl 48V Supply 2A 14 Duo relays and operating lA '322895 
panel 48V return 

322899 3 PH2 48V Supply and moton 7A 15 Wire contact relays 48V lA ~ 322895 
return a 

~ 
322784 4 PH2 Blowers and fan 2A 16 Retracting solenoid FP relay lA~ 322895 

48V return 

322899 5 PH3 Blowers, fan, and motors 7A I7 Magnetic clutches 48V return lA 322895 

322784 6 PH 1 Rewind motor and pressuriz· 2Aj I8 HD & DP relays 48V return lA ,1r 322895 
ing blower i:Q 

~ 

322895 7 PH I Time delay motor IA~ I9 Dummy fuse 322088 

322895 8 PH2 Takeup motor lA 20 Dummy fuse 322088 

322784 9 PH 2 Caps(an drive motor 2A 21 Dummy fuse 322088 

322895 IO PH3 Vacuum motor and takeup lA : 22 -60 to 30A FIL transformer IA 322891 
motor center tap 

PH 3 Captsan drive motor 2A 
• i ' 

- I 30 to clutch demagnetiz- lA i 322891 322784 11 ~ 23 
' ingcircuit Ill: 

322784 12 PH3 Rewind motor and pressuriz· 
ing blower 

2A 24 I40 to relay gate & OP panel IA+ 322891 





SIGNAL & POWER DISTRIBUTION FROM TAPE 
ADAPTER UNIT TO TAPE DRIVES 

TO THE OTHER 
TAPE DRIVES 

DISTRIBUTED IN SIMILAR 
MANNER THROUGH POWER 
CONNECTORS. POWER 

z 

TO THIS 
DRIVE 

TAPE DRIVE 
#15 

--,--.-----··--· -·-

TO THIS 
DRIVE 

TAPE DRIVE 
#I+ 

UNIT# 13 

TAPE ADAPTER UNIT 

STANDARD 
NON-STANDARD 
POWER FROM UNITS 18 & 19. 

NOTE: SUMMARY PUNCH CONNECTORS INDICATED AS A ANDS. 
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E. Functional Characteristics 

l. Machine protection circuits: 

a. The blowiIJ.g of a bail.fuse activates the bail which 
causes the' fuse light to go on and stop the tape 
drive operation. 

b. Actuating the thermal contact drops the non
standard d-c voltage to the tape drive. 

2. Lamps: 

a. NOT: READY - Lights when the machine is mech
anically not ready. This condition remains until. 
tape drive is mechanically ready and START 
button is depressed. 

b. SELECT - Lights when the associated select line 
is at +lOV and cut off when the select line is at 
-30V. 

c. FILE PROTECT ON - Lights when a file-pro
tected reel is put on file reel hub of machine. 
Also when in rewind status, load-rewind, and 
unload. 

d. NIFA - Lights when the special end-of-file (EOF) 
word is read or written or when the reflective 
EQT mark on tape operates EOT photocell. 

3. Operating buttons: 

a. UNLOAD - Operate if in not-ready status. De
pression causes upper head assembly to rise arid 
tape to be withdrawn from vacuum column. This 
is called unload status. 

b. LOAD REWIND - Operative if in not-ready status. 
Depression causes tape to go to load point: through 
complete high-speed rewind cycle if tape is in 
high-speed rewind area and slow speed (75 inches 
per second) only if tape is in low-speed rewind 
area. Loads machine if in unload status when 
button is depressed. 
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c. START - Depression puts unit in a ready status 
(provided necessary conditions extst), disables 
manual control buttons, and turns off the NOT 
READY light. 

d. RESET - Depression resets the tape drive to 
manual control (turns on NOT READY light). 
Depression will ,also simulate the action of the 
high-speed area sensing device when in high
speed rewind and will stop the tape if in 7 5-inches
per-second (IPS) rewind. 

e. Address selector switch - Number indicates select 
/ . line, to which tape drive is connected. 
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f. Reel release switch - Depression de-energizes reel 
brake clutches to free reel when loading. 

3, Tape speed: 75 inches per second. 
4. Rewind speed: Average 500 inches per second when 

in high-speed area, 7 5 inches per sec°'nd when in low
speed area. 

F. Mechanical· Characteristics 

The mechanical characteristi.cs of the 728 tape drive are 
as follows: 

1. Capstans - Switches are provided to sense whether 
capstans are in or out. 

2. Tape column guides "". The tape column guides hold the 
tape square with the back and l /32 inch further away 
from the side of the column from which tape is pulled. 

3. Vacuum safety switch - The vacuum safety switch trans
fers when the vacuum in the manifold drops below the 
value required for proper operation. 

4. File protection mechanism - A reel with an insert 
depresses the plunger sufficiently for the relay points 
to make to allow writing on tape. 

5. Reel clutches - The machine reel brake magnetic clutch 
is adjusted with the potentiometer on the relay gate so 
that it is stopped when there is 7 0 feet (approximately l / 4" or 
50 turns) of tape on the reel after rewinding from a 
full reel of tape. The time delay is adjusted so that it 
runs for approximately ll seconds after the reel has 
stopped. 

6, Pressure pads - The pressure pads are adjusted to 
allow a c011stant vertical forct: on th~ tape. 
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G. Electrical Characteristics 

The electrical characteristics of the 728 tape drive are as 
follows: 

1. Voltage requirements: 

a. Drive motor operation requires 3-phase, 208Vac. 
One phase of the 3-phase supply is used to oper
ate the 48Vdc and filament power supply located 
within the tape unit. The 48V is necessary for 
relay operation. 

b. The d-c service voltages are generated in unit 18: 
+270V, +140V, -60V, -130V, and -270V. 

c. Input control line voltages are either +lOV or -30V. 

2. Light sources: 

a. There are two bulbs in the photocell assembly. 
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The total voltage drop across the bulbs, when Page 0340 
tape is in the columns, is 6 ±0. 2V. This voltage 
can be adjusted with the photo-lamps potentio-
meter mounted on the relay gate. 

b. The voltage drop across the bulb in the light source 
assembly for the photo-sensing high-speed rewind 
mechanism is 4 + l, -0. 5V. · This voltage can be 
adjusted with the 400 ohms of resistance (100 ohms 
of which are variable). 

3. Photocells: 

a. The light source assembly for the photo-sensing 
high-speed rewind mechanism is positioned so that 
the horizontal slot of light is centered on the photo
cell located in the guard between the reels. The 
light beam can be moved by loosening the large 
ring. It is focused by turning the small ring. 

b. The photo-sensing of load point, NIFA, and tape 
break operates with bulb voltages of 5V to 6. 5V, 
measured across the combined load point and 
end-of-tape bulbs when tape is in the columns. 

4. Write circuits: The write current is 11 ma (56V ±5V). 
5. Read circuits: The preamplifier gain is set for an lBV 

peak-to-peak output. 
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6. Start and stop time: 

a. The start time is 4. 5 +O. 5 ms measured to the 
-1. 0 

point at which normal speed is first reached. 
(The typical start envelope is shown in Fig. D 
Page 0310 

. b. The stop time is 5. 0 ±1. 0 ms measured to the 
point at which the amplitude of the stop envelope 
first reaches zero. (The typical stop envelope 
is shown in Fig. E Page 0310 

c. The sum of backward stop and forward start 
should not exceed 9. 5 ms for acetate tape and 
10 ms for Mylar* tape. 

H. Tape 

l. Characteristics 

There are three types of tape used; acetate, Mylar, 
and Durexcel: 

a. Width:· O. 498 ±0. 002 inch 
b. Total thickness: O. 0022 (+O. 0003, -0. 0004 inch) 
c. Base thickness: O. 0015 inch ±10% 
d. Ferromagnetic material and binder: O. 0006 inch 
e. Tensile strength (minimum): 

Mylar: 12 pounds 
acetate: 8 pounds 
Note: Durexcel is replacing Mylar. It has an 

improved binder. 

2. The ferromagnetic material, or magnetic oxide, is· 
the physical medium upon which information is stored. 

The tape capacity is as follows: 

a. Tracks - Seven (six information, one sync track). 
b. Character - Generally six information bits plus . 

a synchronizing bit written across the tape. A 
sync bit is written for every character placed on 
the tape. In some cases, a character consists of 
three bits of information and three unused bii .. eosi• 
tions. ·The character density is 248 bits per inch. 
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c. Word - Five full characters plus one character 
that contains only three information bits (three 
are unused). The word density (33 bits) is 41. 3 
words per inch: 

1) Record - Group of consecutively written 
words. 

2) File - Group of consecutively written rec
ords. Normally, a file would occupy one 
reel, but it is possible to write more than 
one file on a reel. 

d. Words per reel (if one continuous record) - 1. 2 
million approximately. 

e. Interrecord gap - 0. 75 inch. 
f. Length of tape on reel - 2, 400 feet. 
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g. Usable tape length - 2, 376 feet. (disregarding tape after EOT) 

3. TAPE HANDLING 

Because foreign particles c.an reduce the intensity of 
reading and recording pulses by increasing the gap 
between the tape and t~e head, take the utmost care to 
protect the magneti:.:: tape from dust and dirt: 

a. Keep tape in dust·-proof"container whenever not 
in use on a. tape unit. During loading, take tape 
directly from container; after unloading, place 
tape directly in container. 

b. While tape is on machine, keep container closed 
and put it in some loc&tion where it is not exposed 
to dust or cirt. 

c. Store tapes in some type of cabinet elevated from 
floor and a way from sources of paper or card du'st. 
Doir.g this sho•J.ld minimize the transfer of dust 
from t~e outside of the containers to the reel during 
loading or unloading o.:>erations. 

d. Do not use top of tape unit as working area. Plac
ing materials on top of units exposes them to heat 
and dust from blowers in unit. It might also inter
fere with cooLrs.g of tape unit. 

e. When identifyiEg ta?e reels, use a material that 
can be removed without leaving a residue. Adhe
sive stickers, eas:dy applied and removed, are 
satisfactory. Usually, they can be prepared be
forehand and applied during the loading procedure. 
Never alter identification by changing labels with 
an eraser. A card holder has been incorporated 
in the design of the new reel. 
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f. Place load points and reflective spots on tapes 
with care. Properly align and press them tightly 
on tape with back of fingernail. 1t is best to do 
this while tape is loaded on a unit. If this is done 
away from unit, keep unrolled end off floor and 
away from dusty areas. 

g. Inspect ~ntainers periodically. Remove any 
accumulated dust by washing with a regular house
hold detergent. 

h. When necessary to clean tape, gently wipe tape . 
with clean lint-free cloth. 

i. Exercise extreme care while removing fi.le pro
tect ring. ·under no circumstances remove ring 
while tape is loaded in columns. · 

F' "'corded information comes within O. 020 ·inch of th~ 
ecJe of the tape. Proper operation relies on the edge's 
being free. from nicks and kinks. . To accomplish this: 

a. Handle reels near hub whenever possible. If dif
ficulty is encountered while removing ·reel, break 
bond between reel and hub by placing palm of hands 
on periphery of reel and rotating. Under no cir
cumstances "rock'' reel by grasping outer edge. 

b. Carefully avoid pinching reels or contacting ~x
posed edge of tape. 

c. When mounti~g, push reels firmly against stop on 
mounting hub to ensure good alignment. 

d. Always -take special precaution to make sure hub 
has been tightened after reel has been mounted. 

e. When placing tape on takeup reel, carefully align 
tape to prevent damaging edge on first f~w turns. 
If there is a spring, insert tape (without folding 
back) under spring in direction that reel turn·s. 

f. When winding tape to load point, rotate machine 
reel with finger near hub and on reel. Rotating 
reel with finger in cutout nicks or curls guiding 
edge of tape. 

g. Always place sponge rubber grommets or special 
clips on stored reels to prevent free end from 
unwinding in container. 
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h •. If a tape break occurs, divide reel into two smaller 
reels. Splicing is not recommended. If it is 
necessary to make a temporary splice to recover 
information, be sure to use special low cold flow 
splicing tape (Field Engineering supply item). 

i. Dropping a reel can easily damage both the· reel 
and the tape. General use of a reel and tape after 
it has been dr~pped is usually unsatisfactory. 

j-. Never throw or mishandle reels, even while they 
are protected in their containers. 

k. Allow tape drive to complete unload sequence before 
opening door. 

Magnetic tape is sensitive to changes in humidity and 
tempe,rature. This applies mainly to acetate tape. 
Take the following precautions: 

a. If at all possible, store tape where it is to be us~d; 
i. e. , in maintenance console room. Location of 
tape storage near tape drives reduces both handling 
and variations in atmostpheric conditions. 

b. Control atmosphere between following limits: 

1) Relative humidity: 40% - 60o/o 
2) Temperature: ss0 -aOOF 

c. If tape must be removed from maintenance console 
atmosphere, hermetically seal it in a plastic bag. 
If tape is not hermetically sealed, then before re
use, return to and allow to remain in maintenance 
console atmosphere for length of time· equal to time 
it was a way f,rom room. If tape has been removed 
for a time greater than 24 hours, 24-hour condi
tioning is necessary. 

When customers ship ·magnetic tape, the following pro
cedure is advisable: 

0600 

a. Pack tape and reel securely in dust-proof container. 
b, Hermetically seal container in plastic bag. (Or

dinary plastic bags that can be sealed with a hot 
iron should be available from local merchants.) 

c. Obtain additional support by enclosing in individual 
stiff cardboard shipping boxes. 
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For long-term storage, take the following precautions; 

a. Provide proper mechanical support for reels by 
using dust-proof container!i!• 

b. Enclose reel and container in hermetically-sealed 
moisture-proof plastic bag. 

c. Store in are~ of con~tant temperature; either 
freezing or excessively hot temperatures could 
harm tape. A temperature between 40° and 120~ 
is satisfactory. 

If a tape reel has been dropped, the reel may be broken 
or bent (bending is less likely, for a strain sufficient 
to bend the tape reel will usually break it), the edge of 
the magnetic tape itself may be crimped, and the mag
netic tape may be soiled. The tape should be inspected 
immediately. Breaking or bending can usually be veri
f\ ~d by visual inspection. k addition, bending can be 
verified by mounting the reel on the hub of the tape 
frame. If the reel has been bent or broken, it should 
obviously no longer be used, but'~i.be magnetic tape 
itself may still be perfectly serviceable and can be 
wound on another reel. 

If the edge of the magnetic tape is crimped, what to 
do with it depends upon whether it contains essential 
information: If the tape does not contain any es sen -
tial information, discard the footage with the crimped 
edge or edges. 

Any time a tape reel has been dropped, clean the reel 
and tape thoroughly. If visual inspection fails to un
cover any evidence of breaking or bending of the reel, 
or crimping or other damage to the magnetic' tape, 
assume that the tape is in good operating condition. 
If at all possible, mak-a a test to verify that the tape 
operates properly before using it on subsequent runs. 

The following are points of general tape-handling 
information: 

a. The procedures outlined above apply to handling 
tape in a SAGE installation. 
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b. Field engineers and -other IBM personnel should 
take special precautions to follow the tape-handling 
recommendations to show, by example, the care 
required to ensure good tape performance. 

c. Any tape arriving at the customer's installation 
in an unusable condition should be replaced and 
the faulty tape returned to the factory. To aid 
the factory in its inspection, ship the tape ac
cording to the shipping instructions outlined above. 

d. Use discretion about smoking in the vicinity of 
tape because it adds to the dirt problem. A hot 
ash could cause serious trouble with a reel of tape. 

Mylar magnetic tape should be handled in the same 
manner as acetate tape. However, if Mylar tape is 
removed from the maintenance console atmosphere 
for short periods (not in excess of 3 months), it is 
not necessary to hermetically seal such tape or to 
z:econdition it after return to the maintenance console 
atmosphere. For long-term storage, Mylar tape 
should be hermetically sealed to guard against dirt, 
dust, and excessive moisture. 

CAUTION 

Never store reels of tape near magnetic 
fields. 

4. Humidity Considerations 

a. Cellulose Acetate 

This plastic material is dimensionally unstable 
with respect to relative humidity. In the range 
between 20-percent and BO-percent relative 
humidity, the width can change as much as 
O. 0069 inch. When the relative humidity varies 
over a wide range, the resulting width variations 
present a problem of ,storing and using the tape. 
The accurate guiding of tape to the read-write 
head depends upon the width of the tape. 

0620 
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b. .Poqester Base 

Note: 

Du· Pont Mylar polyester film is a more stable 
plastic material than cellulose acetate. In a 
range between 20-percent to 90-percent relative 
humidity. the width can vary as much as O. 0023 
inch, or 1/3 ·the variation of cellulose acetate. 

Proper storage of a reel of tape is therefore 
necessary to obtain satisfactory performance~ 
If the tape is stored where the relative humidity 
ranges between 40 percent and 60 percent. the 
design toleram;es are maintained. If the tape 
is stored in an atmosphere outside the specifica
tions. the probability of error increases. 

Temperature variations are secondary in com-. 
parison with humidity. If tape is stored about 
70°F. no departure from the specified width 
should be observed. 

It is preferable not to use different types of 
tape on any one Tape Drive. This may not be 
possible in practice. If a change is made, it 
is advisable to clean the tape drive to remove 
any magnetic oxide before changing to a dif- . 
ferent type of tape. 

Summary Questions 

1. Define conditions while loaded - unloaded. 

Loaded Unloaded 
Nylon Pulleys 
Capstans (Drive) 
Head Cover 
Tape 
FWD-REV Motors 
Vacuum Motor 

2. What devices cause tape to move forward over the R/W 
heads? 
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3. What devices cause tape to stop? 

a. Forward stop 
b. Reverse stop 

4. What diaphragm switch controls the file reel when 
tape is moving forward? 

5. . Which diaphragm switch controls the machine reel 
when tape is moving forward? 

6. Which diaphragm switches control the tape reels 
during the time tape is moving backward? 

7. What are the advantages of using vacuum columns? 
(2) 

8. Describe the operation of the flapper switches. 

9. What is the function of the flapper switches? 

10. What functions does the take up motor perform? (2) 

11. What is the purpose of raising the head cover.? 

12. What components are located on the head cover assem
bly? (4) 

13. What are the functions of the components located on 
the head c?ver assembly? 

14. Where is the tape break light located? 

15. When is the tape break light used? 

16. Which pulleys are driven by the forward motor? 

17. What is the function of the various clutches? 

18. Where is the H. S .. Rewind motor located? 

19. When is the H. S. Rewind motor used? 

20. What determines H. S. or L. S. rewind? 
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21. What sensing devices are used to determine speed of 
rewind? 

22. What is the condition of the drive capstans ~ile the 
machine is loaded? Unloaded? 

23. Is the head cover up or down while the _machine is 
·loaded? Unloaded? 

24. What motori;; are running while the machine is loaded? 
Unloaded? · 

25. Is vacuum up or down while the machine is loaded? 
Unloaded? 

26. Is tape in or out of the vacuum columns while the ma
chine is loaded? Unloaded? 
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Control Panel, Magnetic Tape Power Supply Unit 
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K. Review of Mechanical Operations 

1. Define loaded and unloaded. 

a. Loaded Unloaded 

Nylon Pulleys Forward Stop Forward Start 
. Capstans Out & Turning In & Stopped 
Head cover Down Up 
Tape In columns Out of columns 
FWD REV Motors Running Stopped 
Vacuum Up Down 

2. Which drive capstan drives tape in the forward d.i.ft!ction? 

a. Right 

3. Whic , motors are running when the tape drive is un
loaded and power is up? 

a. l) Blower 
2) Fan 

'.i:, Which diaphragm switch controls tape in the right col
·..:mn during the time in which tape is moving forward? 

a. Bottom Right 

5. What device is used to stop tape? 

a. Nylon pulleys and stop capstans. 

6. Clutches and Diaphragm Switches 

a. With tape out of columns, stop clutches are under 
control of the reel release pushbuttons. Up and 
down clutches are inactive. 

b. During the load and unload operations, partial 
current is applied to the stop brakes to allow take
up motor to drive the tape reels through the stop 
clutch'.es. 

c. Take-up motor to drive the tape reels through the 
stop clutches. 

1) R-2 & R-1 energize1 during both load and 
unload operation. 
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7. Assume that tape is between the diaphragm switches 
in both columns and tape is traveling in forward 
direction. 

a. Both upper switches not transferred. 
b. Both lower switches transferred. 
c. Both left and right stop clutches are energized. 
d. Tape is pulle.d out of left column into right col

umn by capstans. 
e. When tape drops below right bottom diaphragm 

switch, ~e switch transfers energizing the right 
up clutch. 

f. When tape is pulled above the lower right dia
phragm switch, the switch transfers activating 
the stop clutch. 

g. When tape is pulled above the upper left dia
phragm switch, the left down clutch is energized 
dropping tape into the column. 

h. When tape drops below the upper left diaphragm 
switch, the left stop clutch is energized. 

8. Operation of the clutches and diaphragm switches in 
reverse is the same as forward, except the lower left 
diaphragm switch controls take up of tape to the file 
reel and the upper right diaphragm switch controls 
drop off of tape from the machine reel. 

L. Motor Operation 

1. Blower 

a. Runs with the application of 3(,l A. C. 

2. Fan 

a. Runs with the application of 30 A. C. 

3. Pressurizing Blower 

a. Runs with the application of 30 A. C. 

4. Time Delay 

a. Runs with the application of 30 A. C. and R8 picked. 

0680 
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5. Vacuum Motor 

a. Runs with the application of 3~ A. C. and HD•4 
picked. 

6. Forward and Reverse Motors 

·a. Runs with the application of 3~ A. C. and HD-1, 
HD-2, HD-3 picked. 

7. Rewind Motor 

a. Runs with the application of 3~ A. C., HD-1, HD-2, 
HD-3, and DP-3. 

8. Left and Right Capstan Motors 

a. Rl,n with the application of 3~ A. C., HD-1, HD-2, 
HD-3, and DP-2. 

9. Take-up Motor 

a. Runs with the application of 3~ A. C., HD-1, HD-2, 
HD-3, and DP-4 - Head cover will go up. 

b. DP-1 reverses the input phase. 
c. Motor runs in reverse with DP-1 and DP -4 picked -

Head cover will go down. 
· d. Reverse causes the head to go down. 

M. Power on Reset 

1. R-17 is picked with application of power to the tape 
drive unit. 

Note: 

a. One side ti~d to +48V. 
b. Other side returned to ground through voltage 

interlocks !.n Unit #18. 
· c. All power must be up to pick R-17. 

Relay pullers should be used to remove or insert 
relays. This will pre\'.ent bent contact pins. 

0690 
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III. Data Processing Machine Logic, Pluggable Units, and Basic 
Circuits 

A. Data Processing Machine Logic and Pluggable Units 

r· 

The 7Z8 Tape Drive Unit is a modification of the 7Z7 Tape 
Drive Unit used with IBM Commercial DPM equipment. 
The pluggable ~nits are of DPM type, and the logic used 
with this equipment is DPM logic. 

I. Logic Block 

Logic blocks are u.sed to simplify circuitry. Logic 
blocks fall into two major classifications: diode cir
cuits and tube circuits. Each t"ype is divided into 
three sections: the first, top section, contains nota
tions which locate the circuit within a pluggable unit 
(PU); the second, middle section, contains notations 
which identify the circuit; the third, bottom section, 
contains notations which locate the pluggable unit 
containing the circuit. 

The bottom section of each logic block is similar. 
The first symbol in this section is always 11T 11, 

designating the tape drive unit. The se.cond symbol 
(two digits) indicates the column in which the tube is 
located; column notations run from 01 through 08. 
The third symbol indicates the row in which the first 
tube of the pluggable unit is located· this symbol is 
either A or J. · 

Fig. A & B 
Page 07.10 

The middle section serves to identify the specific cir
cuit by means of letters: A for AND circuit, 0 for an 
OR circuit, I for an inverter c;ircuit, etc. As part of 
the symbol for cathode followers, AND, OR 's, and 
diode gates, a resistor value in K OHMS is noted. This 
value is indicated because the block represents a 
standard circuit whose component values may vary in 
accordance with circuit use. 

The top section contains notations to further locate the 
circuit within the pluggable unit. °For example, the 
location of a diode circuit is defined as the end of the 
resistor to which the diode is connected; this location 
is a terminal on an island. The first symbol in the 
top section of a diode logic block identifies the island. 
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in the pluggable unit upon which the abovementioned 
terminal is mounted. The second symbol identifies 
this terminal. Because islands are lettered and 
terminals are numbered, any component in a pluggable 
unit can be located. The third symbol identifies the 
class of diode or diodes used in the circuit. 

The top section of .the tube circuit logic block a-lso 
provides additional information to locate the tube 
within a pluggable unit. The first symbol in the upper 
section indicates the tube number of that unit (1-8); 
the second symbol, the front or back portion of the 
tube used. If the· complete tube is used, a hyphen 
denotes intentional omission of F or B. When more 
than one tube is used in a block, all tube sections are 
noted. The 3K block uses both halves of tube 7 and 
the front half of tube, 6. The upper right section is 
used (mostly in I or K bl~cks) to denote an output test. 
point. The 4 denotes a panel ~::>in number and is ident
ical with the G4 on the output line. The G notation 
means that the pin is directly beneath the seventh tube 
of pluggable unit A. 

Special notations that appear in various logic blocks 
are explained with their circuits. 

Pluggable Unit 

The pluggable unit acts as the carrier for most of the 
component circuitry (tubes, resistors, capacitors, and 
so on). The unit has eight tube sockets, although it 
need not have the full complement of eight tubes. Fila-
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Fig. A & B 
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ment ter·minals of all tube sockets are wired. Note: References i; 

Mounted within .the pluggable unit are eight terminal 
strips, each consisting of 38 solder terminals or lugs. 
The terminals are numbered 1-19 on the front of the 
unit and 20-38 on the back. The terminals are ini
tially shorted together and cut open to make the termi
nals individual. This procedure eliminates the need 
for jumpers. The terminal strips are called islands 
and are located by their corresponding positions in 
the unit (A through H). The circuit components are 
mounted between these islands. 

cated by "XX. XX.~ 
coding will be found 
Electronic Data Pr< 
ceasing Machines Ty 
728 Magnetic Tape 1 

Manual. 
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Directly ben~ath each tube position, at the base of the 
unit, is a group of connector terminals labeled 1 
through 8. These terminals are internally connected 
to the male knife connectors beneath the base. The 
unit connects to a female receptacle that has solder 
lugs extending out on the wiring side of the panel 
(panel pins). There are eight panel pins for each 
tube position. The panel pins are used for the entry 
of service wiring (voltage supplies) and signal wiring 
to the unit. 

The locking-cam shaft extends through the unit and is 
used to seat the unit into its female connector. The 
unit is aligned to the connector; rotating the shaft with 
a pluggable unit wrench cams the unit downward to 
lock it in place. The contacts on the female connector 
are aligned vertically in such a way that the negative 
voltages are applied before the positive voltages when 
the unit is installed. The reverse is true when the 
unit is removed. However, it is wise to drop d-c 
voltages before removing or installing pluggable units. 

Note: Use care in removing or inserting ii. pluggable 
unit. The interlocking parts are breakable. 
If any break occurs, the PU should be re
placed. 

With eight tube positions per unit, the first tube loca
tion is either A or J .. Because the islands are lettered 
and the island terminals are numbered, any component 
or unit can be located. Panel pins receive their loca
tion from the tube socket that is in line with the pin 
group. 

3. Circuit Operation 

The circuits described in this paragraph are the 
standard or basic circuits used in the 7 28 tape drive. 
A detailed description of the logic: block used in data
processing machines is also included. 

a. Positive AND (-OR) Circuit 

The positive AND ensures that both inputs are up 
before the output ~omes up, while the -OR gives 
a miT'us output as long a& any input is down. 

0740 
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Figure A shows the junction point of the diodes 
and the resistor (R). This point is always used 
to locate diode circuits within pluggable units. 
Resistor (R) limits current and controls the rise 
time of the output. Cs represents· the capacity 
of the circuit being driven and stray wiring 
capacity. 

If both inputs are at -30V, the polarity iS correct 
for both diodes to conduct (fig. B). The resultant 
current flow through R causes a vqltage drop 
across it to maintain a level of approximately -30V. 
Because of the diode's forward resistance of 100 
ohms, the voltage at the junction will be -29. 04V. 
For practical purposes, the output is -30V and Cs 
is discharged. 

If input 1 changes instantaneously to + lOV, diode 
1 is cut off because the cathode is more positive 
than the plate (fig. C). Diode 2, with -30V on its 
cathode, maintains conduction and the output re
mains'unchanged. There is a small amount of 
current flowing through diode 2 to the + 1 OV source, 
but its effect is negligible. 

When input 2 changes to +lOV, diode 2 is cut off 
because Cs is momentarily holding the output at 
-30V (fig. D). Cs has to charge through R to 
+ 140V, and this delays the rise of the output level. 
The voltage level at the junction starts heading for 
+140V but, as soon as +lOV is reached, the diodes 
go back into conduction. The output is now +lOV, 
and Cs is charged to + lOV. 

When input 1 falls to -30V, diode 1 conducts harder 
and discharges Cs, and diode 2 is cut off (fig. E). 
The output follows the input down to -30V, and Cs 
is discharged. When input 2 falls to -30V, diode 
2 goes back into conduction to help maintain the 
-30V output. 

The action of an AND circuit may be summarized 
as follows: the output voltage of an AND circuit 
approximately equals the most negative input volt
age. Th.is statement is true regardless of the 
number of inputs. 

0750· 
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The symbol used for the crystal diode is shown 
below with plate and cathode labeled. 

Plate ------ Cathode 

---~1~----

b. Positive OR (-AND) Circuit 

077() 

The positive OR circuit differs from the positive 
AND circuit in that it needs only one input up to 
bring the output up. 
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If both inputs are at -30V, the polarity is correct 
for both diodes to conduct (f~g. B). The voltage 
drop across the limiting resistor sets the output 
level at approximately -30V, and Cs is discharged. 

If either input rises to +lOV, that leg conducts 
harder and provides a charge path for Cs (fig. C). 
The other diode cuts off, and the output follows the 
input in rising to +l OV. It is normal for only one 
input to an OR circuit to come up at a time. 

When the input that was up at +lOV drops to -30V, 
Cs is momentarily still charged to +lOV, and the 
input diode is cut off (fig. D). This mems that the 
fall time of the output is delayed ·because Cs main
tains a plus voltage until it is discharged through 
R. The RCs time constant controls the fall time 
of the OR output. The input diodes again conduct 
when the level at th~ junction reaches a point slight
ly more plus than -30V. 

The action of an OR circuit is summarized as fol
lows: the output voltage of an OR circuit approxi -
mately equals the most positive input voltage. 

An infinity sign in the block means that the return 
resistor for the OR circuit is in the grid circuit of 
the trigger. 
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c. Trigger 

A trigger is a bistable multivibrator; that is, the 
circuit remains in either of two stable states until 
an external signal forces it to assume the other 
state. The forcing action is called triggering or 
flipping; therefore, another name for the trigger 
circuit is _flip-flop. The bistable property of a 
trigger allows· the circuit to serve seyeral func
tions; e.g., a storage devibe, a counter, and a 
gate-forming circuit. 1 

Because .a trigger is said to be on when the left 
tube is conducting, the left side is called the on
side. The right side is called the off-side. In 
the on state, the left grid is up, the left plate is 
down, the right grid is down, and the right plate 
is up. When a trigger is used to store binary in
formation, a 1 is stored when the circuit is in the 
on state (left tube conducting), and a zero is stored 
when the circuit is in 'the off state (right tube con -
ducting). 

Each plate is coupled to the opposite circuit through 
a cotnpensated voltage divider. High-speed opera
tion is obtained with the aid of plate circuit peaking 
coils. The plate circuit may contain one resistor 
or two from which a reduced plate voltage swing 
may be taken as an output. 

If the grid voltage is far below cutoff, a delay in 
the flipping action can result. To prevent such a, 
condition, the grids are clamped by diodes. The 
plate of the diode is connected to a -12V source. 
Hence, a larger negative voltage at the cathode of 
the diode causes it to conduct, thereby keeping the 
grid of the tube at -12V. With this arrangement, 
the grid need rise only a few volts to cause tube 
conduction. 

A neon connected through a 1-megohm resistor to 
the right plate is used to·indicate the state o! a 
trigger. The neon is mounted on the panel and 
lights when the trigger is on. · 
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1) . Operation 

Basically, a trigger circuit resembles two 
inverter circuits in that each plate output is 
coupled to the opposite grid. In one stable 
state, the left tube is in full conduction 
(approximately 9. 5 ma) while the right tube 
is cut off. In the other state, the right tube 
is in full conduction while the left tube is 
cut off. To change from one state to another, 
an external signal must be applied to a sensi -
tive point in the trigger circuit. 

0800 

For example, assume that the right tube (fig. 
B ) is conducting (trigger off). The right 
plate is down; that is, its voltage is consider -
ably less than + 140V, while the left plate is 
up (near +140V). One method of flipping this 
circuit is to apply a negative pulse to the 
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right grid. Because the right tube is conduct
ing, grid current keeps the grid at about OV. 
The negative input pulse causes the right tube 
to cut off; consequently, the right plate voltage 
rises. This rise is .~hen coupled through the 

.Plate-to-grid voltage divider (cross-coupling 
circuit) to the left grid, pulling this grid 
voltage up toward ground. The Jeft tube then 
begins to conduct, pulling its plate voltage 
down. This shift at the plate of the left tube 
is coupled back to the right grid and rein
forces t.lte initial action. The cross -coupling 
circuits speed the regenerative action, and 
the circuit :::tabilizes with the right side cut· 
off and the left side in full conduction. The 
input pulse can now be removed without re
flipping the trigger, because conduction on 
the left side holds the right side cut off. 

The trigger can also be flipped by applying 
a positive pulse to a nonconducting grid or by 
lowering the plate voltage of a cutoff side 
through an external circuit. In any case, an 
input pulse must initiate a regenerative action 
to cut off the conducting tube and bring the non
conducting tube into full conduction. 

.. 
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2) Inputs 

The binary input is a negative shift input to a 
trigger and allows it to be flipped regardless 
of its previous state (unless it is being held 
by another circuit). A bi!lary mput is indicated 
when the same signal is appli~d w both the 
left·and right grid (fig ). For example. 
if the trigger is off and it is fed a pulse through 
a binary input, the trigger is flipped on. If 
another pulse is then applied to the binary in
put, the trigger is flipped off. 

One grid is initially at g:r·ound, and the other 
is approximately -12V. The negative shift 
begins at ground and pulls the conducting grid 
negative. The first 12V of the negative shift 
cannoi affect the cutoff grid because the binary 
input Ciode connected to that grid is cut off. 
By the time this diode is ready to conduct, the 
regenerative action initiated by the negative 
shift on the opposite grid produces a positive 
shift at the formerly cutoff grid. 

If the differentiated spike is narrow enough and 
not excessively large in amplitude, it does not 
interfere with the positive shift at the formerly 
cutoff grid. However, if it is too wide, or too 
large in amplitude, it may interfere with the 
positive shift, causing the trigger to flip back 
to its initial state. For this reason, the binary 
input should not be fed a pulse of very great 
amplitude. 

The most widely used binary input to a trigger 
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is the self-gated bi'flary. lt is used when pulse 
amplitude ar>d width would affect a normal binary 
input. The circuit is shown in modified block 
form. in figure When the ordinary binary 
input exhibits se_lf-gating action for the first 
12V of the negative input shift, the self-gated . 
input exhibits this property for the full pulse 
amplitude because of the different voltage levels 
maintained at the input diodes. 
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The voltage at the junction of the 12K and 
330K resistors is approximately +135V. When 
the input is a - 30V l!hift, the voltage at the 
diode junction is then +105V. Now the poten
tial at the junction of the diode, the 22K re
sistor and the 22-uuf capacitor of the conquct-
ing side of the trigger, is approximately 
+132V. The potential at this same point on 
the cutoff side is approximately +94V. Thus, 
the diode on the cutoff side cannot conduct 
while the one on the conducting side conducts. 
The conducting grid is brought down; this side 
ceases to conduct while the cutoff grid is 
brought up to ground and starts to conduct. 

The driving circuit may be either a standard 
cathode follower with the minimum load or a 
standard 6211 inverter tap or trigger tap, The 
inputs are 25V to 35V negative shifts. The in
put fall time must be less than 0. 25 usec for a 
25V input and less than O. 4 usec for a 35V in
put. Recovery of the input network limits the 
frequency of operation to 150 kc maXimum. 
(with minimum input signal). The trigger out
put rise time is 0. 35 usec; the fall time, in
cluding delay, is 0. 2 usec. 

The following are minimum requirements for 
flipping a trigger with various inputs: 
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DC: lower level, -20V to-30V; upper level, 
+5V to +15V. 

Minus shift: 25V minus s!lift; 60V per usec 
mini:nu\ll slope. 

Binary input: 25V minus shift; 60V per use-c 
minimum slope. 

3) Outputs 

There are four types of outputs from a trigger 
The full plate swing of either plate 

may be used, or the plate resistor may be 
tapped when a smaller swing is needed. Gen
erally, this tapped output is used for feeding 
binary inputs of other triggers. A standard 
signal level may be obtained from a voltage 
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divider connected to either plate. If the 
divider is not used, it is not wired into the 
circuit. 

4) Reset 

Because either side of a trigger can go into 
conduction when power is first applied, a 
provision must be made to establish a speci
fic status. The trigger may be reset with 
the output of the reset cathode follower (Kr) 
applied at the desired reset point. The re
set cathode follower is usually preceded by 
either the pulse -forming inverter (lpf) or a 
single shot (SS). The reset point is the plate 
of the -12V clamp diode. The reset cathode 
follower provides -12V as a clamp voltage 
~,nd changes to OV for reset. Bringing the 
plate of the clamp diode to ground forces a 
nonconducting grid up; that side of the trig
ger goes into conduction. The reset pulse 
lasts long enough to ensure that the regen
erative action is complete. The notation of 
reset is placed in the title section of the logic 
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block (fig ~ ). The notation on the left indi- Page 0790 
cates reset on; that on the right reset off. A 
trigger may have several resets, but ohly 
one takes place at a time. 

Triggers may be reset by the output of other 
triggers; however, in this case, the pullover 
or flipping is effected through the plate cir
cuit. All triggers with the letter X,in either 
the right or left corner (depending on whether 
the trigger is to be reset off or on) are set 
by power on reset through a reset cathoC.e 
follower. 

A manual method of flipping help& to test the 
trigger circuit, The points in figure . 
marked manual on or manual off are wbed to 
pins on the panel . If a trigger is on and the 
manual-off pin on the panel is touched by a 
tweaking probe, the trigger is flipped off.· 
The tweaking probe is merely a line connected 
through a bypassed, high-impedance resistor 
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to ground. The ground connection pulls the 
tweak points (manual points) up toward ground, 
thus providing a positive shift at the grid to 
flip the trigger. Tweaking the manual-on 
point turns the trigger on if it was initially 
off. 

5) Block Representation 

A single trigger may have many outputs; it 
may have different inputs to the same grid or 
the same type of inputs to opposite grids. A 
grid input·may be shown in either lower corner. 
A self-gated binary input is indicated merely 
by a straight line drawn into the middle of the 
bottom of the block. Diodes closest to the 
trigger block indicate the polarity ~f the volt
age affecting the trigger. 

A tapped output is represented by a line com
ing out of the top of the block near one side and 
with a T placed next to the line. Full plate out
puts are r~resented similarly with no T. The 
divider output is drawn from the side of the 
block. When the divl,der is· changed to drive a 
plate level cathode follower, a TD is placed 
next to the line at the top of the block. 

d, Inverter 

The standard inverter (I and Ik) is a high-speed 
circuit which produces .a negative shift at its plate 
when a position shift is applied to the ,grid; con
versely, a positive shift is produced at the plate 
when a negative shift is applied to the grid. There-: 
fore, logic conditions can be inverted, such as 
changing a binary 0 tQta binary 1. Also, the in
verter is a level setter and pulse shaper because 
of its amplification properties. 

The large resistance in the plate circuit enables a 
large voltage swing but does not appreciably slow 
the signal transition. The coil in the plate circuit 
speeds the rise of the plate voltage. When the tube 
is cut off, the coil produces a voltage which for a 
short time makes the plate more positive than it 
/ 
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would be without the coil. Thus, a slight over
shoot in the rise of the plate voltage results. Thh1 
action, however, has practically no effect upon the 
fall time of the circuit. The effect of this coil on 
the plate voltage is shown in figure 3- 29, F. The 
lower dotted line represents the voltage without the 
coil; the upper overshoot represents the voltage 
produced by the coil. The resultant shape of the 
voltage shows the tendency to square the rise; this 
results in a fast-rising voltage at the plate. The 
!OK resistor and its bypass capacitor are used for 
grid current limiting when a low imipedance driving 
circuit is used. The inverter has a nominal rise 
time of 0. 2 usec and a fall time of 0. 25 usec. An 
Ik is the same circuit but uses one half of a 5965 
tube. 

1) Operation 

The minimum inverter input requirements are 
+5V and -13V. Assume that the input voltage 
is -20V. The tube is well beyond cutoff be
cause cutoff bias is -8. 5V for . a 6211. The 
divider output is at +lOV because 0. 33 ma is 
flowing through the divider circuit (fig. 3-29, 
B). The d-c resistance of the coil (25 ohms) 
is disregarded. 

11850 

When the input rises to +5V or higher, the tube 
is in full conduction (fig. 3-29, C). With a load 
of 6. 3K, tube current is found to be about 12. 3 
ma. Grid current keeps the grid slightly above 
ground. The current through the plate load 
causes the plate voltage to drop to +62V. How
ever, the divider circuit is tied to the plate 
and the +62V level. Divider current drops to 
0. 23 ma, and this current adds to the tube 
current through the plate load. The voltage at 
the plate is lowered to +62V, and the divider 
output is -30V. The above values are. approxi
mate. 

The level-setting characteristic of the invertt:r 
circuit is shown in figure D. Because the cir'
cuit is ful'J.y operated by only a portion of the 
input pulse, the amplification of the tube r·esetli 
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would be without the coil. Thus, a slight over
shoot in the rise of the plate voltage results. Thil:; 
action, however, has practically no effect upon the 
fall time of the circuit. The effect of this coil on 
the plate voltage is shown in figure 3- 29, F. The 
lower dotted line represents the voltage without the 
coil; the upper overshoot represents the voltage 
produced by the coil. The resultant shape of the 
voltage shows the tendency to square the rise; this 
results in a fast-rising voltage at the plate. The 
lOK resistor and its bypass capacitor are used for 
grid current limiting when a low impedance driving 
circuit is used. The inverter has a nominal rise 
time of 0. 2 usec and a fall time of O. 25 usec. An 
lk is the same circuit but uses one hall of a 5965 
tube. 

1) Operation 

The minimum inverter input requirements are 
+5V and -13V. Assume that the input voltage 
is -20V. The tube is well beyond cutoff be
cause cutoff bias is -8. 5V for . a 6211. The 
divider output is at +lOV because 0. 33 ma is 
flowing through the divider circuit (fig. 3-29, 
B). The d-c resistance of the coil (25 ohms) 
is disregarded. 
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When the input rises to +5V or higher, the tube 
is in full conduction (fig. 3-29, C). With a load 
of 6. 3K, tube current is found to be about 12. 3 
ma. Grid current keeps the grid slightly above 
ground. The current through the plate load 
causes the plate voltage to drop to +62V. How
ever, the divider circuit is tied to the plate 
and the +62V level. Divider current drops to 
0. 23 ma, and this current adds to the tube 
current through the plate load. The voltage at 
the plate is lowered to +62V, and the divider 
output is -30V. The above values are. approxi
mate. 

The level-setting characteristic of the invertt:r 
circuit is shown in figure D. Because the cir'
cuit is fufly operated by only a portion of the 
input pulse, the amplification of the tube i·esets 
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the levels of the pulse. Pulse shaping is aided 
by both the amplification and the action of the 
peaking coil. 

2) Compensated Output 

The circuit produces a fast rise and fall at 
the plate. This voltage shift must be fed to 
the next Circuit where stray capacitance acts 
upon the shift. Figure E illustrates output 
waveform distortion when Cs is charged 
through R1. However, by adding a compensat
ing capacitor C, the waveform produced by 
CR2 adds to the output. Thus, Cs has a fast 
charge path, and the output more nearly repre
sents the voltage shift at the plate. The com
pensating capacitor is 8, 2 uuf or 15 uuf, de
pending ,on the input capacity of the next cir
cuit. ' · · 

The divider output is high impedance and must 
feed a cathode follower directly (high-hnpedance 
input). The voltage for a tapped plate swings· 
from +139V to +99V, and at the divider output 
from+lOVto -30V. 

Inverter (Light) 

The inverter ·(light) 11 is used to turn on indicator 
lamps. ·The lamp makes up somewhat more than 
! of the inverter load. The lamp will draw some
where between'40 to 65 ma of current; therefore, 
a full 5687 tube is needed in parallel to supply this 
current. 

Pag~ 
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f, Tape Erase Circuit ;~ 
Page 0880 ') 

The inverter Ia- is used in the tape drive unit as , C. CH. 09 ) 
a current switch for the erase head. During write\ _ _____-/ 
operation, the tape is erased before it reaches the 
read/write head. · 

Write status is plate level, +138V to +50V nomi
nal. When this line is down, the midpoint of the 
divider is at -157V and the ler is cut off. When 
write status is up during writing, the divider pro
vides ~ l 30V to the ler grids. The Ier goes into 
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full conduction and 33 ma is fed through the erase 
coil to ground. While erasing, there is a 17V drop 
across the erase coil and the ler plate voltage is 
approximately -80V. 

0890 

g. ~nverter (Photo Pickup) If G 
~-- ·Page 0880 

C.01, 15 The photo· pickup inverter lpc is used to indicate 
the load point and the presence of end· of tape or 
a break in tape. 

When the light to illuminate the photocell is prop
erly adjusted, a photocell of this type produces a 
change in voltage from 8 to 20V. 

The tube is normally conducting heavily. When the 
photocell conducts, a negative signal is reflected on 
the control grid of the 5965 tube, causing a decrease 
in current. The positive output signal is Ctilpacitively 
coupled to the next stage. · 

h. Tape Write Circuit 

The tape write circuit TWR, I WR, IG, IS is used 
in the tape drive unit to provide controlled current 
to the writ,e coil. Current through the write coil 
in one direction or the other provides the change 
in flux that is necessary to write on tape. This 
method is the NRZI system. 

The TWR is a standard trigger with nonstandard 
outputs. The self-gated binary input allows each 
negative input shift to change the trigger status. 
The input to the T WR is a diode gate that samples 
the write bus every 53. 7 usec. The fall of this 
pulse triggers the T WR. The output levels of the 
T WR are -30V and -52V, depending on the trigger 
status. The clamping diode in the output divider 
circuit prevents that junction point of the divider 
from rising above ground, thus setting the upper 
level of -30V. · · 

The lg is used as an electronic switch to allow 
conduction through the lwr only when write status 
is up. Write status down (+50V) sets the input to 
the lg at -147V and the tube is cut off; write status 
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up (+ 131:1V) sets the lg input at -113V and the tube 
is able to conduct. The lg, conducting, produces 
a -40V cathode voltage for the Iwr. With the lg 
not conducting, both the plate and the cathode of 
the Iwr are at ground level and no conduction 
through the write coil is possible. The 7 5K re -
sistor to ground prevents the l_wr cathode and 
the lg plate from floating. - Thus, 'the lg conditions 
the Iwr for conduction, depending, of course, upon 
the input of the Iwr. 

The Twr outputs feed both sides of the Iwr. If one 
Twr outpµt is at -30V, then the other is at -52V. 
Thus, one side of the Iwr is able to conduct while 
the other side~is cut off (Iwr cathod.e at-40V). As 
long as the lg is conducting and setting the Iwr 
c:ithode at -40V, all changes in the status of the 
T .vr are reflected as changes in the direction of 
the current flow through the write coil. When 
the current flow through the write coil changes 
direction, a character is written on tape. 

Because of the heavy inductive load (the write coil). 
the Iwr cannot switch conduction from one side to 
the other as fast as the 'J'wr flips. The Iwr cuts 
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off for several usec because cutting off the induced 
voltage from one side lowers the opposite plate 
voltage sufficiently to prevent conduction even with 
the grid going up. The Iwr cathode, therefore, re
flects this as a 17V minus shift during Twr flip time. 
The negative shift is coupled to the grid of the Is. 
The Is cuts off for about 8-12 usec, and the output 
pulse (echo pulse) is used for redundancy checking. 

i. Cathode Follower 

Cathode followers (K) are primarily power ampli
fiers and, therefore, are used to supply a stable 
voltage level to drive resistive loads (diode AND 
and OR circuits) or capacitive loads (wiring capa
citance). . A high input impedance and low output 
impedance make this circuit useful for impedance 
matching and isolation. Cathode followers do not 
invert a signal, but they do attenuate a signal. 

Page 0930 
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1) Operation 

To understand thoroughly the natural actions 
of a cathode follower, the self-biasing char
acteristics of the circuit should be understood. 
The plate, with +140V, is always demanding 
more current. The controlling grid is calling 
for more current as long a13 the effective bias 
is positive, is neutral when the bias is 0, and 
completely resists the plate command when 

0920 

the effective bias reaches -3V (-30V on the 
grid). The grid t~kes control at lV bias when 
the input is +lOV. The reason for the different 
stable points of bias voltage at the two different 
input levels is readily understood by noting the 
effective plate voltage in both cases. Because 
the effective plate voltage is only 129V with 
+ lOV on the grid, only 1 V bias is needed, With 
an effective plate voltage of 167V (-30V on the 
grid), more bias (-3V) is needed to overcome• 
the effect of the plate. 

The tube conducts in such a manner as to tend 
to regulate itself; that is, not to allow an 
appreciable voltage change from grid to 
cathode. If the tube current increases, the 
tube tends to cut itself off as the cathode tends 
to rise. This cutoff action tends to decrease 
the current. 'If, on the other hind, the current 
tends to decrease, the cathode potential tends 
to fall, thus increasing the current flow. This 
type of self-regulation is called inverse voltage 
feedback. 

Current through the tube causes a voltage drop 
across the 91-ohm dropping resistor. With the 
input at +lOV, this drop should about equal the 
grid-to-cathode rise, so that the output voltage 
is also +lOV. If the input signal should drop to 
-30V, then the output voltage will also drop. 
Note from the tube characteristics that a change 
in current through the tube, which accompanies 
the change in voltage across the load, increases 
the negative grid bias to approximately 3V. With 
this bias and this current, the drop acDoss the 
load increases the negative 1?rid bias to approxi -
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mately 3V. With this bias and this current, 
the cftop across the 91-ohm bias resistor 
changes from the lV to about iV. This means 
that the di:op across the dropping resistor can 
no longer compensate for the grid-to-cathode 

· rise, and the output will now be more positive 
than the input. The voltage rise in a cathode 
follower is about 1 / lOV per volt change in 
signal level with the minimum cathode load in 
the circuit. As the cathode resistor increases; 
the value of the lower level can be expected to 
increase also (about 1 V per 3K increase ir;i. 
cathode resistor). The gain of a cathode fol
lower operating class A is approximately 0. 9V. 

2) Resistive Load 

If the cathode follower load is resistive and is 
returned to a positive voltage, the current for 
the load must be supplied from the -60V supply 
through the cathode resistor (fig B). Because 
the tube regulates itself, this load current is 
taken away from the tube. As load current in
creases, tube <;:uri;-ent decreases. Design 
limits the minimum current through the tube 
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Fig. B 
Page 0930 

to 1. 5 ma. Therefore, a single cathode follow
er (5965 tube) can supply 10. 5 ma without 
materially affecting the voltage level (low
impedance output). 

A load that is returned to a minus supply volt
age is effectively paralleled with Rk (fig .. B). 
Therefore, any current demands of the load 
must be met by the tube. A value of Rk is 
chosen so that, in parallel with the load, the 
total impedance is such tmt both currents to
gether will not exceed 12 ma. 

3) Capacitive Load 

Assume that a capaciiitar;ice is connected from 
the output to ground .(.'fig. B). Because the 
voltage across the capacitance cannot change 
suddenly, the cathode is held at + lOV while 
the grid shifts to - 30V. The tube is cut off. 
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The output voltage drops at a rate determined 
by the RC path of the capacitance and the load 
resistor. After the voltage has dropped far 
enoiigh, the tube starts to conduct again. When 
the input again shifts to +lOV, the capacitance 
is charged by the current through the tube. 
Usually the input capacitance from succeeding 
stages is such that the RC time constants en:
countered are comparable to the rise and fall 
time of the input. Therefore, the extremes 
of cutoff and very heavy conduction to charge 
the capacitance are not encountered, and the 
output follows the input. If the RC time con
stant is such as to cause the abovementioned 
extremes, the output does not follow the input 
but depends on the RC time constant. This 
condition appears as output distortion. 

j. Parallel Cathode Follower 
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The use of more than one cathode follower in par
allel helps to minimize the" voltage rise of the down 
level through the circuit with a given load. Parallel
ing the cathode followers also provides more current 
for the line charging purposes to speed output· volt
age shifts. In addition, the paralleling lowers effec
ti v• cathode resistance, allowing faster discharging 
of line capacitance. Each tube can use one Rk, or 
the value of Rk can be divided by the number of tubes 
paralleled. When cathode followers are paralleled, 
the connections are ma<;le at the grid parasitics and 
the output (Fig. C). The number of half-tubes in 
parallel precedes the symbol K in the block diagram; 
thus a whole tube cathode follower is symbolized by 
2K. Parallel cathode foilowers are more susceptible 
to paras1ti<· oscillation than most of the other circuits 
or unparaUeled cathode followers. 

k. Cathode Follower OH. Circuit 

Frequent use is made of a cathode follower to act 
in the same manner as a d10de input to an OR cir
cuit. Two or more cathode followers are tied to-
gether as shown in D of figure Because they 
each use the same return re His tor, any input rising 
to +I OV causes the output to come up (OR circuit 
oper:~tioni.. The L'0Il1(H)llf.!Uts of a diode uR circuit 

Fig. D 
Page 0930 
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and a separate cathode follower are saved by this 
m~thod because all input lines to the diode OR cir
cuit would need powering. The block notations of 
a cathode follower OR circuit are Ko or K with 
infinity signs ( 00 ) in all blocks but one. 

Cathode Follower Inputs 

Figure shows a special input circuit and its. 
logic block notation. Special integrated inputs are 
used whenever mechanical devices such as relays 
are used to control voltage levels or activate cir
cuits. 

Cathode Follower Clamp 

The cathode follower clamp (Kc) (fig B ) is 
used to produce the regulated -12V used for clamp
ing trigger grids, and at other points where -12V 
is desired. The divider on the grid input holds the 
right grid at -15V. With this grid voltage, the tube 
draws 3. 2 ma and the drop across the cathode re - · 
sistor is 48V. The output voltage is ..:12v. 

One Kc is designed io clamp a maximum of 10 trig
gers. The clamp voltage changes approximately 
1 V from no load to full load. · 
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Fig. A 
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Fig. B 
Page 0970 

Power Cathode Follower 

The power cathode follower (Kp) is a cathode fol
lower employing a 5687 tube rather than a 5965. 
The purpose of this change is to obtain greater 
power output without going to parallel cathode fol
lowers with the danger of parasitic oscillations. 
The cathode follower·Kpo is the use of cathode 
follower Kp with a common cathode resistor for 
OR circuit operations. 

·fig.-c 
Page 0970 
C.05. 12 

Cathode Follower Reset 

The cathode follower reset (Kr) is used to reset 
triggers on or off. It also serves as a -12V clamp. 
The output of the Kr is connected to the clamp 
diode at the on-side grid to reset the trigger on; 

Fig. D 
Page .0970 
c. 05. 13· 
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It is connected to the clamp diode oh the off -side 
grid. to reset the trigger off. 

The right griq of the Kr is at -15V because of the 
divider on this grid. When the input id down to 
-30V, the left tube is cut off because the right 
tube is drawing 3. 2 ma and the 48V drop across 
the 15K load resistor brings the cathode up to -12V. 
The left grid, therefore, is lBV negative with re
spect to the cathode. The -12V output serves as 
a clamping voltage at the trigger to ensure that the 
grid, to which it is connected. drops no lower than 
-12V. When the input is brought up to +lOV, the 
cathode comes up as far as ground where it is 
clamped by the diode to ground. With the cathode 
at ground, the right tube is cut off because the grid 
is 15V negative with respect to the cathode. The 
ground potential at the output of the Kr, tied to a 
grid of a.trigger, causes the tube associated with 
this grid to conduct. The trigger is set on or off 
as the case may be. 

This circuit is designed to clamp and reset a maxi
mum of 10 triggers with a change of less than 1 V 
in clamp voltage from no load to full load. The Kr 
is actually two circuits in one: a clamp circuit and 
a reset circuit. Each half has its own load limita
tions. The right tube (clamp side) can clamp up to 
10 triggers. This means that the Kr can be tied to 
20 tr'igger grids for clamping purposes because 
only half that number of grids are at -12V at one. 
time .. For additional loading, additional half-tubes 
are paralleled with the right lube. 

The left tube (reset side) can reset up to 20 trig
gers. For additional loading, additional half-tubes 
are paralleled with the left tube. When half-tubes 
are paralleled, either on clamp or reset side, 91-
ohm resistors are used in the cathodes for load 
equalization. 

The block symbol used is nKr, where n is the num
ber of half-tubes used for the clamp (right) side as 
above. Thus the 3Kr uses four half-tubes, one 

0980 

half for the reset side and three halves for the clamp 
side. The value of the cathode resistor is determined 
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by the formula l 5K/n, where ri has the same mean
ing as above. For multiple numbers of clamps and 
resets in the same logic block (fig. B), the n states 
the number of half-tubes used for clamps and the 
value of R in the logic block is 15K/~. The reset 
tubes are identified by a bracket and the word 
II left, II 

The duration of the reset condition (up level) should 
be between .o. 5 and l 00 usec. To keep the left side 
cut off, the minimum lower level of input should be 
-20V. 

p. Resistance Gated Diode Driver 

The resistance gated diode driver (Ks) is used to 
drive one or more diode gates (Dg) directly or 
th rt .igh a cathode follower (K), which in turn 
drives diode gates. The value of the resistor R 
in the right grid bias circuit is determined by the 
output voltage desired. This value is chosen so 
that the right grid bias is slightly negative with 
respect to the desired low-level output voltage. 
When the incoming signal is + lOV, the left tube 
conducts and the right tube is cut off. The output 
is about +lOV, because the bias on the right side 
is sufficiently negative to cause cutoff. If, how
ever, the input level drops to at least 2V below 
the desired low~r output level, the left side loses 
control and the right side conducts to give the 
desired output value. 

The Ks circuit may be driven from a trigger or 
another cathode follower. The Ks drives five trig
gers located reasonably close together. 

q. Cathode Follower 

The cathode follower (Kx) lS merely a cathode 
follower employing a 6211 tube rather than the 
5965, with a re::rnltant saving rn power. The 
filament current i::; sub::;tantialiy :,;maller, and 
~he tube also draw:,; a ::>mailer plate current. The 
•;uthod·~ follower Kxu is :,;imply the use of t:athodv 
fnliuwe1·s Kx that have a' 01n1nu11 catho<.1c i·esi::;Lt•l' 

fc.r Ofi. •:iJ'LUit op1:t·atiu1i. A retrofit ha:s rect'ntlv 
changed the Kx c1 rcuits in t~w 728 t~; K circuic". · 
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Resistance-Gated Diode Driver, K., Circuit Diagram · 
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r. Grounded-Grid Amplifier 
~ Page 1000 

The grounded-grid amplifier GAf is used as a level C. 04. 05 
setter and pulse shaper. As pulses pass through 
the machine, their shape and vbltage levels deterio-
rate. The GAf is used to reshape the pulse and 
fec;id it to cathode followers. The· special down level 
of -38V permits nor,mal cathoqe follower down level 
loss without affecting minimum down level require
ments. The GAf does not invert the signal. 

1) Operation 

The grid of the right tube is held at approxi
mately -3V by the voltage divider network be
tween -60V and ground. With -30V on the left 
grid, the right tube is conducting approximately 
10. 5 ma, the cathode is -2. 5V, and the right 
plate is at +45V, resulting in -38V at the 
divider output. The left tube is cut off. 

As the input signal rises, the left tube starts 
to conduct with approximately -lOV on its grid. 
More current flows through the cathode re -
sistors, and the voltage at the cathode rises. 
The rising cathode voltage causes the right 
tube to begin cutoff action because the grid 
bias is fixed at -3V, and its plate voltage rises 
toward +140V. The tube characteristics are 
such that when the input voltage reaches +3V, 
the cathode is at +3: 5V and the right tube is 
cut off. The divider out put is now + lOV. Any 
further rise of the input causes the left tube 
to conduct harder, and the cathode voltage 
rises as in a cathode follower. Because the 
ri.ght tube is cut off, the rising cathode voltage 
has no effect on the right tube or the output 
voltage. 

As the input drops, the previous action is re
versed. The right tube starts to conduct when 
the input is at +3V and is in full conduction 
when the input falls to - lOV. The di v1der out
put return$ to -38V. There is about a 4-to-1 
speedup in rise time and about a 10-to-1 
speedup in f~ll time. The -reason for the 
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difference in speedup of the rise and fall time 
is the shape of 'the portion of the input signal 
that is being used. The leading edge of the 
input signal is usually sloped much more in 
the used portion than the trailing edge. Fig
ure 3-41, B, shows a' typical input to a GAf 
arid the resultant shaped and 'level-set output. 
'Minimum input voltage requirements are +5 
to -20V. The tapped plate output levels are 
+138V to +94V nominal. ' 

2,) ·Half-Tube 

Sometimes the output of a cathode follower OR 
circuit needs to be shaped and level-set. One
half tube can be saved by feeding the OR out
put directly to the cathode of the right tube . 
and deleting the left tube. The rising input 
to any cathode follower in the OR configura
tion operates the right tube in the ,~ame 
manner as the GAf. The! GAf block uses 
one ;half of a 5965, and the input is at cathode 
level. All Ko blocks have infinity signs de
noting that they are sharing the cathode cir-
cuit of the ! GAf. . 

s. Diode Gate 

1020 

~ ,.:._ Page 1030 
/The diode gate is similar -in action to an AND cir -

cuit and is used to flip a trigger. This circuit is 
used where speed is not essential. Figure A 
illustrates the circuit, logic symbology, and 
associated waveforms of a typical diode gate; All 
waveforms have identical time relationships. 

The upper end of the resistor (fig. A) is connected 
to a circuit (such as a divider output of a trigger) 
that wiUsupply a nominal +lOV to -30V gate pulse. 
The diode input is the output of a special cathode 
follower that gives a +lOV to -14V pulse. The 
prerequisite for proper operations is that the 
gate input overlap the diode input. 
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The diode input shows two +BV to -18V pulses (an 
example of normal circuit variations, hence the 
use of "nominal"). The gate of +9V to -30V is 
going to select, or gate, one of the pulses at the 

· diode input. The junction point is initially at 
about -30V, and the diode is cut off. As the gate 
rises to +9V, the junction point rises potentially 
to -1 BV and is held at that point by the diode's 
going into conduction. As the diode input rises to 
+BV, the diode again is cut off and the junction 
point rises exponentially toward +9V. The capaci
tor is now charged. When the diode input falls to 
-18V, the diode's conducting proyides a discharge 
path for the capacitor and the junction point falls 
sharply to the diode input level of -18V. The 
diode maintains this voltage level until the gate 
falls. When the gate falls, the diode cuts off ·and 
the junction point falls exponentially to - 30V. The 
sharp fall from +9V to -13V is coupled through ijie 
capacitor to the trigger grid. The negative shift 
forces the grid from OV to -12V (held by -12 grid 
clamp) and causes the trigger to flip off. The 
trigger was turned on by a different circuit. 

The above description shows tha,_t co\ilcidence of 
the gate and diode input is necessary for the diode 
gate to flip the trigger. The exponential rise and 
fall at the junction point do not affect the trigger. 

t. Read Preamplifier 
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Page 1050 
The read-preamplifier AT, DT is used in the tape C. 04. 04 
unit to amplify the signals from the read head. 
The AT is an RC-coupled amplifier with RC de-
coupling in the plate circuits. The decoupling 
decreases interaction between stages and tends to 
isolate the +270V power supply from circuit varia-
tions. Cathode degeneration is used for stability. 
Degenerative feedback from the third stage back 
to the first is controlled by the setting of the 50-
ohm potentiometer. This procedure sets the gain 
of the amplifier and stabilizes 1he output amplitude. 
The plate-to-ground capacitor at the third stage 
tends to keep noise pulses out of the output. 
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Input signals, which are taken directly from the 
read head, are about 35 mv peak to peak. The 
output signals are 18V (peak to peak) and are ac
coupled to the grid of a cath9de follower through 
a 51K resistor. The d-c level of the K grid is 
set by a gate-read pulse through the tube diode 
DT. . 

With the gate-read pulse down (approximately 
-25V) the diode conducts through the 51K and 470K 
resistors to ground; the d-c lev~l at the diode plate 
is -24V. Any signal or noise will be effectively 
swamped out because the plate of the diode is not 
able to go more positive than this level, regardless 
of the amplitude of the noise passed by the O. 001-uf 
input capacitor. 

With the gate -read pulse up (approximately + 11 V), 
the diode is cut off and the diode plate is at ground 
level through the 51K and 470K resistors. The 
input signal to the grid of the K varies between 
tlOV and -lOV. The output pulse of the K also 
varies between+ lOV and -lOV. 

u. Photocell Single Shqt 

The photocell single shot (SSt) is used in the tape 
drive unit to generate a 20-ms gate in the load 
point, tape break, and end-of-file recognition cir
cuits. The SSt is pulled over by an inverter shar
ing the SSt left plate circuit. As the reflective spot 
or tape break is sensed by a photocell, the IPC cuts 
off and causes the pull-over inverter to conouct. 
The SSt flips and stays in its quasistable state as. 
long as the RC circuit holds the right grid down. 
The circuit returns to its stable state as the right 
tube returns to its conducting status. 

The left divider output has a nominal swing from 
+av to -36V. The right divider output has a nom
inal swing from +6V to -32V. 
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v. Relay Driver 

Both. the logic symbol and the actual relay driver 
circuit are shown., This ci,l'cuit 
is used to supply the current for operation of re -
lays. The load resistor in series with the relay 
is chosen so that the total load on the RD is not 
less than 2, 000 ohms. When the input rises above 
cutoff, the tube conducts and the relay is picked. 
Conversely, when the input falls below cutoff, the 
tube stops conducting and the relay opens. 

B. Summary Questions 

1. Explain all designati~ns on this block of tape drive 
logic. 

tt F 3 
20 

02 A 

2. Match the following EDPM logic designations with the 
AN/FS9-7 logic designations. 

a) 
:b) 
. c) 
d) 

EDPM 
RD 
T 
AT 
K 

AN/FSQ-7 
(1) CF 
(2) RHA 
(3) VRD 
(4) FF 

3. The trigger circuit is said to be "ON" when the 
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-----hand tube is conducting. 

4. The conditioning level at the resistor input, for a DG is 
volts. 

5. List 4 methods (signal and circuit needed) to trigger a 
trigger circuit. 

6. What are the voltage ranges at the trigger tapped output 
and divider output? 

7. In what state is a trigger said to be dn? 

8. What is the logic symbol for a read preamplifier? 
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9. What function does an Int. circuit serve? 

10. Tape Relay Drivers must have their plate circuit 
interrupted before the relay can be de-energized. 

11. Phase reversal of the input signal occurs in the GA. 

12. What two conditions must be met before a current 
can be passed th:rough the erase coil from the IER? 

13. What are the output voltage ranges of the I from the 
tap and divider? 

1080 
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Tape Drive Input Signals: Circuits and Circuit Analysis 

A. General 

The information to be written on the tape is sent from the 
Central Computer to the tape adapter in the form of a 33-
bit word. The computer word is reassembled in the tape· 
adapter frame to form a tape word. The tape word con
sists of six characters. Each character has seven tracks 
or channels: six tracks contain information bits. and the 
remaining track contains the sync bit. The latter is writ
ten in the middle track. The first character is composed 
of three bits plus a sync bit. whereas the remaining five 
characters ea.ch contain six bits plus a sync bit. This 
constitutes a tape word. The remaining three bits of the · 
first characters are used only for ,a special word termed 
the end-of-file (EOF) word. For the remainder of the 
EOF word. 1 's are written in the sync track and zero in 
the remaining bit positions. 

Information is placed on tape in any configuration of bits 
desired. 

B. Select and Ready 

A tape drive is ready for selection when the following con
ditions exist: it is in the load status, and the reel door 
intt!rlock is closed; it is not in the rewind status, and the 
ST ART button has been depressed. These condjtions are 
indicated by the plus level on the lowest leg to AND cir-
cuit Al2. · 

The center leg is always at a plus level, except for 20 ms 
after the load p<tint has been sensed at the completion of 
a rewind ope ration. 

1090 

· Note: The individual 
C'irCUite are listed aa 
references. Use 
Fig.· 1-1 for the over
all logic. 

Fig. A 
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The third input is up when the external select line, corres
ponding to the setting of the select switch, is up. The out
put of AND circuit A12 becomes the select-a!ld-ready line. 
This line must be plus to operate the tape drive from the 
external control with the exception of the NIFA control. 

The select line is plus when the external select line, 
corresponding to th~ setting of the select switch, is up 
regardless of the ready condition. The select line causes 
the SELECT light to come on through the IL and also con
ditions the NIFA control. 

C .. Read-Write Status 

1. Set-Read Status 

The set-read status is externally generated. It is com
bined in AND circuit C7 with select and ready, and the 
resulting positive level turns off the read-write status 
trigger. This trigger indicates either a read or write 
status of the' tape drive. If the drive is in the read 
status, the trigger is off. The left output of the read
write status trigger combines with select and ready 
in AND circuit A35 to bring up select, ready, and read. 
This line is returned to the external control as an indi
cation that a tape drive is selected, ready, and in the. 
read status. · 

The read-write status trigger is reset to the read 
status whenever the tape drive is under manual con
trol or in the rewind status. This is done by the relay 
reset line. This line is at 48V when either the start 
relay R13 is down or the rewind relay R12 is up. This 
48V level is applied to an integrating network (logic 
76. 02), where it is converted into the + lOV level used · 
to r'eset off the read-write status trigger. 

2. Set-Write Status 

The set-write status is externally generated. It com
bines with select, not file protected, and ready in AND 
circuit C24, and the resulting positive level turns on 
the read-write status trigger.- The right output of this 
trigger is com}?ined with not file protection in AND 
circuit E25; the up level output is combined with select 
and ready in ElB to produc·e select, ready, and write. 
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This line is returned to the external control as an indi
cation that a tape is selected, ready, and in the write 
status. Whenever the output of AND circuit E25 is plus, 
the write inverters conduct through the write heads, and 
the erase head conducts. · The output of cathode follower 
5B goes to the read preamplifier circuit to gate the read 
pulses. 

D. Not in File Area 

1130 

Page 1140 
The NIF A is a trigger that may be used to indicate certain 
conditions sensed within the tape drive. It may be controlled 
externally or internally. The trigger is turned on internally 
by sensing the reflective spot (EOT marker) at the end oh. 
reel of tape, or by reading or writing the EOF word. 'J'he 
rear (EOT) photocell output is ac-coupled to an inverter. 
The inverter is used to pull over a 20-ms single shot when
ever the photocell is illuminated. The plus output of the 
SST.ts applied to inverter 3B; as a result, negative output 
voltage is applied to the off side of the trigger, causing the 
right tube to be cut off and bringing up the right plate level. 

The right oatput of the NIFA trigger combines with the se
lect level at AND E5 and becomes the select-and-not-in-file 
area level which returns to external circuitry. The output 
of the trigger is also applied to an inverter, turning on the 
NIFA indicator light. 

The set-NIFA level is applied from external circuitry when
ever the end-of-file word is read from, or written on, the 
tape. This level combines with the select level at AND C33, 
resulting in an output which sets or turns on the NIFA trigger. 

The end-of-file word indicates that no more usable informa
tion is to be recorded (when written) or has been recorded' 
(when read) on the tape even though the physical end of the 
tape has not been reached. Upon setting the NIFA trigger, 
the tape unit becomes not prepared. 

E. Tape Break Indication 

When the tape drive is rewinding at high speed and a tape 
break occurs, the operation is stopped by the load-point 
photocell and associated circuitry. A light source is lo
cated beneath the tape; 'it is reflected from a mirrored 
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Magnetic Tape Element 1150 

surface to the photocell wh.en the tape is, broken, This light 
beam is mechanically aligned to the cell when the upper head 
assembly is raised to its upper limit. · · 

The photocell output is combined with reverse; this output 
is used to pick a 20 -ms SST which, in turn, picks the load 
point relay R25. This is a latch pick relay that remains 
latched. until an unload operation is started. (Only an un
load operation causes this relay to pe latch-tr4lli>ed for this . r 
condition. ) . 

Picking R25 (fig. 1-1, foldout, Sect. lOH) causes R3 .to be 
dropped; R3, in turn, drops R9 (fig. 1-1, Sect. lK), R2, and 

. 28 (Sec. lF). Dropping R9 causes Rl and HDl, 2, and 3 to 
drop because R5 and RS bypass points are picked (tape out 
of columns) during a high-speed rewind. 

Dropping R 1 applies full brake to both reels (fig. 1-1, Sects 
6A-B, BA-B); HDl, 2, and 3 drop the three phases to all 
the motor circuits, with the exception of the fan, blower, 
and vacuum motor. 

Dropping R28 causes R27 to drop, opening manual start. 
In this condition, there is no way to bring up the manual 
start needed to latch-trip R25, after the 20-ms SST times 
out, except by starting an unload operation. When the 
UNLOAD button is depressed, the R15-2 points pick R2 
and 28 (fig. 1-1, Sect. lF). The R28-4 points complete 
a path to R27; manual start is brought up and combined 
with at load point, allowing R26 to be picked (fig. 1-1. 
Sect. 7E), latch-tripping R25 (Sect. lH). The unload 
operation is now completed. 

F. Starting from Load Point 

To read or write from the beginning of the tape, start. must 
be brought up. This is done either by go when the tape ' 
drive is controlled by the external source (logic 76. 05. 01) 
or by manual start when under manual control (CE switch, 
fig. 1-1), foldout, Sect. 4F). 

Start combines with at load point (Sect. 6,E) to bring up 
RDX 5B, picking R26. The R26-1 points close, latch
tripping R25 (Sect. lH). At load point and select and at 
load point drop when R25 is dropped. When at load point 
drops to RDX 5B (logic 76. 04), R26 drops. No other load 
point considerations are made until the tape is returned 
to load point. 
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G. Rewind to Load Point 
• 

Assume the machine is rewinding. Sensing the load point 
marker results in a photocell output, which, combining 
with the rewind-status level at AND-B23, .results in an 
output to the singie-shot. The 20-ms positive outpu~ from 
the single-shot co;mbi~s with the- select level at AND-A12~ 
producing the seleGt-and.-at-load-point level. This level 
returns to extt;rnal circuitry. An output from the single .. 
shot also fires a relay driver, the output bei~ ueed to 
pick relay 25. Picking R25 closes the 25-4 N /0 points, 
resulting in the at-load-point level. 

The load-point delay is the result of l!ln inverter circµit 
(not. shown). When the positive 20-ms pulse from the 
single-shot is applied to the inverter,. the output is a 20-
ms negative pulse which is applied to the select-and-ready 
circuit, bringj.ng down the select-and-ready level .. 

H. Start, Stop, and Reverse Control 

There are two ways to bring up start. Go, brought up ex• 
ternally, combined with select anc;l ready raises ate.rt al)d 
drops stop. Also, raising m~nual i:itart Gombined with not 
arriving at load point raises start. . . 

There are two ways to bl-ing up reverse, conditioning the 
drive to move tape in a ~everse direction. ·Backward, 
brought up externally,· combined with select and re~dy 
raises the reverse line (logic 76. 05. 01). Raisi.ng manual 
reverse (fig. 1-1, foldout, Sect. 6G)brings qp reverse. 

I. Read Preamplifier 

To read from tape, one of the coils of each of seven read
write heads is tapped (logic 76. 07) and tied tQ its respective 
amplifier circuit (logic 76. 06). As bits are read, they are 
amplified in the AT; the output is capacitively coupled to a 
Kxo. 

The input pulses to the AT should be 35 ta 40 mv, peak to 
. peak; the output of the Kxo should be 1 SV, peak ~o peak. 
The output of each track is adjusted.by a potentiometer 
controlling the feedback fro111 the third stage of the AT to 
the rirst, . I 
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The 18V peak-to-peak signal is imposed on a d-c second 
level; the signal feeding the Kxo ranges from about + lOV to 
-lOV. The input to the Kxo is controlled by select, ready, 
and read through th,e DT (diode-tube). The plate and grid 
of the DT is tied to the input line of the Kxo. If select, 
ready, anc;i read is down (-30V), the 01' conducts heavily, 
absorbing any noise pulses that may come through the AT. 

When select,. ready, and read is up (+ 10V), t.he diode is 
cut off,. allowing any signal from the AT to be fed to the 
Kxo. 

Either a plus or minus pulse from the read head to the 
AT's first stage represents a 1 bit. Because of feedback 
control, the overall gain of the AT is approximately 600 ;. 
the actual gain of each of the three stages is approximately 
9. 

J. Writing on l'ape (Only 1-Bit Position Considered) 

Review the method -of storing information. Note that the 
tape is magnetically saturated in a predetermined direction 
by passing current through the read-write head in one direc
tion. The flow of current is reversed under control of the 
write trigger. Current is always flowing through the read
w.dtc l:ull when the tape drive is in the write status with not 
file protect up (logic 76: 07 and C. 01. 07). 

The right and left outputs· of a write trigger are fed to an 
IWR. The plate loads of this I WR are the two coils making 
up the R /W head. Because either 04tput of the write trig
ger is always up, the respective side of the IWR is conduct
;ng, c~uRi.ng ~urrent to flow in the associated• coil. 

'l'hp write '"".'iggzr is alternately turned on and off from the 
n!::g::i.tiv~; ;-~!:ift 01.!tput of a diode gate. This diode gate is 
condit:·:::-.~~ '.;y the write bus that enters from the external 
contrc~ The lzvel of ~his bus (+lOV o:r -30) represents the 
information to be written on the tape. The other input to 
the diode gate conta.ins titned pttlses that flip the trigger. 
These pulses are routed froin. read-write circuitry (logic 
76. 02), where they are a combination of select, ready, 
and write, and write pulses generated externally. The 
generated pulses are approximatelv 53. 7 usec aoart. 
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The I WR is further controll.ed by an lG in the c~thoq.e ~ir:-:. 
cuit. The IG is allowed to conduct only when the write 
status is up. This l:ln~ Wfll'I generated in -~he read-w,rite, 
circuit (logic: 76. 02) from the_ right output ~~ the reaq..:. 
write status trigger, cqnditioned by :Jlot .file protection. 
Because it is at plate level, a di'vi.der is 'used on the in
put to the IG on fogic 7 6. 07. Wh~n 'the write status is ·. 
down (indicating read status), the IG is .c.ut off, preventing 
the I WR from conducting on either side. The file protec
tion device contains a further control on the. IG by ~oQ.trol-

: ' .. · ' . . .. •• ! . • . ' . '; "·' ... , . 

ling the cathod,e yoltage, Wh_en a file i1U>eing file-prptected1 

the -130V is removed from the IG by R22~4 points (fig,.· ·1.:.~. 
foldout, Sect. SL). · 

There are seven. circui~s such as. ~he on.e_ ~es9ribed 'il}?qve, , 
one for each of the seven tracks, 

K. Write Ec'·.o 

For checking purposes, -a write echo ,puls.e for· ~ac}) ~r~ck 
is developed, wlie n a bit is written, arid :s·eµ.t, b·~ck to the . 
external control. This p\llse; developed at the cathc;>de of .. 
the I WR, is ac-coupled to an IS, feeding a KPO that con
trols the write ecno bus. 

Assume that.the ·right side ~f th·e.IM\ is. ~on.ducting and 
current is flowing through.one half of the read-write ,head, 
When the write triggers' flip, ·the right side of th'e·IWR is 
cut off and the left side tries to conduct. However, back 
eleGtromotive force (emf) is developed in the half of the 
rea(r:..~rite -'coil th:~t .was COAd-q.ctiQ.g. Because .. C>f m~t"l,ial· 
inductance, thi~: qql~~psing field c.~use;s a~ _eIJ:?:f tC? b~ , ·. 
developed on th~ ,left. coil of the read:-~rite ,head, prod,uc
ing a negative, po"larity at the. pfate of the twa.: • 'J'his. nega
tive polarity :reduces conciuctiorl..untUth~ e.ml Jias been ... 
dissipated. · · · · ' 

The voltage level ·a.t the cathode .of the I WR gpes in.ore nega
tive because of the· reduced conduction in the ~left. side of th~· 
tube (the right side. has been -cut off)., Wh~~ the left side. -·. 
increases conduction to its maximum, the cathode voltage 
returns to its original level. Thus, a negative pulse, from 
-40V to -57V, is developed and coupled to the IS. The 
duration of the pulse is from 8 to 12 usec, with a nominal 
value of 10 usec. 
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L. Writing a Check Character 

Since the write trigger for each track is turned alternately 
on and off to write 1 bits, the state of the trigger at the end 
of a block of information indicates whether an odd or.even 
number of l's has been written. If an even number, the 
write trigger is off; if an odd number, the write trigger is 
on. 

After writing information, all the write triggers receive a 
reset pulse. Only the triggers that were on will be turned 
off, thereby writing a 1 on the tape. The character written 
as a result of resetting the write triggers is called the longi
tudinal redundancy check character (LRCC). The LRCC is 
used, during reading of this information from tape, to de
tect the dropping or picking up of 1 bits in any track. 

A, line referred to as reset write triggers is routed to the 
~achine from the external control and enters the write 
amplifier circuit (logic 76. 07) to cause a -12V clamp and 
reset line to rise to ground potential. This is the Z reset 
for the write triggers. 

The check-character feature is not utilized in the AN /FSQ-7, 
-8 .computer as an error-checking circuit. The LRCC's are 
used as an error-checking sche~e when a customer pro
cesses a tape with the commerical Tape-Controlled Printer. 

M. Erase 

The eraae head is energized through an IER (logic 7 e .. 07) 
whenever the write status is up. The reset condition of the 
write triggers (off) causes the RI W head to magnetize the 
tape in the same direction as the erase head. If the polarity 
of the erase head is not the same as the read-write heads, 
errors may occur. It is important that the pblarity be 
checked. The leads to the erase bead may be reversed so 
that its polarity will ~atch that of the read-write heads. 
The erase head magnetizes the complete width of the tape. 
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N. Rewind 

A rewind operation may be started in two ways. One way 
is to bring up start rewind from an external source and 
combine it with select and ready to form rewind PU relay. 
This line picks R21 to initiate a rewind operat~on. During 
the rewind operation, R12 is up and rewind status is 
brought up (fig. 1-1. foldout, Sect. lL). This line is 
combined in AND circuit A17 in logic 76. 08 with select to 
forII1 select and rewind status. This resulting up level is 
sent back to the extei:-nal control as an indication that this 
operation is taking place. 

The other way to start a rewind operation is from the 
LOAD RE WIND button on the reel door panel. This button 
(fig. 1-1. Sect. 4H) bring up manual load rewind which 
combj.nes with the read status (logic 7 6. 08) to bring up . 
rewind FU relay. The read status is used because, if the 
drive were in write status, the read-write and erase heads 
would conduct, destroying information as the tape passed 
by these heads. 

0. File Protection 

With a file protection ring placed in the groove of the file 
reel. the sensing pin is forced to the rear when the reel 
is mounted. This operates the not-file-protect relay 
armature; the AL points close. causing the relay coil to 
be picked (fig. 1-1. foldout, Sect. 2A). The relay will 
be heJ.d as long as the reel is on the machine and the 
door is closed. 

The not-file-protect BL points (Sect. 2F) close to set up 
a circuit to pick R22, not file protect 2. Because the 
drive is in the unload status when the reel is mounted, 
R22 is not picked because the Rl0-6 points are open. 
When the tape drive is· loaded and not in the rewind status, 
R22 i8 picked. The R22-1 points transfer. turning off the 
FILE PROTECT ON light and bringing up not file protec
tion. This line is combined with the right output of the 
R/W status trigger (logic 76. 02) to bring up the write 
status. 

The R22-4 points (Sect. 6K) close, applying -130V to the 
erase head inverter and write inverter switch IG. 
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The file protection device is designed to protect the file 
reel by dropping R22 during load, unload, and rewind 
operations. 

If the ring is not in the groove of the file reel, R22 will not 
be picked, thus preventing conduction in the write and erase 
inverters. 

P. FORWARD and Reverse Switch 

A customer engineer's tool is provided for manually con
trolling the forward or reverse motion of tape. The tool 
consists of two buttons that may be connected, through a 
cable and Jones plug, to the 1ape drive (fig. 1-1, foldout, 
Sect. 4F). When the forward button is depressed, R27 is 
energized to bring up manual start. Rectifier D5 prevents 
manual reverse from coming up. 

When the reverse button is depressed, both manual reverse 
and manual start are brought up. 

The CE switch shown (Sect. 4F) is a 3-position toggle switch 
1 used on the tape drive tester; it may be substituted for the 

CE portable control keys . . 
Q. START Button - Mechanically Ready 

Mechanically ready is up and the NOT READY light is out if 
Rl3 is picked. Depress the START button to obtain this 
condition (fig. 1-1, foldout, Sect. 2L). When picked, run 
relay Rl (Sect. 2B) indicates a closed door, no blown fuses 
or burned out lamps, tape not broken, d-c power available, 
and sufficient vacuum. Relay R12 down indicates that the 
tape drive is not rewinding. The R13-5, with RlAU and 
Rl2-5, points complete the circuitry to bring up mech
anically ready. Mechanically ready, when combined with 
select and not arriving at load point, brings up sele"Ct and 
ready. 

The R13-2 points form the holding circuit for R13 .. R13-4 
and 6 open the LOAD RE WIND and UNLOAD button circuits, 
respectively. R13-3 points (Sect. 4J) open relay reset to 
the R/W status trigger (logic 76. 02), allowing the tape drive 
to go into the write status. · 
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R. Reset 

Depressing the RESET button opens the hold circuit to Rl3, 
taking the drive out of the ready 'status (fig. 1-1, foldout). 

The RESET button stops any operation that has been started 
with the exception of the load and unload operations. Rl3-5, 
dropping mechanically ready, eliminates most external con
trols. 

1260 

The RESET button opens the hold circuit for R 12, rewind 
status, stopping a low-speed rewind operation. If the drive 
is in a high-speed rewind operation, the RESET button shunts 
the R29-1 points, high-speed rewind area, causing the drive 
to load the tape. If the button is held depressed, the drive 
will stop after the tape has been loaded. R12 cannot be ener
gized after R9 is dropped at the completion of the load-re
wind operation. 

If the RESET button were depressed and released during a 
high-speed rewind operation, the drive would cause the tape 
to lbad and then start a low-speed rewind operation. The 
tape will rewind to load point, unless the RESET button is 
again depressed. 

The RESET button does not reset the NIFA trigger. 

S. Anti-Spill Device 

During the transfer from a high-speed to a low-speed rewind, 
the time delay allows the reels to coast to a stop before load
ing the tape. The time delay points are set to close about one 
second after the reels have stopped when rewinding a full reel 
of tape. Since not every high-speed rewind will involve a full 
reel of tape, the reels may stop long before the points close. 
Because the file reel brake is not applied until the time delay 
has elapsed, it will be free-wheeling between the times when 
it has stopped and the brake is applied. This free-wheeling 
allows the possibility of an improper load operation by 
dropping tape into either column and allowing it to be drawn 
to the bottom. 

A circuit has been set up to eliminate this condition. Relay 
R24 is picked at the start of a high-speed rewind by R23 
(fig. 1-1, foldout, Sect. lG) and held through its own points 
until the time delay points open. The R24-2 points are 
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transferred, removing the one-half b.rake from the file reel. 
The N /0 point is brought to the N /C R5BU and R6BU points 
(Sect. 4B) in parallel. These points are open because tape 
is out of the columns during high-speed rewind. 

If tape should be dropped into either column, the associated 
N /C points return to normal applying current to the file
reel stop clutch as long as R24 is picked, 

T. Moving Coil Circuit 
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The direction of current flow in the moving coil is controlled 
by the start and stop lines. When the start line is up, the 
stop line is down and electrons flow in the moving coil from 
right to left. This flow produces a magnetic field in the 
moving coil that opposes the field of the permanent magnet, 
causing the coil to shift upward. This shift is transferred 
through linkages to the moving pulley, causing tape to be 
moved. 

The simplified schematic 'Pi:,.ge 1300)shows the following 
operation of the circuit. The start line is fed to IE4 and· 
IF 8, and both tubes begin to conduct. When this line goes 
up, the output of 4 is fed to IM' s 3 and 6. IM 6 is normally 
biased below cutoff so that the negative shift does not affect 
it. Tube 3 is driven to cutoff. Tube 8 begins conducting 
and its plate output is tied to the KA' s at 10, which is driven 
to cuto£f. The stop line is down, cutting off tubes 1 and 7. 
Tube 2 is driven into conduction. Notice that the plate cir
cuit for these two IM tubes is •ctually a 450-ohm resistor 
and the moving coil in series with the cathodes at 9. There
fore, electrons flow from ground through tube 2, the 450-ohm 
resistor, moving coil (right to left), the cathode and plate of 
tube 9, to +140V. A heavy initial current is needed through 
the moving coil to produce fast action. This heavy current . 
is obtained with the two IM's at tube 5, which is ac-coupled 
to the IE at 1. It causes two to three times normal current 
to flow initially because it provides a parallel circuit with 
tube 2. The norma.l current is about 50 ma. The time con
stant of the input of tube 5 determines the length of time the 
large current flows, approximately 6 rhs. 

When the start line goes down, the stop line goes up and 
electrons flow from left to right through the moving coil. 
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This flow causes the moving coil to move downward and the . 
tape to be stopped. The action of the circuit to cause this 
stopping is the opposite of the start action. In this case, 
the electron flow is from ground through tube 3, the 450-
ohm resistor, moving coil (left to right), the cathode and 
plate of tube 10, to +140V. The time constant of the input 
to tube 6 is 6 ms, causing large current flow for that dura
tion. 

U. Forward-Reverse Control 

The direction of motion of the tape is dependent on the posi-
1 tion of the forward-reverse magnet assembly. The magnet 
control circuit is shown in fig. 

If the tape unit is in forward status, the reverse line is 
down, causing the IB at T02J -6 to be cut off so that no 
currem can flow through the reverse ma·gnet. The divider 
output of the IB is up and is connected to the IB at TOlJ-6, 
which therefore conducts through the forward magnet. 

To move the tape backward, the reverse line comes up and 
the opposite action occurs. 

V. Summary of Moving Coil and Forward-Reverse Magnet 
Operation 

1. Forward Reverse Magnet Circuit 

a. +10 input places machine in reverse status. 

1) Tubes 1 and ~·conduct through reverse mag-
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net. C. 01. 03 
2) Control grids of tubes 3 and 4 are at -30V 

while tubes 1 and 2 conduct. 

b. -30V input places machine in forward status. 

1) Tubes 1 and 2 cutoff. 
· 2) With tubes 1 and 2 cutoff, tubes 3 and 4 con

duct through forward magnet. 

a) Control grids at +lOV. 
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i. Moving Coil Circuit 
Page 1300 

a. +10 applied to the stop line, -30V applied to the 
start line. C.01.03 

'l) Tubes 1 and 7 conduct. 

a) Plate voltage of tube 1 equals +35V. 
2) Plate voltage of tube 7 equals +35V, 

2) Tubes 4 and 8 cutoff. 

a) Plate voltage of tube 8 equals +lOOV. 

(1) Plate voltage does not reach + 140V 
because of grid current from tube 10 . 

., \ .,, Tube 2 cutoff . 

a) Control grid voltage equals -50V. 
b) Catho9e at ground. 
c) Plate voltage equals +lOOV. 

4) Tube 3 conducts. 

a) Control grid voltage equals OV. 
b) 

.. 
Cathode at ground. 

c) Plate voltage equals +60V, 

5) Tube 9 cutoff. 

a) Control grid voltage equals +35V. 
b) Cathode voltage equals +80V. 

6) Tube 10 conducts. 

a) Control grid voltage equals +lOOV. 
b) Cathode voltage equals +lOOV. 

7) Tube 6 conducts until coupling cap charges. 

a) 85V positive pulse felt on control grid 
when start line goes to -30V. 

b. Electron flow through the moving coil is from left 
to right, pulling coil down into stop stat us. 
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1) N0rmaJ moving coll current is 50 ma. The 
firsl surgt' 1s 2-3 ti.mes as much for approxi
mately 6 mi.llisec. 

c. + 1 OV applied to the start l:i.ne, - 30 V applied to 
stop line. 

1) Voltages reversed. 
2) Previousl:v· cutoff tubes conduct. 
3) Previously conducting tubes cutoff. 
4) Moving coi.l is forced up into start status. 

W. High Speed Rewind Photocell Circuit 

1. When R2fl is pkked, machine will H. S. rewind. 
2. If more th.an !" tape on the machine reel, no light 

reaches the photocell. 

a. Potential at th.e tube control grid is approximately 
ov. 

b. R29 is picked. 

3. If less than !-" tape on the machine reel, light reaches 
the photocell. 

a. Potential on the control grid is negative. 
b. R29 is dropped. 

4. Fail Safe Type Circuit 

a. If the photocell lamp burns out, R29 can never be 
picked and the machine will only LS rewind. 

X. Summary Questions 

Refer to EDPM Logic ,Manual. 

1. (76. 01) If 14SPA jumper 91 is open, what address is 
disabled on this tap!=! drive? Will this affect ar:iy other· 
tape drive? 

2. (76. 02) List the function of each: 

a. AND (A35) 
b. AND (E25) 
c. AND (Gl5) 
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3. (76. 03) List the signals that set the NIFA trigger. 
Trace the signals to their source and list what each 
signal is caused by. Give the polarity of the signal 
as it enters the trigger circuit. 

4. (76. 04) What is the function of the line labeled, "Load 
Point Delay" ? 

5. · (76. 05. 01) ls it necessary for a tape drive to be SEL 
and RDY in order to put it in manual reverse? 

6. (76. 05. 01) With the conditions of #5, must it be SEL 
and RDY to put the tape drive in manual reverse start? 

7. (76. 05. 02) The start line= +lOV, the stop line is at 
-30V. The reverse line is at -30 volts. With these 
given conditions: 

a. 21M (TO lJ-5) is conducting. (T /F) 
b. 21M (TOlJ-4) conducts for approximately 6 ma. 

(T/F) 
c. 4KA (TOlJ-1) is conducting. (T /F) 
d. Current (electron flow) through the moving coil is 

from left :to right (bottom arrow) (T /F) 
e. 4IB (TO lJ-6) is conducting. (T /F) 
f. The moving coil is in the start position and the 

FOR-REV magnets are in. the forward position. 
(T/F) 

g. State the function of the 2lm (TO lJ -4) and T02J-4) 
circuits. 

8. (76. 06) What is the function of the DT circuit block? 

9. (76. 07) The reset WRT triggers signal will return all 
WRT trigger to the clear state. (T /F) 

10. If the plastic ring is not inserted in the file reel, how 
will this prevent writing from taking place? Give 
detailed analysis. 
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Z. Tape Drive Logic Circuits Analysis 

1. Mechanism Ready Line 

a. l!P when ready relay (R13) in the tape drive is 
picked. 

1) R12 must be dropped. 

b. Signals external source that the tape drive is ready. 

2. Select Line 

a. + lOV when tape drive is selected. 
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3. Selected and Ready Line 

a. Output of AND circuit (Al2 T06J) 
b. Inputs 

1) Mechanism ready 
2) Selected level 

, 3) Normally + 1 OV output of Load Point SS 

c. Provides a gate level to other tape drive circuits. 

4. Selected and at Load Point Line 

a. Output of AND circuit (Al2 T04J) 
b. Inputs 

1) At Load Point relay in tape drive and 20 Msec 
SS (Load Point). 

2) Selected level 

c. Signals external control that tape drive is selected 
and at Load Point. 

5. Selected and Rewind Status Line 

a. Output of AND circuit (Al 7 T03J) 
b. Inputs 

1) 

2) 

Rewind status relay and 20 Msec SS (Load 
Point) 
Selected level 

c. Signal external control that tape drive is selected 
and in rewind. 

Note: Refer to Fig. 1-1. EDPM references are listed . 

. 
6. Forward-Reverse Magnets 

a. Controlled from tape drive and externally. 
b. Tape drive control is manual reverse line, from 

tape drive relay circuitry. 
c. External control is output of AND circuit. 
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.1) lnputs 

a) Selected and ready level 
b) External backward level 

7. Moving coil 

a. Controlled fr.om tape drive and externally. 
·b. Tape drive control is output of AND. 

1) Inputs 

a) Manual start from tape drive relay .cir
cuitry. 

b) Load Point SS 

c. External control is output of AND circuit. 

1) Inputs . 

a) Selected and ready level. 
b) External go level. 

8. NIFA FF 

a. Controlled from tape drive and externally. 
b. Tape drive control. 

1) Set by EQT. 
2) Cle'a.red by Power on Reset. 

c. External Control 

1) Set by set NIFA pulse. 
2) Cleared by set prepared pulse. 
3) Both pulses gated by selected level. 

. d. Outputs • 

1) Gated by selected level. 
2) Signal external control prepared condition. 

9, Write Circuit (one of seven) 

a. Write current through write head is controlled by 
a trigger. 
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1) Complementing trigger reverses current 
through head. 

2) Complement input to trigger is through a DCG. 

b. IG is used to disable write circuits during read 
status. 

1) Input during read status is +lOV. 
2) Input during write status iS +145V. 

c. Write Pulses 

1) Arrive every 54 usec. when tape drive is 
moving forward and in write status. 

2) Gated by DCG. 

d. Is 

a) DCG is conditioned to pass the pulse when 
a "1" is to be written. 

b) There are seven WRT Buses;when a one 
is to be written, the bus will be at +lOV. 

1) Capacity coupled to cathode of IWR. 
2) Output occurs when trigger is complement. 
3) Output tied to write echo bus for that bit posi -

ti on. 

10. Read Circuit 

a. Input to AT capacity coupled to R/W head. 

1) DT biased to short out signal from AT during. 
write status. 

11. · R/W Status Trigger 

a. Controlled from tape drive and externally. 
b. Tape drive control. 

1) R/W status reset from tape drive relay cir
cuit brings up read status at beginning of re
wind. 
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c. External control 

1) Set read pulse places tape drive in read status. 
2) Set write pulse places tape drive in write 

status. 
3) Pulses gated by selected and ready level. 

d. Outputs 

1) Read Status 

a) Gates manual load - rewind .level to pick 
rewind telay. 

b) Signal external control that tape drive is 
in read status. 

2) \\'rite Status 

a) Gated by not file protected level. 
b) Signals external control that tape drive 

is in write status. 

3) Signals to external control gated by selected 
and ready level. 

12. Selected and Not File Protected Level 

a. AND circuit combiqation of not file protected and 
selected levels. 

b. Signals external control that the selected tape drive 
is not file protected. 

13. Erase Head 

a. Energized when in write status and not file pro
tected. 

1) -130VFP is furnished when R22 is picked. 

rational Analysis of Tape Drive 

Switch and Relay Functions 

1. AC and DC FUSE BAIL Switch 

a. N/C 
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b. OPEN when the fuse bail is moved by a fuse 
plunger. 

1) Blown fuse will prevent tape operation. 

2. Door interlock switch 

a. N/0 
·b. ·close when the door is closed • . . 

1) Open door will prevent tape operation. 

3. BeUows switch 

a. Switch 
b. Glose when vacuum is up. 

1) No vacuum will prevent tape operati.on. 

4. Left and right caps in switch 

a. N/0 
b. Close when the caps are in • 

.l) Both capstans must be in to start take-up 
motor. r 

5. Time delay switch 

1390 

A/3 

B/2 

G/3 

a. N/C G/2 
b. Open approximately 6 seconds after the timer 

motor is started. 

1) Remove nylon pulleys for dropping tape in 
columns. 

6. Left and right caps out switch 

a. N/C 
b. Open when the caps are out. 

7. Flapper switches 

a. N/0 
b. Close when vacuum is up and tape is out of the 

column. 

K/3 

J/1 
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8. Head Down switch 

a. N/C 
b. Opens when the head is down. 

9. Head Cover up switch 

a. N/O I . 

"b, Closes whe·n the head is up. 

10. Customer Engineering switch 

a. Three-position switch on the tape drive tester or 
two pushbutton box. 

b. In "Forward Go" position, relay 27 will be picked 
putting the tape drive in GO status. 

c. In "Backward Go" position, relay 27 will be picked 
putting the tape drive in GO status. Also, the 
manual reverse line is brought up to +lOV. 

11. Rl, Run Relay 

a. Indicates the tape drive is in a run status. 
b. Will be dropped if fuse bail switches open, loss 

of vacuum, photocell bulb failure, etc. 

12. R2 and R28 clutch status relays 

a. Picks during load or H. S. rewind operations. 

13. R3, Load Rewind relay 

a. Picked during load-rewind operations. 

14. R4 Low speed rewind area 

a. Picks during load rewind operations when less 
than !" of tape is on the machine reel. 

15. RS Left col. relay 

a. Picks when the left flapper switch is closed. 

16. R6 Right col. relay 

I 

a. Picks when the right flapper switch is closed. 

E/3 

B/3 

4/F 

B/1 

K/l 

E/1 

J/l 

J/l 
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17. R 7 photo light relay 

a. ls picked through the tape break, load point, and 
end of tape lamps wnen +48V is present. 

b. Will drop Rl if there is a photolight failure. 

18. R.8 Time Delay Motor Relay 

a. Picks to start the time delay motor. 
b. If RS is picked, it will drop the high speed relay 

rewir;id relay allowing the tape to coast to a stop. 

19. R9 Load Rewind 2 Relay 

a. ls picJced when R3 is picked. 

20. RlO Unload 2 

a. Picked when Rl5 is picked to indicate the drive 
is unloaded. 

21. R12 Rewind Status 

a. ls picked by R21 to indicate the drive is in a re -
wind status. 

22. R13 Start Relay 

a. ls picked when the start· button is depressed if Rl 
or R9 is picked. 

b. Will hold until the reset button -is pressed or Rl is 
dropped. 

23. Rl5 Unload 

a. A latch pick relay. 
b. ls latch picked when the unload P. B. is pressed. 
c. Trips when R21 is picked. 

24. Rl6 Unload Stop 

a. Latch pick relay. 
b. Latch picked during an unload operation when the 

head is up and the tape is out of both columns. 
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c. Latch trips when the load rewind button is depressed. 
(R21 picks) 
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25. Rl 7 - Power on Reset 

a. Picked when 48Y is present. 

26. R21 - Rewind Pick-up 

a. Can be picked by pressing the load rewind PB or 
by a signal from the Central Computer. 

27. R22 - Not File Protect 

a. Must be picked before writing can be acc.omplished. 

28. R23 - High Speed Rewind Status 

a. Indicates the high speed rewind motor is running. 

29. R24 - High Speed Rewind Interlock 

a. Latch Pick relay 
b. Is picked when R23 is picked. 
c. Remains picked when R23 is dropped to prevent 

spilling tape at the end of a H. S. rewind. 
d. Is tripped a.t tl\e end of the time delay. 

30. R25 - Load Point Relay 

a. Latch pick relay. 
b. Picks when tape reaches load point if the drive is 

in a rewind status. 
c. Trips when tape moves away from load point. 

31. R26 - Load Point Trip 

a. Trips R25 
b. Is picked when start and at load point levels are up. 

32. R27 GO Status R.elay 

a. When picked brings up the manual start level to 
put the moving pulleys in a start status. 

33. R29 - High Speed Rewind Area 

a. Picked when in a high speed rewind area. 
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34. DP 1 take -up motor reverse 

a. 

b. 

Note: 

Switches two phases to the take -up motor causing 
it to run in reverse. 
Reverse causes the head cover to go down. 

The switches and relays under discussion can be 
related to the EDPM Logic by referring to 
Pages 7X. 06. 01; 7X. 06. 02. 
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B. Summary Questions 

'T /F) 1. 

(T /F) 2. 

~ /F) 3. 

'T /F) 4. 

(T /F) 5. 

: /F) 6. 
(T /F) 7. 

.' /F) 8. 
(T /F) 9. 
''l' /F) 10. 

Both the AC and DC fuse bail switches must be. trans
ferred to prevent tape drive operation. 
Bellows switch indicates whether or not vacuum is 
sufficiently up. 
R2 and R28 determine when stop clutches are energized 
or control is turned over to the vacuum switches. 
R5 and R6 indicate when tape is in or out of the vacuum 
columns. 
R.7, if picked, indicates that the load point, end of tape, 
and take break lights are OK. 
R13 is the rewind status relay. 
R17 is energized whenever the +48 volts is up in the 
tape drive. . 
R22 is not picked when the tape drive is file protected. 
R25 indicates that load point is sensed if it is energized. 
DP-1 determines whether or not the forward-reverse 
motors are running. 
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.D, L~ad-Rewind From Low Speed Area, Model Ill 

1. Define initial conditions. 

a. Head cover up. 
b. Capstans retracted. 
c. Tape out of columns. 
d. R 15 and R 16 latch picked. 
·e. RlO picked by R15. 
f. No vacuum. 
g. Nylon pulleys in forward start status. (R27 picked) 
h. R2 and R28 are picked by 15. 

2. Define sequence of events for Load-Rewind operation 
from L. S. Area. 

a. Push load rewind pushbutton. 

1) Nylon pulleys go to reverse status. 

b. Vacuum comes up. 
c. Tape drops into columns. 
d. Head cover comes down. 
e. Capstans extend. 
f. Tape moves in reverse direction to LP and stops 

in a forward stop status. 

3. Analysis 

Note: Coordinates are for Fig. 1-1. 

Assume that the tape drive is unloaded; there is less 
than t inch of tape on the machine reel. Relays 2, 
7, 10, 15,· 16, 17, 22, 27, and 28 are picked. The 
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nylon pulleys are in Forward-Start. The L. P., E. 0. T., 
and T. B. ·lights.are in series with R7. File reel is not 
file protected. Following is the: 

Low Speed Load:...Rewind Sequence 

Push the Load-H.ewind PB (4H) 
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a. R-21 Rewind Pick-up Relay (Drops when PB is released) (4H) 

21-1 pts Pick R-3 (2K) 
21-2 pts Pick R-16 LT (2C) Drop 16 
21-3 pts Pick R-15 LT (2D) Drop 15 
21-4 pts Turn on "Not Ready" light; set R/W 

trigger to read. (3J) 
b. R-3 Load Rewind 1 Relay 

3 AL pts Pick R-4 and DP-1 (2E) 
3 AU pts Set up pick to R-8 (2E) 
3 BL pts Hold R2 and R-28 (2E) 
3 BU pts Pick R-9 (lK) 

c. R-15 Unload 1 Relay 

15-1 pts (3A) No effect (Shunted by 9-1 pts) 
15-2 pts (3F) No effect (Shunted· by 3 BL & 

Head Down switch. 
15-3 pts (3K) Drop R-10 
15-4 pts (2G) Set-up future pick for R-27 

d. R-10 Unload 2 Relay 

10-2 pts (2L) Set-up future hold for R-12 & R-13 
10-3 pts (3B) Set-up pick for DP-3 & R-23; open 

pick to Rl6LP 
10-5 pts (5D) N/0 - Drops R-15 LT coil 
10-5 pts (5D) NC - Connects Adj. resistor 

e. R-16 Unload Stop Relay 

16-1 pts (3C) Pick HD-4; Drop Rl6 LT coil 
16-2 pts (2G) Set-up pi~k to DP-4 
16-3 pts (2D) Shunts L. P. & E. 0. T. lights 

until R4 picks. 

f. R-9 Load Rewind Relay 

9-1 pts (3A) Set-up pick for run relays 
9-5 pts (2L) pick R-12 (Nylon pulleys go to 

reverse -start) 
9-6 pts (lF) Open pick to R-22 
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g. R-12 Rewind Status Relay 

12-1 pts (4G) Bring up manual reverse line· 
(See 9-5 pts above) 

12-2 pts (2L) Hold R-12 thru 25-3 N /C pts 
and.10-2 N /C pts. 

12-3 pts (4J) Set R/W FF to read status if 
R-13 is picked; turn on "Not Ready" 
light. 

12-4 pts (2F) Open pick to R-22 
12-5 pts-N/O - (4G) Bring up rewind status line 

-N/C - (4G) Drop "Ready" line; disable C .• 
switch 

12-6 pts (2B) Set-up pick to R-23 & DP-3 

h. -QP-1 Take-up Motor Reverse Relay 

1) Connects take-up motor to run in reverse. 
(Bring head cover down. ) 

i. HD-4 Vacuum Motor Re lay 

1) Apply AC to vacuum motor. Picked by 16 -1 
N/C. 

2) Vacuum comes up. 

j. R-4 LOW SPEED REWIND STATUS RELAY 

k. R-8 

4AU 

4AL,. 

4BU 

4BL 

pts 

pts 
pts 

pts 

Time Delay Motor Relay 

8,AU 
8BU 

pts 
pts 

Vacuum up 

(lOC) 
(2B) 

(2E) Pick R)8 thru head cover dowr 
switch , 
(2G) Open picktto DP-4 
(2D) Open shunt around L. P. & E. (" 
lights. (Both lights lit) 
(3E) ~old R-4 & DP-1 thru 3AL 

Start time delay_ motor 
Open pick to R-23 & DP-3 

Flapper switches close (lJ) pick RS & R6 
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1. R-5 & R-6 

m. R-1 

5-6 AU pts (2A) Open hold to run relays 
5-6 AL pts (3G)"Open pick to R-27 (R-27 still 

picked 28-4) 
5-6 BU pts (4B) Set-up pick to R-23 & DP-3 
5-6 BL pts (2E) Hold R-2 & R-28 

Vacuum safety switch closes picking Rl; HD-1, 2, 3 
(Thru 9-1 pts) (2B) 

Run Relay 

lAU pts 
lAL N/0 pts 
lBU pts 
lBL pts 

-) 
-) 

(4F) Set-up "Ready" line 
(lL) Set-up pit:k to R;.13 
(6-8C) Put clutches under control 
of R-2 

n. HD 1, 2, 3, Gl, G2, G3 Relays (2A0-B) 

o. R-27 

p. DP-4 

Note: 

Start Forward-Reverse Motors 
Time delay runs out (approx. 6-secs) 
Open time delay switch (2G) 

Go Status Relay - .Now R27 is dropped. 

27-1 

27-2 

pts 

pts 

(4F) .Drop manuat start line (Nylon 
pulleys go to Reverse-Stop) 
2F Pick DP-4 

Take-up motor start relay (12-13A) relay points 
Head cover starts down. · 

Head up switch opens (No effect at this ti.me) (3B) 

Tape starts into columns. 

Take-up motor reverse and stop clutches 
energized cause reels to turn inward so 
tape is loaded into vacuum columns. 

Head down switch opens (3E) 
Prepare to drop R-2 & R-28 
Tape in both columns 
Drop R-5 & R-6 dropping R-2 & R-28 & R-8 and holding the 
run r-elays thru 5 & 6 AUN /C points. 
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q. Drop R-2 Clutch Status 1 Relay 

2u 
2 

AU 
AL) 
BU) 

pts (lH) Pick DP-2 (Starts capstan rot1. 
(6B) Put clutches under control 
(SB) of the dipahragm switches' 

r. Drop R-28 Clutch status 2 Relay 

s, R-S 

t. DP-2 

u. DP-4 

v. R-3 

w. R-4 

28-2 pts 
28-3 pts 

2S-4 pts 

Time Delay Motor Relay 

SAU pts 

IBU pts 

Caps Motor Relay ( lH) 

(2K) prepare to drop R-3 
(3D) Turn out T. B. light; turn on L. B 
& E. 0. T. lights 
(2G) Drop DP-4 

(9C) Stop time delay motor (time dela 
points close) 
(3B) Set-up pick to R-23 & DP-3 

Capstans extend (Note: Due to solenoid action of armature & 
field.) 

Take-up motor stops (13A) 

Caps out switches open (3K) 

Note: . Right caps out N /0 pts hold DP-.1 to keep torque on 
take-up motor. 

Load Rewind 1 Relay 

3AU pts (2E) Open pick to ·R 8 
3AL pts - (2E) Drop R-4 
3BU pU1 (lK) Drop R-9 

Low Speed Rewind Status Relay 

4BL pts (3E) Set-up pick to R-2 & R-28 
4AL pts (2G) Set-up pick to DP;..4 
4BU pts (3D) Set-up shunt around L. P. & E. 

lights 
4AU pts (2E) Open pick to R-8 



x. R-9 

Y• R-27 

Magnetic Tape Element 1490 

Load Rewind Relay 

9-1 pts 
9-2 pts 
9-3 pts 
9-4 pts 
9-5 pts 

9-6 pts 

Go Status Relay 

27-1 pts 

(3A) No effect (Shunted by 5-6 AU) 
(lL) No effect (Shunted by 11\.L) 
(3G) Pick R-27 
(2K) No effect' 

. (2L) No effect (Shunted by 12-2, 10-2, 
and Reset PB) 
(lF) Set-up pick to R-22 (Not F. P. ) 

(4F) Bring up manual start line (Nylon 
pulleys to Reverse-Start. 

Tape now moves in reverse until the load point marker is 
reached. 

z. Sense Load Point (6G) 

aa. R-25 

bb. R-12 

Fire L. P. Single Shot dropping start line for 20 milliseconds, 
Tape stops. Nylon pulleys to Reverse-Stop - Pick R-25LP 
(R27 dropped 12-1 opening due to R25 pick which opens 25-3) 

Load Point Relay (lOH) 

25:..1 pts 
25-2 pts 
25-3 pts 
25-4 pts 

Rewind Status Relay 

12-1 pts 

12-2 pts 
12-3 pts 

. 12-4 pts 
12-5 pts 

12-6 pts 

(4G) Open C. E. switch backward line 
(2K) Open pick to R-3 
(2K) Drop R-12 
(4E) Bring up "At Load Point Signal) 

. . 

(4G) Manual Reve;rse line goes down; 
also dropping R-27 
(2L) Open hold to R-12 
(4J) Turn out "Not Ready" light if 
R-13 is picked. 
(2F) Pick R-22 (if not file protected) 
(4G) N /0 drop rewind status signal. 
Bring up "Ready" line .if R-13 is 
picked; enable C. E. Sw. 
(2B) Open pickto. DP-3 & R-23. 



cc. R-27 

dd. R-22 

ee. R-25 

Magnetic Tape Element 

Go Status Relay (lG) 

27-1 pts 

27 -2 pts 

File Protect 2 Relay (IF) 

22-1 pts 

22-4 pts 

. (4H) 

(BL) 

1500 

(4F) Drop manual start line (Nylon 
pulleys to Forward-Stop) 
(2F) Set-up pick for DP-4 

N /0 bring up "Not file protect line' 
N /C turn out file protect light 
N /C remove gnd from erase invertF 
N /0 apply -130V to erase inverter 

Remains latch picked until tape is started forward. 

The tape drive is now loaded and at load point. The tape break 
light is out; the L. P. & E. 0. T. lights are on. The nylon pulleys are i· 
forward stop. Relays NFP, 1, 7, 17, 22, 25; HD-1, 2, 3 & 4; DP-1 & 
are picked. 

ff. R-13 

PUSH THE START PB (2L) 

Start Relay (Calculator Interlock) (IL) · 

13-2 pts 
13-3 pts 
13-4 pts 

13-5 pts 
13-6 pts 

(2L) 
(4J) 
(4H) 

(5F) 
(2C) 

Hold R-13 
Turn out "Not Ready" light 
Open manual load-rewind line (Load-rewin 
PB is now inoperative) 
N /0 bring up mech. ready signal line 
Open pick to R-15 LP (Unload PB is now 
inoperative) . 

Tape drive is now "Ready" and under computer control. If a 
start RDS or WRT is now given, R-26 will be picked and the start line 
will come up putting the nylon pulleys in forward-start. Tape will mo' 
forward. 

gg. R-26 Load Point Trip Relay (7E) 

26-1 pts (lH) .. Pick R-25 LT 

hh. R-25 Load Point Relay (9H) 

Drop "At Load Point" Signal 
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Low-Speed Load Rewind, .Model Ill, Sequence Chart 

The following initial conditions exist when external 
power is first turned on. The 48Vdc supply is energized 
from phases 1 and 2 of the 3-phase 208Vac supply. The 

blower and fan motors are energized from phases 2 and 
3, and the filament power is supplied through the fila
ment transformer by the 236V regulated external supply. 
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LOCATION 

1C 

lK 

4D 

lF 

1G 

6C 
7C 

4] 

8D 

2A 

6K 

1520 

LOAD-REWIND OPERATION (LOW-SPEED AREA), MODEL Ill 

SEQUENCE OF 
OPERATIONS 

R15, unload 1, and RI6, un
load stop, are 'latched. 

Pick R 10, unload 2. 

Pick R7. 

Pick R2 and R28, clutch 
status 1 and 2. 

CONDITIONS 

Rl5-3 N/O. 

R15·2 N/O. 

Pick R27, go status. R28•4 N/O. 

Full power to stop clutches. RIBU N/C and RlBL 
N/C. 

High-speed-area lamp on .. 

Reset NIFA trigger. 

Pick R 17, power on. 

Rl7-4 N/C. 

· When d-c supplies have been 
completely sequenced on. 

Reset R/W status trigger to RI 3-3 N/C. 
read status. 

REMARKS 

These relays were latched the last time 
the machine was unloaded. 

Circuit through the load point, EOT, 
and tape-break lamps. 

The moving coil will not be energized 
until d-c power comes up. 

Power to stop clutches is controlled by 
reel release switch. 

Used for high-speed rewind area. 

After a 5-minute warmup period, d-c 
supplies are available from the ex
ternal source. 

After 140V is on before RI? is picked. 

Carted relay reset. 

Start line up. R27-l N/O closed and R27 has been picked waiting for d-c 
power Qn. power to tape drive. The moving 

pulleys are transferred away from 
the stop capstans. 

Thread tape on tape drive. 

4H Depress LOAD REWIND 

4H 

2D 

2C 

lK 

button. 

Pick R2l, rewind 
pickup. 

LT Rl 5, unload I. 

LT RI6, unlqad stop. 

Drop RIO, unload 2. 

2C Pick HD4, vacuum motor. 

IK 

lE 

Pick R3, load rewind 1. 

Pick R4, low-speed rewind 
status and DPI, takeup 
motor reverse. 

R7BL, read status relay 
driver logic (76.08). 

R2l-3 N/O. 

R2I-2 N/O. 

Rl5-3 N/O. 

R21-l N/O. 

R3AL N/O. 
R29-I N/C. 

R2 l has no hold. 
Ir remains picked as long as button is 

depressed. 

Drop unload status relays. 

Starts load-rewind operation. Used for 
load operation only. 

R4 controls low-speed rewind. DPl 
prepares takeup motor to run in 
reverse, to lower head and drop tape 
in columns. 
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LOAD-REWIND OPERATION . (LOW-SPEED AREA), MODEL Ill (cont'd) 

LOCATION 
SEQUENCE OF 
OPERATIONS 

R2 and 28 held. 

CONDITIONS 

R3BL N/O. 

lE ·Pick Rs, time delay motor. R3AU N/0. 

lK 

lL 

5G 

5G 

lJ 

28 

lG 

R4AU N/O. 

Time delay motor starts. R8AU N/0. 

Pick R9, load rewind 2. R3BU N/O. 

Pick Rl2, rewind status. R9-5 N/O. 

Manual reverse status to Rl2-l N/0. 
logic 76.05.02. 

Rewind status. 

Pick R5 and R6, tape out of 
left and right columns. 

Pick Rl, run, HDl, HD2, 
and HD3, phases 1, 2, and 
3. 

One-half power applied to 
stop clutches. 

R27, go status drops. 

Manual start drops. 

Rl2-S N/0. 

Flapper valves and flapper 
switches close. 

Bell9ws, R7AL N/O, and 
R9-l N/O. 

R1BU N/O, R2AL N/O, 
RlBL N/O, R28U N/O. 

Time delay points. 

R27-l N/0. 

lG Pick DP4, takeup motor R27-2 N/C. 
start. 

Start takeup motor. DP4 points. 

Head-up microswitch opens. Head more than 1,.4 turn 
from upper limit. 

REMARKS 

Picked from unload status. 

Used with R3 for load operation only. 
R9-4 points hold R3. 

Used for rewind operation after the 
load operation. 

Reverse magnet energized. 

The above operations take place with
in a fraction of a second after the 
LOAD REWIND button is de
pressed. 

When sufficient vacuum is obtained, 
the flapper and the bellows switches 
transfer, causing the following ac
tion. 

The flapper valves are closed before 
the bellows. The valves help pro
vide sufficient vacuum to pick the 
bellows. 

One-half brake is always applied with 
R 1 and R2 picked. 

The time delay points open. 

The moving pulleys move against the 
stop capstans, pinching the tape. 

Takeup motor goes in revene. The 
upper head a~embly moves down, 
and tape goes into columns. 

When tape goes in the columns, the 
flapper valves open, dropping their 
associated relays. 
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LOCATION 

LOAD-REWIND OPERATION (LOW-SPEED AREA), MODEL Ill (cont'd) 

SEQUENCE OF 
OPERATIONS . CONDITIONS REMARKS 

1540 

I J Drop RS and R6, tape IN Flapper valves open. 
f11i:· columns. 

Head-down microswitch Head 1,4 turn from its lower 
opens. limit. . 

IF Drop R2 and R28, clutch Head-down microswitch 

IG 

4D 

status I and 2. points. 

Tape reels under control of R2AL N/C and R2BU N/C. Tape is adjusted in columns. 
· vacuum columns. 

Drop DP4, takeup motor R28·2 N/O. 
start. 

Tape-break lamp is shunted. R28·3 N/C. 

Stop takeup motor. 

Not usable when tape drive is loaded. 

IH Pick DP2, capstans motors. R2AU N/C. 

IK 

IK 

IE 

IE 

IG 

SF 

Capstans motors start and DP2 points. 
extend. 

Capstans-in microswitches Capstans extending. 
open. 

Capstans-out microswitches Capstans fully extended. 
open. 

Drop R3, load rewind I. 

Drop R9, load rewind 2. 

R28·2 N/O capstans-out 
microswitches. 

R3Bµ N/O. 

Drop R4, LS rewind status. R3AL N/0. 

Drop RS, time delay motor. R3AU N/O. 

Pick R27, go statu~. 

Manual start up. 

R9·3 N/C. 

R27-I N/O. 

Capstans extend because of ·solenoid 
action. 

DPI remains energized through the 
right capstans-out N/O switch 
points. 

Time-delay motor has been held ener· 
gized during the load operation. 

The load operation is completed. The 
rewind operation may now be 
started. 

The reverse line has been up since Rl2 
was picked. 

Tape moves in the reverse direction 
until the load-point photocell senses 
the load point. As the tape passes 
under the load-~int photocell (6F), 
the light is reflected by the load· 
point to the cell, causing the cell to 
conduct more heavily. The cell out· 
put is a negative shift. that is applied 
to· an inverter (logic 76.04). The 
output of this inverter is combined 



LOCATION 

lOH 

tL 

tG 

5F 
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LOAD-REWIND OPERATION (LOW-SPEED AREA), MODEL Ill (cont'd) 

SEQUENCE OF 
OPERATIONS 

Latch-pick R25. 

Drop Rl2. 

Drop R27. 

Drop manual start. 

CONDITIONS 

Photocell. 

R25-3 N/C. 

Rl2-l N/0. 

R27-l N/0. 

REMARKS 

with manual reverse in AND circuit 
823. The output of the AND circuit 
is used to flip a 20-ms SST. 

The SST output is fed to inverter 78, 
thereby dropping the lower leg of 
AND circuit F27 (logic 76.05.01 ). 
This causes the moving. coil to trans
fer to the stop position, stopping the 
tape drive in a reverse-stop status. 
At the same time, the right output 
of the SST goes up, allowing the 
relay driver at 5F (logic 76.04) to 
conduct, liatch-picking R25, load
point relay. 

Tape break and load-point relay. 

End .of rewind operation. 

Start line is still deconditioned by the 
20-ms SST. 

The moving coil has been put in a stop 
status by not arriving al loaa point. 
At the end of the 20-ms SST, the 

. line goes up again. By that time, 
however, the manual-start line has 
gone down, keeping the moving coil · 
in a stop status. During the 20-ms 
period, the status is changed from 
reverse stop to. forward stop. 

At this time, the takeup motor is held 
in reverse by DPt. With DP4 (the 
takeup motor start relay) de-ener
gized, there is still a small current 
supplied to the takeup motor 
through the head lock capacitors 
(logic 76.10.02). This produces suf
ficient torque to hold the upper head 
assembly in the down position. 
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E. Another approach to the Low Speed Load-Rewind Mod III 
Sequence. 

1. The LOAD RE WIND button starts two distinct opera-

1560 

tions. (1) loading tape and (2) rewinding the tape to Page 1510 
load point. The rewinding operation is conditioned by 
the depression of the button but will.not begin until the ..... 
~ast sequence of the load operation;_is completed. 

In this discussion of a load-rewind operation, assume 
the following initial conditions: 

a. The power cable is connected to an external con
trol that is a source of power. The power is off. 

b. The tape drive is unloaded (the normal condition 
with power off); the capstans are in and the head 
cover is up. 

c. No reels of tape are on the machine. 

2. What follows is a word sequence of bring\ng up power 
and load-rewinding: 

a. Turn on power in unit controlling tape drive. With 
power on, ac is supplied to the tape drive for the 
48Vdc and filament supplies, and to start the 
blower and fan. 

b. After a 5-mlnute warm up period, de is supplied 
to the tape drive. A power-on relay picks to 'in ... 
dicate the presence of these supplies. The drive 
may now be operated. 

c. Mount full reel of tape on file reel, and· thread 
tape past idlers and read-write head assembly 
over to machine reel. Reel brakes may be re
leased by pressing switch below file reel. Wind 
several turns of tape on machine reel until load 
point is well to right of head assembly. Close 
reel door, and depress LOAD RE WIND button. 

d. Vacuum motor and time-delay motor 'start turn
ing, and tape drive goes into a reverse status. 

e. At the end of the time delay (about 6 seconds), 
the vacuum is at operating strength. The take-up 
motor starts turning in a reverse direction, low
ering the upper head assembly and the tape into 
each column. 
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f. The takeup motor is turned off when three condi
tions are satisfied: (1) the head cover is all the 
way down. (2) tape is in the right column, and 
(3) tape is in the left column. The drive capstans 
start turning and are extended. 

g. When the capstan-out microswitches indicate .that 
both capstans are fully extended, the machine has 

( 

completed the load operation. The machine then 
goes into a start status, and tape is moved in a 
reverse direction until the load point is sensed, 
When the START button is depressed. the ma
chine will be in the ready status. 

F. Summary Questions 

1. Refer to Fig. 1-1. Depressing the load-rewind push
button will pick R21. How long is R21 held energized? 

2. What" relays are interlocked by the "Power On" relay 
· R17? 

3. Refer to Fig. 1-L In a load-rewind operation, assume 
that DP-1 has an open pick coil. What would be evident 
to the operator after the load-rewind pushbutton is 
depressed? 

4. Why is it undesirable to rewind tapes while in WRT 
status? 

5. In question #4, what circuit block w.ill prevent a re
wind operation when the drive is in WRT status? 

1570 
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H. Unload Operation, Model Ill 

To remove a reel of tape and mount a new reel, the drive 
must be in the unload status. Unload status may be Q.b-

1580 

Page 1590 

tained by depressing the RESET button and then the UN - Page 3540 

Location 

2C 

2D 

lF 

LOAD button. (Depressing the RESET button is necessary 
only if the NOT READY light is not lit.) During the unload 
oper~tion, the capstans are retracted, the upper head 
assembly is raised, and tape is pulled from the columns. 
At the end of the operation, all motors, except the fan and 
blower, are stopped. 

Since the tape drive is in the load status, the bellows switch 
is closed. The following relays are picked: Rl, 7, 17, and 
25; HDl, 2, 3, and 4; DPl and J)P2. The file ppotection 
circuit is not covered in this discussion. (Tape is at load 
point.) 

Unload Operation, Model llI 

Sequence of 
Operations 

Depress RESET button. 

Depress UNLOAD button. 

Conditions 

It not ready light is out. 

Latch-pick R15, unload 1. Unload switch points R13-6 
N/C. 

Pick R2 and R28, clutch 
status 1 and 2. 

R15-2 N /0. 

lH Drop DP2, capstan motors. R2AU N /C. 

lK Pick RIO, unload 2. Re- R15-3 N/O. 

4D 

set NIF A trigger (logic 
76. 03). 

Tape-break lamp lights. 
Load point and EOT 
lamps shunted. 

Rl0-5 N/C, R28-3 N/0. 

Remarks 

·Drops R13. 

Door must be clr 
Latch pick R15. 

R15-1 points for 
parallel circuh 
hold Rl, HDl, 2, 
and 3. 

The tape-break 
lamp is lighte' 
when going int1... 
and in, an unloail1 

condition. 
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728 UNLOAD SEQUENCE 

IC•H 

TAKE-UP MOTOR 
TO FWD. STATUS 

IC•I 

DPI 

PUSH UNLOAD It& 

IMO 

"LI ,,.oner 

Ill STOP CURACNT EOT 
DE-ENERGIZE t TO ITOP CW1CHH LIGHT 
CAP8,M010RS t 

CAPSTANS*-1 
RETRACTING 

ON LIGHT 

MOVING OOIL 

CAPI OUT 
IWITCHES 

CAPS IN 
IWITCHH 

DP 4-

TAKE•UI' MOTO" 
ITA"TI 'WD, 

LP 
LIGHT 

TO ITA"T . K •II 

K•ll 
H,O, DOWN 
1w1roH 

TAPE SEQUENCES - Unload 

Ll'T 'LA,,I" 
IWITCH 

K•I. 

TAPI 
lftUK 
UOHT 
ON DIM 
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lllGHT ± . P.&.APPllt IWITCH 
IC•I 

'r 
I 
I 

H.C. Wt IWITH 

HD4 
ITOPI VACUUM 
MOTOR 

I 

lc-10 

DP4 

ITOPI TAICI• 
UPMOTOlt 

I 
I 
I 
I ±un ,LAPPIR IWITCH 

IC•I 

HDI 

TXflt, llLLOWI IWITCH 

HDI HDI 

v J 

ITOPS fWD•REV 
AND PRESSURE BLOWER 
MOTORI. 

IC•I 

'ULL ITOP CURRENT 
TO ITOP CLUTCHU 

TAPE SEQUENCES- Unload 
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A UNLOAO BUTTON 

B R-15LP UNLOAO I 

C R-2 CL. STATUS I 

D R-28 CL. STATUS 2 

E DP2 CAPSTAN MOTORS 

R-10 UNLOAP 2 

G TAPE BREAK LAMP 

H DPI 

BRAKE - LEFT B RIGHT 

LOCATIO 

2 c 

2 D 

IF 

IF 

IH 

IK 

3D 

IE 

76.10.0I 

CAPSTAN OUT MICRO - SWITCHES 3 K 

K CAPSTAN IN MICRO-SWITCHES 3 G 

L R-27 GO STAlUS I G 

M + 48 VOLTS TO MANUAL START 4 F 

N R-26 LOAD POINT TRIP 7 E 

P R-25LT LOAD POINT I H 

0 DP4 TAKE UP MOTOR ST. I G 

R HEAD DOWN MICRO S.WITCH 3 E 

S HEAD UP MICRO SWITCH 3 B 

T FLAPPER SWITCHES I J 

UR-5BR-6 IJ 

V R-16LP UNLOAD STOP 2 C 

W EOT B L.P. LAMPS 211 

X. HD4 VACUUM MOTOR 2 C 

BELLOWS SWITCH 2 8 

R-IRUN 28 

a HDI. HD2. a HD3 2 B 
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NOTE: *••••••• 112 BRAKE. . 
RELAY 17 AND 7 UP AND DOOR INTERLOCK 
SWITCH CLOSED THROUGHOUT THIS SEOUENCE. 

Unload, Model W, Sequence Chart 
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Location 

6A, BA 

lH 

lE 

lG 

5F 

7E 

1H 

lG 

Magnetic Tape Element 

Unload Operation, Model Ill (Cont'd) 

Sequence of 
Operations 

One -half power is applied 
to stop clutches. 

Capstans motors stop. 

Conditions 

RlBU N/0, R2AL N/O, 
R lBL N JO, R2BU N /0. 

DP2 points out. 

Capstans-out microswitches Capstans moving in. 
close. 

Drop DP, 1 takeup motor 
reverse. 

Right capstans-out micro
switch transfers. 

Capstans-in microswitches Capstans fully retracted. 
close. 

1600 

Remarks 

One -half power is appl 
when the tape drive is i 
either a load or unlor 
operation. 

Capstans begin retract 
because of pressure 
erted, by a spring, on 
the rotor. 

Pick R27, go status. Capstans -in micro switches 
closed. 

Manual start line up (logic R27-l ·N /0. 
76. 05. 01). 

Pi.ck R2 6, tape break and 
load-point trip. 

R25-4 N/0, manual 
start (logic 7 6. 04) 
RDX5B 

Latch-trip R25, tape break R26-1 N /0. 
and load point. 

Moving pulleys away fror 
stop capstans, in lowe 
position since capstan~ 
are retracted. 

R26 picked as long as 
R25 remains picked. 

Prepare the tape break 
and load-point relay 
for the next load-rev.. 
operation. 

Pick DP4, ta~eup motor 
start. 

Capstans-in microswitches 
closed. 



Location 

lG 

Magnetic Tape Element 

Unload Operation, Model III (~ont'd) 

Sequence of 
Operations 

Takeup motor starts. 

Head-down microswitch 
closed. 

Head-up microswitch 
closes. 

Flapper valves close. 
Flapper switches close. 

Conditions 

DP4 points. 

Head more than 1I4 turn 
from its lower limit. 

Head 1I4 turn from its 
upper limit. 

Tape is pulled from the 
columns. 

lJ Pick R5 and R6, tape out Flapper switches closed. 

2C 

3D 
2D 

of left and right columns. 

Latch-pick Rl6, unload 
stop. 

Rl0-3 N/0, head-up 
microswitch closed, 
R6BU N /0, R5BU 
N/O. 

Load point and EOT lamps Rl6-3 N/C. 
lit. 

lG Drop DP4, takeup motor. Rl6-2 N /C. 
start. 

2C Drop HD4, vacuum motor. Rl6-l N/C. 

lOA Vacuum motor stops. HD4 points. 

Flapper valves and 
switches open . 

Insufficient vacuum. 

lJ Drop R5 and R6, tape out Flapper switches open. 
of left and right columns. 

Bellows switch opens. Insi.llficient vacuum. 

1610 

Remarks 

Upper head assembly start 
moving up, and tape is 
pulled from the columns. 

Tape must be remove~ 
from both columns and 
the head raised to its 
upper limit. 

All lamps are now lit. 
If any are burned out, 
R7 will drop,. prevent
ing further operation. 



Location 

2B 

Magnetic Tape Element 

Unload Operation, Model III (Cont'd) 

Sequ'ence of 
Operations 

Drop Rl, HDl, 2, and 3. 

Conditions 

Bellows switch opens. 

I. Summary Questions 

(T/F) 1. In an u~load operation, control is removed from the 
vacuum switches and transferred to the stop clutches 
by picking R2 and R28. 

2. Assume tape drive is loaded, selected, at. load point, 
and NOT REAI)Y. R28-4 N /0 points cannot make 
contact: What indication of a malfunction would the 
operator see if the Unload pushbutton is depressed? 

3. The tape driv~ is loaded and not ready. Rl0-3 N/0 
point fails to make. What visual indication occurs 
if the unload pushbutton is depressed? 

4. With the tape setting at EOT and loaded, the LOAD 
REWIND switch is depressed. The tape drive be
comes unloaded but does not rew~nd. Trouble could 
be: 

a. R4 AU contacts fail to make. 
b. R24-4 contacts fail to make. 
c. R21-4 contacts fail to make. 
d. R3 BU contacts fail to make. 
e. Head cover up switch fails to break. 

5. Select the false statement(s): 

a. The vacuum safety switch points close when the 
vacuum motor stops. 

b. If the NOT READY light is off, the RESET button 
must be depressed before the LOA.10-&E WIND 
button is effective.· 

1620 

Remarks 

The tape drive is now in 
the unloaci status. AU 
motors are stopped ex 
cept the fan and blower 
motors. The drive re 
mains in this status u1. 
til the LOAD REWIND 
button is depressed. 



MagnP.tic Tape Element 

c. The NIFA flip-flop is set by a PER (71) from 
central computer. 

d. R29 is picked only when less than ! inch tape is 
present on the machine reel. 

6. Select the false statement(s): 

a. The vacuum. motor does not stop until tape is re
moved from the columns during an UNLOAD 
operation. 

b. The moving coil will be in the "Start" position 
and the "Reverse" magnet will be energized 
during UNLOAD operation. 

c. The tape drive can become unloaded only if it is 
in a NOT READY condition. 

d. Tapes are erased by magnetizing them in such a 
way that the lines of flux are in one direction. 

e. Consecutive blank bits on tapes would appear as 
zero bits if they were to be read. 

K. High-Speed Rewind, Model III 

1630 

Page 1650 
Time is of prime importance in the handling of large amounts 
of tape by the drive. When a tape has been written or read 
and the bulk of the t~pe is on the machine reel, it is best to 
rewind the tape at high speed. 

A high-speed rP.wind may he started when there is at least 
i inch of tape on the machi.ne reel. Refer to figure 1-1, 
foldout, for relay circuitry. 



Location 

4H 

4H 

lK 

Magm~t.i.c Tape Element 

Assume the tape to be in the load status; i.e., tape in both 
c-obmns,' the head down, the drive capstans extended and 
turning, and more than ! inch of tape on the machine reel. 

Since thf' tape drive is in the load status, the bellows 
switch is closed; the following relays are picked: Rl, 7, 
and 17; HDl, 2, 3, and 4; and DP2 and DPl. 

In addition to the above relays, R29 is picked. The high
speed rewind area lamp beam is blocked by the tape on the 
machine reel. Because this beam cannot strike the high
speed-rewind area photocell, the cell's conduction is light 
and its plate is at +15V. This +15V level is applied to RD 
6F O.ogic 76. 08), picking R29 to allow the tape drive to 
perform a high-speed rewind. When sufficient tape has 
been removed from the machine reel, the beam is per
mitted to strike the photocell, causing heavy conduction. 
The plate voltage of the cell drops to approximately a -22V 
level that is applied to the RD. The RD is cut off, causing 
R29 to drop. Dropping R29 permits a low-speed rewind 
operation to begin. · 

The high-speed rewind circuitry is designed for safety. 
If the RD filaments open or the lamp burns out, the tape 
cannot perform a high-speed rewind. 

High-Speed Rewind, Model Ill 

Sequence of 
Operations Conditions 

Depress LOAD REWIND R13-3 N/C. NOT READY 
button. light must be on. 

. Pick R2 l, rewind pickup. R 7BL, read status, relay 
driver (logic 76. 08). 

Pick R3, load rewind l. R21- l N /0. 

1640 

Remarks 

Reset button must be' 
depressed to turn 01 

NOT READY light . 

R21 has no hold. It 
remains picked as 
long as the LOAD 
RE WIND button is 
depressed. 

Starts load-rewind 
operation. Used fo1 
load operation only. 



MOD.m 
TYPE 728 

ifL~ 
ON· 

BRIGHT 

IC•H 

LP 
LIGHT 

HIGH SPEED REWIND SEQUENCE 
( NOT FILE PROTECTED) 

GIVEN: TAPE DRIVE LOADED, AND IN FORWA"D-STOPSTATUS 
K-:1, K·7, OP-2 ANO HD-I, 2,+3 ARE PICKED. 

EOT 
LIGHT 

MORE THAN 112" rK-2B 
TAPE ON MACHINE 
REEL. 

OP2 

PUSH LD.- REW. P. 8. OR PER 71 

112 STOP 
CURRENT TO 
L.BR. STOP 
CLUTCHES 

conCLOSE CAPS. 
~I OUT SWITCH 

;1 DP•I 

i/ TAKE-UP MOTOR II TO FWO. ITATUI 

DP4 

STARTS 
TAKE·UP 

I MOTOR FWD. 

CLOSE CAPS, 
IN' SWITCH 

h CLOSE HEAD COVER 
~ DOWN &WITCH 

IC•l7 

1641 

IC•ll 



TAPE OUT OF 
RIGHT COL. i tu>SE ..... 

R.APPER SW. 
K-& 

I TAPE OUT OF I LEfTOOL tCLOSE LEn FLAPPER aw. 
K-0 

CLOSE HEAD COVER 
UP SWITCH 

... 

DP! 

STARTS H.S. 
REW. MOTOR 

P4 

STOPS TAKE·UP 
MOTOR I 

SENSE 11211 TAPE ON 
MACHINE REEL 

K·29 

DP-I 

TAKl·UP MOTOR 
10 REVERSE STATUS 

DP! 

STOPS H.S. 
REW. MOTOR 

K·27 

MOVING COIL TO 
STOP 

1(-4 

1(·8 

STARTS T.D. 
MOTOR 

*· f T, O. POINTS 
TRANSFER 

OP4 

K·24 

IC·H 

REMOVES AU. ITOP CUfHllNT 
FROM RIGHT ITOP CLUTCH 

REMOVES ALL STOP CURRENT 
FROM LEFT STOP CWTCH 

APPLIES 112 STOP CURRENT 
TO RIGHT STOP CLUTCH 

K•24 

Ill ITOI' CURRENT 

1642 

I 
I 
I 

TO LI" ITOP CLUTCH 
STARTS TAKE•UP 

I MOTOR 

~ 

NEXT PJ16E 

TAPE SEQUENCES- High Speed Rewind 



lllOHT 
'LAPPlft IW. r 

hOP!NH.C,UPIW 

± ... .,1 ± K..; 

IC•I 

RELEASE T.O. 
MOTOft 

CAPS 
MOTORS 

' CAPITANI ~I 
00 ' 

OUT18 TURN : 

I 

OPR 

OAPI OUT 

K•I 

HYl,.H• ""\.._ · IC• U 
00 ITATUI ._......, 

TAfll MOYINO $ 

OPEN H,C. DOWN IW, 

IC·Z 

TAPE 
IREAIC 

fULL LITE 
8TOP 

CURRENT 

OPEN CAPS 
IN 8WITCHEI 

OPEN CAPI 
OUT IWITCHH 

IC•I 

HHH LOAD ftOINT 

MOVIHO COIL 
TO ITOP '°" 10 11111 ... 

K•ll 

K•ll 

K•ll 

IC•H 

DP4. 

ITOP TAICI• 
UP MO'IOll 

MOVING COIL 
TO ITOP 

TUftNI 0,, "LI 
'"OTICT LIGHT 

TAPE SEQUENCES· High Speed Rewind 





A R-21 REWIND PU 

B R-3 LO. REWIND I 

C R-9 LO. REWIND 2 

D R-12 REWIND STATUS 

E R- 2 CLUTCH STATUS I 

F R-28 CLUTCH STATUS 2 

G DP2 CAPSTAN MOTORS 

H 112 llRAKE LEFT 

112 BRAKE RIGHT 

EOT 8 L. P. ·LAMPS 

K CAPSTAN OUT MICROSWITCH 

L CAPSTAN IN MICROSWITCH 

M R-27 GO STATUS 

N DP4 TAKEUP MOTOR ST. 

P HEAD DOWN MICROSWITCH 

Q HEAD UP MICROSWITCH I 

R FLAPPER SWITCHES 

S R-5 8 R-6 

T DP3 REWIND MOTOR 

U R-23 HIGH SPEED REWIND 

LOCATION 

4H 

IK 

IK 

IL 

IF 

IF 

IH 

76.1,0.ot 

76.10.0I 

2D 

3K 

3G 

IG 

IG 

3E 

3B 

I J 

I J 

28 

2B 

V R-24 HIGH SPEED REWIND INTLK. IG 

W TAPE BREAK LAMP 3D 

K DPI TAl<EUP MOTOR REVERSE IE 

a R-4 L .S. REWIND STATUS IE 

b DELAY TIMER MOTOR IE 

C TIME DELAY POINTS 2G 

d + 48 VOLTS TO MAN. REVERSE 5G 

e +48 VOLTS TO MAN. ST. 5 F 

R-25LP LOAD POINT IOH 

Q R-29 HIGH SPEED REWIND AREA 5K 
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RELAYS UP THROUGHOUT THIS SEQUENCE: 
HD 1,2, 3,8 4; R-17, R-1, 8 R-7. 

5 
0 

Ii: 
c .... 
"' 
"' z c .... 
"' ... 
c 
u 

THE BELLOWS SWITCH AND DOOR INTERLOCK 
SWITCH ARE CLOSED THROUGHOUT THE SEQUENCE. 

High-Speed Load ~ewind, Model Ill, Sequence Chart 
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Magnetic Tape .Element 

High-Speed Rewind, Model Ill (Cont'd} 

Sequence of 
Location Operations Conditions 

lK Pick R9, load rewind 2. R3BU N /0. 

lL Pick R12, rewind status. R9-5 N/0. 

lF Pick R2 and R28, clutch R3BL N/0 and R4B N/C. 
status 1 and 2. 

lH Drop DP2, capstan R2AU N/C. 
motors. 

SA One-half power applied RlBU N /0, R2AL N /0. 
to the left stop clutch. 

BA One-half power applied RlBL N /0, R2BU N /0. 
to the right stop clutch. 

3D Shunt load point and .EOT B28-3 N /0. 
lamps. Tape-break 
lamp lights. 

Capstan motors stop. DP2 points open. 

2K Capstans-out micro-. Capstans moving in. 
switches close. 

3K DP 1 dropped. N /0 caps out switch. 

3G Capstans-in micro- Caps~ans fully retracted. 
switches close. 

1660 

Remarks 

Used with R3 for loar' 
operation only. Rl 
points hold R3. 

Used for rewind ope. 
tion after the load 
operation. 

Tape in columns is no 
under control of thr 
takeup motor, wait.. 
to go into the unload 
condition. 

The tape -break lamp 
is lit going into, ar 
in, an unload condi 
tion. 

Capstans begin retrfa. 
ing because of pres-
sure exerted by a 
spring, on the roto. 

Takeup motor rever 
status removed. 



cation 

IG 

5F 

Magnetic Tape Element 

High-Speed Rewind, Model tit {Cont'd) 

Sequence of 
. Operations 

Pick R27, go status. 

Manual-start line up 
(logic 76. 05. 01). 

Conditions 

Capstans-in microswitches 
closed 'R2 8-4 N /0. 

R27-l N /0. 

IG Pick DP4, takeup_ motor Capstans-in micros witches 
start. close, R28-4 N /0. 

Takeup motor starts. 

Head-down microswitch 
closes. 

Head-up microswitch 
closes. 

DP4 points. 

Head more than l I 4 turn 
from its lower limit. 

Head 1I4 turn from its 
.. upper limit. 

Flapper valves close, Tape is pulled from the 
closing flapper switches. columns. 

Pick R5 and R6, tape out Flapper switches closed. 
of left and right;col-
umns. 

lG'iO 

Remarks 

Moving pulleys away from 
stop capstans-in lowest 
position since capstans. 
are retracted. 

Head starts moving up, 
.and tape is pulled 
from the columns. 

The tape drive is now 
in the unload condi
tion waiting for the 
high-speed rewind to 
start. The takeup 
motor is stopped at 
that time. 

The unload condition 
differs from the un
load status in that 
none of the motors is 
stopped. An unload 
condition appe!'lrs as 
the unload status, but 
does not remain so at 
the end of the high
speed rewind operation 



Location 

2B 

SA 

lG 

lG 

lG 

6A 

Magnetic 'rape Element 

High-Speed Rewind, Model III (Cont'd) 

Sequence of 
Operati ens Conditions 

Pick DP3, rewind motor; R5BU N /O, R6 BU N /0, 
and R23, high-speed re- head-up microswitch 
wind status. RSBU N/C. 

One-half power removed R23-1 N /C. 
from right stop clutch. 

Latch-pick R24, high- R23-2 N /0. 
speed rewind interlock. 

Drop DP4. R24-5 N/C. 

Takeup motor stops. DP4 points. 

One-half power removed R24-2 N /C. 
from left stop clutch. 

High-speed rewind 
motor starts. 

DP3-A, B 

1680 

Remarks 

Indicates tape is out 
both columns and tl. 
head at its upper liI 

No power to the righ. 
stop clutch. 

R24 forms its ow11 
circuit. 

No power to the left 
stop clutch. 

Tape starts rewindim 
at high speed, abo· 
500 inches-per-sec. 
average. 

When sufficient tape 
been removed from 
machine reel to pe 
mit the beam of the 
high-speed rewind F 

photo-lamp to stri 
its photocell, R29 h 
dropped. 

Dropping R29 causes 
the drive to start a 
slow-speed rewinc 
The beam of the lan 
is adjusted to strilrr 
the photocell when 
is t inch of tape let1 
on the machine rep· 



Location 

5K 

Magnetic Tape Element 

High-Speed Rewind, Mode~ III(Cont'd) 

Sequence of 
Operations 

Drop R29, high-speed 
rewind area. 

Conditions 

High-speed rewind area 
lamp beam strikes its 
photocell, causing 
RD6F (logic 76. OB) to 
be cut off. 

lE Pick R4, LS rewind R29-l N/C. 
status, and DPl, 
takeup motor reverse. 

lE Pick RB, time -delay R4AU N /0. 
motor. 

2B Drop DP3, rewind RBBU N /C. 

BA 

motor, and R23, high-
speed rewind status. 

Start time delay motor. RBAU N/0. 

Rewind motor stops. DP3-A, B 

Apply one-half power to R23-l N /C. 
the right clutch. 

1690 

. Remarks 

One -half inch of tape 
left on the machine 
reel. 

The timer is adjusted 
to allow the reels to 
coast to a sti:>p before 
the drive starts the 
load operation. 

Power removed from 
rewind motor. 

One-half power is ap
plied to the right 
clutch to slow the 
reels down to a stop. 

The one -half power to 
the right stop clutch 
is adjusted so that 
about l/16inchof 
tape remains on the 
machine reel when .it 
coasts to a stop. 



Location 

2G 

1H 

6A 

Magnetic Tape Element 

High-Speed Rewind, Model Ill (Cont'd) 

Sequence of 
Operations 

Time delay points open. 

Latch-trip R24, high
speed rewind inter
lock. 

One-half power to left 
stop clutch. 

Conditions 

Microswitch operated by 
motor. 

Time -delay points. 

R24-2 N /C. 

lG Drop R27, go status. Time -delay points. 

1700 

Remarks 

Set time has elaps 
(adjusted to open 
approximately 1 
second after ree: 
have stopped). 

One-half power nee ... 
for the load operf'-' 

SF Manual-start line drops. Pulleys move tow~ 

lG Pick DP4, takeup motor R24-5 N/C, R27-2 N/C. 
start. 

L. Summary Questions (Refer to Fig. 1-1) 

1. In order for R2 l, the rewind relay to be picked, the 
tape drive must be placed in read status. What relay 
points control this and under what conditions? 

stop capstans, oui 
the way of the re
tracted drive ca1 
stans. Tape is al::. 
pinned against thP 
stop capstan for 
loading in the coluu 

From this point 01 

sequence of events 
identical with the 
speed rewind: ·, 
operation ends whe 
the load-point is 
reached. 



Magnetic Tape Element 

2. Fig. 1-1 (5G) If the output of circuit block K T03.J 5F 
remains at -30 volts, what would occur if a low speed 
rewind operation were initiated? 

3. In a H. S. load-rewind sequence, the head cover is 
ra..sed, tape is removed from the vacuum columns, 
the nylon pulleys are in REV-start but no H. S. rewind 
takes place. The most likely cause would be: 

(IL) a.. R12 open coil 
(3P.) b. 6DU N /0 points did not make contact. 
(IE) c. R4 is picked. 
(lK) d. 17 -3 remain open. 
(40) e, R7 has open coil. 

4. Rl6 LT coil is open. What would be the symptoms of 
this trouble as observed bv an ooerator? 

?II. Purposes of Relay Points and Switches, Model III 

For all relay point locations, refer to figure 1-1. 

l. Relay 1, the run relay, is picked when the bellows 
switch closes. It senses failures such as ·fuse bail 
operation, loss of vacuum in either coluinn, photo
cell lamp failure, or beUows switch operation during 
a normal operation: 

lAU. Completes circuit for +48V to CE switch 
and ready, drops ready in case of any 
of the failures mentioned above. . . . 

1710 



Magnetic Tape Element 

lAL Drops R13 (start) for any of the above 
failures. 

p" 

lBU Applies full brlike to the file reel when 
normal. NI 0 points complete a cir -
cuit to the R2AL points when Rl is 
energized. 

lBL Same use as RlBU but applied to the 
machine reel. 

2. Relay 2, clutch status relay 1, is picked during re
wind, load, and unload operations. When energized, 
it allows a circuit to be completed for half-brake on 
both reels. R2 points also control the energization 
of the capstan drive motors: 

2AU N /C points pick DP2 to allow the cap-
stan motors to run only when R2 is 
down. 

2AL Places file reel under control of the left 
vacuum column switches during normal 
operation. 

2BU Places machine reel under control of the 
right vacuum column switches during 
normal operation. 

3. Relay 3, load rewind 1, is picked for load operation: 

3AU Picks RB to start time delay in slow-
speed rewind operation. 

3AL Picks R4 (high-speed rewind end 1) and 
takeup motor reverse relay DPl. 

3BU Picks R9 (load-rewind 2). 

3BL Holds R2 and R28 when Rl5 is latch-
tripped at start of a load operation in 
a slow-speed area. It picks R2 and 
R28 at the start of a high-speed re
wind operation. 
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4. Reiay 4, low -speed rewind area, is picked during 
load-rewind operations when less than l inch of tape 
is on the machine reel: 

4AU Picks RB (time delay motor) when enter
ing low-speed rewind area from high
speed rewind. 

1730 

4AL Completes a pick circuit for DP4 to start 
the takeup motor when R27 is up, at the 
beginning of a high-speed rewind operation. 

4BU Causes the load point and EOT lamps to 
come on at the start of a low-speed re
wind. 

4BL Holds R4 and DPl when entering low
speed rewind from high-speed rewind. 

S. Relay. S, flapper switch, is picked when the left flapper
valve switch is operated: 

SAU Drops Rl (run) if tape is not in the left 
column during normal operation. 

SAL Drops R27 (go status) if taIJe is not in 
left column during a low-speed rewind 
operation. 

SBU N /0, interlock on pick of R23 (high
speed rewind status). Tape must be out 
of left column before entering high-speed 
rewind. N /C, anti-spill device, 1 /2 · 
brake is applied to file reel if tape goes 
into the left. column at the end of a high
spee d rewind and ensures proper load 
operations if fil~ reel is free-wheeling. 

SBL Ensures retention of the capstans until 
the flapper valves are conditioned. 

6. Relay 6, flapper switch, is picked _when the right 
flapper-valve switch is operated: 

6A U Drops R 1 (run) if tape is not in the right 
column during normal operation. 
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SAL Drops R27 (go status) if tape is not in 
the right column during a low-speed 
rewind operation. 

6BU N /0, interlock on pick of R23 (high
speed rewind status). Tape must be out 
of right column before entering high
speed rewind status. 

N /C, same as 5BU N /C. except with 
reference to the right column. 

6BL Same as· 5BL points. 

7. Relay 7. photo..: lamp. is picked through the tape break, 
load. point, EOT lamps when +48V is up. It drops as 
a result of a failure of any of the lamp filaments: . 

7AL Drops Rl. HDl, HD2, and HD3 with a 
photo-lamp failure. 

7BL Interlocks, prevents picking R2 l (rewind 
PU) when a photo-lamp has failed. 

8, Relay 8, time-delay motor, is picked during rewind 
operations to start the time -delay motor: 

SAU Completes a circuit from phase 1 through 
the timer motor to phase 2. 

SBU. Drops R23 when timer ·starts and prevents 
picking R23 (high-speed rewind) while 
timer is running. 

9. Relay 9, load-rewinq 2, . is picked when R3 is picked: 

9-1 Parallels R5AU and R6AU to pick Rl, 
HDl, HD2, and HD3 during a load-rewind 
operation. 

9-2 Allows R13 to be picked before bellows 
switch _operates. 

9-3 Completes a circuit to R27 (start) during 
rewind operation. 
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9-4 Hold circuit for R3 during a load operation. 

9-5 Picks Rl2 (rewind status) at the start of 
a load operation. 

9 .. a Makes it impossible to write during a 
load operation by dropping R22. 

10. Relay 10, unload 2, is picked when the tape drive starts 
an unload operation: 

10-1 Latch-trips R24 high-speed rewind inter
lock if the UNLOAD button is depressed 
during a high-speed rewind. 

10-2 Prevents Rl3 from being held during an 
unload operation. 

10-3 N/O, causes Rl6 to be latch-picked when 
the tape is out of the columns on unload. 

N /C, drops R23 high-speed rewind status 
if the UNLOAD button is depressed during 
a high-speed rewind. · 

10-5 N /C, drops the parallel resistance circuit 
around the R7 coil, causing the photocell 
lamps to dim when the drive is unloaded. 

11. Relay 12, rewind status, is picked when the LOAD RE
WIND button is depressed: 

12-1 Supplies a circuit fo~ +48V to the 9-3 
points so R27 cart be picked, and a 
circuit to manual reverse. 

12-2 Supplies a hold circuit for R12. 

12-3 Furnishes a d-c reset to set the R/W trig
ger to read status in ·a rewind operation. 

12-4 Keeps not file protect down during rewind 
operations by dropping R22, 

12-5 Drops mechl. nically ready and bring up 
rewind status. 
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12-6 Drops high-speed rewind relays when the 
. rewind operation is reset. 

12. Relay 13, start relay, is picked when the START but
ton is depressed and holds until the RESET button is 
depressed: · 

13-2 Hold point R13. 

13-3 Drops relay reset so that the R/W trig
ger can be operated. 

13-4 Opens the circuit to the load-rewind 
switch when the tape drive is under 
external control. 

13-5 Brings up mechanically-ready line. 

13-6 Opens the circuit from the unload switch 
to the latch pick coil of R15. Cannot 
unl.oad without first depressing the 
RESET button. 

13. Relay 15, unload I latch pick and latch trip, latch
picks when the UNl...OAD button is depressed; it latch
trips when R21 is picked for a· load-rewind operation: 

15-1 Drops the NFP relay during an unload 
operation. 

15-2 Picks and holds R2 :and R28 when the 
UNLOAD button is depressed. 

15-3 Picks RlO (unloac02) relay. 

15-4 Breaks the circuit to R27, dropping R27, 
go, if the UNLOAD button is depressed 
while in manual-forward or backward-go 
operation. 

14. Relay 16, unload stop latch pick and latch trip, latch
picks to end an unload operation when the head is up 
and tape is out of both columns. Latch-trips when the 
LOAD RE WIND button is depres.sed: 

16-1 N /C po~nts complete the circuit to HD4 
to start vacuum motor. 
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N/0 poi~ts supply +48V to the 21-'1 
points to latch-trip R16 for load, rewind. 

Drops DP4 to stop the takeup motor at 
the end of an unload operation. 

Opens the circuit around the load-point 
and EOT lamps when drive is in the 
unload status. 

J 

15. Relay 17, power on reset, is picked when d•c voltage 
is up in the ellternal •&U'ee I 

i7·.,.l brops lU, tml, HD2, and HD3 if d-c 
voltage drops. 

17-2 Prevents picking R21, R25, LP, R26~ 
and R29 until d-c power is up. 

17-.3 Prevents picking of R3 When d-c power 
is coming up. 

17-4 N /0 prevents picking R12 ;when·d-c 
power is coming up. 

N /C holds NIFA reset off until d-c 
power comes up. 

16. Relay 21, rewind PU, is picked by relay driver 
TOSJ4B (iogic 76, 08): 

21-1 Completes the circuit to pick RS, starting 
the load-rewind operation·. 

21-2 Latch-trips Rl6 to drop the unload status. 

21-3 Latch-trips Rl5 to drop the unload status. 

17. Relay 22, not file protect 2, is picked when file reel 
is not protected. It allows tape drive to go into the 
wrUe status I 

22-1 N/C turns on the FILE PROTECT ON 
light. 

N/O brings up NOT FILE PROTECT, 
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22-4 Applies -130 voltage to write triggers 
and the erase head. 

18, Retay 23, high-speed rewind status, is picked when 
the tape is out of both columns and the headis up, during 
.a high-speed rewind operation: 

23~1 Opens the circuit for 1/2 brake on the 
machine reel· during high-speed rewind. 

23-2 Picks R24 during the high-speed rewind. 

19, Relay 24, high-speed rewind interlock, latch pick, 
and latch trip, is latch-picked by R23 and latch-tripped 
when unload button ls depressed or when the time-delay 
points transfer: 

24-1 Opens the circuit around the tape-break 
lamp during a high-speed rewind. 

24-2 Opens the circuit for 1 /2 brake on the file 
reel during high-speed rewind. 

24-~~·: ·Opens the circuft to pick DP4 during higk
speed rewind. 

20. Relay 25, load point relay, latch pick, and latch trip, 
is latch-p~cked when the tape has reached load point 
during the rewind operation: 

25-1 Disables the manual-reverse line if the 
tape is at load point. 

25-2 Opens the circuit to pick R3 if tape is at 
load point. 

25-3 Di-ops R12 (rewind status) when load point 
is reached during a rewind operation. 

25-4 Brings up at load point. 

21. . Relay 26, load point trip, is picked' when start comes 
up if the tape is at load point with R25 picked: 

. . 
26-1 Completes a circuit to latch-trip R25. 
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22.. Relay 27, go status, is picked during any manual 
operation: load, rewind, and unload: 

27 -1 Brings up manual start. 

27 -2 Picks DP4 during the load operation. 

23. Relay 28, clutch status 2, is picked during rewind, 
load, and unload operations: 

28-2 Forms a hold circuit for R3 (load
rewind 1) at the beginning of a load 
oper?-tion. 

28-3 N /C opens circuit around tape-bre~k 
lamp during ioad and unload operations. 

N /0 sets up circuit around load point 
and EOT lamps during load and unload 
operations. 

28-4 N /0 completes circuit to takeup 'motor 
during load and unload operations. 

24. Relay 29, high-speed rewind area, is picked when 
the machine reel contains sufficient tape <! inch or 
more) to block the light to the high-speed-rewind 
area photocell: 

29-1 Picks low-speed-rewind area relay, R4, 
to start low-speed rewind. 

25, DPl»ta.ff• mQior.. Jt.e.wree..:ri&.Jpibk~~-UJ;i~..: 
load operation. DP 1 A and B points switch two phases 
to the takeup motor, allowing it to run in reverse. 

26, DP2, capstans motors relay, is picked when tape unit 
is in load status. DP2 A and B switches two phases 
to the capstans motors, allowing them to operate. 

27. D~3, rewind motor relay, picked during high-speed 
rewind. DP3 .A and B points switch two phases to the 
rewind motor during high-speed rewind. 

28. DP4, takeup motor start, is energized during load 
and unload operation. DP4 A and B points switch two 
phases to the take up motor. 
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29. HDl, phase 1 relay, is picked when the bellows switch 
closes. Controls phase 1 of the 3-phase 208Vac supply. 
Contacts located in systems (logic 76. 10~ 02). 

30. HD2, phase 2 relay, is picked same time as HDl. Con
trols phase 2 of the 3-phase 208Vac supply. Contacts 
located in lOC. 

31. HD3, phase 2 relay, is picked same time as HDl. Con
trols phase 3 of· the 3-phase 208Vac supply. Contacts 
located in lOA. 

32. . HD4, vaculim motor relay. is energized when R16 is 
latch-tripped at start of load operation. Contacts (lOB) 
complete circuit to the vacuum motor. 

33. NFP, the not file protect 1 relay, is energized by the 
sense pin which operates its armature, causing the NFP 
AL points to complete the circuit to the relay coil. This 
relay is up when a plastic ring is placed in the file reel. 
When down, this relay prevents writing on tape: 

NFPAL 

NFPBL 

Provides circuit to energize the NFP 
relay coil. 

Picks R22 not file protect 2. 

34. The fuse bail switch points light the fuse light when the 
fuse bail is moved...by a fuse plunger. 

35. The door interlock switch points are shown with the 
door open. When the door is closed, the points trans
fer to supply +48V to Rl, HDl, HD2, and HD3. 

36. When sufficient vacuum is up, the bellows is contracted, 
allowing the bellows switch points to return to the 
normally closed position. 

37. The right and left capstan-in switch points are normally 
open points of microswitches. When the capstans are 
in, they are closed. 

38. The C.E switch is a manually operated, single-pole, 
3-position switch. When the switch is set tozforward 
go, R27 is picked. When it is set to backward go, 
R27 is picked and manual reverse comes up. 

39. The left and right capstan-out switch points are nor
mally closed points of microswitches. When the cap
stais are out, the points are open. 

40. The time delay switch points open at the end of a deter• 
mined number of seconds. set on the dial, after the 
motor starts. When motor is off, points return to 
their normal position. 
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•1. 'lbe fiapp~r:swit.oh.,a .are mercury awitc;hea. Wb•n 
vacu\Un l.a. up and. tap~ la . out. of the· column8; ·the . 
. shown points Q'e cloaec:l becall&e.the ru8h of air.la 
the: columns closed the flapper valves. . 

42, The UNLOAD swj.tch le. 'a manuatty opeJ'.ated push• 
button·furnlahlng a clrc'Uit to latCh-pic~ R15. 

43, The LOAD-RE WIND switcn is a manually operated 
pushbutton that applies t48V to manual load-rewind 

· and AND' s with the read status, causing R21 to be 
picked. 

44~ The head-down switch points are normally closed 
points that open when the bead is 1 / 4 of a turn from 
its lower Umit. · 

45. The RESET switch is a manually operated push'." 
button which, when depressed, causes Rl 3 to drop.: 

48. The STAl\T button picks R13 when depressed. 
4T •.. The head.-up switch poipts are normally open; .the 

points are closed when the head is 1/4 of a turn 
from its upper limit. 

o~ Summary Questions 

"'1, How many tape drives per computer are possible? 
2. How many bits are written per character in the tape 

word?. 
3, How long is the end of record gap ? 
4. What is the purpose of unit #18? 
t;. , Where is the +48 volts for the tape drlvea producea? . 
8, When is the unload pushbutton active? 
7. What is an end of file word? 
8. What is a record? 
9. On tapes, what system of writing is used? 

10. What is the purpose of the tape adapter unit I 13? 

181.0 

11. If the file protection light is on, what does this• inclicate?·. 
12. Identify t.he left and right reels. 
13. List three conditions that can make a tape drive. "Not·. 

Ready." 
14. List three conditions that make a tape drive "Not 

Prepared. 11 

U. Whic}l of: the f<;>llowing is a normal high sp.eed rewind?. 

a. Unload and high speed rewind until there were 1/2 
inch tape on the machine reel, then load and show 
speed rewind to load point and remain loaded. 
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b. Unload, and high speed rewind ·until there wer·e 
i inch :of tape on the· machine reel, ·then load· arid 
slow. spaec;l rewind to load point,· themunload~ 

o. Remain loaded and slow speed rewind to load point. 
d. unioad .. and· high··speed rewind tC> load. point. 
e, Unload, high'speed rewind, until there we,I'e t inch 

of tape on the machine reel, then ·remain unloaded· 
and slow. speed rewind to lOad poirit1" then load. 

16. Match-nie following switches and lights with their 
functions':. 

1820 

__ (a) Establishes the tape drive address ( 1) "RESET" button 

__ (b).Makes the tape drive "READY." 

__ (c) Lightswhen EOT marker is sensed. 

__ (d) Loads the tape drive at load point. 

(e) Will cause the tape drive to stop 
-- if in low speed rewind. 

__ (f) Will cause the tape ,drive to change 
from high to low speed rewind. 

_(g) Indicates tape can be reap but not 
written on. 

(2) "NIFA" light 

( 3) "FILE PROTECT 
ON'' light 

(4) "SELECT" switch 

( 5) Machine Reel Sens
ing Light 

(6) "LOAD AND RE WIND" 
button 

· (7) "UNLOAD"· button 

·< 8) "ST ART" button 

17. Current flow, ·in one direction, causes the moving coil 
to move downwarµ and the nylon pulleys move towards 
their respective capst~ns. Current in the 
opposite direction causes the moving coil to m::> ve up
ward and the !lylon pulleys move towards their respec-
tive capstans. 

18. The drive capstan that causes movement of the tape is 
determined by the · magnets. 
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19, ldenuty the vacuum switches which control tapea bi the 
column: 

·;.. T(lpe moves for ward: 

1) Takes tape out of column. 
2) Supplies tape to column. 

b. Tape moves in reverse: 

1) Takes tape out of column. 
2) Supplies tape to column •. 
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VI. Tape Drive, Model II 

A. . Differences Between Model II and Model m. 

Model II 

D:P2 

R13 

·The basic operation of the. Model II 728 Tape Drive Unit 
ia the same as that of the Model III. The.following are 
the differences between the two models. · 

1. . Electronic Circuits 

The electronic circuitry for model II is logically the 
same as for model III. The model II relay circuitry 
is more complex, using mo·r.e relays than model III 
to perf~rm the same operations. 

The model II tape break circuit is entirely different 
from the model m~ It uses its own relay,_ R41, and . 
end-of-tape photocell. 

2. Mechanical Principles 

3, 

The magnetic clutch mounting is built of fabricated 
steel plate. The model II also has an assembly of six 
magnetic clutches. The clutches are removed as an 
assembly. 

The capstans are spring-extended and solenoid-re
tracted; the capstans -in and -out micros witches are 
cam -operated by the retracting mechanism. The 
capstans are rotated by a motor and pulley arrange -
ment. These are other minor differences which do 

. not alt~r the basic operation. 

Comparable Relays 

Names Model III Model II Names 

Capstan motor ·DP2 DP2 Rewind motor 

Clutch status R2 R40 Rewind pickup 

Mode-

DI 

R2' 



DASH POT 

~ 

TORSION 
SPRING 

OPERATING 
ARM 

FORK 

LATCH 
PIN 

CAPSTAN-IN 
SWITCH 

CAPSTAN-OUT 
SWITCHES 

Figure 2-24. Capstan Mechanism, Model II 

CAPSTAN 
HOUSING 

CAPSTAN 
DRIVE 

INTERIOR 
CLAMPS 

HEAD LOCK ARM 
(NOT IN PROPER 
POSITION l 
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Model II Names Model Ill Model II ·Names 

R2S . High-speed area R29 R3S and R36 Rewind status 

RS and R6 High-speed rewind R4 Rl and R18 Run 
end 1 

R20 Start 

R12 and R4 High-speed rewind R23 and R24 HD7 Time delay 

R42 

R19 

R2 

R34 

NFP 

RlS 

HDl, 2, 

R14 

R17 

B. 

interlock motor 

Load point R2S DPl Takeup motor 
reverse 

Load point trip R26 
HOS and 6 Takeup motor 

Load-rewind R3 and R9 start 

Manual start R27 R9 Tape out left 
column 

Not file protect 1 NFP 
RlO Tape out right 

Not file protect 2 R22 column 

and3 Phases 1, 2, an'd 3 HDl, 2, and 3 R21 Unload start 

Photo-lamps R7 Rll and R22 Unload status 

Power-on reset R17 R26 Unload stop 

. HD4 Vacuum motor 

Load-Rewind Operation, Model II 

Figure 2-1, foldout, 1s a relay diagram of the Model II 728 
Tape Drive and should be used when following the load-rewind 
operation of the model II. 

Depressing the LOAD RE WIND pushbutton starts a load-re· 
wind operation. In this discussion, of the load-rewind oper
atwn, assume tlw following condition:;. 

1. The power cable is connected to an external control that 
is a source of power. The power is off. 

2. The tape drive is in the unload status; the capstans are 
retracted and latched; the tape is ·out of the columns and 
the head is up. 

MPde 

R12 

Rl 

R13 

RS 

DPl 

DP4 

RS 

R6 

RlS 

RlO 

R16 

HD4 
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When external power is first turned on, the 48Vdc supply 
is energized from phases 1 and 2 of the 3-phase, 208Vac 
supply. The blower and fan motors are energized from 
phases 2 and 3 (logic 75. 10. 02), and the filament power is 
supplied through the filament transformers (logic 7 5. 10. 05) 
by the 236V regulated external supply. 

The following' relays· can pick with the 48Vdc supply because 
the tape drive is assumed to be unloaded. 

Load-Rewind Operation (Low Speed Area), Model II 

Location 
Sequence of 
Operations Conditions 

,5. 09. 04. -. 05 

I 
75.09.05 

~5.09.01 

) 
75.09.05 

75. 09. 05 

75. 10. 01 

75.09.01 

75.09.06 

R21, R26, unload, are 
latched. 

Pick Rl 1, R22, unload. 

Pick Rl4, photo-light. 

Pick R8, head not down. 

Pick R7, capstans-in. 

Full. power to both stop 
clutches. 

Pick Rl7, power on. 

Pick HD3, phase 3. 

R~l-4 N/O. 

Head-down micro
switch. 

Capstans -in micro
switch. 

RlAU N/C, R4ALN/C, 
RlBU N/C, R4BL 
N/C. 

When d-c supplies have 
been completely se
quenced on. 

Rl7-4N/0. 

1870 

Remarks 

These relays were 
latched the last time 
the machine was un -
loaded. 

Circuit through the 
load point, EOT, and 
tape-break light. 

Power to stop clutches 
can be interrupted by 
depressing reel re
lease button. After 
a 5;.minute warmup,. 
d-c supplies are 
available from the· 
external control. 



A LOAD REWIND KEY 

8 R- 40 REWIND PLUGABLE UNIT 

C R2 LOAD REWIND 

D R21 UNLOAD 

E Rll 8 R22 UNLOAD STATUS 

F R21 UNLOAD STOP 

D R5,Rl,HS RtWIND END I 8 HD7 
TIME DELAY 

P OPI TAKE UP MOTOR REVERSE 

Q R35 8 R31 REWIND STATUS 

LOCATI 

IA 

. 

38 

2A 

2A 

u 
2A 

4A 

Ill 

2A 

28 

2A 

38 

211 

3A 

3A 

28 

R RI 8 RIO TAP[ OUT OF COLUMNS Ill 

S Ill 8 Rll RUN IA 

T HDI, PHASE I 8 HD2 PHASE 2 18 

U R4 CLUTCH 3A 

V Rl3,CLUTCH 18 

W HOB, CAPS RETRACT 18 

X RETRACT SOL. LATCH IA 

Y HD5 8 HDI TAKE UP MOTOR u 
Z DP2 CAPSTAN MOTOR 18 

a R33,REVERSE 28 

b 1134, START Z8 

c R42 , LOAD PT LP 38 

MANUAL START 3A 

I RIGHT STOP CLUTCH 75.10.0I 

LEH STOP CLUTCH 75.10.0I 

0 Rl4 PHOTO LAMPS 38 
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728 Tape Drive, Model II load-Rewind, Sequence Chart 
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Location 

75.09.02 

75.09.02 

75.09.02 

15.09.02 

~5.09.03 

75.09.04 

75.09.05 

75.09.05 

15.09.05 

'?5, 10. 02 

75.09.01 

75.09.04 

., 5. 10. 02 

Magnetic Tape Element 

Load-RewiQd Operation (,L,ow·Speed Area), Model II (Cont'il) 

sequence of 
Operations Conditions 

Reset R/W status trigger R20-3,N/C. 
to read status, 

Reset NIFA trigger. 

Manual-start line up. 

Depre88 LOAD RE WIND 
pushbutton. 

R22-4 N/C. 

·R7AU N/0, R22·3 
N /0, R8BU N /C, 
RSBLN/O. 

1890 . 

Remarks 

Positive d-c reset. 

The moving pulleys are 
transferred away from 
the stop capstans. 

Thread tape on machine. 

Pick R40, rewind RU. R42-3 N/C, relay R40 has no hold circuit. 
driver (logic 75. 08), 
manual load-rewind li , 

Pick R2, load-rewind. 

line and read atatus. 

R40-1 N/0, R14BU 
N/0, R17-3 N/0. 

Pick R3, R31·, load"."rewind, R2BL N/O. 
LT R21, unload. 

Drop RU, R22, unload R21-4 N /0. 

LT R26, unload stop. R22-9 N/O. 

Start vacuum motor. HD4 point. 

Shunt load point- and EOT R3AU N /0. 
lights. 

Pick R5, R6, start ~ow 
rewind and HD7, time 
delay, 

Time delay motor. 

R2AU N/O high
speed rewind 
area. 

'HD7 point . 

Hold R2 through cap
stans -out micro
switch, R2AL N /0, 
R22-7 .N/C. 

Hold circuit R5AL N/C. 



Magnetic Tape Element 

Load-Rewind Operation (Low-Speed Area), Model II (Cont'd) 

Location 

75. 09. 05 

75.09.01 

75.09.02 

75.09.05 

75,09,04 

75.09.06 

75.09.04 

75. 10.01 

75. 10.01 

Sequence of 
Operations 

Pick DPl, takeup motor 
reverse. 

Pick R35, R36, rewind 
status. 

Drop the manual-start 
line. 

. Pick R9, RlO tape out 
of columns. 

Pick Rl, RlB run. 

Pick HDl, phase 1 and 
HD2, phase 2. 

Pick R4, clutch. 

Conditions 

R6BL N/0. 

R31-4 N/0. 

R6BU N/C. 

Flapper valve micr
switches. 

No-vacuum switch. 

RlAL N/O. 

RlBL N/0, R7AL 
N/0, R21-2 N/C 
and R2 hold circuit. 

One-half power applied to R5BL N/O. 
right stop clutch, 

All power removed from R4AL NI O. 
left brake. 

1900 

Remarks 

Prepare to run takf 
motor in reverse. 

Held through R35-1 
N /0 until load poir •. 
is reached. 

The above operation ... 
all take place within 
a fraction of a se1 
after the LOAD Rl!. 
WIND Pushbutton i ... 
depressed. · 

When sufficient vac\>""1'1 
is obtained, the fl 
per valve switches 
close, causing the 
no -vacuum switct. 
close. 

Reel drive motors p• ... t, 



Magnetic Tape Element 

Load-Rewind Operation (Low-Speed Area), Model II (Cont'd) 

'>cation 

""· 09.06 

09.06 

09.06 

09.06 

""· 09, 02 

"C:., 09. 06 

"".10.02 

10.10.01 

Sequence of 
Oeerations Conditions 

Pick Rl3, clutch transfer. RlAL N/0. 

Pick HDS, retract cap- RlAL N/0. 
stans. 

Energize capstan retract- HOS points. 
ing solenoid. 

Energize retracting sole - RlAL N/0. 
noid latch. 

Manuai-start line is R9BL N /0, RlOBL 
brought up. N/O, R31-6 N/0, 

RSBL N/0. 

Pick H05 and H06, take\ip Time delay point. 
motor start. 

Start takeup motor. 

One-half power applied to 
left stop clutch. 

H05 and HOS points. 

R4AL N/O, Rl2AL 
N /C, R7BL N /0 
time delay point, 
R7AU N/0. 

1910 

Remarks 

Remove pressure from 
solenoid latch. 

Capstans are prepared 
to extend when the 
retracting solenoid 
is released. 

Manual start is not 
used at this time. 

The time-delay point 
closes. 

With one-half power on 
both stop clutches, the 
takeup motor spills 
tape into the columns. 

When tape gets into 
either column (assume 
the left column), its 
flapper valve opens, 
dropping R9. The 
manual- start line 
goes down (logic 
75. 09, 02), pushing 
the left moving pulley 
up against its stop 
capstan, pinching the 
tape. The tape then 



Mainetic Tape Element 1920 

Load-Rewind Operation (Low-Speed Area), Model II (Cont'd) 

Location 

'15.09.05 

'15. 09, 05 

'15. 09. 06 

'15. 09. 06 

75. 09. 06 

75. ~0.02 

7~. 09. 06 

75.09.q5 

75. 09. 05 

75~09.04 

75.10.01 

'15. 09. 04 

Sequence of 
Operations Conditions 

Drop RS, head cover not R9BU, RlOBU, head-
down. down microswitch 

opens. 

HD5 and HD& takeup mo- R8BU N/O. 
tor start. 

Drop Rl3, clutch trans- R8AU N/0. 
fer. 

Drop HD&, retract cap- R8AU N /0. 
stans. 

Pick DP2, capstan motor. R8AU N/C. 

Start capstan motor. DP2 points. 

Drop capstan retracting HD8 points. 
solenoid. 

Drop R 7, capstans -in. Capstans -in micro -
switch. 

Drop DPl, reverse field. R7AU N/O. 

Drop R4, clutch. 

Complete circuits to 
both stop clutches. 

Oro p R2, rewind. 

R7AL N/O. 

R4 points. 

Capata~ -out micro
switches. 

Remarks 

goes into the other col 
dropping RlO. If tape\ 
not pinched by droppi°' 
the left column would •/ 
all the tape spilled fro 
both reels. 

Head cover is down, an 
tape is in both columns 

Stop the takeup no tor. 

Vacuum columns now c< 
trol reel clutches. (log 
75. 10. 01). 

Capstans start turning. 

Capstans start to exten• 

Both catpstans are fully 
extended. 



Magnetic Tape Element 1930 

Load-Rewind Operation (Low-Speed Area), Model ll (Cont'd) 

cation 
Sequf(lnce of 
Operations Conditions 

6. 09 •. 05 Drop R3, R31; rewind. R2BL N/O. 

, 09 . .04 ·Drop RS, R6 start slow R2AU N/0. 

5.10.02 

5. 09 .. 06 

5. 09. 01 

09.02 

•5. 09. 01 

09.02 

re wind and HD7, time 
delay. 

Stop time delay motor, HD7 point. 

Drop retracting solenoid RSAL N/O. 
laich. 

Pick R33, r,_ verae. R31-2 N /C. 

Manual ·reverse comes 
up. 

Pick R3of, start. 

Manual start comes up. 

R33-2 N/O. 

R33-l N/O. 

R34-l N/O. 

Remarks 

Time delay arm returns to 
start position. 

Energize the reverse mag
net. De-energize the for
ward magnet. 

Energize moving coil in the 
start direction. 

Tape moves in the reverse 
direction until the load 
point is sensed by the 
load-point photocell. The 
photocell output is a nega
tive shift and is applied to 
an inverter (logic 75. 04). 
The output of this inverter 
is again inverted and pulls 
over a 20 -ms SST. The 
positive output of the SST 
is fed to an inverter, 
thereby dropping the lower 
leg of AND circuit F27 
(logic 75. 05. 01. This puts 
the moving coil in the stop 
position, stopping the tape 
in a reverse-stop status. 



Magnetic Tape Element 1940 

Load-Rewind Operation (Low-Speed Area), Modelll (Cont'd) 

Location 
Sequence of 
Operations Conditions Remarks 

At the same time, the 
right output of the SST 
goes up, allowing the 
relay driver at 5F (log 
7 5. 04) to conduct, latct. 
picking R42, load point 
(logic 75. 09. 03). 

75.09.01 Drop R35, R36 rewind R42-1 N/C. 
status. 

75.09,01 Drop R33, reverse 

75.09.01 Drop R34, start. 

75.09.02 Drop manuai-start line. 

R35·2 N/0. 

R33·1 N10. 

R34-1 N/O. 

The moving coil has alre: 
been put in a stop posi· 
by not arriving at load 
point. At the end of thE' 
20-ms SST, this line g 
up again. By that time, 
however, MANUAL STP 
has gone down, keepin, 
moving coil in a stop po .. 
tion. During the 20-mF 

period, the status is ch~ 
from. reverse stop to fo1· 
ward stop. 

C. Unload Operation, Model II 

To remove a reel of tape and mount a new reel, the drive 
must be in the unload status, Unload status may be ob
tained by depressing the RESET pushbutton and then the 
UNLOAD pushbutton. (Depressing the RESET pushbutton 
is necessary only if the NOT READY light is not lit. ) 
During the unload operation, the capstans are retracted, 
the head is raised, and tape is pulled from the columns. 



Magnetic Tape Element 

At the end of the operation, all motors, except the fan and 
blower, are stopped. The following sequence takes place. 
Refer to figure 2-1, foldout, for relay diagram. 

Because the tape drive is in the load status, the no-vacuwri 
switch is closed and the following relays are picked: Rl, 
Rl4, Rl7, and Rl8; HDl, 2, 3, and 4; DP2. The file pro
tection circuit is not discussed here. 

1950 

D. High-Speed Rewind, Model II 

ation 

17'5: 09. 04 

Time is of prime importance in the handling of large amounts 
of tape by the drive. When a tape has been written or read 
and the bulk of the tape is on the machine reel, it is best to 
rewind the tape at high speed. A high-speed rewind may be 
started when there is at least l inch of tape on the machine 
reel. 

Assume the tape to be in the load status, tape in both col
umns, the head down, the drive capstans extended and turn
ing, and more than t inch of tape on the machine reel. Since 
the tape drive is in the load status, the no-vacuum switch is 
closed and the following relays are picked: Rl, Rl4, Rl7, 
and Rl8; HD.l, 2, 3, and 4; DP2. 

In addition to the above relays,. R25, high-speed area, is 
picked. This relay functions in the same manner as R29 in 
model Ill. 

Unload Operation, Model II 

Sequence of 
Operations Conditions Remarks 

Depress UNLOAD push- R20-l N/C. 
button. Latch-pick R2 l, 
unload, 

Door must be closed. R20 
is dropped by the RESET 
pushbutton, . 

The R2 l -1 points open the 
circuit to R20, start, so 
that machine cannot be 
placed in a ready status 
when unloaded. R26-2 
points are opened to HD5 
and HD6 to prevent arcing. 
R26 is picked as long as 
the UNLOAD button is held 
depressed. 



LOCATI 

A UM.OAO KET I A 

I llZI, UNLOAD ITAllT I A 

C 1111 I llZZ 1.WLOAO STATUS 3 A 

D HDI, RU II ACT CAPS I I 

[ CAl'S llETllACT SOL I A 

117, CAl'STANS IN 11 

G R•, CLUTCH I A 

H HOS, I HD•, TAP[ UP llDlOll 3 A 

RI HEAD COYER NOT DOWN- • A 

1113, CLUTCH TRANll'Ell I I 

X 1119, UNLOAD LOAD POINT 3 I 

L 1102, LOAD POINT 3 I 

II RI I RIO TAPE OUT OP COLUMNS I I 

N llZI, UNU>AD STOP LATCH. 

0 HD< , VACUUM ll010ll 

P MDI I HDZ, PHASE II Z 

Q RI I Rll, llUN 

R STOP CLUTCHES 

S MANUAL START 

T RIO, PHOTO LIGHTS 

U Rl7, POWER ON 

V H03 , PHASE 3 

W TAPE IREAK LIGHT 

•A 

21 

18 

IA 

75.10.0I 

3A 

n 
2A 

ZI 

38 

X LOAD POINT I £NO·Ol' ·TAPE LIGHTS 3 8 

ON 
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Q 
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I 

' 
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"Cation 
Sequence of 
Operations 

Magnetic Tape Element 

Unload Operation. Model II (Cont'd) 

Conditions 

1970 

Remarks 

· "· 09. 05 Pick Rll and R22 un- R21-4 N/O 
. load. 

· .,, 09. 04 Form hold circuit for RllAL N/O. 
Rl and R18. 

· "· 09. 02 Reset NIFA trigger. R22-4 N/O. 

09.01 

09.06 

-..,, 09. 06 

I;)~ 09, 04 

'f:), 09. 05 

-;.,: 09. 05 

'I:>, 09, 02 

• , ::>. 09 .. 06 

p9. 03 

Remove shunt from,tape- R22-l N/C. 
break light. 

Pick HD8, retract cap- R41-3 N/C. R6AU N/C, 
stans. R22-8 N /O. RBAU 

N /C. RlAL N /0. 

Capstans retracting sole - HD8 point. 
noid. 

Pick R4. clutch. 

Pick HD5 and HD6 •. 
Takeup motor start. 

RlBL N /O. R7 AL N /0, 
R21-2 N/O. 

R7AU N/O. 

Capstans retract and latch: 

One-half power to both 
stop clutches (logic 
75. 10. 01) (to left stop 
through R 7BL N /0, R6BL 
N/C. R7AU N/O). 

Takeup motor starts HD5 
and HD6 points. 

Pick RS. head not down. Head-down microswitch. Wh"n head is 1/4 turn 
from lower limit. 

·Manual start up. R8BL N/O. R6BL N/C. Moving pulleys move down 

Pick Rl3 . 

Pick Rl9, drop load 
point. 

R22-3 N /O. R7AU N /0, out of way. . 

R8AU N/O. 

At load point and start 
to AND circuit G20 to 
condition RD5B (logic 
75. 04). 

Condition control of reels 
from vacuum columns to 
reel release switch. 

If tape was rewound to load 
point arxi R42 was picked. 



Location· 

75,09.03 

75.09.03 

75.09.06 

75, 09. 05 

75.09.05 

75.09.05 

75.09.06 

75.09.04 

75.09.06 

75, 09. 04 

75.09.06 

Magnetic Tape Element 1980 

Unload Operation, Model II (Cont'd) 

Sequence of 
Operations 

LT R42, load point. 

Drop R 19, drop load 
point. 

Conditions 

RI9-I N/O. 

R42-2 N /0 drop at load 
point. 

Drop HOB, retract cap- RBAU N /C. 
stans and DP2, capstan 
motor. 

Pick R9 and RIO, tape 
out of columns. 

Latch-pick R26, Unload 
stop. 

Flapper valve micro
switches. 

RllAU N /0, head-up 
microswitch, RlOAU 
N /0, R9AU N /0, 
R5BL N /C, RBSL N /C, 
R7AU N/0. 

Drop HD5 and Ht>B tak~tip R26-2 N/C. 
motor start. 

Drop HD4, vacuum tiib- R26-I N/C. 
tor. 

Drop RI, RIB, ·rutt. No-vacuui'ti sWitch, 

Drop HDJ., HD2 phllsl! I, RlAL N /d; 
phase 2. 

Drop R4, clutch1 RIBL N /0; 

Drop RI3, clutch trll.118" RIAL N/Oi 
fer. 

Remarks 

Stop the capstan motor. 

Tape out of both columnf" 

Indicates tape is out of 
both columns, and heac. 
all the way up. 

'I'akeup motor stops. 

Va~Uum motor turned of' 

Vacuum motor has stopr 

Btt:1p forward and reverse 
·hibtors. 

Full power applied to both 
stop clutches through t 
reel release switch. 

The machine remains ir 
unload status until the 
LOAD RE WIND Button 
is depressed. 



A LOAD-REWIND KEY 

B R40 REWIND PU 

C R2 LOAD-REWIND 

D R3 8 R31 LOAD-REWIND 

E TAPE BREAK LIGHT 

LOCATI 

IA 

38 

2A 

2A 

38 

ON 

"' Ill 
0 
.J 

~ 
:I 
::> 

z .J 
ll: 0 
0 

u 
ii!: c ~ 
Ill i Q. 

... 
z ::> 
~ ::> 0 

le 0 0 
~ .. .. 

z u 
0 Ill 

"' 
... Ill 

ii!: Q. z z 
.. .J ~ :I ... ... ... "' ::> i ::> 

~~ ?i 
.J z 0 ... 0 ll: z 

.J u 0 en en 
0 :c "' :!I ii!: 0 z z 

u z .. .. IL 
z :c 0 ... ... 

"' "' en en 0 - u IL .. Q. IL .. 
~ "' "' .. :c :c 

:I NC ... "' .. .. 0 :::: :I ;:: ... :c u u -A-A 

B 

... 

Hl.GH-SPEED 
REWIND 

LOW-SeEED 
REWIND 

c ............................................. c 
D .~ •••••••••••• D 

.J 

1990. 

D 
F LOAD POINT AND END-OF-TAPE LIGHTS 3 B - u ··~··••jll• .. ••;iD ............. . 
G HD8 RETRACT CAPS 

H ~~5 8 f!36 REWIND 

R7 CAPS IN 

R4 CLUTCH 

K LEFT STOP CLUTCH 

L RIGHT STOP CLUTCH 

M HD5 8 HD6 

N R8 HEAD NOT DOWN 

0 Rl3 CLUTCH 

P DP2 CAPSTAN MOTOR 

Q MANUAL START 

IB 

28 

18 

3A 

D- U N 

D ..................................................... y 

~CilAilPSil!llNlilllllllj••••-----·-·-·-.. 1111 CAPS NOT IN 
l ... ~1 .................... ~ ..... ~ ...... I I 

75.10.0I ...... ..}_lilj••t 1 •• , •••• S ~·.P····~}REELS UNDER 
J S S CONTROL OF 

75,10,0I ......... ··•···· jll•ll ••jll•~ •• VACUUM COLUMNS 
3 A I S T 0 POINTS N · 

4A 

18 

18 

3A 

N .......... ~ .................. N 

N~ .................. . 
N,.. .......................... lmljR x ...... x 

R R9 8 RIO TAPE OUT OF COLS I 8 

S Rl2 8 DP3 HS REWIND 

T R25 H. S. AREA 

U R5,R6,8 H07 HS ENDI 

4A R .......... U 

38 •••••••••••••••••llllj ~~~~o-
3A T ............................ C 

V, DPI TAKE UP MOTOR REVERSE 3A U ...................... I 

W R33 REVERSE 

X R34 START 

Y R42 LOAD POINT 

Z RI, Rl4, Rl7, Rl8 
HDl,2,3,8 4 

28 

28 

38 

D,.. ..... H 
w w 



Location 

75. 09. 02 

75.09.04 

75. 09. 05 

75. 09. 04 

75. 09. 01 

75. 09. 08 

75.0~~0l 

75.09.03 

75.09.05 

75.09.03 

75.09.04 

75.09.05 

75. 09. 06 

Sequence of 
Operations 

Magnetic Tape Element 

High-Speed-Rewind, Model II 

Conditions 

2000 

Remarks 

Depress LOAD REWIND R42-3 N/C, relay driverDepress RESET pushbut 
pushbutton and pick R40, (logic 7 5. 08), manual- if NOT READY ligpt is 
rewind PU. load-rewind line, and not on. 

read status. 

Pick R2, load-rewind. R40-l N/0. 

Pick R3, R31, load-re- R2BL N /0. 
wind. 

Hold Rl and Rl8, run. R3AL N/ 0. 

Turn on tape-break light. R3AU N/C. 

Pick HD8, retract cap-
-Stans. 

Pick R35, R36; rewind. 
status. 

Rewind status up. 

Pick R 7, capstans -in. 

Rewind interlock up. 

Pick R4, clutch. 

Pick HD5 and llD6 take
up motor start. 

Drop HDS. 

R3BL N/0, R2BU 
N /0, R6AU N /C, 
R7AU N/C. 

R31-4 N/O. 

R36-l N/0. 

Capstans -in micro -
switch. 

R7BU N/0, R36-1 
· N/O. 

RlBL N/O, R7AL 
N /0, R.2 hold circuit. 

R26-2 N/C, R5AL 
N /C, R6BL N /C, 
R7AU N/O. 

R7AU N/C. 

Hold circuit R2AL N /0, 
R5AL N/C. 

Dim the EOT and load-pc 
phbiolights. 

HD8 points cause retract 
of the capstans by the 
retracting solenoid. 

Hold 35-1. 

Capstans fully retracted. 

Condition tape -break phc 
cell circuit (logic 75. 0 
to pick tape break rela 

One-half power to stop 
clutches. 

Start the takeup motor tC' 
raise the head and pul~ 
tape from the columns. 

The capstans remain re 
tractecl because of the 
mechanical latch. 



I..ocation 

&. 09. 05 

~ 15. 09. 06 

~· 09. 06 

~· 09. 02 

'15. 09.D5 

~ 
'5. 09.05 

~ 

75.09.05 

}5. lO. 01 

Js. lo. 02 

y.09.03 

~ 
'15.09.04 

Magnetic Tape .Element 2010 

High-Speed Rewind, Model II (Cont'd) 

Sequence of 
0 erations Conditions Remarks 

Jlick RS, head not down. Head-down microswitch. Head 1/4 turn from its 
lower limit. 

Pick Rl3. 

Drop DP2, capstan 
motor. 

Manual start up. 

Pick R9, F:lO, tape out 
of columns. 

Pick Rl2, high-speed, 
DP3 rewind motor. 

Stop take up motor. 

Remove power from 
both stop clutches. 

Start the rewind motor. 

Drop R25, HS area. 

Pick R5, R6, start slow 
rewi Gd 2•:d HD7, time 
die ,\;:,y 

RSAU N/0. 

RSAU N/C. 

RSBL N/0, R6BU 
N /C, R31-6 N /0. 

Flapper valve micro
switches. 

RllAU N /C, head-up 
microswitch, RlOAU 
N /0, R9AU N /0, 
R5BL N /C, R6BL 

N /C, R7AU N JO. 

R12BU N/C. 

R12AL, BL. 

DP3 A. B. 

High-speed area beam 
strikes its photocell 
to drop RD SB (logic 
75.0S). 

R25-l N/C. 

Stop the capstan motor, 

The drive is now in a for
ward-start status. The 
moving pulleys are away 
from the stop capstans. 

Tape out of both columns. 

Tape out of both columns 
and head all the way up. 

No power on any of the six 
clutches. 

Rewind tape at high speed 
until t inch of tape is 
left on machine reel. 

Start time delay motor. 



Location 

75,09.05 

75. 10.01 

75.09.05 

75.09.06 

75.09.05 

Magnetic Tape Element 2020 

High-Speed Rewind, Model II (Cont'd) 

Sequence of 
Operations Conditiom 

Drop Rl2, high-speed, R5BL N/C. 
and DP3, rewind motor. 

One-half power to right Rl2BL N /C. 
stop clutch. 

Pick DPl, takeup motor R6BL N/O. 
reverse. 

Pick HOS, retract cap
stans. Pick retracting 
solenoid latch. 

R6AU N/O, R6AL 
N/0. 

HD5 and HD6 takeup mo- Time delay point. 
tor. 

Remarks 

Turn off rewind motor. 

Start slowing down. No 
brake on left stop elute. 

Prepare to lower head. 

Prepare to extend capsta 

By this time, tape has bl 
braked to a stop. 

From this point on, the 
sequence of events is 
identical with a slow
speed rewind; the operi-o 
tion ends when the load 
point is reached. 

E. Purpose of Importa11t Relays, Model II 

For all relay point locations, refer to figure 2-1, foldout. 

1. Rl, run, is always picked, except when the drive is 
in the unload status. When dropped, it indicates a 
failure in one of the machine interlocks: a blown 
fuse, tape break, de-power failure, insufficient 
vacuum, or a burned-out photo light: 

lAU, lBU 

!BL 

When down, they allow full brake 
to both stop clutches. 

These points control phases l and 
2 a-c power, and DP2, when the 
tape drive ii> loaded. 



lAL 

Magnetic·.Tape Element 

In case of an interlock failure, they 
drop R4 if it was up, so the lAU and 
lBU points can brake both reels. 

2030 

2. R2, load, rewind, is picked when the LOAD REWIND 
button is depressed. If th.is occurs in an unload status 
or in the high-speed area, R2 holds until both capstans 
are extended. If the LOAD RE WIND button is depressed 
when the tape drive is loaded and in the slow-speed area, 
R2 is picked until the button is released: 

2AU 

2AL 

2BU 

2BL 

They pick R5, R6, and HD7 for a 
slow-speed rewind. 

These are the hold points for R2. 

These points form the pick circuit for 
HDB in a load-rewind operation. 

They pick R3 and R31. They trip 
R21 and R26 if latched. 

3. R3, load rewind, is the same as R2: 

3AU.N/O 

3AU N/C 

3AL 

3BL 

These points shunt the load point 
and EOT lights during high-speed 
rewind. This. makes the tape break 
light brighter and prevents the end
of -tape mark from causing a false 
tape-break indication. 

These points shunt the tape-break 
light when the drive is loaded. 

These points allow the run relays 
. to hold during load-rewind when 

tape is not in the· columns. It also 
prevents dropping the run relays if 
the tape break light burns out during 
a high-speed rewind. 

These points form the pick circuit 
for HDB in a load-rewind operation. 



Magnetic Tape Element 

4. R4, clutch, is picked when the capstans are retracted. 
It is used to apply l brake totthe stop clutches for load
ing and unloading: 

4AL, BL They apply i power to the stop 
clutches. 

5. R5 and R6, slow-speed rewind, are picked for a slow
speed rewind, depending upon the amount of tape on the 
machine reel: 

5AU 

5AL 

At the start of a load-rewind, from a 
loaded status, R5AU points determine 
whether to raise the head. 

These points hold R5, R6, and HD7. 
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5BL These points drop Rl 2 and DP3 when 
the high-speed area relay, R25, drops. 

6AU N/C 

6AU N/O 

6AL 

6BU 

6BL N/C 

6BL N/O 

These points allow the capstans to be 
tetracted when starting a high-speed 
rewind or unload operation. 

These points energize HOB in prepa
ration for letting capstans out during 
the load-rewind from an unload status, 
or during the loading portio_n of a high
speed rewind. 

These points energize the solenoid 
magnet latch in preparation for ex
tending the capstans. 

These points allow a manual start 
when unloaded. 

These points allow the head to be 
raised during a high-speed rewind 
and an unload operation. 

These points reverse the takeup motor 
field. · 
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6, R7, capstans in,' is picked when the capstans are fully 
retracted: 

7AU N/C 

7AU N/O 

7AL 

7BU 

7BL 

These points allow.HOB to retract the 
capstans, ~tarting a high-speed re
wind operation. When the capstans 
ai:e retracted, . this point opens the 
circuit to HDB.· 

These points prevent a manual start 
while unloading until the capstans are 
retracted. They also prevent running 
the takeup motor until the capstans 
are retracted. 

These points ensure that l brake can
not be plac~d on the reels until the 
capstans are in. 

These points condition the tape break 
circuit to pick R41. 

If the tape should go into either col
umn when coasting to a stop following 
a high-speed rewind, R7BL allows the 
take up mQtor to start without waiting 
for the time delay point to close. It 
also applies ! brake to the left stop . 
clutch. · 

7. RB, head not down, picks RB when· the head is l /4 turn 
from its lower limit. It is held until the head is down 
and the tape is in both columnlf: 

BAU N/C 

BAU N/O 

BBU 

These pUiftts t"ltn the capstan motor. 

These puints ullow the capMtans to ex
tend during load-rewind by dropping 
HDB. 

When lowering tape into tha uolwnns 
during load-rewind, BBU stops the 
takeup motor when the holding cir
cuit fot' :Re is opened. 

205() 
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These points allow R34-1 to have com
plete control of the manual-start line 
when drive is in the load status. 1 
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. B. R9. 10 (tape out of columns). R9 is controlled by the 
left column flapper switch; RlO. by the right. When 
vacuum is up. these relays are picked only when tape 
is out of their corresponping columns: 

9. lOAU 

9, lOAL 

These points ensure that tape is out 
of both columns before: 

a. Stopping the vacuum motor when 
unloading (LP R26). 

b. Starting the rewind motor for 
high-speed rewind (DP3. R12). 

They drop the run re lays if tape should 
break during any operation where tape 
is being moved by the drive capstans. 

9, lOBU N /C These points prevent braking the 
left reel while slowing down from a 
high-speed rewind. 

9, lOBU N/O These points hold RB until tape gets 
in both columns. 

9, lOBL . These points drop the manual-start 
line when tape gets into either col
umn. This occurs during loadcre
wind when tape is being lowered to 
ensure that tape will get into both 
columns. 

9. Rll, unload. is picked when R21, unload. is latch
picked. 

llAU When the head is up and tape is out 
of both columns. one of two possible 
conditions exists: (a) unload is com
pleted, (b) it is ready to start the 
high-speed motor. If Rll is picked, 
the UNLOAD button has been depressed. 
so example (a) applies. 
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While unloading, keep the run relays 
up until the operation is completed. 

Retract the capstans when an unload 
operation has been started. 

10. Rl2, high-speed rewind motor, is picked at the start 
of the high-speed rewind when all conditions are met 
to start moving tape at high speed. Rl2 and DP3 drop 
when the high-speed area relay, R25, drops: 
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12AL, BL Remove ! power to both stop clutches. 

12BU Turn off the takeup motor (starting at 
high-speed rewind from a loaded con
dition) when tape is out of the columns. 

11. Rl4, photo-light. is always picked when 48V power is 
on machine. When dropped, it indicates a burned-out 
photo~light: 

14AL 

14BL 

These points drop the run relays if 
any photo-light burns out whUe low
speed rewinding, or if the load point 
or end-of -tape light burns out while 
reading or writing. 

These points prevent starting a load
rewind operation if: (a) unloaded and 
any photocell is burned out and (b) 

· loaded and the load point or EOT 
photolight is burned out. 

12. Rl5, not file protect 2, is picked when the not-file-pro
tect ring is mounted on the file reel, and the tape is in 
the load status and not searching for load point. This 
relay allows the drive to write on tape: 

15AL These points bring -130V to the IG 
and IER (logic 75. 07) for a write 
operation. 

15BL N/0 These points bring up not-file-protect 
·to condition the. write circuit. 

15BL N /C These points turn on the FILE PRO
TECT ON light. 
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13. R17, power on reset, is picked when all the d-c supplies 
are up in the external control and the 48V supply is up in 
the tape drive: 

17-1 

17-3 

17-4 

These points drop the run relays in 
case of de-power failure. 

These points supply a power-on re~et 
to the NIFA trigger in case power is 
brought up on a loaded machine. 

Phase ~ is picked separately to allow 
the vacuum motor to run. 

R18, run, is the same as Rl: 

18-1 

1a ... 2 

18-3, 4 

Prevents picking start relay (R20) 
from external control when door 
interlock is open. 

In case of an interlock failure during 
low-speed rewind, these points stop 
tape by dropping the reverse and 
manual-st~rt relays. 

These points ensure that the inter
lock conditions are satisfied before 
allowing the ready line to be raised 
and the READY light to be turned on. 

14. Rl9, load-point reset, is picked whenever the load-point 
relay, R42, is picked and start is brought up. It is 
dropped when the load-point relay is dropped. At load 
point is combined with start in AND circuit G20 (logic 
75. 04) to pick Rl9: 

19-1 These points latch-trip the load-point 
relay. 

15. R20, start, is picked by depressing the START button 
if the door is closed and the machine is not unloaded. 
It holds until the door is opened or until the RESET 
button is depressed: 

20-1 N /C These points prevent unloading or 
load-rewinding a tape drive that is 
in the ready status, without first de
pressing the RESET button. 
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20-1 N/O These points are U~e hold for R.20. 

20-2 These points condition machine 
ready. 

20 -3 When closed, these point.a provide 
a constant reset to the read-write 
status trigger. 

20-4 These points condition the NOT 
READY light. 

16. R21. unload pickup, is latch-picked when the UNLOAD 
button is depressed, if the door is closed and the start 
relay R20 is not up. 

R21 is latch-tripped when a load-rewind operation is 
started: 

21-1 These points prevent the start relay 
R20 from being picked. 

21-2 N /C These points allow R4 to be picked 
while load-rewinding. 

21-2 N/O. These points ·pick R4 during the un
load operation. 

2-3 These points prevent continuous ener
gization of R21LT during load-rewind 
operation. 

· 21-4 These points pick unload relays Rll 
and R22. 

17. R22. unload, is the same as Rll: 
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22-1 These points test all three photo-lights. 
in series with R14, when the drive is 
in the unload status. 

22-2 These points give file protection during 
an unload operation by deconditioning 
the write circuit. 
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22-3 These points put the moving coil in a 
start position for ease of handling tape • 

. 
22-4 N/C These points drop R33 and R34 to stq:> 

tape if the UNLOAD button is depressed 
during a slow-speed rewind operation. 

22-4 N/O ·These points reset the NIFA in the 
unload status. 

22-6 These points latch-trip the tape break 
relay when unloading after a tape 
break. 

22-7 These points drcp R2 if .the UNLOAD 
button is depressed during a load 
operation, 

22-8 If the condition existed where the cap
stans were extended in the unload sta
tus, the capstans would be retracted. 
This set. of points also causes the cap
stan motor to run while retracting. 

22-9 These points pr~vent latch-trip of R26 
until R21 has been latch-tripped. It is 
an interlock to prevent latch-picking 
R21. 

22-10 These points are part of the interlock 
circuit mentioned above. 

18. R25, high-speed area, is picked when there is more 
than l inch of tape on the machine reel. When picked, 
it causes the drive "to load tape for a high-speed rewind. 

19, R26, unload stop, latch-picks at the completion of the 
unload operation when the head is up and tape is out of 
both columns. R26 latch-trips when a load rewind oper
ation is started:· 

26-1 

26-2 

These points stop the vacuum motor 
(HD4). 

These points stop the takeup motor· 
HD5 and HD6 when unload operation 
is completed. 
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These points prevent continuous ener
gization of R26LT during load-rewind 
operation. 
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20. R30, reset, is picked as long as the RESET button is 
depressed: 

30-1 

30-2 

30-4 

These points drop the start relay R20 .. 
This takes the machine out of ready 
status. 

These points pick R5, R6, HD7 if the· 
RESET button is depressed during a 
high-speed rewind. This stimulates 
dropping of the high-speed area relay 
R25. 

These points drop the rewind status 
relays R35 and R36. If the RESET 
button is depressed a short time dur
~ng a high-speed rewind, the rewind 
status relays pick again by R31-4 when 
the RESET button is released. 

21. R31, load rewind, is the ~ame as R2: 

31-2 

31-3 

31-4 

31-6 

These points prevent getting a reverse 
start during the load ·rewind until both 
capstans are extended. 

These points are used for additional 
tape file protection when the rewind 
operation is started. 

These points pick the rewind E:Jtatus 
relays, R35 and R36. 

During the load-rewind operation, 
these points control manual start 
until the capstans are extended. 

22. R33, manual reverse, is picked during the load-rewind 
operation when R31 drops. This occurs when both cap
stans are extended. It holds until the load point is reached. 
The customer engineer's external reverse switch or the 
reverse switch on the t~pe tester can also be used to pick 
R33 when the tape drive is not in rewind status: 
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33-1 These points pick manual start R34. 

33-2 These points bring up manual reverse 
to energize the reverse magnet. 

23. R34, manual start, is picked with R33-1. The custom
er engineer's manual forward switch or the forward 
switch on the tape tester can also be used to pick R34 
when the tape drive is not in rewind status: 

34-1 These points bring up manual start 
to energize the moving coil to move 
tape. 

24. R35, R36, rewind status, pick when the LOAD REWIND 
button is depressed (31-4). They hold until ioad point 
is reached: 

35-1 

35-2 N/C 

35-2 N/O 

These points are the hold for R35, 
R36. 

These points allow the external for
ward-reverse switch to control R33, 
R34. 

These points al.low a manual reverse 
at a time determined by R3h2. 
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35-3 During the rewind operation, the write 
and erase heads cannot conduct because 
the not file protect 2, R 15, is dropped 
by these points. 

35-4 

36-1 N/C 

36-1 N/O 

36-3 

These points allow the machine to stop 
when the capstans are extended, if - · 
the tape break light has burned out 
during a high-speed rewind. 

These points preve~t the machine.from 
being ready when rewinding. 

These points bring µp rewind status and 
allow R7 BU to control rewind interlock. 

These points ensure that the read-write 
status trigger is reset off during rewind
ing operation. 
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These points prevent the NOT READY 
light from being on when rewinding. 

25. R40, rewind pickup, is picked: (a) by the LOAD RE
WIND button if the tape is not at load point, the ma - " 
chine is in read status, the start relay R20 is down, 
and the door is closed, (b) by start rewind from the 
external control if the tape is not at load point and the 
tape drive is selected and ready. R40 holds until: (a) 
the LOAD REWIND button is released, (b) select and 
ready goes down: 

40-1 

40-3 

These points pick R2 to start a load -
rewind operation if the photolights are 
good. 

These points open HD5 and HD6 cir
cuit to prevent arcing as DP2 is 
transferred when the LOAD REWIND 
button is depressed. 

26. R41, tape break, latch-picks if tape breaks during a 
high-speed rewind operation. R41 latch-trips when the 
UNLOAD button is depressed following a tape break: 

41-1 These points drop the run relays in 
case of a tape break. 
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41-2 These points prevent energizing R41LT 
continuously when in the unload status. 

41-3 These points prevent continuous ener-
. gization of HDB in case tape breaks 

when slowing down after a high-speed 
rewind. 

27. R42, load point, is latch-picked when the load point 
passes under the load point photocell. It is:latch
tripped when leaving load point or going into an unload 
operation: 

42-1 

42-2 

Drop the rewind status relays when 
load point is reached. 

These points: (a) pick R19 when start 
goes up, (b) allow select and at load 
point to go plus if tape drive is selected. 
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These points prevent starting a re
wind operation if the tape is at load 
point. 

Brings up NFP line faster. 

F. Tape Break Circuit, Model II 

If tape breaks during a high-speed rewind operation, light 
is reflected into the end-of-tape photocell (logic 75. 03), 
causing a negative shift. This output, inverted, is used to 
flip a 20 -ms SST. The right divider output is fed to two 
AND circuits, one of which is conditioned. AND circW.t 
E32 is conditioned, during a high-speed rewind, by the re
wind interlock status. It allows the 20-ms pulse to get to 
the RDX 7B to latch-pick R41. 

R41 causes Rl and Rl8 to drop. Rl drops HDl and HD2 
and also. Jt4. R4 Cfiuses full brake to be applied to both 
reels. With R41 latch-picked, no other 1operation may 
take place. R41 is latch-tripped only when going into an 
unload operation. · 

G. Anti-Spill Device. Model II 

R9BU and RlOBU form the anti-spill device in model II. 
This device prevents tape from falling into the vacuum 
columns during the period after the reels are stopped and 
before the tape is loaded, at the end of a high-speed re
wind. If tape ~hould get into one of the columns, the 
associated points cause the load operation to begin. 

VII. Tape Drive Tester (TDT) 

A, Introduction 

1. Purpose of Equipment 

The TDT is designed to provide all the necessary con
trol signals ar.d supply voltages to allow complete off
line testing of the tape drive unit. Thus the TDT faci
litates the testings of a new tape drive unit or the per
forming of lengthy maintenance away from the tape 
drive .area. In addition, the tester is used to perform 
maintenance checks which. cannot be executed from the 
test door. The mechanical and electrical functions of 
the tape drive unit may be checked using the TDT. 
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B. Description and Electrical Characteristics 

1. Description 

The commercial tape drive tester is manufactured for 
IBM by an outside vendor. The TDT is designed to 
test mechanical and electrical functions of the tape 
drive units. It may also supply power to the tape drive 
unit. 

The tester is 48 inches high. 24 inches wide, 18 inches 
deep. and is mounted on casters. The tester consists 
of one pluggable unit, an attached 12-foot signal cable 
terminated by a summary punch connector. a manual 
control plug. a power supply. a switch panel, and other 
associated circuitry. The tester is supplied with a 12-
foot power cable. 

a. Pluggable Unit 

The pluggable unit in the TDT is located in the 
upper section of the TDT unit. The pluggable 
unit contains the control logic to generate the 
necessary output signals to test the tape drive 
unit. Two conditions must be established in 
the control logic. First. the nature of the oper
ation to be performed by the TDT. and second, 
the ready conditions from the tape drive indicating 
that the tape drive is prepared to accept this 
operation.· · 

b. Control Panel 

The control panel serves as the command center 
for the TDT; that is, the control of the TDT is 
established and directed through the setting of 
switches on the control panel. Information and 
control levels entering or leaving the TDT are 
routed through the control panel. Thus the op
erator is provided with a means of control. Hubs 
are available on the(Control panel to observe, with 
an oscilloscope, the information and control levels. 
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c. Signal Cable 

The signal cable (l/0) extending from the right 
hand side of the shelf mounted chassis is shown. 
The signal cable is terminated in a summary 
punch connector. This summary punch connector 
·is inserted into the summary punch receptacle of 
the tape drive unit to be tested. 

d, Power Supply 

The TOT has a self contained power supply located 
in the lower section of the TOT unit. The power 
supply receives power through a four-prong, three
phase line cord plug. 

A 12-foot power cable which extends from the left 
side of the power supply may be used to power the 
tape drive unit being tested. 

e. Manual Control Plug 

The manual control plug is the black four-prong 
plug which extends out of the signal cable, several 
inches away from the summary punch connector. 
This plug is used to connect the MAN-FWDfMAN
BKWP switch to the tape drive. The four-prong 
.plug is placed into the black receptacle above the 
summary punch receptacle on the tap~ driv_e unit. 

2. Electrical Characteristics 

The TOT requires 3-phase ac at 208 volts ±10 percent. 
The power requirements of the tester are given below. 
The TOT supplies power at the following voltages: 

· +270, +140, -270, -130, and -60. 

Power Requirements 

Condition 

Supplying only TOT 
Supplying TOT and tape drive 
Supplying TOT and tape drive 

during high-speed rewind 
I 

·Power 

25 watts (average) 
1, 17 5 watts (average) 
1, 425 watts 
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C. Theory of Operation 

.1. Data Processing Machine Logic 

The tape drive tester uses commercial data process
ing machine (DPM) logic. This section will be devoted 
to explaining the basic DPM circuits as found in the tape 
drive tester. 

a. General Information 

The term "tube" may refer to one or both sections 
of a dual tub~, but the term is not used unless the 
reference is clear in the text. The terms "left 
tube" and "right tube" refer to the placement of the 
components on the schematic. They are not to be 
confused with the terms "front" and "back" that are 
used to denote the physical placement of the tube 
socket on the pluggable unit. 

b. Pluggable Unit 

1) General 

The TDT has only on.e pluggable·-unit. The 
layout and general appearance of the ·type of 
pluggable unit used in the TDT is shown in 
figure Figure A shows a complete 
pluggable unit with some of the parts labeled. 
Figure B shows some of the construction 
details of a pluggable unit, indicates. the front 
and top of a pluggable unit; ana shows how 
terminals and tube sockets are numbered. 
Note that the front of the pluggable unit faces 
the observer in bdth parts of figure 

2) Terminal Strips or Islands 

Mounted within the pluggable unit are eight 
terminal strips called islands. The islands 
are labeled A through H. Islands A through 
D appear beneath tubes 1 through 4 in the 
figure, and islands E through H appear beneath 
tubes (or sockets) 5 through 8. The terminals 
on the islands are numbered as shown in detail. 
Terminals 1 through· 19 are on the front end of 
an island, and terminals 20 through 38 are on 
the back ede:e. 
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Figure 3-23. DPM Pluggable Unit 
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3) Connector Terminals 

At the bottom of figure B can be seen the 
arrangement of terminalc;1 on a pluggable unit Page 2200 
connector. The terminals are divided into 
eight groups with eight terminals per group. 
Each group is identified by a, letter and the 
terminals in the group are numbered. The 
letters run from A through H under tube 
sockets 1 through 8 respectively. Terminals 
1 through 4 of a group are loc\ted near the 
front of the connector, and terminals 5 through 
8 are located near the back. 

c. Logic Blocks 

Logic blocks fall into two major classifications: 
tube circuits and diode circuits. Figu:r;'e 
shows typical representations of both types. The 
lower section locates the pluggable unit but for 
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this discussion of the tape drive tester this informa
tion is.not necessary. Any special notation that may 
apply to a specific basic circuit is explained under 
the analysis of the specific basic circuit. 

1) . Diode Circlilit Block 

Examples of logic blocks for diode type cir
cuits are given in figure , parts A and B. 
Three symbols will be found in the upper part 
of this type of logic block. The first two sym
bols designate an island and a terminal in a 
pluggable unit. Connected to this island ter
minal will be one or more diodes and a resistor 
to form a junction of the circuit. The third 
symbol at the top of a diode-type logic block 
indicates the class of diodes used in the circuit. 
Logic blocks for a diode ty.pe circuit also indi
cate, in units of th~usands .of ohms, the value 
of the resistor used in the circuit. 

2) Tube Circuit Block 

Examples of logic blocks for tube type circuits 
are given in f!gure , parts C and D. The 
first symbol in the upper section of such a logic 
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block indicates the position in the pluggable 
unit of the tube which is used for the circuit. 
The second symbol indicates whether the 
front (F), back (B), or whole tube (-) is used 
in the circuit. When more than one tube is 
used in the circuit represented by a block, 
an additional symbol will be used to designate 
the position of the second tube. For example, 
the 3K block shown in figure has the sym
bol 6F above the upper left hand corner of the 
logic block. This symbol indicates that the 
front half of tube 6 is used, and the symbols 
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in the regular position just below the 6F indi
cate that both halves of tube 7 are used. The 
upper right hand corner of the block shows 8: 
panel pin number for an output test point. The 
same information is indicated by the G4 on the 
output line. The G means that the pin is directly 
beneath the seventh tube in the pluggable unit. 

2. Basic Circuit Analysis 

a. AND Circuit 

Figure shows the logic block and the schematic 
diagram for the AND circuit. The circuit requires 
all inputs to be positiv,e levels (+ 10 volts) to have a 
positive output level (+lO volts), otherwise the out
put level will be at -30 volts. The action of an AND 
circuit may be summarized as follows: the output 
voltage of an AND circuit approximately equals the 
most negative input voltage. That is, if there is 
any negative input level, the output level will be -30 
volts. 
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b. Trigger (Flip-Flop) Circuit 

The trigger orflip-flop circuit is a bistable multi
vibrator which remains in either of two stable 
states until an applied signal forces it to assume 
the other state. The bistable property of a trigger. 
makes it useful as a storage device. 

1) Input-Output Convention for Trig.ger 

In the AN /FSQ-7 and AN /FSQ-8 logic desig
nation system, the conventions established 
for a flip-flop allow one to know what output 
will appear, and where it will appear, when 
a signal is placed at a specific input. In DPM 
fogic the conventions differ slightly; both posi
tive and negative pulses are used as inputs in 
DPM logic. 
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In order to determine what output will be pres
ent whe~ an input is known, observe the follow
ing conventions. An input on the left side of the 
logic block will go to the grid of the left tube 
and conversely for the right input. Also, an 
output shown on the left side o{ the logic block 
comes from the left tube and conversely for 
the right output. 

As an example of using the stated convention, 
assume that a negative pulse is placed on the 
left input of the trigger logic. This means that 
the grid of the left tube will be cut off, The left 
plate voltage will rise; thus, the positive going 
output level should be observed at the left output. 

2) On and Off Convention for Triggers 

Because switch terminology on the TOT ~nd 
the state of the trigger in the TDT are related, 
it will be necessary to explain the on and off 
convention. A trigger is said to be on when 
its left tube is conducting. Therefore, the 
left side is called the "on-side", and the right 
side is the "off-side". In the "on" state, the 
left grid is up, the right plate is up, the right 
grid is down, and the left plate is down. 
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3) Trigger Circuit Operation 

Basically, a trigger circuit resembles two 
inverter circuits in which each plate output 
is coupled to the opposite grid. In one stable 
state, the left tube is in full conduction (the 
current is about 9. 5 ma) while the right tube 
is cut off. In the other state, the right tube 
is in full conduction while the left tube is cut 
off. To change from one state to another, 
an external signal must be applied. 

For example, assume that the right tube is 
conducting (trigger off). The right plate is 
down; that is, its voltage is considerably less 
than +140 volts, while the left plate is up (near 

·+140 volts). One method of flipping this cir-
cuit is to apply a negative pulse to the right 
grid. Because the right tube is conducting, 
grid current keeps the grid at about zero volts. 
The negative pulse causes the right tube to cut 
off; consequently, the right plate voltage rises. 
This rise in voltage is then coupled through 
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the plate-to-grid voltage divider (cross-coupling 
circuit) to the left grid, pulling this grid volt
age up toward ground potential. The left tube 
then begins to conduct and its plate voltage 
goes down. This shift at the plate of the left 
tube is coupled back to the right grid and rein
forces the initial aCtion. The cross -coupling 
circuits speed the regenerative action and the 
circuit stabilizes with the right side cut off 
and the left side in full conduction. The input 
pulse can now be removed without reflipping 
the trigger because conduction on the left side. 
hold8 the right side cut off. 

4) Input Circuits for the Trigger 

Unlike the AN /FSQ-7 and AN /FSQ-8 logic des
ignation system, the DPM trigger has many 
types of input configurations. This discussion 
will cover the input configuration for the type 
B tripper used in the TDT. 
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Complementary Input - The two diodes and a 
capacitor in the dotted square A of figure 
represent a complementary input to the trigger. 
A complementary input feeds both grids of a 
trigger, thus allowing the trigger to be flipped 
regardless of its previous state (unless it is 
being held by another circuit). The capacitor 
indicates th~t~the input has to be a pulse, not 
a d-c level. Actually the capacitor is an inte..: 
gral part of the circuit feeding the trigger, but 
it is placed as shown to indicate that the input 
is p'!llsed. In addition, the orientation of the 
diodes indicate that the pulse input is a nega
tive going pu.lse. An incoming negative pulse 
applied to the cathodes of the diodes causes 
the grids of the trigger to swing between zero 
and -12 volts. It is obvious that a positive
going pulse would never allow the diodes to 
conduct and the pulse to get through. 

AND Circuit Input - The two diodes shown iri 
the dotted square B of figure represent a 
one-legged ~ND circuit. Diode A and resistor 
R constitute the AND circuit. Diode B .indicates 
that only a positive level will cause the diode to 
conduct. This is true because the grid swings 
between zero and -12 volts. Diode C clamps 
the positive level to ground potential. 

Assume that the input is -30 volts and. that the, 
grid is non-conductive (-12 volts). The base of 
the limiting resistor is at -30 volts and diode C 
is cut off. As the input rises to +10 volts, the 
base of the resistor rises to zero and is held 
at that point by the ground clamp diode C. Diode 
B starts to conduct at -12 volts and continues 
to conduct, forcing the grid in a positive direc
tion. The tube conducts; the trigger flips and 
is tield in this status by the holding action of 
the input circuit. When the input drops to -30 
volts, the grid stays at zero volts (conducting), 
diode B cuts off as soon as the input passes 
zero volts on the f au. Only the holding ~ction 
has been removed and the trigger does not flip 
back until pulsed by a different input. 
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In summary. the AND circuit input to the 
trigger will accomplish the following: When 
the AND is up (+10 volts). the right grid will 
approach zero volts. turning the trigger off. 
The trigger will be held off as long as· the 
AND is up. due to the holding action of the 
AND circuit. The trigger may be turned. on 
any time after the AND goes down (-30 volts). 
This is because the AND no longer has holding 
action on the trigger. 

Manual Off-On Switch Input - The manual off
on switches shown in figure are physically 
located on the control panel of the TDT. They 
are respectively the STOP and START push
buttons. Depressing the STOP pushbutton 
places the right grid of the trigger at ground 
potential. The right tube will conduct. pulling 
the right plate voltage down. By definition. 
when the plate of the right tube is down. the 
trigger is turned off. 

5) Trigger Outputs 

The outputs for the trigger are shown in fig-
ure • There is an output on the top left 
side of the logic block. This corresponds to 
the tapped plate (T) output in the left tube plate 
circuit of the trigger schematic. This output 
voltage will swing bet.ween +94 volts and +132 
volts. The output shown on the right side of 
the logic block represents the divider output 
in the plate circuit of the right tube. This 
voltage will swing between +10 and -30 volts. 

c. Diode Gate 

The diode gate (DG) is another circuit used in the 
TDT. The logic block. circuit schematic. and 
some voltage waveforms for the diode gate are 
shown in figure . The logic block in the figure 
shows two diode inputs. but the schematic shows 
a diode gate cfrcuit with only one diode input. 
Another way in which the diode gate type of circuit 
can be varied is to omit the capacitor. The two 
types of diode gates which are used in the TDT are 
a diode gate with a capacitor and two diode inputs 
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and a diode gate without the capacitor and only 
one diode input. Since the diode gate without the 
capacitor is connected to a single-shot circuit 
which has a capacitor in the input circuit, this 
difference in the diode gate circuits can be ig
nored. 

The diode gate circuit performs an AND function. 
While an AND circuit will have only vbltage levels 
or only pulses as inputs, a gate circuit will have 
both level and pulse inputs. The voltage level is 
applied _to the resistor input of the diode gate and 
the pulses arrive at the diode inputs. Since the 
junction in the diode gate circuit can only be posi
tive when all of the inputs are positive, the circuit 
does perform an AND function. 

The need for having all inputs positive to cause 
the junction point to be positive is easily seen.· 
If one of the diode inputs is at a negative potential, 
the junction cannot become positive, because the 
diode conducts and keeps the junction at a negative 
potential. If the diode inputs are positive and the 
resistor input is negative, the diodes will be back 
biased. With the diodes back biased and a capaci
tor in the output circuit, there can be no steady 
current flow through the resistor, and there will 
be no potential difference across the resistor. 
Since there will be no potential difference across 
the resistor, in such a case, the junction will be 
negative like the resistor input. 

The waveforms in figure illustrates the rise 
and fall times which are possible in the diode gate. 
The resistor input is shown as going positive for 
about four usec which is long enough to let one 
pulse through the circuit. The rise and fall times 
of the pulses at the diode inputs are about a third 
of a usec or less. The pulse at the junction, how
ever, has a rise time of over one usec. This 
relatively poor rise time is not important for the 
uses of the diode gate in the TDT. A negative volt
age step complements. a trigger circuit or causes 
a single-shot to produce a pulse, and the voltage 
at the junction of the diode gate will closely follow 
the voltage fall at the end of an input pulse. 
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The output waveform shown in figure can be 
misleading if the type of load is not considered. 
The waveform shows the voltage at the grid of a 
trigger circuit which is connected to the output 
of a diode gate. Before the trigger is comple:.. 
mented. the input to the trigger is clamped at 
ground potential. After the negative shift at the 
junction of the diode gate and the grid of the trig
ger. the grid is clamped at -12 volts. The char
acteristic of the trigger circuit as a load depends 
on the particular state in which the trigger circuit. 
happens to be. 

d. Cathode Follower 

The cathode follower (K) is primarily a power 
amplifier and is used to supply a stable voltage 
level for driving resistive loads such as diode 
AND and OR circuits or capacitive loads such as 
wiring capacitance. Their high input impedance 
and low output impedance make them useful for 
impedance matching and isolation. They do not 
invert the signal voltage, but they do attenuate it. 

Two types of loading must be considered for a full 
understanding of the cathode follower; resistive and 
capacitive. 

First. assume a resistive load with + 10 volts ap
plied to the input. The tube conducts. tending to 
regulate itself and not to allow an appreciable volt
age difference between the grid and the cathode. If 
the current increases. the tube tends to cut itself 
off as the cathode tends to become more positive. 
This cutoff action tends to decrease the current. 

_ Conversely. if the current should tend to decrease. 
the cathode potential would tend to move in a nega
tive direction. thus increasing the current flow. 

Current through the cathode resistor causes a volt
age drop across the 91-ohm resistor. With the 
input at +10 volts, this drop should nearly equal 
the grid-to-cathode rise, so that output voltage is 
also +10 yolts. If the input signal should drop, 
say, to -30 volts, then the output voltage would 
also drop. Characteristics of the tube are such 
that a c.hange in current through the tube, which 
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accompanies the change in voltage across the load, 
increases the grid potential to about 3 volts. With 
'this bias, the current causes a drop across the 91-
ohm bias resistor from 1 volt to 0. 5 volt. 'Dlis 
means that the voltage developed across the bias 
resistor can no longer compensate for the grid-to
cathode drop, and the output will now be more posi
tive than the input. The voltage rise in a cathode 
follower is about O .. 1 volt-per-volt change in signal 
level with the minimum cathode load in the circuit. 
As the cathode resistor is increased, the value of 
the lower level can be expected to increase also; 
approximately 1 volt per 3K increase in the cathode 
resistor. The gain of a cathode follower is about 
o. 9. 

If the loading becomes capacitive, the situation 
changes somewhat. Assume that a capacitor is 
connected from the output to ground and that the 
grid now shifts from+ 10 to -30 volts. Since the 
voltage across the capacitor cannot change sud
denly, the cathode is held at +10 volts while the 
grid shifts to -30 volts, cutting the tube off for a 
time, The output voltage will drop at a rate deter
mined by the RC constants of the ~oad resistance 
and capacitance. After the voltage has dropped 
enough, the tube will again start to conduct, and 
the current flow through the tube will slow the 
voltage change, and eventually stabilize the out
put voltage and maintain 'it at an even level. When 
the input again shifts to +10 volts, the capacitor 
will again be charged by the current through the 
tube. Usually the input capacitance from succeed
ing stages is such that the RC time constants en
countered are comparable to the rise and fall times 
of the input. Therefore, the extremes of cutoff and 
very heavy conduction to charge the capacitor are 
not encountered, and the output will follow the 
input signal. 

e. Power Cathode Follower 

The power cathode follower (2KP) is a twin triode; 
the two sections of which are operated in parallel. 
The 2KP is used to power the write pulses prior to 
entering the tape drive. 
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f, Cathode Follower Clamp 

The cathode follower clamp (KC) is used to pro
duce the regulated -12 volts used for clamping 
trigger grids, and at ottu!r points where a -12 volt 
clamp is desired. The divider at the grid input 
holds the grid a.t -15 volts. With this grid voltage, 
the tube draws 3. 2 ma and the drop across the 
cathode resistor is 48 volts. The output voltage 
is -12 volts. 

g, Grounded Grid Amplifier 

The grounded grid amplifier (GAF) is used mainly 
as a level setter. It also possesses desirable 
pulse -shaping qualities. 

The grid of the right tube is held at approximately 
-3 volts by the voltage divider network between -60 
volts and ground. With no signal on the left tube, 
the right tube plate current is approximately 10. 5. 
ma. The cathode is at -2. 6 volts and the plate at 
+45 volts. This results in a divider output of -38 
volts. 
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As the input signal rises, the left tube will start 
to conduct With approximately -10' volts on its grid. 
More current will be drawn through the cathode re
sistors as a result, and the cathode goes more posi-
tive. The cathode going more positive causes the - --
divider output to rise to +10 volts. 

The tube characteristics are such that when the 
input signal reaches approximately +3 volts, the· 
right tube is cut off and any further rise of the 
input causes no further rise in the output. This 
discontinuance of output rise is the reason for the 
speed-up in the rise a:nd fall times of the output. 

h• Single-Shot Circuit 

The single-shot circuit (SS) is a mono-stable 
multivibrator; that is, the circuit has one stable 
state. When pulsed or triggered, the single-shot 
changes to its quasi-stable state and returns to its 
stable condition after a predetermined length of 
time. These circuits are used to generate gating 
levels or pulses of specified duration and to pro-
vide delays. -
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1) . Circuit Description 
. 

The initial status of the single-shot circuit is 
with the right tube conducting and the left tube 
cut-off. This will be the normal state of the 
circuit because the left grid is clamped by 
diode G to a negative voltage and the right grid 
is connected to a positive voltage (the junction 
of the 100K-82K voltage dividerrcircuit). Con
sider a -40-volt shift supplied to the negative 
input. Because the voltage across the capaci
tor C cannot change instantaneously, a sharp 
40-volt drop will oc::cur at the right grid. The 
tube will be cut -off, the right plate voltage will 
rise. Since the left grid is coupled to the right 
plate, the left grid voltage will also rise and 
the left tube will come out of cut-off. Because 
the grid of the right tube is coupled to the plate 
of the Eft tube, conduction in the left tube will 
further the action of pulling the right grid down. 
This essentially is the action taken in the cir
cuit to change it to the quasi-stable state (i.e.; 
left tube conducting, right tube cut-off). 

Up to now the right tube has been kept out of 
conduction by the action of capacitor C holding 
the grid voltage below cut-off. The RC timing 
network determines how long it will take capa
citor C to discharge through resistor R, thus · · 
allowing the right tube to come out of· cut ... off. 
When the right tube goes into conduction, its 
plate voltage goes down, therefore, the left 
grid voltage goes down. At this point the left 
tube will be cut -off and the circuit is back to 
its normal stable condition. 

2) Inputs and Outputs 

The logic block in figure shows several 
inputs and outputs. The operation of the cir
cuit has been described for the negative input, 
because the single-shot circuit is so used in 
the TDT. The negative input is located at the 
lower right of the schematic. Negative volt
age steps of 15 volts to 20 volts in magnitude 
at this input will cause the single-shot to gen
erate a pulse. The positive input circuit shown 
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at the lower left of the schematic is not a part 
of the single -shot circuit used in the TDT. The 
positive output is taken from a divider network 
connected to the plate of the right tube. The 
output is a positive going pulse from -32 volts 
to +8 volts. The waveform is shown at the bot
tom left corner of figure 

i. Multivibrator Circuit 

The name multivibrator as used herein refers to 
a free-running multivibrator (MV), as compared 
to a bistable (trigger) or quasi-stable (single-shot) 
multivibrator. Essentially, free-running means 
once the circuit is activated the output will vary 
from one state to another without the need of an 
input to change the output. In the TDT, the MV is 
a source of timing pulses to control reading and 
writing operations. 

1) Circuit Description 

Because the TDT allows reading and writing 
at different frequencies, the timing circuit 
or MV will be more complex .than the basic 
free-running MV. Figure shows a ha.sic 
free-running MV to be used for the initial cir
cuit description. 

Notice in figure that the plate output of 
each tube is coupled back to the grid input of 
the other tube. Since a 180 degree phase 
shift occurs in one tube, two tubes will pro
duce a 360 degree shift when coupled as des
cribed. Thus any change in the output of the 
first tube will be amplified through the circuit 
causing a greater change in the same direction 
in the first tube. To illustrate the operation 
of a MV, consider tube A non-conducting and 
tube B conducting. Assume that a transient 
input to the grid of tube A brings that tube out 
of cut-off; its plate voltage will fall. Since tbe 
voltage across a capacitor cannot ·change in
stantaneously, the voltage on the grid of tube B 
will have to fall. This will cut-off tube B, its 
plate voltage will rise and further aid the action 
of pulling up the grid voltage of tube A. It now 
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can be seen how a change is amplified in phase 
through the circuit back to the source of the 
change. 

Tube B will be held out of conduction until 
capacitor Cb dischat'ges through the plate 
load resistor Ra, thus allowing tube B to 
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come out of cut-off. At this time the plate 
voltage of tube B falls, capacitor Ca couples 
this voltage drop back to the grid of tube A and 
causes tube A to become non-conducting. This 
completes one cycle of operation for a basic 
free-running MV. The cycle will start over 
again as soon as capacitor Ca has had sufficient 
time to discharge through Rb and thus allow 
tube A to start conducting again. The timing 
of the MV is a funGtion essentially of two RC 
networks (RaCb and RbCa>· Any changes to 
the RC parameters will vary the width of the 
pulse output accordingly. 

2) TDT Multivibrator 

The seeming complexity of the circuit is due 
to the incorporation o.f components to allow 
the MV to vary its frequency of operation, and 
also to allow the MV to be switched as a timing 
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circuit for either reading or writing. Figure \ 
\ reveals three distinct sections: the basic free-

, running MV, the timing and switching circuitry, 
and the plate divider output. As indicated, all 
switch terminals are part of the WRITE-READ 
switch and the letter by each terminal identifies 
the terminal on this switch. 

3) Inputs and Outpu,ts 

The free-running MV requires no external sig
nal input; it' operates unaided, once started by 
transitory conditions. The output is taken from 
a plate divider network. The voltage will swing 
from approximately -30 volts to + 10 volts at a 
frequency determined by the timing network. 
When the MV is in the write status, the output 
pulse can be varied from 20 to 100 usec, when 
in the read status it can be varied from 10 to 
150 ms. 
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D. TDT Block Diagram Analysis Page 2400 

Tne block diagram shows how the TDT logic operates. The 
actual TDT consists of one pluggable unit and several switches 
that route and control the operation of the TDT. The addition 
of the built-in power supply constitutes the entire TDT. 

1. Response Select Switch and Hubs 

The RESPONSE SELECT switch and related o.bserva
tion hubs receive all incoming information and control 
signals from the tape drive being tested. The function 
of the switch is to allow selection of a specific incoming 
information or control line to be observed with an oscil
loscope at the proper hub (i.e., T. U. response hub, 
READ BUS hub, etc. ), Only the AUTO CYCLE position 
of the RESPONSE SELECT switch has any command 
funct~ nor ability to control TDT operation. In the 
AUTO CYCLE position, the end-of-tape mark on a tape 
will be sensed automatically and the TDT will initiate a 
rewind to the load point and continue to cycle over and 
over. 

2. Write-Read Switch 

The WRITE-READ switch places the TDT in either read 
or write status. In addition, the WRITE-READ switch 
places a variable control voltage on the timing circuitry 
to allow variable read or write frequencies. 

3. Timing Circuitry 

The timing circuitry is essentially a free-running multi
vibr,ator. Under control of the WRITE-READ switch, 
the multivibrator generates the necessary timing pulses 
to operate the read-write and write pulse circuitry. By 
means of two variable resistance networks, the multi
vibrator can change its frequency of operation to accom
modate various rates of either reading or writing. 

4. Read-Write Ci~cuitry 

The read-write circuitry generates three control levels 
necessary for a TDT to operate a tape drive. The three 
control levels are: go, backward, and reset-write-trig
gers. These control levels are derived from the go 
backward trigger, which is the key element of the read-
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INPUTS TO THE TDT FROM THE TAPE DRIVE 

FUNCTION 

The read bus consists of seven d-c lines over which the seven bits are transmitted · 
in parallel to the TDT. 

These seven lines send the image of the information that is written on the tape 
.back to the TDT where it is used for checking purposes. 

This output indicates that the selected tape drive has its tape indicator turned 
on (i.e., tape drive is not in file area). 

This output indicates that the selected tape ddve has its tape indicator turned 
oft (i.e., tape drive is in file area). . 

This line indicates that the selected tape drive is at load point. 

This line indicates it has been selected and is rewinding. Reading or writing can
not be performed if this line is up. 

This line indicates that the unit has been selected and is ready to begin writing. 
It is a response to the set-write line coming from the TDT. 

This line indicates that the tape drive has been selected and is ready to begin 
reading. T~e term "ready" here means that a tape is loaded into the machine 
and that the machine is not in rewind status. This is a response to the set-read 
line coming from the TDT. 



OUTPUTS 

Select Jines (ten Jines) 

Write bus (seven line$) 

Set Read 

Set Write 

Set Tl (NIFA) 

Reset Tl (NIF A) 

Write Pulse 

Reset Write Triggers 

Backward 

Start Rewind 

Go 

Z4lO 

OUTPUTS FROM THE TDT TO THE TAPE DRIVE 

FUNCTION 

The select lines determine which tape drive is to be selected. 

The seven. d-c Jines that. compri~e the write bu~ tr!'!'§mit the seve" bits to be 
written in parallel to the tape drive. 

This line indicates the desire to read from the tape unit. It is preceded by the 
proper select liite indication. 

This line indicates the desire to write in the selected tape urut. 

This line turm the tape indicator on in the sel«ted tape drive. 

This line tJ,rns the tape indicat?r. off in the selected tape drive. 

This line generates gated pulses to switch the write triggers. 

This line generates a pulse that is used to set all the write triggers to the same Sta· 
tus prior to writing .. 

This line controls the status of the forward-reverse magnet in the selected tape 
drive. 

This line initiates rewind. 

This line controls the status of the moving coil. 
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write circuitry: The go- and backward-control levels 
are a direct output of the go backward trigger, and the 
reset-write-trigger-control level is initiated by the go 
backward trigger. When the TDT is in read status, 
the backward-control level allows the tape drive to 

·move in reverse under TDT control. If the TDT is in 
write status, the reset-write-trigger-control level 
resets (clears) the tape drive write triggers, and the 
go-control level allows the tape drive to move forward 
under TOT control. 

5. Write Pulse Circuitry 

In the TDT, the output from the write pulse circuitry 
controls the timing of writing for the tape drive being 
tested. The write pulse output is derived from a 
single-shot that is conditioned by three levels: select
read-write, go, and timing. 

6. Switching Circuitry 

The block labeled switching circuitry in figure 
contains the remaining switches of the TDT that have 
not yet been discussed elsewhere. None of these 
s~itches has any control on the TDT logic; they merely 
allow certain control levels to be passed from the TDT 
to the tape drive being tested. 

E. Analysis of TDT Logic 

The TDT logic can best be analyzed by examining it in each 
of its three modes of operation (i.e., reading, writing, and 
auto cycle). In each mode of operation the following items 
will be discussed: 

1. The information and control levels supplied to the TDT 
from the tape drive being tested. 

2. The information and control levels that the TDT sup
plies to the tape drive being tested. 

3. In addition, how this TDT output is generated by the 
TDT logic. 

242~ 
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Reading Mode 

a. Inputs to TDT 

All inputs to the TDT entering to the RESPONSE
SELECT switch, regardless of the mode of opera
tion for the TDT are shown in fi.gure . To 
condition the TDT logic for reading, the select
ready-read level must be up (+10 volts) and the 
select-and-Tl-on level must be down (-30 volts) . 

. To obi;ierve any of the tracks of information being 
read from the tape drive being tested, all 7 tracks 
have read lines entering the RESPONSE-SELECT 
switch. Selection of any one of the 7 read lines 
may be made at the RESPONSE-SELECT switch, 
and observation of that track may be accomplished 
at the READ BUS hub by using an oscilloscope .. 

b. TDT Outputs 

The following control levels or pulses are sup
plied to the tape drive bein.g tested, when the TDT 
is in the read mode: ~elect (1 line), backward, 
and set-to-read-status. 

c. Analysis of TDT Logic In Read Mode 

The TDT has two methods of operation in the read 
mode. One method allows continuous reading un
til the TDT is stopped manually or until the tape 
drive reaches the end-of-tape mark. The se~ond 
means of reading is the start-stop method. The 
TDT starts to read until stopped automatically by 
the TDT logic. Reading is initiated automatically 
again, stopped again, etc. This cycle is repeated 
over and over continually. 

1) Start-Stop Method of Reading 

In figure the WRITE-READ switch would 
be in READ status (shown in WRITE status). 
In order to read in the start-stop method, the 
START-STOP switch located above·the multi
vibrator MV logic block must be ON. This 
supplies +140 volts to the plate of the right 
tube of the MV. Under the above conditions, 
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the MV is now under control of the variable 
resistance network labeled START-STOP 
FREQUENCY. The v~riable resistance net
work would be adjusted to give a series of 
continuous running pulses somewhere in 
width from 10-150 ms: 

The output at the MV is passed through a · 
cathode follower K and becomes one input 
of the two-input diode gate DG, The other 
leg of the DG is the set-read-status-control 
level (+12 volts) coming from the WRITE- · 
READ switch. The gate level for the DG is 
the select-ready-read level (+12 volts) 
originating in the tape drive and passed 
through the RESPONSE-SELECT switch. 

The MV pulses are gated through the DG and 
used to alternately turn the go -backward 
trigger TB on arid off. This is accomplished 
through the complementary input to the TB 
(double diode input). The turning off and on 
of the TB will result in a +10 -30 volt output 
being fed to the cathode follower K. The 
output from K (+10 -30 volts) is directed 
through the MOTION CONTROL switch to 
the backward and go lines. 

As was noted previously, the set-read-sta
tus-control level is obtained from the WRITE
READ switch. This level will place the tape 
drive being tested to read status. The ' 
ADDRESS SELECT switch selects the specific 
tape drive to be tested by furnishing a +12-
volt level to its selection cirC'uitry. At this 
point the tape drive has been selected and 
readied to read. When the go -backward 
trigger is turned on, +10 volts on the go line 
will start the tape drive in motion, thus 
causing it to read. When the go-backward 
trigger is turned off, -30 volts on the go 
line stops the tape drive. The above descrip
tion indicates how the TOT operates in the 
start-stop method of reading. 

2440 
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2) Continuous Method of Reading 

The TDT will operate the tape drive being 
tested in a continuous reading manner if the 
WRITE-READ switch is set to R,EAD status, 
the START-STOP switch is off, the START 
pushbutton is depressed to start the read 
operation. The operation of the TDT logic . 
differs in one aspect for continuous reading 
as compared to start-stop reading. The 
difference is the fact that the MV does not 
function. Turning the START-STOP switch 
off removes the +140 volts from the plate of 
the right tube of the MV, thus disabling the 
MV. The act of depressing the START push
button places the left grid of the trigger TB 
at ground potential; the result is that the 
TB changes status and is turned on. Turn
ing on the TB (+10 volts) conditions the go 
line through the MOTION CONTROL switch. 
All other conditions in the TDT logic remain 
the ~ame as described for start-stop reading. 

2. Writing Mode · 

a. Inputs to the TDT 

In order to condition the TDT for writing, the 
select-ready write level must be up (+10 volts) 
and select-and-Tl-on level must be down (-30 
volts). Observation of information being written 
is facilitated by the write echo lines entering the 
RESPONSE SELECT switch. Selection of any one 
of the 7 write echo lines may be made at the RE
SPONSE SELECT switch, and observation of that 
track may be accomplished at the ECHO BUS hub 
with an oscilloscope. 

b. TDT Outputs 

The following control levels or pulses are supplied 
to the tape drive being tested when the TDT is in 
the write mode; select (1 line), set-to -write-status 
go, reset-write-triggers, write -pulses, and 7 
write lines. 
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c. Analysis of TDT Logic in Write Mode 

To write, the WRITE-READ switch would be 
placed to the WRITE position and the START 
pushbutton depressed. At this time the MV is 
under control of the variable resistance network 
labeled WRITE FREQUENCY. The variable re
sistance network should be adjusted to give a · 
series of continuous runn~.ng pulses, 53. 8 usec 
in width. The output of the MV is passed through 
a cathode follower K and feeds the single leg diode 
gate DG. 

At this point assume that the START pushbutton 
has just been depressed. This places the left grid 
of the trigger TB at ground potential; the result is 
that the TB changes status and is turned on. Turn -
ing the TB on will result in a + 10 volt output to the 
cathode follower K. The output from K (+10 volts) 
is directed through the MOTION CONTROL switch 
to the go line. The output from K also feeds one 
input of the two-input AND circuit. The second 
input is brought up by the select-ready-write level 

. (+12 volts). The output of the AND circuit (+10 
volts) becomes the gating level for the DG. 

At this point the go line has been brought up, the 
AND circuit and the single input DG conditioned. 
The MV output pulses are gated through the single 
leg DG thus causing the single-shot SS to produce 
a series of write pulses 12 usec in duration. The 
write pulses are passed through a grounded grid 
amplifier GAF, a double cathode follower 2K, and· 
then enter and condition the write circuitry of the 
tape drive being tested. The actual information 
written on each track of the tape is passed through 
the bit switches of the TDT to the tape drive as 
either a 1 or 0 bit of information (+12 volts or -30 
volts). 

The output levels, the set-write-status and the 
reset-write-triggers levels remain to be discussed. 
The set-write-status-control level (+ 12 volts) is 
obtained from the WRITE-READ switch and is used· 
to condition the tape drive for writing operation. 
The reset-write-triggers level is generated from 
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the SS whose input is derived from the TB. When 
the START pushbutton is depressed, the TB pro
duces a negative shift which is applied to the SS. 
The negative shift produces a 100 usec reset
write -triggers from the SS. This pulse is· used 
to reset all the write triggers to the same status. 

3. Auto Cycle 

In auto cycle, the TOT causes the tape drive to move. 
forward and write on its tape until the end-of-tape 
mark is sensed. At this time the TDT initiates a re
wind until the load point on the tape is sensed; then 
writing starts again. This cycle of operation is con
tinued over and over again. 

a. lnputs to the TDt 

The following control levels enter the TDT from 
the.tape drive being tested: select-and-rewind, 
select-and-Tl-on, and select-ready-write. 

b. TDT Outputs 

The following control levels or information are 
supplied to the tape drive being tested when in 
AUTO CYCLE: 

Select ( 1 line) 
Write (7 lines) 
Reset-write-triggers 
Go 

Write pulse 
Set -to -write -status 
Reset TI 
Start rewind 

c. Analysis of TDT Logic in Auto Cycle Mode 

Since auto cycle is merely a writing operation 
with the additional feature of automatic rewind, 
it will only be necessary to explain how auto-

. matic rewind is initiated. In order to operate 
in auto cycle, the RESPONSE SELECT switch 
is placed to AUTO CYCLE and the WRITE-READ 
switch is placed to WRITE. When the START 
pushbutton is depressed, normal writing opera
tion commences. Writing continues until the 
end-of-tape mark is sensed by the tape drive. 
At this point the tape"' indicator trigger (NIF A 
flip-flop) is turned on, bringing up (+ 10 volts) 
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the select-and-Tl-on line. Following the select
and-Tl-on line through the RESPONSE SELECT 
switch, ·notice that this line brings the start
rewind line up (+10 volts). The start-rewind 
level initiates rewind in the tape drive. When 
rewind is initiated in the tape drive, the select
and-rewind level is brought up (+10 volts) and 
returned to the TOT. After this level is routed 
through the RESPONSE SELECT switch, it will 
bring up the RESET-TI level (+10 volts). At 
this point the tape drive is prepared to start 
writing operation again when load point is reached. 

Notice that wafer F of the RESPONSE SELECT 
switch disconnects the select-and-Tl-on level 
from the TDT logic when in AUTO CYCLE status. 
Thus the go backward trigger is never turned off 
in auto cycle. If this were not the case, it would 
be necessary to manually restart the TDT, for 
there is no other way to turn the go backward 
trigger on when the WRITE-READ switch is in 
the WRITE position. 

d. Summary Questions 

(T /F) 

1) List the function of each section of the re
sponse select switch: (3A-F) 
Sections A, B, C, D, E, and F 

2) A set write status signal is sent to the se -
lected tape drive by way of I/0-51(9B). 
Which switch and switch section controls 
this signal? 

3) When the TOT is not in auto cycle, what 
switch and section will cause tape to stop 
when the EOT marker is sensed?. 

4) There are 2 DG circuit blocks (6C & 6B) 
on the TDT logic and switching. Explain 
when each is used, i.e., for what operations. 

5) A start-stop operation can be performed in 
read or write operation. 
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e. Answers to Summary Questions 

1) a) Section A= To make available to the read 
bus read information frorn tracks l, 2, 3, 
sync, 4, 5, or 6. The skew sync hub 
makes track one available for check pur -
poses. 

b) Section B =' Brings a writing indication 
for traclcs l, 2, 3, sync, 4, 5, or 6 to 
the echo bus. 

c) Section C = Makes available to the T. U. 
response hub the following. signals: 

(1) Selected Unit Rewinding 
(2) Selected and At Load Point 
(3) Selected and Tape Indicator ON 
(4) Selected and Tape Indicator OFF 
(5) Selected, Ready, and Read 
(6) Selected, Ready, and WRT 

d) Section D = For auto cycle operation, it 
allows the SEL unit rewinding signal to 
reset the TI preparatory to another write 
cycle. 

e) Section E = In auto cycle operation, the 
SEL & TI on signal produced by EOT will 
initiate a rewind. 
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f) Section F = In auto cycle, the Go-Back
ward trigger (TB) is kept on by removing 
the SEL and TI on signal from the TB clear 
input. 

2) The Write-Read switch, section A. 
3) Response select switch, section F will cause 

the go line to go down when the EOT marker 
brings up the SEL and Tl on signal. 

4) DG (6C) is used for start-stop read operation. 
DG (60) is ·used for write operation to generate 
the write pulses. 

5) False 
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F. TOT Power Supply 

1. General Description 

The power supply for the TOT is located in the lower 
part of the TDT unit. The only controls for the power 
supply are the circuit breaker switches located on the 
lower, vertical, front panel. The circuit breaker 
switches are arranged in a horizontal line and in two 
groups of four each. Between the two groups of 
switches is a pilot light which will be on if the a-c 
circuit breaker switch is in the on position. 

The three switches furthest left are fastened together 
and act as a gang switch. This switch is the a-c cir
cuit breaker switch and controls the 3-phase a-c in
put to the TOT unit from the line cord. 

The line cord supplies 3-phase, 60-cycle power at 
120/208 volts. The line cord also provides a ground 
connection. . The power supply has two outputs: one 
to the TOT logic circuits, the other to a tape drive 
unit. The internal supply cable is connected to the 
chassis in the upper part of the TOT. The large ex
ternal supply,cable is connected to the tape drive unit 
to be tested. Both of these cables supply the necessary 
a-c and d-c voltages to operate the equipment to which 
they are connected. 

2. A-C Supplies 

2500 
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The symbol for the line cord is located on the left side & 
of the schematic, and the outputs or supply cords and 2520 
connectors are indicated by the contents of the rectangles 
on the right side. The rectangles are drawn with dashed 
lines. The smaller rectangle is for the internal supply 
cord, and the larger rectangle is for the external sup-
ply cord. The numbers inside the rectangles indicate 
the pin numbers of the connectors for the power cables. 

The 3-phase a-c input to the pqwer supply is controlled 
by a circuit breaker which wili not allow a current 
drain of more than 12 amperes. Three lines carry 
3-phase unregulated a-c from the a-c circuit breaker 
directly to the connector for the external supply cable. 
The drive motors in a tape drive unit require this 3-
phase a-c. The tapf> dr1vP. tester does not use the 
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3-phase a-c; there are no corresponding lines in the 
internal supply cable. 

Between any two of the three lines carrying the 3-
phase a-c, there will ge a rms potential of 208 volts. 
Between any one of the three lines and ground there 
will be a rms of 120 volts. 

In addition to the 208 a-c supply, there is a 236 volt 
a-c supply for the tube heaters. The filament trans
former has an input of 208 volts taken from phases 1 
and 2 and supplies the desired 236 volts. Both cable 
connectors are wired to .tltis filament transformer. 

It should be noted that neither side of the filament 
supply is grounded. One of the filament supply lines 
is connected to the same transformer terminal that is 
connected to the phase -2 power line. Since the phase -
2 voltage has a definite relationship to ground, the 
filament voltage also has a definite relatiaiship to 
ground and does not float. · 

The only part of the a -c circuitry which bas not yet 
been described is the a-c input to the rectifiers of 
the d-c supplies. ·The phase-3 supply line is. con-

. nected directly to one input terminal of the transformer 
stabilizer (part #504835). The phase-2 supply line is 
connected to the other input terminal' through the 
series of d-c circuit breaker switches. The trans
former stabilizer steps up the 208 volt input to 246 
volts. The 246 volts are applied to an auto-trans
former which is tapped at different points for inputs 
to the rectifiers. 

' The two major loads on the a-c power lines are the 
filament supply and the d-c supply. These two loads 
are connected to the power lines using two of the 
three possible combinations of the 3-phase lines. 
The third combination, which is not used, is the 
phase- I line with the phase -3 line. Since the third 
combination is not used, the load on the power lines 
cannot be balanced. 

3. D-C Supplies 

I 

For purposes of explanation, two of the d-c power 
supply circuits in the schematic have been redrawn 
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and are sh.own separately in figures A and B 
These two circuits illustrate all of the principles used 
in the d-c power supply circuits. 

The center-tapped transformer with the diodes form 
full-wave rectifier circuits. The circuit of figure A 
allows current (conventional current) to flow out of 
the transformer at the cent~r tap and ~o return to the 
transformer through either'terminal 3 or terminal 10. 
The circuit of figure B allows current to !·eave 
the transformer at either terminal 4 or terminal 9 and 
to return to the transformer through the center tap. 
The two circuits in figure A ArB are high voltage cir -
cuits and use pairs of diodes in series where only 
single diodes are used in a low voltage circuit. The 
reason for doubling the number of diodes is to halve 
the peak inverse voltage to which a single diode would 
be subjected. If the inverse voltage is too high_, the 
diode will break down, allowing too much current to 
flow in the backward direction. 

If only the rectifier circuits were used for d-c power 
supplies, there would be a large variation in the d-c 
supply potentials. To reduce the variation in the d-c 
potential, (minimize ripple) a filter circuit is used 
with a rectifier circuit. 

A shunt-capacitor filter is used in the circuit of figure 
A The capacitor will charge to a potential near 

·• the peak value_ of the a-c input. Between the voltage 
peaks the capacitor will discharge to an extent which 
depends on the load in parallel with the capacitor. The 
greater the current drain is, the greater the variation 
in supply voltage will be. A larger capacitor will store 
more energy for use during parts of the a -c cyCle when 
little power can be supplied by the a-c power liries. All 
but one of the d-c power supplies uses a shunt-capacitor 
filter. 

A pi network is used for a filter for the +270 volt d-c 
supply. The arrangement of the components. in the 
network gives th.e appearance of the Greek letter 
This particular type of pi network can be called an L-C 
capacitor -input filter. The capacitors in this circuit 
perform the same function as the capacitor in the shunt
capacitor filter. The inf'iuctance in the circuit tends to 
keep the current flow constant. Energy is also stored 
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by the inductor (choke) for use when the a -c power lines 
cannot supply the required energy. The inductor, like 
the capacitors, only supplies energy during part of an 
a-c cycle. 

The resistors used in the d-c power supply circuits 
are bleeder resistors. A bleeder resistor will help 
prevent any sudden voltage surge on the d-c supply 
lines when the power supply is first turned on. An
other function of a bleeder resistor is to provide a 
path for the discharge of the filter capacitors when 
the power SUP,ply is turned off and there is no load con
nected to the supply.' However, this safety feature 
should not be depended upon, for a bleeder resistor 
can be broken or burned leaving no path for the capaci
tors to discharge. 
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The coil symbols in the d-c power supply circuit ache -
matics represent the circuit breaker coils which are 
connected in series with the ungrounded d-c supply lines. 
If a d-c supply is overloaded, the corresponding circuit 
breaker switch will open. Opening one of the d-c circuit 
breaker switches cuts off the a-c input to the transformer 
stabilizer, and all of the d-c supplies are turned off. The 
connections of the circuit breaker switches in the power 
supply are indicated in the schematic of figure 

Figure 1-1 shows a pilot light connected between the 
phase-2 a-c line and ground when all of the circuit ;:ge 3530 
breaker switches are closed. If one or more of the d-c eet 1 of 2 
circuit breaker switches is open, the pilot light will be 
connected between ground and the phase-3 a-c line 
through the primary winding of the transformer sta -
bilizer. The pilot light will allow only a small current 
to flow through the primary winding, and an insignificant 
amount of power will be transferred to the d-c power 
supplies in this case. Therefore, regardless of the 
condition of the d-c circuit breaker switches the pilot 
light will be on if the a-c circuit breaker switches are 
closed. 

G. Installation and Operating Instructions 

There are no special tools or test equipment necessary to 
install and operate the tape drive tester. 
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1. Site Wiring 

The TOT tester contains its own power supply. The 
only requirement for site wiring is that a 208 -volt 
3-phase outlet capable of delivering 15 amps be avail
able. 

2. Cables, Routing and Terminations 

There are no cables 'that permanently attach the TDT 
to any part of the SAGE System. 

3. Power Connections 

There are two methods· of connecting the power when 
using the TOT: 

a. The normal method - the TOT supplies power for 
both itself and the tape drive. 

b. The TOT supplies its own power but an external 
source supplies the power for the drive. 

The figure on Page 2170 illustrates the two power con
nection configurations. 

When the a-c power is applied, wait 30 seconds to 
allow filaments to heat before turning on the d-c sup
plies. The d-c switches may be turned on in any order 
because they are in series with the a-c side of the 
power supply. All d-c comes up at the same time. 

4. Controls 

The layout of the TDT control panel is shown on page 
2170 At the top of the control panel are the a-c anCl 

d-c power indicator lights. The functions of the 
switches, controls, and hubs are described below. 

a. Switches 

1) ADDRESS SELECT - This switch has 11 posi
tions; 0-9 corresponding to the dial switch on 
the tape drive and an off position. If the tape 
drive address selector switch is set- to the 
same address as the TDT address switch, 
the tape drive is selected by the TDT and 
the select light ii:; turned on. This permits 
testing of all select lines to the tape drive. 
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2) TAPE CONTROL - These seveQ switches 
determine whether ones or zeros are written 
in the corresponding tracks when the tape is 

3) 

4) 

5) 

moved in write status. Table gives the 
BIT SWITCH number correaponding with the 
tape drive track number. 

MOTION CONTROL - This switch directs the 
output of the go-backward trigger (TB) in the 
TOT to either the go line or the backward 
line in the tape dri~ unit. 

MAN-FWD/MAN-BKWD - This switch sub
stitutes for th~ customer engineer's portable 
forward-reverse switch, and controls forward 
or backward ,ape movement. 

WRITE-REArl - This switch performs several 
functions. It sets the status of the tape drive 
to either read or write. When set to WRITE, 
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it allows the MV to develop write pulses under 
control of the WRITE FREQUENCY dial. When 
the WRITE-READ switch is set to READ with 
the START-STOP switch on, the MV is under 
control of the START-STOP FREQUENCY dial. 

6) RESPONSE SELECT - This dial switch has 
six wafers. Two. are used to select the par
ticular track to be observed at the READ BUS 
or ECHO BUS hubs. A third wafer is used to 
determine the logic line that can be observed 
at the TU RESPONSE hub. These line.a are: 
select-and-rewind, select and, at LP, select
and-TI-on, select-and-TI-off, select-ready
and-write. The last three wafers are used 
for auto cycle. 

7) REWIND - Depressing this key causes the 
tape to rewind if the tape drive is selected 
and ready. 

8) START-BK WD "' Depressing this pushbutton 
turns on the go-backward trigger (TB), to 
bring up the go and/or backward line. 
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9) START-STOP - This switch is used only when· 
the WRITE-READ switch is set to READ. Turn
ing it on allows pulses, dev~loped by ttie MV 
(and gated by the select-ready and read level), 
to operate the go backward trigger binarily. 
Therefore, if the MOTION CONTROL switch 
is set to BKWD, the forward-reverse magnets 
alternate. 

10) STOP-FWD - Depressing this pushbutton turns 
off the go backward trigger and thus brings 
down the go line or the backward line depend
ing on the position of the MOTION CONTROL 
switch. 

11) START-STOP FREQUENCY - This control de
termines the frequency of the multivibrator, 
over a range of 10 ms to 150 ms when the 
WRITE-READ switch is set to read. 

12) SET T. I. /RESET T. I. - This switch directly 
sets or resets the tape indicator trigger in the 
tape drive. When the tape indicator is on, 
neither go nor backward ~evels may be brought 
up by the tester. The select-and-Tl-on level 
inhibits the go backward trigger. If the TI is 
turned on while writing on tape, the tape unit 
is stopped. 

13) WRITE FREQUENCY - This control determines 
the frequency of the write pulses initiated by 
the MV over a range of a 20- to 00-usec period. 
It should be set for a period of 53.'8 usec using 
a calibrated oscilloscope. 

b. Hubs 

1) ECHO BUS - The write echo of the track se
lected by the RESPONSE-SELECT switch can 
be observed at this hub. · 

2) READ BUS - The output of the pre-amp selected 
by the RESPONSE-SELECT switch can be ob
served at this hub. 
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3) GO BKWD - This is the output of the go-back
ward trigger. This hub is used for a scope 
sync when measuring start-stop time or for
ward~reverse magnet transfer time. 

4) T. U. RESPONSE - Logical lines from. the 
tape drive, as specified by the RESPONSE· 
SELECT switch, may be observed here. 

5) SKEW SYN - The 1 track output of the read 
bus is brought here for convenience to sync 
the scope when measuring skew. 

6) WRITE PULSE - Write pulses are available 
here when the tape drive is in select-ready• 
and-write status, and the go backward trig
ger (TB) is on. 

5. Operation 

a. Preparation 

To operate a tape drive from the TDT, connect 
the signal and power cables and turn on the power. 
Load the tape drive in the,normal manner. The 
tape should have a load point and end-of-tape 
marker. Depress the START pushbutton on the 
tape drive to put it under external control. Select· 
the tave drive by setting the ADDRESS SELECTOR 
switch of both the drive and the TDT to the same 
address. Set the START-STOP switch to off (down 
position), both the MAN-F WD/MAN-BKWD switch 
and T. I. switch to neutral and the MOTION CON -
TROL switch to GO FWD. 

b. Writing 

To write, turn the WRITE-READ switch to WRITE, 
set bit switches as desired, and depress the ·START 
pushbutton. If the tape indicator is not on, the tape 
moves forward and bits are written on those tracks 
whose bit switches are set to 11 s. Observe write 
pulses with the scope at the WRITE PULSE hub and 
adjust the WRITE FREQUENCY dial for a period 

:of 53. 8 usec betvyeen pulses. Echo pulses of the 
track selected by the RESPON~E SELECT switch 
can be observed at the ECHO PULSE hub. The 
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writing operation is stopped by depressing the 
STOP pushbutton. 

When the START pushbutton is depressed, a shift 
from the go-backward trigger turns on the write
trigger-reset single-shot, sending out a 100-usec 
reset-write-triggers pulse. At the same time, 
write pulses (already being developed because the 
WRITE-READ switch is set to WRITE) are gated 
to the tape drive. It is possible that the fall of 
the reset-write-triggers pulse could coincide with 
the fall of a write pulse because there is no synchro
nization between them. In this case, some of the 
write triggers might be turned on and some might 
be turned off. These triggers would be changing 
out of step with each .other for the rest of that 
writing period. This condition can be observed 
at the write trigger neons when the writing is 
stopped. Usually, however, all triggers are 
either on or off. The write trigger neons indicate 
proper operation of the triggers. 

c. Reading '• 

To read a tape, set the WRITE-READ switch to 
READ and depress the START pushbutton. The 
tape moves forward in read status. The preamp · 
output of the track selected by the RESPONSE 
SELECT switch can be observed with a scope at 
the READ BUS hub. The operation is stopped by 
depressing the STOP pushbutton. 

When in READ status, the tape may be read in 
start-stop fashion if the START-STOP switch is 
turned on (up position). The START-STOP FRE
QUENCY knob controls the frequency of the start -
ing and the stopping of the !ape. Unless the man
ual switch is used, the tape cannot be read when 
the tape indicator ~s on. 

d. Auto Cycle 

The function of the auto cycle feature is to write 
the tape in a forward direction until an EOT re -
flective spot is sensed. The drive then rewinds 
the tape back to the load point. Upon reaching. 
the load point, the tape drive starts again and 
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the cycle is repeated. The auto cycle feature on 
the TDT may be used to check the followina opera· 
tions of the tape drive: end-of-tape sensing, load• 
point sensing, high-speed rewind, vacuum ewitchOI, 
and flapper valves. 

To put the machine into the auto cycle operation, 
the RESPONSE SELECT switch is •et to AUTO 
CYCLE and the WRITE-READ switch is set to 
WRlTE. Depressing the START pushbutton .then 
puts the tape drive into auto-cycle operation. 

Special Tools and Test Equipment 

A,· Teet Equipment 

1. Tape Ada~ter Test Door 

The tape adapter test door ia located on the tape 
adapter unit (unit. 13) and is used to sunulate the 
various computer commands to the tape drive unit 
when in test status, The operation of the controls 
on tl).e tape adapter test door is discussed in detail 
in the section on Tape. Adapter. 

Procedures used for testing with the tape adapter 
test door are not covered in this section. These 
procedures are discussed in the Tape Drive Mainte· 
nance Handbook (Ml-20). 

3. Tape Drive Tester 

The tape drive tester, is designed to test mechanical 
and electrical functions of the tape drive unit. The 
function of the tester is to apply control and functional 
signals to the tape drive unit, thus causing it to go 
through various operations. Signals returned from 
the tape drive unit may be viewed on an oscilloscope 
through the tape drive tester rather than by connect1111 
the scope directly· to the tape drive unit.· 

' . The theory of operation and use of the tape drive tester 
is discussed in the Tape Drive Tester section. The 
procedure for connecting the tape drive tester to the 
tape drive unit is covered in the Tape System Mainte• 
nance Handbook (Ml-20). 
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Figure 4-1. Tape Adapter Test Door 
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3. Master Tape 

The master tape, P/N 303481tJ;· is a specially pre
pared reel of tape, the one and.,.six tra.cks of which 
contain continuous 1 bits. Th'ia tape is used to 
measure bead skew. The average skew is limited to 
1 usec between the 1 bits in the one and six tracks of 

· the same character. Refer to Tape Maintenance Hand
book for a discussion of skew adjustment. 

4. Oscilloscope 

The Oscilloscope Tektronix 545 and 541 is used in. 
conjunction with the tape drive teSter for displaying 
voltage waveforms. The uses of the oscilloscope are 
covered in the Tape Drive Maintenance Handbook. 

5. Signal Junction Box 

2630 

Paae 2840 
The signal junction box, P /N. 303-3375, is used to jumper 
the signals when a tape drive is removed from its opera-
~ing position. This box thus series the same purpose as 
the second summary punch receptacle on each tape drive. 
This equipment is required since only one tape adapter 
is uaed to control a multiple number of tape· drives in 
series. Where this unit may be used is discussed in 
the Tape Drive Maintenance Handbook. 
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Figure 4-4. Tape Signal Monitor Adapter 

Figure 4-5. Switch Box 
Figure 4-6. Gauge Block 
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The iron filings :are used when a tape is being developed 
to check start and stopping di_!!tance or erase head 

. polarity. The iron'fillngs are mixed with Tec-solv 
No .. 928, P /N 3034686, to form a suspension. When 
the tape is run through·~his mixture, the iron filings· 
adhere to the tape whenever there is a change in 
magneuc· flux. ltefer to Tape Drive Maintenance Hand
book for tape-developing procedure. 

B. Special Tools 

1. Gauge ~lock 

The gaµ,ge block, P/N 3033437, is used in adjusting 
the tape cleaner and photocell assembly. Refer to 
Tape Maintenance Handbook for tape cleaner and . 
photocell assembly adjustments. 

2. Push-Pull Scale (~-II Only) 

The push-pull scale, P/N 3033432 is used when the 
capstan drive belt te~sion is adjusted. Refer to Ta~ 

. Maintenance Handbook for the proper capstan drive ··· 
belt tension adjustment. 

3. Reel Latch Gauge JM-II Only) 

The reel latch gauge, P /N 3033481, is used when 
shimming the reel hubs. Refer to Tape Maintenance 
Handbook for reel-hub-shimming adjustments. 

4; Gram Gauge 

The gram gauge, J> /N 3033415, is used to ~easure 
tape tension during pressure pad adjustments. The 
uses of this tool are covered in the Tape Drive Main
tenance Handbook. 

5. Dowel Puller 

The dowel puller, P/N 3033355, is used to remove 
dowels. It is screwed onto the threaded portion of 
tbe dowel and gently tightened by a wrench. As the 
threaded portion is screwed into the puller, the 
dovei is pulled from the hole of the part which holds it. 
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Figure- 4-7. Push-Pull Scale Figure 4-8. Reel Latch Gauge 

Figure 4-9. Gram Gauge Figure 4-10. Dowel Puller 

Figure 4-3. Signal Junction Box 
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6. Main Plate Hinge Kit (M-II Only) 

The main plate hinge kit, P /N 3033377, is used when 
it fs necessary to lower the upper main plate. The 
parta are affixed to the upper and lower main plates, 
allowing the upper main plate to swing down and to 
the front of the tape drive unit and thus making the . 
assemblies located on the rear of the upper main 
plate accessible. The uses of this tool are covered 
in·the Tape Drive Maintenance Handbook. 

7, Pluggable Unit Extender 

The pluggable unit extender, P/N 3033379, is used 
to make all parts of a pluggable unit readily access
ible without their being disconnected from the actual 
circuits in which they are used. When the pluggable 
,unit is in its normal position, its components are 
inaccessible. 

8. Pluggable Unit Wrench 

The pluggable unit wrench, P/N 3033376, is used 
to remove and to replace tape drive unit pluggable 
units. The wrench fits over, -and engages, the 
slotted locking rod, enabling the operator to grip 
and to turn the rod holding the pluggable units. 

Tape Programming 

A. SEL (11-16) 

1. Selects one of six tape drive units. 

a. Should not be followed directly by any instruction 
pertaining directly to tape operation. 

1) Done to allow "select level time to rise. 

B. End-of-File Operations 

Recall that end-of-file is designated with a one -word re -
cord having ones in the other three bit positions of char
acter containi~ bits 31, 32, and 33. Writing the end~of .. 
file record requires the direction of the computer pro· 
gram .. Reading the end-of-file record results in setting 
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Figure 4-11. Pluggable Unit Extender 

Figure 4-12. Pluggable Unit Wrench 
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a non-prepared condition. By sensing for this condition 
tbe computer program can determine when end-of-file has 
been reached. 

When the end-of-file record is either written or read, a 
single-shot (selection and status indication logic, o. e. 1) 
is triggered. The output of the single shot is the set ; 
NIFA pulse which is sent to the tape drive to set the not
in-fUe-area (NlFA) flip-flop~ The output from the one 
side of the NlFA fiip-flop (NlFA level) is returned to the· 
tape adapter (O. 8. 1)' where, through an inverter, it re
anoves the prepared level causing the not-prepared condi
tion. 

1. Wrtting End of File 

a. To write the end-of-file bits a PER(7 2) instruction 
is used. · At OT 9 of the PER instructions a puliie 
arrives at the tape adapter to set the end.;of-file 
flip-flop and word-counter-zero flip-flop (opera
tion control logic, 0. 8. 2) and perform the func
tion of a start-write pulse (also o. 8 .. 2); . 

b. The function of the iwri te pulse causes setting of· 
the read-write status flip-flop in the.tape drive, 
the setting of the go flip-flop to place the tape in 
motion, and, after a delay,. setting the oscillatoJ' 
gate flip-flop to start the clock. 

c. The clock generates pulses and levels exactly as 
during a regular write operation except that the 
request-break pulse will not be generated. (A 
gate normally conditioned by the zero side of the 
end-of-file flip-flop blocks the request-break 

_pulse.) 

d. . The .first 'character. written on the tape· will con·· 
tain the end-of"-file bits. The output of the one 
side of the end-of-file flip-flop partially condi- · · 
tions. three AND circuits in the write-word sWitch 
in the same-manner as the outputs of the individual 

· flip-flops in the word register. The second input·. 
to each of those ·AND circuits is from the woJ'd• 
ring-1 flip-flop. 'l'herefore, when the write pulse 
is generated during the fi_rst clock cycle, the ' 
three "1 11 ·bits are written on the tape. Since the 
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word register is clear there is no transfer of 
bits 31, 32, and 33 to the write bus as one bits, 
The same is true for the bits in the remaining 

·five characters. 

e. When the word ring is stepped from 5 'to 6 the 
2nd word-counter-zero flip-flop is set and, con
sequently, the reset-clock pulse is generated 
with the word-ring-6 to 1 stepping pulse. The 
action following the resetting of the clock is the 
same as for terminating a regul~r write opera
tion: the absence of the write echo sync pulses 
allows the output of the MPD to fall generating 
an end-of-record pulse and after a delay be
comes the disconnect pulse. 

f. It can be seen now that the whole write end-of-file 
operation is effectively started and stopped with. 
the write end-of-file pulse, resulting in the writing 
of the single-word record. 

~ Special conditions. Tapes must be prepared 
and ready. If not prepared, a PER 72 (WRT 
EOF) will cause computer to hang up. The 
1/0 Interlock is set by this instruction. 

2. Reading End of File 

a. The end-of-file record is read in the same manner 
as any other record is read. 

b. The first character read from tape following the 
RDS instruction will be the one containing the 
end-of-file bits. When the character register 
(word transfer logic, 0. 8. 4) is set, the 4th, 5th, 
and 6th bit fiip-flops will bring up three inputs to 
a five -way AND circuit. The other two inputs 
(the sync bit and the not-backward level) are 
normally up. The output of the AND circuit is 
applied to- a gate that is strobed by the word-ring-
1 to 2 pulse. The pulse output from this gate will 
trigger the 15-microsecond single shot (as oc
curred during the write end-of-file operatio'Q) in 
the selection and status indication logic, O. 8. 1, 
and also set the end-of-file flip-flop. 
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c, The single-shot output bec.omes the set NIF A pulse 
which sets the NIFA flip-flop in the tape drive, the 
output of which is reiurned to the tape adapter 
(at 0, 8. 1). The NIFA. level deconditions a gate 
(through an inverter)°' which when sensed wi~ a 
sense-not-prepared instruction following the 
RDS instruction indicates that the end-of-file 
record had been read. 

d. Setting of the end-of-file flip-flop resulted in de
conditioning 'the gate which normally allows the 
request-break to be sent to the IO element. This 
is done because there is no data in the end-of-file 
word to be ~rm sf erred to core memory. 

e. The remaining five character read cycles are per
formed because the sync bits for these characters 

·, were written on the tape when the end..;of-file write 
operation was performed. Following this the ab
sence of sync bits causes the termination of the 
read operation as already explaiped. 

C. PER (J 1) - Rewind 

1. Places tape· drive in rewind. 

a. I/O interlock set for 40 millisec. 
b. If tape drive was prepared, it will bec:ome not 

prepared until rewind is complete. 
c. If tape drive was not prepared, it will remain not 

prepared. 

2, Instruction can be performed regardless of condition 
of I/0 interlock or prepared ,:itatus. 

a. Must be selected and ready. 
· b. Rewind should be preceded by BSN (10) and.BsN 

(11). . 

c. Rewind should be followed by BSN (14) until I/0 
interlock goes off, then by BSN (10) to indicate 
the end of the rewind. 

d, This disconnect generated after the reWind pulse 
indicates the tape has begun its rewind. 
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3. Rewind - J,.,ogic Analysis 

a. 

b. 

The rewind operation is initiated with a 
PER(71) instruction. (The tape drive must 
be selected.) The rewind-tape pulse ar
rives at the tape adapter and first checks 
to determine whether the tape is at load 
point. (The at-load-point level from the 
tape drive deconditions a ga~e 1ttrobed by 
the rewind tape pulse. ) If the ·tape is at the 
load point there is no need to rewind, and 
accordingly a disconnect pulse is generated 
immediately. 

Assuming the tape is not at the load point 
the gated rewind-tape pulse triggers a 
40-ms single shot. The output of the 
single shot is sent to the tape drive as a 
start-rewind pulse. The tape drive re
turns a select-and rewind level to the tape 
adapter which is sent to the selection and 
status indication logic as a rewind status 
level making the tape not prepared (see O. 8. 1). 
The fall in the 40 -ms pulse fires a pulse 
generator, the output of which becomes a 
disconnect pulse, terminating the compu-
ter's action in the rewind operation. The 
tape drive will continue to rewind the tape 
until the load point is reached. At this time, 
the rewind ·-status level is removed, and if 
the NIFA level is not present the tape drive 
is thereby returned to t~e prepared condition. 

D. PER(70) • Backspace 

1. Causes tape to move backwards over one record. 

a. I/ 0 inierlock is set during backspace. 
b. Selected tape drive must be ready. 
c. Tape drive becomes a prepared at the start 

of the backspace. 
d. Does not check I/ 0 interlock. 

Z. Special Conditions 

a. BSN (14) should be used to determine the end of 
the backspace operation. 

b. · If tape drive was in write status, tape will go 
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Note: When the l/ 0 inter 
lock is cleared 40mil-sec 
after a PER71 is given,, 
at lea•t 40 m~l-sec more 
must elapse before a 
PER71 is given to 
another drive. This is 
due to the BSS in l 3BJ, 
logic ·o. B. 2 

forward for 6 millisec before the backspace is started. 
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3. Backspace - Logic Analysis 

a. The backspace operation results in moving the 
tape backward a distance of one record, what
ever the length of the record. The operation is 
initiated by the computer with a PER(70) instruc
tion. Basically, the bacl:space operation involves 
a read operation during whil!h the reception of the 
sync pulses, as in a regular read operation, are 
applied to the missing pulse detector ma_intaining 
the backward motion of the tape. However, the 
tape is not read for data and there is no transfer 
to the IO element during the backspace operation. 
When the beginning of the record is reached the 
operation is terminated in a manner similar to 
that when the end of record is reached on a 
normal read operation. 

b. The backspace operation begins with reception 
(at the operation control logic, 0. 8. 2) of the 
start-backspace pulse which is generated at OT 9 
of the PER(70) instruct~on. The start-backspace 
pulse first determines whether the tape drive is 
in the read or write status. If in the write status 
the tape is moved forward for a distance equivalent 
to 6 ms. This is done by setting the go flip-flop 
(with the backspace-go pulse) and with the same 
pulse triggering the 6-:-ms single shot. (The back
space-go pulse also sets the normally clear select
read-delay flip-flop. The result of this action is 
explained below. ) The fall in the output of the 
single shot fires a PG. The output of the PG is 
the backspace-stop-1 pulse which clears the go 
flip-flop halting the forward motion of the tape. 
This slight movement for-ward is required to move 
the tape under the read-write head further into the 
interrecord gap, anticipating the imminent removal 
of current from the erase head when the read-write 
status flip-flop is switched to the read side. The 
removal of current from the erase head will cause 
a chang~ in magnetic flux, cutting the tape which 
when read may erroneously indicate a character. 

c. The output of the PG (which generated backspace
stop-1 pulse) triggers a 25-ms SS and sets the 
backward flip-flop. The output from the one side 
of the backward flip-flop is sent to the tape drive 
to prepare the drive mechanism to run in reverse. 
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d. The not-backward level (output of zero side of 
backward flip-flop) is now removed to decondition 
TPD circuits (0. 8. 3) which generate the request• 
break and the readout word-register pulses. Also 
deconditioned is the AND circuit involved with 
reading the end-of-file bits (0. 8. 4). 

e. The 25-ms SS provides the delay necessary for 
the tape drive to prepare to be run in reverse. 
The fall in the output of.the 25-ms SS fires a PG, 
the output of which is the start-read (backspace) 
pulse. This pulse will cause the same functions 
to be performed as the normal start-read pulse. 
Briefly, this involves the clearing of the read
write -status flip-flop in the tape drive (to obtain 
read-status output), setting of the go flip-flop, 
and, after a delay, the setting of the delayed-read- -
write flip-flop. Note that the previous setting of 
the ~elect-read-delay flip-flop inserts a 6-ms 
delay into the circuit rather than a 4-ms used for 
normal read operation. The extra delay is nec
essary because the tape was repositioned since 
the stari backspace had been initiated with the 
tape drive in the write status (see above). 

f. The tape will be read backward until the MPD 
detects· absence of sync pulses, at which time _it 
will cause generation of a pulse. This pulse 
clears the delayed-read-write flip-flop and after 
be~Jig gated by the gate conditioned by the clear 
side of the delay-backspace flip-flop and delayed 
1-ms it becomes the beginning-of-record (BOR) 
pulse which clears the go flip-flop. The same 
gated pulse, after a 3-ms delay, clears the 
backward flip-flop (returning the tape drive 
mechanism to normal and re -establishing the 
not-backward level). The pulse at the output of 
the 3-ms delay is delayed an additional 25 ms 
before it causes the generation of a disconnect 
pulse which ends the backspace operation. The 
delays are required to allow sufficient time for 
the tape drive mechanical elements to return 
to normal. 
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E. BSN(ll) 

1. Senses ready condition. 
2. Branches if not ready. 

F. BSN(lO) 
. . 

1. Senses tapes 'not prepared, 
2. Branches if tape drive "Not Prepared. " 
3. BSN - Logic Analysis 

There are two BSN codes which are used to sense 
for tape conditions: BSN 10, tapes _not prepared, 
and BSN 11, IO unit not ready. · (Note that these 
instructions actually check for the negative coridi• 
tion. ) ln order for either to be used properly a 
tape driver must be selected. 

In the tape adapter two gates are involved with the 
sense operation (tape status and indication logic, 
0. 8. 1). One of these is conditioned by either the 
write-, read-, or r~wind-status levels which, by 
their presense, indicate that the tape drive selected 
is in the ready condition. The other is conditioned 
when both the NIFA and rewind-status levels are 
absent (note the inverter). The absence of these two 
levels indicates a tape prepared condition. 

The two sense flip-flops (sense logic, O. 7. 4), the 
tapes-not-ready flip-flop and the tapes-not-prepared 
flip-flop, are set at PT 1 of the select instruction. 
It must be pointed out that if the prepared or· ready 
conditions are present when the BSN instruction is 
.operated, these flip-flops must be cleared in 9rder 
to properly not indicate the not-ready or not-pre
pared conditions. 

Accordingly with a PT 9 pulse of the BSN UO or 11) 
instruction (With tape-operate flip-flop set, tape con
trols logic, 0. 7. 8) the two gates (on O. 8. 1 and des
cribed above) are strobed. If the gates are conditioned 
(tapes ready and prepared) the output pulses are sent 
to the sense logic (O. 7. 4) where the tapes-not-rea~y 
and the tapes-not-prepared flip-flops are cleared; 
At OT 9 of the same BSN instruction, the check for 
the condition is made (see sense logic O. 7. 4) and the 
two sense flip-flops are again set. If the tapes are 
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not prepared (or not ready) the PT 9 pulse will not 
pass the gate on 0. 8. 1 and the not-prepared flip-flop 
will remain set. When at OT 9 the actual check is 
made, the not-prepared (or not-ready) condition is 
det.:!cted. 

G. PER(67) - Set Prepared 

' 
1. Clears NIFA FF in selected tape drive. 
2. Does not set the 1/0 interlock. 
3. ls not delayed by the 1/0 interlock. 
4. Set Prepared - Logic Analysis 

H. RDS 

a. In order to perform either the read or write oper
ation the prepared level must be present (see 
operation control logic, 0. 8. 2). The prepared 
level exists only if both the NIF A level and the 
rewind-status level are not up (see status and 
indication logic 0. 8. 1). 

b. The tape drive applies the rewind-status level to 
the tape adapter while the tape is being rewound 
and removes this Jevel automatically when the re
wind is complete. 

c. The tape drive applies the NIFA level to ~e tape 
adapter whenever the end-of -file record is either 
read or written. However, the NIFA level is re
moved only as a result of a positive action by the 
computer program. ·This positive action is the 
set-prepared operation (PER 67). At 01' 9 of 
the PER (67) instruction, a 15-microsecond single 
shot (0. 8. 1) is triggered and the output is sent to 
the tape drive as a set-prepared pulse. This set
prepared pulse clears the NIFA flip-flop removing 
the NIF A Level. 

d. During the backspace operation the 15-microsec
ond single shot is triggered automatically, thereby 
eliminating the need for the computer program to 
issue the seti-prepared instruction before back
spacing. 

1. This instruction causes tape to move forward over 
one record. 

a. I /0 interlock is' set by RDS instruction and cleared 
at the end of the record. 
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2. If RDS instruction with number of words specified is 
less than number contained in the record: 

a. Number of words specified are transferred. 
b. When the word counter' goes to zero, break re

quests are generated but are not honored by the 
computer. 

c. Tape moves to the end of the record. 
d. 1/0 interlock remains on until the end of the 

record is reached. 
e. RDS 0 ins~ruction causes one record on the tape 

to be skipped. 

1) Words will be read and transferred to the 
1/0 register but not to memory. 

3. RDS instruction with number of words specified is 
greater than number contained in the record. 

a. Entire record transfer red. 
b. Tape stops at the end of the record. 
c. 1/0 interlock cleared at the end of th~ record. 

I. Write 

1. This instruction causes one record to be written. 

a. The record length will be determined.by the num-
ber of words specified. 

b.. The I /0 interlock is set by the WRT instruction. 
c. Tape stops at the end of the record. 
d. The I /0 interlock is cleared at the end of the 

record. 
e. A WRT instruction when not ready or not pre

pared hangs up the computer as tape will not be 
moved and no disconnect pulses will be generated 
to clear the 1/0 interlock. 

2. WRT 0 

a. Causes computer to hang up. 

1) 1/0 interlock is set and not cleared. 
2) Tape will not start as a start write pulse is 

never· generated. (GTa. 5FV, Logic 0. 7. 8). 
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J. Summary Questions 

1. Problem 

Starting at load point write 4, 200 word records on TD 
#4 the first word to be written is in mem. location 
1, 000. Then write an end of file record. Backspace 
to the first record written. Read 200 words of the 1st 
record. Read 50 words of the 3rd record. Skip the 
4th record $nd read the next. 

After this operation is finished, rewind .and make sure 
we are prepared before halting. 

2. Answer Yes or No for each item. 

Delayed by Sets I/0 Must be Must be Clears the 
I/O Interlock Interlock Ready Prepared NIFA FF 

Set Prepared ,,.yv<f rr-1.f () ~ PER (67) 

Backspace .rJ () J;;P I. 

~ PER (70) 

Rewind 
~ rvtJ' 

(PER (71) ~ ./' 

W'rite EOF 111" ~ / PER (72) 

READS 1{~ RDS I 

Write 

·~ WRT 
/\I · .. ~ u' 
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X. Tape Adapter Unit #13 - Computer Control 

A. General 

The tape adapter circuitry is divided into two inain areas: 
one to effect the word transfer between the central com
puter and the tape drives, and the other to control the word 
transfers and associated operations such as rewtnd'and 
backspace. 

Page 2830 is an overall block diagram of the main areas 
of the tape adapter logic involved with tape operations 
under computer contr.ol. (All :test circuits and test control 
signals are ignored in this section.·) This diagram shows 
all the confrol levels and pulses and the· data transfer lines 
which connect the IO element with the tape drives. A study 
of this diagram is suggested to become familiar with the 
names of the various levels and pulses as well as the gen
eral principle of"operation of the tape adapter. 

The word-transfer logic area consists of the word register, 
character register, write-word switch, read-word switch,· 
word ring, and the end-of-file circuit .. 

The word register is used for temporary storage of the full 
33-bit computer word during reading or writing. The char
acter register receives the 6-bit characters from the tape 
drive on the read operation. The write-word switch under 
control of the word ring performs the function of breaking 
up the 33-bit computer word into 6-bit characters which 
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can be sequentially written on the tape. The read-word 
switch, also under control of the word ring, transfers the 
individual 6-bit characters read from the tape and stored 
in the character register to the proper bit positions in the 
word register. The word ring controls the word switches 
in timing with the character reading-writing rate of the 
tape drive. 

The control logic is made up of the selection-and-status -
indication circuitry (0. 8. 1), a grouping of circuits which 
is called operation control (O. ·8. 2), a clock which functions 
as a time-pulse generator (O. 8. 3), and a time -pulse dis
tributor (0. 8. 3). 

The main function of the selection-and-status-indication 
circuitry is to convert the select pulses to select levels 
and supply these levels to the tape drives. The operation
control logic processes the majority of the control signals 
from either the computer or the tape drives channeling 
these control signals to the proper circuits in the tape 
adapter unit. 

The clock is the original source of all timing pulses used 
in cyclic reading or writing operations. Its output of 
various levels and pulses is sent to the tape timing-pulse 
distribution (TPD) circuits. 

The tape TPD delivers the timing control pulses to the 
word transfer logic, the IO element of the computer, and 
the tape drives to properly sequence the reading or writing 
operations. 

B. Special Circuits 

1. Negative "OR" 

a. Definition and Description 

The negative OR is a logic circuit which furnishes 
a.negative output whenever eitheri .. of the two input 
voltap changes in the negative direction. 

In Central Computer logic, the negative OR is 
used in the character register of the tape ele
ment. It allows the tape flip-flop to be set either 
by a pulse read from the tape or by a write echo 
pulse which appears during the write operation. 
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The circuit will pass only negative pulses and is 
insensitive to positive pulses. 

b. Principles of Operation 

The input signal to the negative OR may be ap
plied to either of the two inputs to the circuit. 
Only one of the inputs is pulsed at any one time. 
In the no-signal condition, both inputs are at a 
high positive level. Capacitors Cl and C2 are 
charged to a potential equal to the applied volt
age, ancfno current flows through load resistors 
Rl and R2. When one of the inputs is pulsed, the 
negative -going edge of the pulse is differentiated 
by the RC network and passed to the output of the 
diode. 

In a similar manner, the positive-going edge of 
the input pulse results in a positive voltage across 
the load resistor associated with that input. T'he 
crystal diodes prevent the positive halves of the 
signals across the resistors from appearing at 
the output. 

2. Tape Shaper, Model A 

a. Purpose 

1) To c'i:mvert a 11 111 output of the read head am -
plifier to a signal which can set a FFF. 

b. Circuit blocks making up a tape shaper circuit. 

Model A Model A Model B 
Phase Gated Schmitt 
Splitter Mixer Trigger 
Vl-2 Shaper V4 

V3 
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c. Inputs 

Fig. A is a series of 11 111 observed from the sync 
read bus. The amplitude may vary from 5 to 25 
volts p/p for a" 111 bit with a signal reference of 
ground. A zero would be represented by no am
plitude. Regardless of the time interval between 
two 11 111 bits. the following 11 111 bit would always 
be of the opposite polarity to the preceding 11 111 

bit. 

There is a gating input to the circuit, +10 volts 
will enable reading; -30 volts will in.J:lib!t reading. 
The gating, signal is called "Read Status. 11 

d. Output of Tape Shaper. 

Shewn is a nominal output. Exact waveshapes will 
depend upon input signal and circuit components. 
Each pulse represents a 11 111 bit. Ea.ch 11 11' bit 
signal should set a FFF. 

e. Operating Standards for Tape Shaper 

1) Must reliably pick up all signals 5 volts p /p 
or greater. 

2) Must reject all inputs below 2 volts p/p. 
3) It must reject a 10 volt p/p sine wave at 50ke 

frequency. This is the criterion e.stablished 
in determining whether noise produced by 
metal flakes on the tape will set the flip-flop. 

f. Circuit Description 

The signal fr£:quency is norminally lOkc. In the 
input to Vl. it encounters an R-C filter to block 
60 c. p. s·. noise and a clipping network which will 
limit signal peaks to +4.5 volts and -4.5 volts de -
pending on the input polarity. 

The grid of Vl will have a signal of +4. 5 volts or 
-4. 5 volts amplitude referenced to ground .. Vl is 
connected in a split load, phase inverter circuit 
configuration. TubP.s V2A and V2B are also split 
load phase inverters, i.e., a positive signal on 
the grid will appear as a positive signal on the 
cathode and an inverted signal on the plate. 
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WAVEFORM - TAPE SHAPER.CIRCUIT 

:fig. A •. 
Input from •ync track 5 V/CM 20 uuc/CM 
@ 0 volt• 

Fig. B. 
Grid of VIA 
5 V/CM 20 usec/CM@ 0 Tblte 

Fig. C. "': 
Grid of V3A (Output of Mixer) 
2V /CM 20 ueec/CM @ 0 volts 

Fig. D 
Grid of V4A (Schmitt Trigger) 
20 VI CM 20 usec/ CM @ -40 volte 

Fig. E • 
. Output V4B (Schmitt Trigger). 
50 V/CM 20 uaec/CM@ JlSO volts. 

Note: Figs. A thru G are waveahapee of the Sync Track 
Fig. H. la a track with lOOOOOIOOOOOl 
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Fig. F 
Input to MTI (Write Echo Pulse). 
20 V/CM 20 usec/CM@ -20Volts.::r 

I • 

Fig. G. 
Output of MTI 
50 V /CM 20 usecs/CM @ I 150 Volt.a f:', 

Fig. H 
Diode mixer output (Top Wave) 
Compared to Schmitt Trig. output 
of 1000001000001 50 V/CM I 00 usec/CM 
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Because the cathode and plate load resistors are 
the same for Vl, V2A, and V2B, the signal am
plitudes are nominally equal. 

Assume a positive signal (+4. 5V) on the grid of 
Vl. The cathode of Vl swings positive while the 
plate swings negative by 4. 5 volts. The negative 
change of the plate of Vl is coupled to the grid of 
V2A which causes the cathode of V2A to swing 
negative by 4. 5 volts. This negative change is 
coupled through the capacitor off of the cathode 
of V2A. · During this time, the cathode of Vl will 
couple a +4. 5 volt change to the grid of V2B which 
causes the plate of V2B to swing negative by 4. 5 
volts. This negative shift is felt by the capacitor 
off of the plate of V2B. Thus, the capacitors off 
the cathode of V2B and the plate of V2A both feel 
a negative so that the junction of these two capaci
tors will go negative. This negative change is 
passed to the grid of V 3A through the right hand 
side of the diode-resistor network (A). A negative 
signal on the grid of Vl would cause a negative 
signal to be routed to the grid of V3A through the 
left side of the diode-resistor network (A). Net
work (A) is a full wave rectifier. Thus, a positive 
or negative signal on the grid of Vl will result in a 
negative swing to the grid of V3A. V3A and V3B 
are amplifiers so that the output signal of V3B is 
an in phase but amplified version of the grid sig
nal to V3A. 

The negative going signal from the plate of V3B is 
coupled to the grid of V4A. The grid of V4A is 
bias such that -11 volts is· the cutoff point. Re -
generative feedback from the cathode of V4B to 
the cathode of V4A will speed up the swichover of 
cutting off V4A wheri the grid of V4A starts below 
-11 volts. This -11 volts corresponds closely to 
the zero axis crossing point ol the original. signal. 
Thus, when the grid of V4A goes below -ll volts,· 
the regenerative action quickly cuts off V4A and 
V4B goes into conduction. The plate of V4B 
couples a negative signal into the grid of V5A which 
will cutoff V5A and bring V5B into conduction. The 
plate of V5A goes positive, thus the FF is set. 
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In summary, a positive or negative signal 5 volts 
or greater in amplitude will cause the correspond
ing FF in the character register to be set. 

5. FFF - Flip-Flo.p (Vl) 

a. S~t input is a negative signal fl'.om the BST or the 
M!rl. 

b. Clear input is a' standard pulse. 

6. M Tl - Tape Inver~er (V5~) 

a. Input is a positive pulse from the write echo bus. 
b. Output is a negative pulse fed to the FFF. 
c. Definition and Description 

The model M tape inverter (MTI) is a nonlogic 
circuit which amplifies and inverts the write echo 
pulsea;; from the tape and feeds them to a negative 
OR circuit. 

d. Principles of Operation 

The MTI is maintained in a nonconducting state 
by an externally supplied' negative d-c level applied 
to the grid of Vl through resistor Rl. The voltage 
at the plate of Vl is +140V in this condition. When 
a write echo pulse (about 30V in amplitude) is ap
plied to the input, Vl goes into conduction and the 
plate voltage decreases to about +75V. The output 
of Vl, taken from the plate is then fed to part of 
the negative OR circuit. The short time constant 
of network C2 and R3 results in peaking of the 
waveform. C 1 and Ll improve the transition time 
of the circuit. 

7. A MPD - Missing Pulse Detector 

a. Input is a standard pulse. 
b. Output is at +10 volts as long as the input pulses 

arrive regularly. 

1) When 150 usecs elapses from the previous in
put pulse, the output drops to -30 volts. 

Note: Only one input pulse will cause the output to 
go to +10 volts. 
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c, . Definition and Description 

The model A missing-pulse detector (AMPD) is a 
logic circuit which is used in the magnetic _tape 
system of the Central Computer. The A MPD pro
vides a constant, positive d:..c output as long as 

· standard pulses are applied to it. When the pulses 
are discontinued or occur at a too low rate of 
repetition, the output falls to a constant negative 
d-c level. 

d. Principles of Operation 

With no signal applied, the A MPD maintains an 
output d-c level of -30V. This condition results 
from the cutoff bias which is provided to the 1rid 
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of Vl by a voltage divider betwee~ the -300V and 
-150V supplies. The plate of Vl tries to rise to 
+150V, but the grid of V3 draws current and clamps 
the Vl plate, setting its upper limit at approximately 
1round potential. Since V3 conducts heavily, its 
plate voltage drops. This causes the voltage level 
at the output of the A MPD to fal~ until clamped to 
-30V by CR2. 

Assl.lDle that a single standard pulse is applied to 
the AMPD. This pulse is coupled to the grid of 
Vl, causing the tube to conduct. Capacitor C2, 
which is normally at ground potential, shorts any 
quick variation in voltage and consequently charges 
very rapidly in a negative direction by passing the 
full conductic;m current of Vl. When C2 has charged 
to -30V, V2 begins to conduct and passes all the 
tube current of Vl, except for the small current 
passed by the Vl plate load and the current nee-

. essary to keep C2 charged to -30V for the duration 
of the pulse. When the voltage across C2 falls · 
from ground to -30V, V3A cuts off, its plate volt
age rises, and the MPD output level rises until ·it 
is clamped at +lOV by CR3. V3A remains cut off 
as long as its grid is more negative than -6V. 
Since the fall time at V3 is very short, the positive 
feedback has very littl~ effect in improving the 
speed ol the cin:Wt. 
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As the input pulse dies, V 1 cuts off and C2 begins 
to charge from - 30V toward + l 50V through R3. 
When C2 has charged to -6V, V3A begins-to eon
duct. During the first instant of conduction, the 
plate voltage of V3A is lowered slightly, causing 
the plate voltage of V3B to rise slightly. This 
slight rise at V3B plate is coupled to the grid of 
V3A. Thus, the first instant of conduction in 
V3A is the trigger .that starts the regenerative 
feedback action. V3A is quickly brought into full 
conduction and the output falls, returning the cir
cuit to its steady-state condition. C2 offers no 
opposition to the feedback action. The feedback 
circuit improves the fall time by a factor of 7. 

Now assume that a steady train of standard pulses 
is applied to the A MPD input. If the time between 
pulses is less than the delay time as set by the 
values of R3 and C2, the output will be a steady 
+lOVdc level since C2 must begin to charge from 
-30V toward +150V after each pulse. If the pulses 
occur at such a rate that the time between them is 
greater than the delay time of the AMPD, •the .cir
cuit will be allowed to return to its stable state 
after each pulse. \. 

Missing-Pulse Detector, Model A, .Function 
of Detail Parts 

Reference 
Symbol 

Rl, R2 

'+. 
Function 

Voltage divider 

2950 

R3 Part of timing circuit in Vl plate 
load (with C2) 

R4 

R5 

R6 

R7 

RB 

Grid-limiting resistor 

V3A _plate load and part of voltage 
divider (with R6, RS) 

Part of voltage divider (with R5, RS) 

V3B plate load resistor 

Part of voltage divider (with R5, R6) 
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Missing-Pulse Detector, Model A, Function 
of Detail Parts (Cont'd) 

Reference 
Symbol 

R9 

CRl 

CR2 

Cl 

C2 

C3 

C4 

C5 

Function 

V3B cathode output resistor 

Clamping diode for + lOV output 

Clamping diode for - 30V output 

Input coupling capacitor 

Part of timing circuit (with R3) 

Speedup capacitor 

Compensating capacitor 

Feedback coupling capacitor 

8. Single Shot Delays 

Input Bss 25 us EPG I 
Input ~ 

I 

I \ { 25 usec. 
Bss I I 

Output ~ 
'< 25 usec. 

a. The Model E Pulse Generator is triggered by a 
negative shift The output of the EPG is a standard 
pulse. 

b. The illustration shows a 25 usec delay before the 
EPG is triggered to sendout a pulse. 

Note: Single shot delays are used extensively in Unit #13. 
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C. Summary Questions 

1. What is the maximum time between the input pulses 
that will keep the output of the MPD from falling? 

2. How many bit positions are there in the character 
register? 

3. What are the input and output signals of the TPS? 

4. What signal will enable the GMS to pass a signal 
during a read operation? 

5. Not including the sync track, how many data bits are 
read simultaneously from tapes? 

2970 

6. Where are th~ data bits stored until the complete computer 
wor~.iis. assembled? 

D. Tape Adapter Control and Transfer Circuits 

1. Clock and Pulse Distributor 

a. Osc. and Osc. Gate 

1) 
2) 
3) 

Osc 1190 KC '· 
Pulses from SH every. 84 usec. 
Pulses gated through GT 6 13ACr when Osc. 
Gate FF is set. 

b. Freq. Divider 

1) Halves output frequency of Osc. Gate. 
2) Output pulses at 1. 68 usec. 

C. C. Vol. 2 
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Note: 

. Magnetic Tape Element 

c. Clock 

1) 5 stage FF counter 
2) Cycles in approximately 53. 8 usec. 

d. Pulse Generation 

1) Various clock levels brought into 34AG to gate 
clock pulses. · 

2) Write status clock pulses. 

a) Clock = 8 (Request break when word 
ring = 1) 

b) Clock = 13 
c) Clock = 24 (Write) 
d) .. Clock = 28 (Sample Error) 
e) Clock= 29 
f) Clock = 32 

3) Read Status 

a) Clock resets at Clock = 16 
b) Clock pulses 

(1) Clock = 12 (Sample Error) 
(2) Clock = 13 
(3) Clock = 16 

During write operation, the clC1ck steps ·C:ont~nually 
from o(lO) through 31Ho> back to ·o(lo)· .. Duri~~ r:ead 
operation, the sync bit starts the clock which s'teps 
from O(lO) through 15(lO) then the clock stops stepping 
until the next sync bit starts it again. 

E. The Tape Character Register 

1.. Function 

a. Read Operation - Stores the information read from 
tape, character by character for transfer to the 
word register. 

b. Write Operation - Used only for error checking 
when in test. 

2. Simplified Logic Diagram 

The diagram illustrates the read circuitry. 
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Magnetic Tape Element 

3. Read Operation Analysis of Fig. 

a. Read status level is +10 volts to enable the GMS 
output. 

b. The R/W head senses .a· change of flux which in
duces a sinusoidal voltage in the RI W head. 

c. The amplifier ou~put is 20 volts. p/p sine wave. 
d. The TPS converts this to 2 sinusoidal signals. 

180° out of phase. 
e. The GMS is triggered by a negative signal and 

produces a negative signal output. 
f. The ST is triggered by th~ negative signal to pro

duce a negative shift in its square wave output. 
g. The negative shift of the ST sets the flip-flop in 

the character register. Thus. information is 
read into the character register, then transferred 
into the word register. (Except for- sync track. ) 

h. When the sync FF is set, the "O" side. shifts nega
tive firing the EPG. The EPG output brings the 
MPD output to +10 and stays there until 150 usecs 
elapses. I.f tlte MPD output falls, the EPG sends 
a pulse to stop readitl.g. · · · 

4. Su~mary Questions 

a. Is there an 'MPD circuit for each of the· 7 tracks 
on tape? 

b. Is the character register used in write operation? 
·C. What determines to what FF' s in the word register 

the data read will go? 
d. On CC Vol. 2 Logic O. 8. 3 i3ACH1 is open. What 

effect will this have writing·? Reading? 

5. ·Answers to Summary Questions 

a. No, only sync. 
b. Yes, only in test. 
c. The word ring 
d. WRT = no effect. Read = cannot start the clock, 

thus data is not sent to the word register, no 
break requests are generated. 

F. Tape Word Register 

1. 33 bit register 
2. Receives or transfers computer words to or from the 

IO register. 
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.3. Used as buffer storage. 
4. Inputs to the word register: 

a. Read - character register 
b. Write - IO register 

5. Output of the word register: 

' 
a. Read - to IO register 
b. Write - to write bus 

G. Word Ring 

1. Six FF ring counters 
2. Controls the sequence of transfer. 
3. Write Status 

a~ Reset to 100000 
b. Break request WR = 1, Clock = 8 
c. WR = 1, clock = 24 write 1st character. 
d. Each clock pulse = 32 steps the word ring. 

WR = 2, clock = 24 write 2nd character, 
WR = 3, clock = 24 write 3rd character, 
WR = 4, clock = 24 write 4th character, 
WR = 5, clock = 24 write 5th character, 
WR = 6, clock = 24 write 6th character. 

4. Read Status 

a. Word ring stepped by clock pulse = 13. Each 
word ring stepping pulse transfers the character 
register contents to the word register. 

Note: Word ring l, clock = 16 cannot occur at this time 
because clock = 13 steps WR to 2. 

b. When WR = 6, clock = 13 loads 6th character into 
the word register and steps the WR to 1. Now 
WR = l, clock = 14, 15, then 16. WR = 1, clock = 
16 generates break request for transfer of the 
word register to the IO register. 
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H. Tape Drive Selection 

1. The central computer selects a tape drive with the 
SEL instruction in which the octal interval code (11-
16' specifies the desired tape drive. When the SEL 
instruction is executed .. a control-clear-deselect 
pulse (at OT 5) from the selection element will clear 
six select flip-flops in the tape adapter unit (selection 
and status indication circuitry). At PT 1 of the same 
SEL instruction, one of the select flip-flops will be 
set (depending on which octal interval code is speci
fied). The .set-ou\put level of the selected flip-flop 
is applied to the address select switches in each of 
the tape drives which are electrically connected to 
the tape adapter. 

2. In the tape drive the select level will join with the 
ready ccndition level in an AND circuit to produce a 
select -and-ready level which is distributed throughout 
the tape drive, preparing it to accept an imminent 
write, read, backspace, or rewind direction from the 
tape adapter unit. 

3. The selected tape drive is the only tape drive which 
can be operated by the computer. 

Note: Any tape drive that is addressed to the selected 
address will be selected. More than one drive 
may be selected. 

4. The deselect pulse, mentioned above, performs a 
reset operation in several other control circuits in 
addition to clearing the select flip-flops. These con
trol circuits are listed for convenient reference: 

a. Clear word-counter -zero flip-flop (O. 8. 2) 
b. Clear go flip-flop (0. 8. 2) 
c. Clear end-of-file flip-flop (0. 8. 3) 
d. Clear delayed-backspace flip-flop (0. 8. 2) 
e. Clear backward fli.p-flop (0. 8. 2) 
f. Clear delayed-read-write flip-flop (0. 8. 2) 
g. Clear select-read-delay flip-flop (0. 8. 2) 
h. Set word-ring-1 flip-flop (O. 8. 1) 
i. Clear word-ring-2 through 6 flip-flops (0. 8. 1) 
j. Generate reset-word-reg pulse (0. 8. 3) 
k. Generate clock-reset pulse (0. 8. 3) 
1. Clear character reg. (O. 8. 3) 
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I. The Write Operation 

1. At any time following the execution of the SEL instruc
tion the WRT instruction may be executed to initiate 
the transfer of dat.a from core memory to the selected 
magnetic tape. (This is true provided no other select 
instruction has been given in the meantime.) 

2. Within the computer proper, the execution of the WRT 
instruction cau~es the setting of the IO interlock and 
the transfer of the 11 s complement of the address por -
tion of the instFuction to the IO word counter to specify 
the number of words to be transferred. At PT 6 of a 
WRT instruction following a tape SEL instruction a 
start-write-tapes pulse will be generated in the IO 
element and delivered to the tape adapter unit (operation 
control circuitry, 0. 8. 2). When the start-write pulse 
arrives, a set-write-status level (output of 15-micro
second SS) is generated and sent to the tape drive, pro
vided the prepared and the select -and-not-file -protec -
tion levels are present. In the tape drive the set-write
status level sets the read-write-status trigger (flip
flop) to the write-status condition. The write -status 
output of this trigger is returned to the t~e adapter 
unit (operation control circuitry, 0. 8. 3) where it is· 
distributed throughout the tape adapter to be involved 
in the generation of control signals for the write 
operation. 

3. The decay in the output of the 15-usec SS which was 
used to generate the set-write -status level triggers 
a PG, the output of which will set the go flip-flop and, 
as a read-write-go pulse, initiate a start-delay pulse. 
The output of the go flip-flop is sent to the tape drive 
to start the tape motion. The start-delay pulse enters 
effective delay circuits (SS's and PG's) to hold up 
further action in the tape adapter unit (approximately 
10 ms) until the tape is moving at operating speed. If 
the tape was initially at the load point an additional 
delay period of 40 ms is provided to allow the tape to 
move past the load point. 

4. At the end of the required delay a delayed-read~write 
pulse sets the oscillator-gate flip -flop (time pulse 

. generator and distribution circuitry, 0. 8. 3) to start 
the stepping of the clock, and· also to become a reset
character-register pulse (word transfer circuitry, 
o. 8. 4). 
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5. From this point the clock and TPD (O. 8. 3) will supply 
most of the control pulses necessary to effect the cyclic 
write operation. 

6. The first control pulse to be generated by the clock 
for the write operation will be the request-break pulse 
which was the 8th clock-stepping pulse. It is necessar
ily generated only once for each full computer word to 
be written on tape. (A word-ring-1 level, necessary 
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for the request break pulse, ensures this. ) The re -
quest-break pulse is sent to the 10 element. Within a 
few microseconds the .first word to be written on ti:p e 
will be transferred to the word register (word transfer 
circuitry, 0. 8. 4) via the 10 register. The output of the 
word register (levels from the one sides of the individual 
bit flip-flops) is applied to the write word switch (word 
transfer logic 0. 8. 4). Note that the word ring also sup
plies levels to the write -word switch, 

7. The arrangement of the word-transfer logic is ex- Refer to O. 8. 4 
plained for the write operation. The 33 pulse lines 
from the 10 register are shown at the left edge of the 
logic sheet. These lines are joined in a single heavy 
line which runs along the bottom of the sheet. The 33 
flip-flops that make u~ the word register are arranged 
in six vertical columns. The inputs to the word-reg-
ister flip-flops can be seen being taken off the· heavy 
lines. 

8. The level output from the one side of each of the word 
register flip-flops serves as a condition level for a gate 
and as one input to a two-way AND circuit. (The gates 
are used during the read operation. ) The other input 
to each of the AND circuits is from the one side of one 
of the word-ring flip-flops. These AND circuits con
stitute the write word switch. ·Corresponding AND cir
cuits (see table) are joined in OR circuits which are 
the inputs to the write bus line going to the tape drives. 
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Corresponding Word-Register Bits and Word-Ring Flip-Flops 

Word 
Ring 
FF Bit Positions in Word Register · 

1 31 32 33 ·* * * 
2 25 26 27 28 29 30 

3 19 20 21 22 23 24 

4 13 14 15 16 17 18 

5 7 8 9 10 11 12 

6 1 2 3 4 5 6 

*End-of-file bits 

9. Orily one of the word-ring flip-flops is set at any one 
time. (Initially the deselect sets the word-ring-1 flip
flop. ) As each group of AND circuits is conditioned, a 
character is written on the tape. 

The next control pulse which occurs with the 2.4th .step
ping pulse triggers a 15-microsecond SS. The output 
of the single shot is called the write pulse and is sent to. 
the tape drive where it actuates the write circuits to 
cause writing the one bits (of the first character) sent 
over on the write-bus lines. The write bus level for 
the sync bit, which is written as a one bit for eac.h. 
character, is supplied from an AND circuit (O. 8. 2), 
the inputs to which are the write-status level and the 
level from the one side of the delayed read-write flip·· 
flop. 

10. With the 32nd clock stepping pulse the step-word-ring 
pulse is generated and sent to the word ring. The 
second flip-flop in the word ring is now set and its 
output is applied to the second group of AND circuits 
in the write word switch. The 32nd clock-stepping 

·pulse also leaves all' flip-flops in the clock clear, 
completing the cycle of control pulse gP.neration. 
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11. The process just explained for the transfer of a char
acter to the tape drive is repeated until t~e entire word 
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in word register has been transferred, At the com -
pletion of the last (sixth) transfer cycle, the step-word
ring pulse will set the word-ring-1 flip -flop. The follow -
ing 8th clock-stepping pulse will become another request
break pulse, and the next full word to be written on the 
tape will be sent from the IO element. 

12. The write operation is terminated when the word 
counter (IO element) goes to zero and a word-counter
zero pulse is sent to the tape adapter (0. 8. 2). The 
word-counter-zero pulse sets the word-counter-zero 
flip-flop, the one side of which conditions a gate 
strobed by the word-ring-5 pulse. When the word
ring-5 pulse (that which steps word ring to six) is 
generated it sets the 2nd-word-counter -zero flip-flop. 
The word-ring-6 pulse strobes the gate conditioned 
by the one side of the 2nd word-counter-zero flip-flop 
and becomes a reset-clock pulse whiCh clears the 
oscillator-gate flip-flop, effectively removing the 
source of clock-stepping pulses. 

13. With the clock turned off, the write operation ceases. 
All that remains is to generate a disconnect pulse which 
is used to make certain resets in the tape adapter and 
is sent to the IO element to clear the IO interlock. The 
explanation of the generation of this pulse follows. 

14. During the write operation, certain circuitry connected 
with the writing of the sync bit was operative, but since 
it is involved with the termination of the write operation 
its explanation has been deferred until this point. 

15. In the tape drive write circuitry for each of' the seven 
bits an output is generated each time a one bit is to 
be written and sent to the tape adapter. They are 
called the write-e~ho pulses. The write-echo pulses 
from the data-bit "1rite circuits are used only for test 
purposes. 1 

16. The write-echo-syn\ pulse from the tape drive is in
verted so that the l~~~ing edge of the pulse will set the 
sync bit flip-flop (O. 8. 2). (Note that a read sync pulse 
is connected through the OR circuit to the one side of 
the sync bit flip-flop. This is explained with the read 
operation. The sync -bit flip-flop is cleared between 
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successive write-echo-sync pulses with a gated 13th, 
clock-stepping pulse providing the necessary shift in 
the output from the zero side (+10 -30 volts) to trigger 
a pulse generator with the reception of each write
ecLo pulse. 

17. The output pulse from the pulse generator passes a 
gate conditioned by the one side output of the delayed 
read-write flip-flop and becomes the input pulse to 
the missing pulse detector (MPD). The MPD operates 
in such a manner that its output will remain at the +10 
volts as long as a pulse arrives at its input at least 
once every 150 microseconds. Normally the write-
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echo pulses arrive approximately every 50 microsecopd'3. 
When the generation of the write -echo pulses is halted, 
the output of the MPD will fall to -30V after 150 micro
seconds and trigger a pulse generator. 

18. The output pulse from the PG passes the gate condi
tioned by the zero side of delayed-backspace flip-f~op 
(which is cleared during wr~te operation) to become 
the end-of-record pulse. This pulse passes a gate 
conditioned by the write-status level and fires a ,150-: 
microsecond BSS. The drop in the level output of the 
SS triggers a pulse generator, the pulse output of 
which becomes the end-of-record (wriie) pulse and 
which also triggers a 15 -microsecond SS generating 
the reset-write-triggers pulse. The end-of-record 
(write) pulse passes through an OR circuit to become 
the disconnect pulse. In addition to being sent to the 
IO element to cle.ar the IO interlock, the disconnect 
pulse also: 

a. Clears the go flip-flop. 
b. Clears the wd-ctr-0 flip-flop. 
c. Clears the end-of-file flip-flop. 
d. Performs some of the functions of a deselect. 

pul~e (O. 8. 1) which: 

1) Clears the delayed read-write flip-flop. 
2) Clears select-read-delay flip-flop. 
3) Sets word-ring-1 flip-flop. 
4) Clears word-ring-2 through 6 flip-~lops. 
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J. Write Operation, Logic Analysis 

1. Start Write Pulse: 

a. Checks prepared GT V9BF 
b. Checks file protection GT V8BF 

1) If file protection is on, pulse becomes a 
gated disconnect. 

c. Fires 15 usec. bSS to place drive into Write 
Status. 

d. Falling output of 15 usec. bSS fires an EPG. 
e. Pulse sets GO FF and starts delay to allow tape 

to come up to speed. 

1) If not at Load Point, delay is 10 milliseconds. 
2) If at Load Point, delay is 50 milliseconds. 

a) Extra 40 milliseconds is to allow tape 
to clear Load Point. 

f. At end of delay: 

1) Delayed R/W FF is set 
2) Clock is started, 
3) Character register is reset. 
4)" Word ring is equal to one. 

g. Clock = 8, Word Ring = 1 

1) Request break 

h. Clock= 24, Word Ring = 1 

1) • Write 1st character. 
2) Pulse MPD 

i. Clock= 32 

1) Step word ring - word ring = 2 

j. Cycle repeats until complete word is written. 

l) Word register is reset by word ring 6 
pulse. 
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k. Break requests continue and information is trans -
ferred until word counter goes equal to zero. 

1) "Word counter equals zero" pulse sets FF7 
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13 BM. 0. 8. 2 
. 2) Word ring 6 pulse of last word resets clock. O. 8. 2 
3) MPD output falls generating "End of Record" 

pulse. 0. 8, 2 
4) End of Record pulse delayed 150 microseconds 

and gated as disconnect. 0. 8. 2 

a) Clears .GO FF. 
b) Clears 1/0 interlock. 

K. Summary Questions 

Refer to CC Vol. 2 Logic as indicated. 

1. State the purpose of the 15 usec delay prqvid~d by bSS 
V2A, 3 13BF. 

2. A start write pulse into (O. 8. 2) 13BFJ1 will be delayed 
15 use cs and· then 50 msecs if the tape drive is at load 

. point. The 50 msec delay is broken up into a 40 msec 
and 10 msec delay. State the purpose for these delays. 

3. What controls the writing of the sync track during a 
write operation? 

4. Identify by clock pulse and/or word riag the following 
signals: 

a. Write pulse 
b. Break Req (WRT) 
c. Step word ring (WRT) 
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CLEAR SYNC BIT FF 

GENERATE WRITE (15USECl ( 111 CHARACTER, 
2nd WO WRITTEN ON TAPE) 

STEP WORD RING (I TO 2) 
..___{COMPLETE WRITING OF znd 

WORD 

'f e•h CLOCK STEP (TO OBTAIN 3•d a LAST WORD) . 

$.~ TO 1t.5uSEC 

I CLEAR SYNC BIT FF 

_l SET WORD CTR ZERO FF 

~STEP WORO RING l5 TO 6)-BECOMES WORD RING 
j5 5 PULSE-SETS 2nd WORD CTR ZERO FF 

I STEP WORD RING l6TO1)-BECOMES WORD.RING 
6 PULSE ANO BECOMES RESET CLOCK PULSE 
WHICH CLEARS DSC GATE FF 

Write Operation, Timing Chart 
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STAllT READ PULSE (PT-6 OF ROS l"ISTRUCTIO"ll 
SET READ STATUS TRIGGER 15USEC SS 

READ/WRITE GO PULSE (FALL OF SS OUTPUT) 
THEN START DELAY sn GO FF, TRIGGER SS 
IF "IOT AT L.P. 

DELAY READ/WRITE 
PULSE . 

READ (SYNC) PULSE 
GATED SYNC PULSE 

STEP WO RING (WO 
Rl"IG I PULSE) 

APPROX 4MS 

(FALL OF SS OUTPUT! 
SET DELAYED READ/WRITE FF 

APPROX 6MS 

(FIRST CHAR IN CHAR REGl SET OSC GATE FF 
0.9 TO I. 7 USEC 

1•t CLOCK STEP PULSE 

(131h CLOCK STEP PULSE) TRA"ISFER 111 CHAR 
TO WO REG (BITS 31, 32 a 33) 

RESET CHAR REG (13lh CLOCK STEP PULSE DELAYED 0.5 USEC) 

~~S~~ RESET PULSE ll61h CLOCK STEP PULSE) 

READ lSY"IC) PULSE (2nd CHAR 1"1 CHAR REG) SET OSC GATE FF 
GATED SYNC PULSE 0.9 TO 1.7USEC 

I 1t CLOCK STEP PULSE 

(13th CLOCK STEP PULSE) TRANSFER znd CHAR 
TO WORD REG (BITS 25-30) 

_ ·- ll31h CLOCK STEP PULSE DELAYED 0.5 USEC) 

ll61h CLOCK STEP PULSE) 

STEP WO RING (WO 
RING 6 PULSE l '--

RESET CHAR REG 
CLOCK RESET PULSE} 
REQUEST BREAK, 
READ OUT WO REG 

ENO OF RECORD PULSE 
END OF RECORD 
(READ) PULSE, 
DISCONNECT PULSE 

READ CYCLES FOR 3•d, 4lh ANO 5th CHAR 

l61h CHAR IN CHAR REG) SET OSC GATE FF 

- (13lh CLOCK STE~ PULSE l TRANSFER 61h CHAR 
TC WO REG l!llTS 1-6) 

I 131" CLOCK STEP PULSE DELAYED 0.5USECl 

ll61h CLOCK STEP PULSE I COMPLETE WO \33 
BITS) TRANSFERED TO 10 REG 

(161h CLOCK STEP PULSE DELAYED 0.5USECl 

l 150USEC SINCE LAST READ (SY"ICl PULSE 
MPO OUTPUT FALLS) 

Read Operation, Timing Chart 
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L. Read Operation • 

1. 

2. 

Prior to issuing the RDS instructi9n the computer se
lects the desired tape dhve. 

At PT 6 of the RDS instruct~on the start-read pulse is 
received at the operation control logic, 0. 8. 2. The 
action of the start-:read pulse .is identical to that of 
the start-write pulse except that the read-write~status 
flip-flop in the tape drive is cleared and a read-status 
level returned to the tape adapter unit. 

3. The fall in the output of the 15 microsecond single shot 
(source of set-read-status level) causes the generation 
of the read-write-go pulse and the setting of the go 
flip-flop. A delay is instituted to allow time for the 
drive to attain operating speed before setting the de
layed read-write-flip-flop. The action by the start
read pulse is completed at this point and it remains 
now for the tape adapt~r unit to receive a read (sync) 
pulse from the tape drive before the read operation 
continues. 

4. The read (sync) pulse will result in the setting of the 
sync-bit flip-flop just as did the write-echo pulse. 
When the negative shift occurs the output of the clear 
side of the sync-bit flip-flop causes the pulse genera
tor to generate a pulse which passes the gate condi
tioned by the one side of the delayed read-write flip
flops. Throughout the read operation these gated sync 
pulses will be used to set the oscillator -gate flip-flop 
since as each character is read the clock is tuq1ed off. 
The gated sync pulses also set the MPD as explained 
for the write operation. 

5. At the same instant the read (sync) pulse is received, 
the character register (word transfer logic, 0. 8. 4) is 
set with the data bHs in the first character sent from 
the tape drive on the read bus. The read pulses are 
shaped by a tape phase splitter (TPS), a gate mixer' 
shaper (GMS) (note the read status level), and a 
schmitt trigger (ST). The output of the one sides of 
the individual flip-flops in the charaC'ter register con
ditions gates in the read-word switch which will be 
strobed by the word-ring stepping pulses the contents 
of the character' register thereby bP.ing transferred to 
the appropriate flip-flops in the wo:r.d register. 
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6. The. first control pulse to be generated during the first 
clock cycle is the step-word-ring-1 pulse which will 
step the word ring from 1 to 2. This is the 13th clock
stepping pulse. The first character is now transferred 
to .he word register. The 13th clock-stepping pulse is 
delayed 0. 5 microsecond to become a reset-character
register pulse which is used to clear the character -
register preparing it for reception of the second char
acter. When the 16th clocK-stepping pulse is produced 
a clock-reset pulse is generated which clears the 
oscillator-gate flip-flop. The individual flip-flops in 
the clock register and the frequency division flip-flop 
are cleared with the delayed clock reset pulse. 

7. The operation just described will be repeated until 
all siK characters are transferred to the word register. 

8. The 16th clock-stepping pulse of the sixth character 
transfer-clock cycle gated by a word-ring-1 level be
comes a request-break pulse .. Also with the gated
stepping pulse a read-out-word-register pulse is gen
erated which causes the transfer of the word just read 
from tape to the IO register. The gated 16th clock
stepping pulse is delayed 0. 5 microsecond and is then 
distributed as a reset-word-register pulse. 

9. The read operation is terminated when the end of the 
record is reached. The end-of-record condition is 
detected by the MPD as explained in the write opera
tlon. As in the write operation a disconnec~ pulse is 
generated as a result of the MPD firing a pulse gen
erator. 

10. If the RDS instruction specifies fewer words than are 
in the record that is read, the read operation con
tinues without' change, after the word counter goescto 
zero, until the end of the record is reached. (The 
word-counter-0 pulse is gated by the write-status 
level. See 0. 8. 2.) However, the computer ignores 
the words coming into the IO register after the word 
counter reaches zero and they are not stored. in core 
memory. 
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M. Read OperatiQ.ll - Logic Analysis 

1. Instruction pulses start read line. 

a. Prepared GT checked. 
b. 15 usec delay started. 

1) Rising output of bSS.places drive in read 
status. 

c. Delayed pulse 

1) Sets GO FF. 
2) Starts delay. 

a) At load point delay is 24 Msec. 
b) Not at load point delay is 4 Msec. 

d. End of delay 

1) Sets delayed R/W FF. 
2) Resets character register. 
3) Tape is moving forward. 
4) Clock is not running. 
5) Word ring equals one. 

e. When first character passes over R/W head: 

1) Sync bit brings up MPD. 
2) Data appears in character register. 
3) Clock is started. 

f. Clock = 13 

1) Information transferred from character reg
ister to wcrd register. 

2) Word ring stepped to 2. 
3) Character register reset. 

g. Clock= 16 

1) Clock reset and stopped. 

h. Cycle repeats for each character in the word, 
starting when a sync bit is read. 

i. When sixth character is read: 

3160 
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1) _Clock = 13 ~u_l~~eys ,;~or~. ~ing to 1. 
2) Clock = 16 pulse -

a) Resets clock .. 
b) Requests break. 
c) Transfers information to I/0 register. 

j. Cycle repeats until end of record is reached. 

1) Output of MPD falls. 

a) Delayed R/ WFF is cleared. 
b) Disconnect generated. 
c) I/0 interlock cleared. 
d) GO FF cleared. 

k. Tape stops. 

2. RDS 0 instruction operates in the same manner except 
that C. C. does not accept break requests. 

a. Tape drive will read one record. 
b. No information will be accepted by C. C. 
c. At the end of record, a disconnect is generated 

which will clear I/O interlock. 

Note: A RDS "O" will move tape whereas a WRT "O" 
will not move tape. (Logic 0. 7. 8 due to GTV85FV 
which will inhibit WRT pulse unless word counter• 
"O". ) 

N. Summary Questions 

True or False 

1. A RDS "O" will not move tape. 
2. The delay following a start RDS when the tape d:rive is 

not at load point until the clock is started is 4 msecs. 
3, A RDS "O" will set the I /0 interlock. 
4. The difference in delay in setting the delayed read· 

write FF depending upon whether the tape drive is at 
load point or not is: 

RDS= 40 msec. 
WRT = 20 msec. 
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5. During a read operation, clock = 13 pulse will transfer 
data from the character register to the word register. 

6. During a read operation, a break request is produced 
by word ring = 6, clock = 16. 

7. A PER (67) clears the NIFA FF only in the selected 
tape drives. 

8. A PER (72) will send one break request to the central 
computer. 

9. When used with tapes, a WRT 0 instruction generates 
an immediate tapes disconnect and fails to move tape. 

10. A rewind instruction while at load point sets the I/0 
interlock for 40 milliseconds. 

11. The delay before starting the clock following a start 
write pulse while not at load point is 10 msec. 

12. To place a tape drive in rewind status, the tape drive 
must be ready. 

13. To place a tape drive into rewind under computer con
trol, the tape drive must be prepared~ 

The next two problems are trouble shooting, 

14. GTl in 13DK (O. 8. 2) is open. When would this trouble 
show up and what indications would be noted? 

15. 13CL A3 is open. When would this trouble show up and 
what indications would be noted? 
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Operating Procedures 

A. General 

Functic.ns such as reading, writing, backspacing, and re
winding can be controlled by either manual control opera
tion or computer control operation. Under manual control, 
the tape drive can be operated by the tape adapter test door 
or the tape tester. Load and unload operations are manually 
controlled ohly by use of the associated button located on · 
the tape drive unit door. 

This section c·ontains the procedures necessary to prepare 
the tape drive(s) for operation. These procedures include 
loading and unloading and placing the machine under manual 
or computer control. The operating controls and indicating 
lights located on the tape drive unit are described in tabular 
fortn. 

The tape adapter test door operation is discussed in the 
Tape Adapter section. 

B. Operating. Controls and Indicating Lights 

Tables A and B list the functions of the operating con
tro.ls and indicating lights, respectively, located on the 
tape drive door. Figure 1 shows the operating controls 
and indicating lights. · 

C. Tape Drive Unit Loading 

When the terms load or unload are used concerning the 
tape drives, it does not necessarily mean the mounting or 
removal of a reel of tape. The term load, unless other
wise noted, means that tape is in both vacuum columns 
and the upper head assembly is in the lowermost position. 

·The term unload, unless otherwise noted, means .that the 
upper head assembly is raised to its uppermost position 
and tape is withdrawn from the vacuum columns. 

Two procedures are given for preparing the tape drive 
unit for operation. The selection of a specific procedure 
depends entirely upon the status of the tape drive. 

. Pages 3ZOO 
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SELIECT 
(UGHTI 

RESET 

CONTROL 

START 

RESET 

UNLOAD 

Address selector 

Reel release 

LOAD REWIND 

NOT 
START REAOY 

(LIGHll 

FILE NOTIN 
PROTECT LOAD UNLOAD FILE 

ON REWIND AREA 
(LIGHT) (LIGHT) 

Tape Drive Controls and Indicators 

OPERATING CONTROLS AND THEIR FUNCTIONS 

TYPE 

Pushbutton 

Pushbuttoa 

Pushbutton 

~-position rotary switch 

Pushbutton 

Pushbutton 

FUNCTIONS 

Depression puts unit in a ready status, disables manual 
control buttons, and turns off the. NOT READY 
light. Transfers control of the tape drive to computer 
control. 

Depression resets the tape drive to manual control 
(turns on NOT READY light). 

Depression causes upper head assembly to rise to its 
upward position and tape to be withdrawn from the 
vacuum columns. 

Allows tape drive to be identified by providing it with 
a specific address. 

Releases reel brake clutches to permit manual move
ment of tape reels. 

When the tape drive is in unload status, depression of 
the LOAD REWIND button lowers the upper head· 
assembly and rewinds the. tape to load point. When 
the tape drive is in .the load status, depressing this 
button will cause the tape to rewind to load point, 
if not at load point. 

FILE PROTEC TIOH 

RING 

.It.el and File Protection Ring 



INDICATING LIGHTS AND 
THEIR FUNCTIONS 

INDICATING 
LIGHT 

SELECT 

NOT READY 

FILE PROTECT 
ON 

NIFA 

FUNCTION 

Indicates when the tape drive unit 
has been selected for use by an 
external element. 

Indicates that one or more of the 
following conditions might ex· 
ist: 
a. Front door open 
b. Tape out of one or both vac· 

uum columns 
c. Fuse blown 
d. Power off 
e. Tape broken 
f. No vacuum at columns 
g. Reset (not started) 
h. Photo-lights burned out 

When on, tJle tape unit is inter
locked against writing, indicat· 
ing one of two conditions: the 
unit is in rewind status or the 
reel has ics file protection ring 
removed. 

Indicates end of file, or end-of-tape 
marker has been sensed. 

Magnetic Tape 
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To indicate the usable portion of the tape, markers (re
flective spots) of gum-backed tinfoil are placed on the tape 
at predetermined distances from either end of the tape: the 
marker at the beginning of the tape is named the load point, 
and the marker at the end of the tape is named the end of 
tape (EOT). These markers also serve as control elements, 
preventing the tape from being completely wound on, or un
wound from, the reels. Tape already containing data has 
both markers in place, whereas a new tape has not. 

The use of a new tape requires that the markers be affixed 
at the correct points. Placement of the load point marker 
is relatively simple. To affix the end-o(-tape marker, 
however. approximately 2, 400 feet of tape must be unwound 
from the Lile reel to the machine reel. To expedite this 
task, the operation is performed with the aid of controls 
external to the tape drive unit, namely those on the tape 
adapter test door. The control settings required at that 
location are included in the preparation procedure for 
blank tapes. 

Note: The operator should be familiar with the procedure 
on handling tape. 

1. Loading Procedures for Marked Tapes 

Tapes containing reusable information may be pro
tected from writing and erasing by use of a file pro
tection device. Ometa side of the tape reel is a 
groove into which a plastic insert is fitted. This 
pll;l.stic insert is called the file protection ring. Lo
cated above the file reel hub is a pin that senses the 
presence or absence of the file protection ring. If 
the file protection ring is removed, the reel is then 
file-protected, thereby inhibiting writing and erasing. 
Reading, however, is allowed. 

In the procedure that follows, it is assumed that no 
file reel is on the tape drive unit: 

a. Ascertain whether tape is t0 be fiJe-p.·:-otected. 
Remove or place plastic :~ n.,; ''rt at I't'. a"'.' of file 
reel as required. 

b. Open tape drive door, an·:l l.•101>en ~i 1_:: -·reel-re
taining knob to permit inuenion of :·T1.e reel. 

3220 
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c. Slip reel over retaining knob and onto hub. Push 
reel firmly against stop on hub to assure good 
alignment, handling the reel on the center or solid 
portion whenever possible. Tighten retaining knob 
securely. 

d. Depress reel release switch, unwind several feet 
of tape, and thread it. 

e. Wind a few turns of tape around hub of machine 
reel to secure tape to reel. Be sure to wi_nd tape 
past load point marker. 

Note: If, while loading. the LP marker is to the left of 
the head assembly, tape will be pulled off of the 

. ,flilchine ree]. · 

f. Close door, and depress LOAD RE WIND button 
to load tape machine. Machine will go into a 
loaded condition and then into a rewind \Hltil load 
point is reached. 

g. Depress START button to place under computer 
control. 

2. Loading Procedure for New Tape 

To prepare a tape drive for operation with a file reel 
containing tape on which there is no information, pro
ceed as follows: 

a. Check to see that plastic insert is in groove at 
rear of file reel. If there is none, one should be 
inserted. 

b. Loosen file -reel-retaining knob to permit -insertion 
of file reel. 

c. Slip reel over retaining knob and onto hub. Push 
reel firmly against stop on hub to assure good 
alignment. 

d. Press ree~ release button, and unwind several feet 
of tape. Thread it. Wind a few turns of tape 
around the hub of machine reel to secure tape to 
reel. 

e. Manually wind approximately 10 feet of tape onto 
machine reel. 

f. Affix load point marker 1/32-inch from edge of 
tape on outside and 10 feet from beginning of tape. 
Load point marker should be placed on plastic 
side of tape. 
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g. Again press reel release switch, and wind tape 
until load point marker is wound onto machine 
reel. 

h. Close tape drive door, and depress LOAD RE
WIND button to wind tape to load point. 

i. After load point is reached, depress START but
ton to place tape drive under external control. 

Note 

The controls used in steps j through 
m are located on the tape adapter test 
door. 

j. Turn SELECT switch on test door so that·its set
ting corresponds to that of ADDRESS SELECTOR 
on tape drive unit. 

k. Set TEST-OPERATE switch at OPEJµTIONAL 
TEST. 

1. Depress following pushbuttons in order listed: 
DESELECT, SELECT, SET PREPARED, arid 
START WRITE. When last button is depressed, 
tape will begin to wind onto machine reel. 

m. When tape from file reel is almost completely 
wound on machine reel, depress STOP button. 
The reset of this procedure is completed using 
the controls at the tape drive unit. 

n. Depress RESET button to bring tape drive under· 
manual control. 

o. Depress UNLOAD button to withdraw tape from 
vacuum columns. 

p. Open door, depress reel release switch, and man
ually unwind 14 to 20 feet from end of tape (fig. 
5-2). Affix EOT marker 1 /32-inch on inside edge 
and 14 feet from end of tape on plastic side. 

q. Close door, and depress LOAD RE WIND button 
to load machine. 

3. Removing Tape Reel from Machine 

To remove a reel ·or tape from the machine, it is nec
essary to place the machine under manual control and 
to unload the machine. The procedure used to remove 
a reel of tape is as follows: 

a. Depress RESET button to place tape drive under 
manual control. 
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b. If tape has not been wound to load point, depress 
LOAD RE WIND button. 

c. Depress UNLOAD button to raise upper head 
assembly and to freEf tape from· vacuum columns. 

d. Open machine door, depress reel release switch, 
and rewind remainder of tape onto file reel man
ually. 

e. Refer to Tape Handling section for proper method 
of storing tape and precautions to be taken w)len 
handling tape. 

4. Computer Control 

After a tape is wound to load point, the tape drive can 
be placed under computer control by depressing the 
START pushbutton. Before doing so, however, check 
whether the address selector switch has been set to 
the correct position. Each of the tape drives has a 
specific address which permits the computer to select 
a particular tape drive. 

When the START button is depressed, the NOT READY· 
indicator is extinguished and, if the file reel is file
protected, the FILE PROTECTION ON indicator lights. 
When the computer chooees the tape drive for use, the 
SELECT indicator comes on. 

During computer control, the tape moves both forward 
and backward and, at times, remains stationary. Should 
the tape progress past the point where the written file 
ends or should it reach the EOT marker, the NIFA indi
cator will lighi. Rewind from either point is usually 
accomplished by an appropriate instruction from the 
computer. 

5. Manual Control 

To transfer control of the tape drive from the Central 
Computer System to the tape drive itself, depress the 
RESET button on the tape drive unit door. This action 
is accompanied by the lighting of the NOT READY indi
cator, thereby transferring control to the use ofbe con
trol buttons located on the tape drive door. 
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O•~'~ ' ... 
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XII. Tape Adapter Test Door J_ ~ 
A. Function 

c. c. vol. 2 

~26~ 

B. 

1. Provides a manual method of supplying program pulses 
to the tape adapter by meai s of pushbuttons. r-1 

Operation ~ 

1. Test-operate switch, three positions. 

a. Operate Position (as shown on logic) 

1) Complete computer control of the tape drives 
and tape adapter. 

2) 13Cl (Kl, K2, K3) are not energized. 

a) 13Cl (K3) 3 N/C supplies +10 volts to 
computer control lines. 

b) 13Cl (K3) 2 N /C supplies -30 volts to 
the test data bit switches to disable them. 

c) Operate light should come on -48V through 
13Cl(Kl)2 N/C and 13Cl(K2)3 N./C points. 

b. Operational Test (Transfer l 3C 1<$9} ) 

1) Computer test relay, 1G2(K6) must be picked 
to supply -48 volts to pick the tape test relays. 

2) 13Cl(Kl) picked by 13Cl(59). (Pick and hold 
coils paralleled.) 

a) 13Ci(K3) picked by 13Cl(Kl) 4 points. 
13Cl(K3)3 makes computer control .:.30 
volts. 13Cl(K3)2 makes +10 volts avail
able to data bits. 13Cl(K3)4 connects 
A PG to pushbuttons. 

b) Operational test tapes light comes on. 
c) Test tapes on maintenance console comes 

on. 

3) If computer is taken out of test, tapes will 
drop out of test. 

a) Dropping 1G2(K6) will remove -48 volts. 
b) 1;3Cl(Kl) will drop. 
c) 13Cl(K3) will drop. 
Return to operate status. 
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jlt81..E It FUNCTION OF CONTROLS ON TAPE ADAPTER TEST\ PANEL 

CONTROL 

OPERATIONAL TEST/ 
OPERATE/HAZARDOUS 
TEST (3-position toggle 
switch) 

CHARACTER BIT CONTROL 
(toggle sw~tches) 

ERROR STOP (toggle switch) 

/RITE CYCLE (toggle 
switch) 

~ELECT (rotary switch) 

SET WORD COUNTER ZERO 
(pushbutton) 

,fOP (pushbutton) 

RESET CLOCK (pushbutton) 

fART READ (pushbutton) 

ST ART WRITE (pushbutton) 

7RITE END OF fILE 
(pushbutton) 

~ELECT (pushbutton) 

DESELECT (pushbutton) 

KEY PULSES (pushbutton) 

.)ET PREPARED (pushbutton) 

IJACKSPACE (pushbutton) 

• EWIND (pushbutton) 

FUNCTION 

With this switch in the OPERATE position, the tape element can be operated 
by the computer only. In the HAZARDOUS TEST position the tape element 
can be operated only from the test panel. The OPERATIONAL TEST position 
permits the tape element to be operated by either the computer or the test panel 
depending on the setting of the COMPUTER OPERATE/TEST switch on the 
duplex maintenance console. 

The.setting of. these switches for the six data bits provides the bit configuration 
of tape character being written. They are also involved (including SYNC bit 
switch) with error checking on both reading and writing. 

Setting of this switch determines whether the tape will be stopped following an 
error detection. 

Using this switch will permit a write operation to be terminated automatically 
after approximately 100 words are written on the tape. Also, the write opera· 
tion (after a preset delay) will be restarted automatically following the auto
matic termination. Repeated write operations are thereby executed with 
successive 100-word records being written. 

1 
Setting of this switch channels the test select pulse generated with SELECT 

pushbutton to the desired tape drive. 

Simulates word-counter-zero pulse from computer to set word-counter-zero. 4ip· 
ftop. 

Generates pulse to stop tape motion (clear go 4ip-ftop). 

Clear the tape-clock ftip-ftops. 

Simulates start-read pulse from computer. 

Simulates start-write pulse from computer. 

Simulates write-end-of-file instruction issued by computer. 

Simulates one of select pulses from computer to select tape drive specified by 
SELECT (rotary switch). 

Performs same functions as the remote deselect pulse generated by DESELECT 
TAPES pushbutton on duplex maintenance console or the deselect pulse issued 
by the computer. 

Steps tape adapter clock each time depressed. Simulates stepping pulses gated 
from oscillator output. 

Simulates set prepared instruction issued by computer . 

Simulates backspace instruction issued by computer. 

Simulates rewind instructions issued by computer . 
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-
FUNCTION OF' INDICATORS ON TAPE ADAPTER TEST PANEL 

INDICATOR 

OPERATIONAL TEST (lamp) 
OPERATE (lamp) 
HAZARDOUS TEST. (lamp) 
TAPE DRIVE UNIT NOT 
READY (neons; numbered 
I through 6) 

SELECTED TAPE DRIVE 
UNIT STATUS (neons) 

READ STATUS 
WRITE STATUS 

GO 

STOP 

BACKWARD 

FORWARD 

ERROR 

NO ERROR 

REWIND 

AT LOAD POINT 

NOT IN FILE AREA 

NO FILE PROTECTION 

FUNCTION 

Indicates corresponding position of associated switch. 

'Each of neons connected to a ·line from associated tape drive which will cause neon 
to glow when not ready. 

Each of the 12 lights in this group indicates a condition prevailing in the selective 
· tape drive and the tape adapter. 

Actually represents select, ready, and read (or write) status in the tape drive; 
level supplied from tape drive. 

Go flip-flop is set. 

Go flip-flop is cleared. 

Backward flip-flop is set. 

Backward flip-flop is clear. 

Error flip-flop is set. 

Error flip-_flop is clear. 

Selective tape drive is rewinding tape, level supplied from tape drive. 

Tape is at beginning of usable area; level supplied from tape drive. 

The not-in-file area flip-flop in tape has been set; level supplied from ta~e drive. 

File protection interlock ring is on file reel; level supplied from. tape drive. 
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c. Hazardous Test (13Cl(59) transferred) 3 and 4 
points 

1) Computer must be in test to pick test relays, 
2) 13Cl(K2) picked through 13C1'j9)4 N/0 point~. 

13Cl(K2) held through 13Cl(K2)1 points and 
13Cl($9)3 points which provide -48 volts from 
Unit 13. 

a) 13Cl(K2)4 picked 13Cl(K3). 
b) 13Cl(K3) disables computer control lines. 
c) 13Cl(K3) connects APG to the pushbuttons. 
d) Hazardous test tapes lights come on. 

3) If computer drops out of test, tapes will re
main in test. 

2. Summary 

a. Operate - Kl, K~, K3 of 13Cl all dropped. , 
b. Operational Test - 13C l(Kl) & K3 picked only if 

C. C. is in test and remains in test. 
c. Hazardous Test - 13Cl(K2) & (K3) picked only if 

C. C. in test but will remain picked if C. C. drops 
out of test. 

3. Pushbuttons 

a. Double pole single throw switches. 
~ 

1) Grounds input to A PG (2 points). 
2) Connect output of APG to proper line.(1 point). 

b. Operates Unit 13 similar to program. 

1) Exception - deselect pushbutton must be 
pusheq for any deselect operations. 

4. Bit Switches, 7 switches - 1 sync and 6 data. 

a. 

b. 

Apply + lOV or -30V to write bus through the 
write status and circuit. (Bit switch - 4 points) 
Connects the 11 111 or "O" side of the character/ 
register trigger FF's to the "Error" OR ckt. 1 

(Bit switch - 3 points) 
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1) If the "Error" OR is at +lOV when the error 
sample pulse arrives, .the error FF is set. 

2) WRT error sample is clock = 28 pulse. 
3) RDS error sample is clock = 12 pulse. 
4) WRT Ech. pulse loads the character register 

during WRT. 
5) RDS heads load character register during 

RDS. 

c. Error check will connect 11011 side of character 
register FF to "Error" OR (13BT) for each 
corresponding 11 111 bit to be written or read. If 
a "1 11 is read or written, the 11 011 side will be at 
-30 volts, thus-error sample pulse will be stopped 
at GTV7 13BT. 

5. Stop on Error Switch 13C1(58) 

a. OFF in position shown. 

1) -30V to GTV8 13BT will inhibit "Stop on 
Error." 

b. ON - Transferred position 

1) + lOV to GTV8 13BT to allow "Stop on Error" 
pulse to get through. (Clear "Go" FF.) 

c. 13Cl(58)3c eQables GTVl 13BT and GTV5 13BS 
when K3 is picked. (Test) 

6. 13Cl (Xl through X4 and X7 through X12) neon indi
cators for test door. 

Xl, 2, 3, 4, 11, and 12 are tape drive indicators. 
X7, 8, 9, 10 are '{}nit 13 indicators.' 

7. Address Selector Switch 13Cl(S14) 

a. Route select pulse to selected tape FF's. 

8. Pushbuttons - 13Cl - (Note: l points make before 2 
points.) 

a. Test key pulses (Sll). Single step clock. 
b. Test Deselect (S12). Clear select FF's, clear 

control FF' s. 
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c. Select (S13). Set FF corresponding to select tape 
drive. . 

d. Reset Clock (S15). Return clock to zeroes. 
e. Manual Stop (S16). Clear Go FF - stop tape. 
f. Set word counter zero (Sl 7) 

1) WRT status = causes WRT for 40 msec. stop 
for 40 msec. WRT for 40 msec, etc. 

2) RDS status = no effect. 

g. Test Rewind (S18). Simulate computer rewind. 
h. Test Backspace (S19). Simulate computer back

space. 
i. Test Set Prepared (S20). Clears NIF A FF. 
j. Test Wri..te EOF (S21). Sets EOF FF. does not 

set NIFA FF, does not make tape drive not pre
pared. Does not start writing operation. 

k. Start Write (S22). Simulates computer WRT. 
l. Test Start Read (S23). Simulates computer RDS. 

Note: · Both test start read or WRT bypass the 
prepared condition. 

m. Test Write Cycle (SlO). Connect start write 
. pulse to 13BS 40 ms delay. 

1) Writing starts normally. 40 msec delay 
started. 

2) At end of 40 msec delay. the word ctr, 0 FF 
is set. 

a) Finish writing word in progress. 
b) Disconnect generated after word is done. 

3) End of record pulse starts 40 msec delay. 
4) At end of delay, start test WRT cycle, start 

40 msec delay. 
5) At end of delay, set wrd. ctr. 0 FF. 
6) Continue until stopped by pushbutton or tape 

is run out. 

. 3310 
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C. Summary Questions 

' Multiple Choice. Choose most correct answer. 

1. (Logic 0. 8. 5) Bit Switch 13Cl(S7). the 3 points will 
not transfer when this bit switch is transferred. The 
malfunction will be: 

a. A "1 11 bit cannot be. written in this track. 
b. A "O" bit cannot be written in this track. 
c. If the error stop switch is on, an error stop will 

occur if a 11 111 or 110 11 is being written by 13Cl(S7). 
d. An error halt will occur only if a 11 111 is to be 

written or read by Bit 1. 

2. (Logic O. 8. 5) Relay 13C l(Kl) has an open pick coil. 
Which of the following can~ occur: 

a. Operational Test 
b. Hazardous Test 
c. Operate 
d. 13Cl(K3) cannot be energized. 

3. (Logic 0. 8. 5) If 13Cl(K1)2 N/O points do not make 
contact when Kl is picked, the result will be: 

a. Noticed in hazardous test, no light indication. 
b. In operate, both operate and operational test lights 

on . 
. c. No indication in any setting of test-operate switch, 
d; In operational test, no operational test lights on. 

4. (Logic 0. 8. 5) Open connection at 13BS Fl. This will 
cause a malfunction in test WRT cycle operation, such 
as: 

a. No test write operation can occur. 
b. Only 1 record will be written, then tape is stopped. 
c. A start write will cause continuous writing until 

the stop button is used. 
d. No effect. 
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5. (Logic O. 8. 2>' 1'3B~l.4fi.opC'lll_~~:qptng_A-:·test reads: 
.• 1."- - ,' • I, 

a. 
b. 

c. 

d. 

. . ·. ' . . ., 
Tape will"eventuall~{be run't>ff of the fiie reel .. 
An end of record after EOT .will start a .. pewind 
and then reading will resume. 
Tape will move forward in read and stop when 
EOT is sensed. 
The test rewind pushbutton is disabled. 

6. (Logic 0. 8. 3) What is the func'tion of GTV5 in 13DC? 

7. (Logic O. 8. 5) Depressing the test WRT EOF push
button will not start a WRT operation. What prevents 
tape from moving and wriVng to·take place? 

8. Can a test rewind start rewinding tape if tape was at 
load point prior to pushing the button? 

9. (Logic 0. 8. 5) What clock pulse will sample for er.ror 
during read? WRT? · 

10. Why is it desirable for. section 1 to close before 
section 2 in the double pole single throw switches. 
i.e., 518. 819. etc. ? 
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XIII. Tapes Maintenance Program 

A. Introduction 

1. Need for the program. 

a. Quantity and quality of superseded programs. 

1) There were formerly 17 tape drive programs. 
2) Many of these programs failed to make the 

checks they were designed to do. 

b. Advantages of Tapes MC 1K 

1) Has provisions for reliability tests or for 
automatic M. C. excursions. 

2) Every necessary tape test in one program. 
3) Thorough diagnostic checks. 

2. Role of the Program 

a. Diagnostic 

1) Information transfers checks. 
2) Tap,e speed variation checks. 
3) Time checks on rewind, reading, and writing, 
4) Checks on the stepping of the tape clock. 
5) Checks the effect of short random number 

records. 
6) Checks reading and writing EOF. 
7) Checks RDS 0. 
8) Checks reading of more or less than a record. 
9) Checks file protection circuitry. 

b: Availability 

1) Cards . 
2) Tapes MC 1 K essentially the same program, 

on DCS tape. 

3. · Testing Routines 

a. Routine 1 uses 4 different patterns to check: 

1) Writing timing 
2) Read instruction 

3340 
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3) Backspace instruction 
4) Rewind instruction 
5) Read/write .EOF 
6) Read zero words 
7) Read more or less than the number of words 

contained in one record. 
8) All information transf ere 

b. Routine 2 uses a "Random Number" patte·rn to 
check: 

1) Read timing 
2) Write operation 
3) Rewind operation 
4) Stepping of clock 
5) Tape speed 

Routine 3 checks: 

1) File protection circuitry 

B. Modes of Operation 

1. Mode A - complete non-marginal run of the program 
without options. 

2. Mode C - complete marginal run of the program with
out options. 

C. Description of Routi~es 

1. Routine 1 

a. Four 12810 word records 

1) 1st recqrd = all ones pattern 
2) 2nd record = all zero pattern 
3) 3rd record = checkerboard pattern (as it 

would appear on tape) 

1. 24532 1. 12651 

4) 4th record= O. 01760 O. 37400 
Worst possible pattern. Appears on any one 
track as 010100. 
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2. Routine 2 

a. Rewind check first. 
b. 1024 r.ecords, each having 13 random numbers. 
c. Rewind 
d. Read all 1024 records . 

• 
3. Routine 3 

a. Using a combination of routines 1 and 2. 

D. The program write-up is best referred to for printout 
descriptions, manual intervention, and other necessary 
information. 

E. Summary Questions 

True or False - All questions pertain to tapes MC lK 

1. Routine 2 uses four different data patterns. 
2. Routine 2 is use,d primarily to check the rewind in

struction. 
3. Mode B is a complete non-marginal run of the program 

without options. 
4. In Routine l, the first record is an all ones pattern. 
5. In general, the difference in printouts between a non

marginal check and a marginal check error printout 
is the marginal check word. 

6. Which P. U. would most probably cause error #11? 

a. 13BC 
b. 13BR 
c. 13BL 
d. 13BD 

o. 8. 2 
o. 8. 2 
0.8. 2 
0.8.2 

7. List 4 possible troubles that would cause error #7. 

3360 
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V. Unit 18 - Non-Standard Power Supply 

A. Definitions 

1. Inductance (Henries) 

That property whereby a varying current in a circuit 
produces a voltage in the self-same circuit or in an 
adjacent circuit. 

2. Reactance (ohms) 

The opposition (ohms) caused by inductance and/or 
capacitance in a circuit. · 

3. Saturation 

The state of maximum magnetization. 

B. Basic Theory of Saturable Reactors 
e· 

Saturation Point 
[_. ~ 

-.:r 
\\ 

Fig. A 

p 
c 

~ 
- y 

Fig. B 

B = Flux den.atty 
I• Current 
The number of turns 
of the coll i8 constant. 
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2. Relationship between saturation and current: 

a. In Fig. B, as the potentiometer is moved toward 
X, the applied voltage to coil C is increased. 

b. The increasing current through coil C induces a 
voltage that opposrs the appl.1ed voltage. The 
induced voltage limits the change in current 
flowing through the coil. 

c. Fig. A illustrates the flux density increasing as 
·the current through the coil increases. 

d. Saturation, illustrated in Fig. A, is the point 
where there is no appreciable change in flux 
density as the current increases. Beyond this 
point, an increase in applied voltage cannot 
produce any significant.flux change. Therefore, 
the reactance of the coil is decreased and the 
current through the coil is increased. 

3. Saturable reactor in series with the load (R) and 
AC power supply. 

A. C. Voltage 
Input 

a. When the reactor is not saturated, the ratio X~ 
is relatively small. The greater voltage drop 
will be across XL, the coil, as shown. 

3380 

Figures A & B on 
Page 
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b. When the reactor is saturated'R the reactance of 
the coil decreases, the ratio XL is relatively 
greater, thus the voltage drop across R will in
crease while the voltage drop across XL will 
decrease. 

3390 
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Note: 

~ - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - -

For analogy (b) the reactor stays in the saturated 
region throughout the input variation. 

4. Addition of Bias Winding 

a. The addition of a winding which will carry de cur
rent produces a quiescent flux density that will 
determine the operating point on the hysteresis curve. 

b. The amplitude of ER is related to the position of the 
operating point. 

1) If the operating point approaches the saturation 
point, the amplitude of ER increases. 

c. The voltage ER can be filtered to produce DC 
voltage. 



A.C. Input 

Saturation 
Point 

+I 

Operating Pui11t 
Nithout Bias 
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I 
I 

Saturation 
Poirit 

A. C. ii.put 
Voltage 

I Voltage __µ 'th~· ------------tr----++----#---3'+--- _ I .R w1 .01a,: 

I 

Voltage 

--------~---toF----~k;:----::;~:.__...:::::~,.---..J.....:E::J1. w ithot.t 
Bia~ 

I! Voltage 

-----------n----4---~~---_,i_' ____ l __ ~R wi'tth a _cap· 
j 1 ----t ac1 or m , . 

5. Full Wave Rectification 

A split main winding and bridge rectifier can be 
used to give full wave rectified voltage across Ea. 

;arallel with 
t~. (With B: 
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A. C. Input Voltage 
Bias--

Without Bias 

Input A. C. 
E with ( near> I 

R Bias(saturatioh) 
ER Without 

Bias 

6. Control Winding 

Not~: - - - rl.epresents 
ER with Capacitor 
A-:;ross RL. 

a. To control the output voltage. 
b. Control winding and bias winding current will 

determine the operating point on the hysteresis 
curve. 

1) An increase in control winding current will 
move the operating point toward the satura
tion level, thus increasing the output voltage 
magnitude. 

7. . Direction of Current 

a. Load coil current is large so that it would place 
the reactor well above the saturation level. 

b. Bias current flux opposes that of the load wind
ing. This current is adjusted so that the operating 
point is below the saturation level. 

c. Control winding current sets up a flux which aids 
load winding flux. Thus, increasing the current 
through the <.~ontrol winding will move the operating 
point toward saturation and increase the voltage 
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output.· The current through the control winding 
.is controlled by the output voltage. 

C. -270 Volt Power Supply 

The -270 volt supply is taken as a typical supply. The 
others will operate in a similar way. (The other supplies 

utilize 3 phase input transformers.) 

1. Input (Left upper corner) 

a. 208 volts ac single phase. 

2. Output 

a. Regulated -270 volts de. 
b. Supply is a split main winding and a full wave 

bridge rectifier. 

3. Control Section 

a. Powered by 462 volts de power supply. (Le!t 
lower corner) 

b. Bias winding (B) 

1) Current - 462 volts across SOK resistor and 
bias coil. 

c. Control winding (C) 

1) Current controlled by tube 614.6 (Vl). 
2) Output voltage controlled by current through 

the control winding. 
3) Increasing control winding current will move 

the operating point toward saturation. This 
will caust;) an increase in the voltage output. 

4. Operation of the Power Supply 

a. Tl = 462 volts de supply transformer. 
b. V3 = Gas diode for constant voltage drop across 

resistor network 33K, lOOK and 47K., .io provide 
a constant bias to left grid of V4. If the -270 
volt output changes, the left grid of V4 changes 
a like amount keeping the bias constant. 
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Schematics of Pow1 
Supply & M. C. Vol. 
(5. 3, 3. 11 sheet 6) 
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c. The nght grid of V4 samples the -270 volt output. 
d. If the -270 volts attempts to increase (-300), the 

cathode of V4 feels the full negative increase while 
the grid of V4 (right) feels a proportion part of 
the increase. Thus, the right grid effectively 
has become more positive than the cathode. 

e. The right section of V4 conducts more while the 
left section of V4 conducts less. The left section 
of V4 conducts less due to the cathode resistor. 
The voltage drop across this resistor makes the 
cathode more positive. 

f. The right grid of V2 becomes more negative while 
the left grid of .V2 becomes more positive. 

g. The left section of V2 conducting harder causes 
its plate output voltage to decrease. 

h. The grid of V 1 becoming more negative will de
crease current through the control winding. 

i. The operating point is moved away from saturation. 
j. The output voltage is decreased. 

5. Summary 

a. If the output voltage becomes more negative than 
-270 volts, current through Vl is decreased to 
decrease the output voltage. 

b. If the output voltage decreases, i.e., becomes 
more positive than -27 0, then current through Vl 
will be increased to increase the output voltage. 

6. · ,Controls 

a. Coarse voltage adjust 

1) Determines bias on right grid of V4. 
2) Determines ratio of voltage output change 

felt on right grid. 

b. Voltage Adjust 

1) Determine bias of left grid on V4. 
2) Acts as a fine voltage adjustment for the out

put voltage. 

c. Over voltage trip adjustment 

1) Determines cur rent through the C. B. 
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2) If output voltage should increase beyond a 
safe value, the C. B. will open. The grid of 
Vl is driven very negative to cutoff Vl and 
the output voltage will decrease. 

d. Anti-hunting 

1) Controls the feedback to left grid of V4. 
2) The relatively long R. C. time will prevent 

short duration changes from starting any 
oscillating actions in trying to control the 
output voltage during rapid changes. 

7. 3 ::phase power supply 

a. Each phase has its own reactor. 
b. The outputs are wired in parallel. 
c. Bias and control windings are the same as a single 

phase power supply. 

D. S~mmary Questions 

1. Explain briefly the effect on the characteristics of an 
iron core inductor when the core material becomes 
saturated. 

2. Describe the purpose of the bias winding on a saturable 
·· reaQtor. 

3. What are the five non-standard voltages that Unit #18 
supplies? 

4.. What is the purpose of the over voltage adjustment and 
how does it operate? 
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F. The remaining non-standard power supplies operate in a 
similar manner as the -270 volts de supply. 

1. +270 volts de supply 
2. + 140 volts de supply 
3. · -60 volts de supply 
4. -130 volts de supply 

Note: -270 voU supply uses single phase, while the other 
supplies use three phase inputs. 

G. -30V Marginal Check Power Supply 

1. Conventional bridge rectification and filtering. 
2. Output variable from OV to approximately -30V. 

a. Controlled by motor driven variac in primary of 
transformer. 

b. Excursion is manually controlled. 

3. Control 

a. Excursion increase switch 

1) D.rives motor in forward direction. 
2) Increases power supply output voltages. 

b. Excursion decrease switch 

1) Drives motor in reverse direction. 
2) Decreases power supply output voltage. 

c. Limit switches 

1) Upper and lower 
2) Controls the motor and variac limits. 

d. 18F(Rl) 

1) Variable load driven by transformer motor. 
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Refer to Power &. 
M. C. Vol. I 
Logic 5. 3. 3 
Sheets 2, 3, 4, 5, 
and 6. 

5. 3. 3. 11, Sheet 7 
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4. Zero Sensing · 5. 3. 3. 11, Sheet 8 

a. ~enses for ir;ero voltage from -30V. power supply. 
b. Zero sense relay, 18B(K7), is energized when 

output from power supply is other than zero volts. 

1) Saturable reactor operating near, but not at, 
saturation with bias current. 

2) An output from the -30V power supply drives 
the reactor into saturation and picks the zero 
senc:te relay, 18B(K7), 

5. Diodes and lamps are used to maintain a fairly con
stant voltage drop across the control winding. 

a .. 

b. 

Diode resistance decreases with an increase in 
the applied voltage. 
Lamp resistance increases .wi~ an. increase in 
the apRlied ·voltage. 

Input from Control 
Winding -30V Power Supply 

H. Control Circuits 

1. · AC Control · 

a. AC Circuit Breakers 
18A (CBl), (CB3), (CB9), (CBlO), (CB12), (CB13), 
(CB14). 

b. Stabilizer 

1) Provide de reference voltage and filament 
voltage. 

c. Auto transformer 

1) Provide 236 volts AC to Unit 13, Z module, 
for distribution to the tape drives. 

Logic 5. 3, 3. 11 
Sheet l 
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2. MC Controls 

a. Circuit Selector lBA (S2) 

Sections B & C 

1) Function is to choose a relay which will select 
the power line which will apply the excµrsion. 
The relays selected will be 18B(1'9), (KIO), 
(Kl 1), (Kl2), or (Kl3). 

2) 18B(Kl3) selected if the circuit selector switch 
is in B7 position (-27 0 volts). KS is a hold 
for Kl3. · 

3) 18A(CB)l4 should be transferred when the -48 
volts is available. 

4) Now, the MC activate switch is enabled pro
vided no excursion is on. 

5) Pushing the MC activate pushbutton will pick 
relay 18B(K6) and (Kl3). Kl3 will place the 
-30 volts MC supply in series with the -270 
volt line which is selected. 

a) 18B(Kl) is energized by K7 N /0 points. 
Whenever an excursion is on, a hold is 
established to prevent dropping the se
lected line until the excursion is returned 
to zero, even though the selector switch 
may be switched. 
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Logic 5. 3. 3. 11 
Sheets 8 and 9 

b) Point to point path showing the MC supply Refer to Sheet 
in series with the -270 volt line 18C(TB4)1 8 of 9. 
through 18A(CB4) to point A through N /0 
18B(Kl3) points straight up to right to D 
of N /C 18B(Kl4) through N /C Kl4 to E 
to 18C(TB3)b follow the 0-30 return line 
to -30 supply and back on the 0-30V line 
straight across through N /C Kl4 points, 
down at point F to F and through Kl3 N/O 
to E and right to the -270 volt line output. 

b. Polarity Reverse Switch 

1) By picking 18B(Kl4) and (KB), the polarity of 
the -30 volt MC supply is changed. Polarity 
can be reversed only if 18B(Kl) is not picked. 
Kl is picked when an excursion is on by K7 
points. 
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c. M~ter voltage selection switch 18A(Sl) monitors 
the output voltage. Switch Sl sections B and C 
switch the voltage to the meter to take care of 
both positive and negative output voltages. 

Switch Positions Function 
B, C5 0-30 volt M. C. Output 
B, C3 +270 volt line 
B, Cl +140 volt line 
B, Cll -60 volt .line 
B, C9 -130 volt line 
B, C7 - 27 0 volt line 

d. Features 

1) A line once selected, activated and in excur
sion .cannot be dropped until the excursion is 
returned to zero. 

2) Changing the position of the selector switch 
when an excursion is on will not change the 
selection and it will not aff ectthe excursion 
in progress. 

I. Summary of Components and Their Function 
(Logic 5. 3. 11, Sheet 8 and 9) 

Function 

.341>0 

18B(Kl) 
18B(K2) (K9) 
18B(K3) (KlO) 
18B(K4) (Kll) 
18B(K5) (Kl2) 
18B(K6) (Kl 3) 
18B(K7) 
18B(K8) (Kl4) 
18B(Kl5) 

To hold selected line when excursion is ON. 
Select and hold +270 volt line. 

18B(Ki°6) 
(Kl7) 
(Kl8) 
(Kl9) 
(K20) 

Select and hold+ 140 volt line. 
Select and hold -60 volt line. 
Select and hold -130 volt line. 
Select and hold -270 volt line. 
Zero sense relay, energized when excursion is ON. 
Energized for positive excursion. 
If energized, drops A,C input to Unit 18. 
Indicates one or more de voltages not up. 

Monitor line voltage of Unit 18. 
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Excursion Increase 
"Excursion Decrease 
Voltage Sefrction 

Switch 
Circuit Selection 

Switch 
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Function 

Increase M. C. voltage toward - 30 volts. 
Decrease M. C. voltage toward 0 volts. 

Specify the line the meter will monitor. 

Specify the line the excursion is applied on. 
Supply initial pick voltage to select relays. 

3500 

M."C. Activate 
Polarity Reyerse Pick K14 to switch excursion polarity (positive excursion). 

Lights 

MC Input, CB Trip 
Positive Excursion 

Function 

Indicate, when lit, -48V not up. 
Positive excursion, when lit. 

J. Summary Questions 

1. Vol. I power and MC logic 5. 3. 3. 11, sheet 8. Relay 
18B(K20) has an open hold coil. What effect would 
this have on non-standard de voltages? 

2. The 18BK(K10) relay cannot be picked. Which line 
cannot be put into an excursion? 

3. What would result if 18B(Kl) could not be pieked? , 

4. What is the function of the 18B(K2) N /C points in 
series with the MC activate switch? 

5. 18B(K14) cannot be picked. What effect would this 
have? 
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POWER PLUG PIH AlalHllllHTS 

POWER 
TAPE UNIT CABLE 

PIH WIRE 
HO. YOLTMlll OR CONTROL 81Zll TYPll 

I UHRllG AC 4' I IOI Y 10 AC 

J UHRllG AC 4' J JOI Y 10 AC 

I UHRllQ AC4'1 JOI V 10 AC 

• AC OUTLllT H AC 

I AC OUTLllT H AC 

I RllQ AC HIV 10 AC , RllQ AC HI Y H AC 

I DC RllTURH 10 DC 

• +JTOYDC H DC 

10 +HOV DC 10 DC 

II -IOVDC 10 DC MALE POWER PLUG 
II -llOVDC H DC 

II -JTOVDC II DC 

H IPARll II AC 

II IPARll IO AC 

II TllllllMAL llWITCB -41Y IO DC 

IT llOllD II AC 

II BOND II AC 

II IPARll IO AC 

IO IPARll IO AC 

JI IPARll II AC 

u IPARll ' IO DC 

H IPARll io DC 

H IPARll IO DC 

H IPAtl,; IO AC 

n SPARE JO AC 

H POWER INTERLOCK II AC 

J8 POWER INTERLOCK II DC 

H THEBlll SWITCH RETURN JO DC 19 AC II DC 

IO POWER ON JO AC 
LINES LINO 

POWER CABLE 

Power Plug Pin A1Jl9nment 

,. (T JT (T [T TAPll RllAD 
IT rr 

GHD 
TAPE READ 

GHD TAPS RllAD GHD OHD TAPSR&AD 
I BIT I BIT JBIT I lllT 

II II H II II II 10 I 

IPARll ·GHD TA:'~ GHD TAPS READ QJID TAPS RllAD OHD 
IBIT t BIT 

H 21 2J Iii IO II II IT 
'I GHD TAPE WR GHD TAPll WB GHD TAPS WR GHD TAPS Wll 

IBIT I BIT I BIT 1111'1' 

SJ 111 IO [II J.- TAPll WR rw [ii" TAPS WR l1r 
IPARll GHD TAPS WR GHD GHD ciND I BIT 1111'1' t BIT 

to II II in • H H II 

GHD WRECllO GllD WRllCHO 
OllD. 

WRllCBO Gllll WRllCBQ 
IBIT I lllT J lllT I lllT .. ., .. JU (ii" WR ECHO 

[B" .. 41 

IPARE OHD WR ECHO OHD OHD WRECBQ 
GHD I BIT I BIT •arr 

Iii II II jii •LREADY 
u II IO .. 

OHD lllL READY OHD OHD lllT WR GHD IETR&AD 
• WRITATUI • RDITATUI ITATUI ITATUI .. u u Jl1 IO • II ., 

IPARll GND IGl'A GHD IET GllD lllT OHD 
Pll&PARED IGl'A 

Tl Tl TO Ii• .. ., .. .. 
--~ 

RlllllT GIGI ll&WD OHD 00 OHD IEL• 
WRTOllL_ LOADPr 

IO ,. ,. 
'" 

,. Tl ,. Tl 

~ GHD _:_: GIGI ITART OHD ~ GHD llSWllGI 
(11 ,., .. ~ ftl TV u II 

•HDC OHD GIGI GHD OHD OHD GHD •14 DC 
UTURH UTU1111 .. .. .. Jil- • II .. " IPARll IPARll ISL .ISL DL DL DL lllL 

TUI TU I TUI TUI TUI TU I 
IN IOI IOI IOI lllO " .. n 

R&ADt RllADY MADY BADY llL\DY READY .IP.Alm IPARll 
I I • I I . I 

Ill Ill no IOI IOI IG'I IOI IOI 

IPARll IPARll IPARll IPARE IPARll IPARll IPARB UMOTS 
ITART 

HOTS: Pia c-u-111.._... IU --

Summary Punclt Connector, Wiring Side 



POWER CONNECTIONS 

21L 

22 

23 

24 

a----++i~+o 14 

Io" 

I 12 o-i--}'·3VAC 
II ol-- AT 3A 

I 

·: i----1} 
I 48VDC 
I AT3A 

-==~--1-0 8 o-l---=. 
....__ ____ __, L......,__J 

+48 V, 3-Amp Power Supply 

POWER 
TERMINAL STRIP THERMAL SWITCH 

EMERGENCY 
OFF 

14 o--11 t'. :>----_()---: -~: 15 ::>----_ ___,I 

3502 

POWER ON 30 >---------0---------- 13 POWER ON(TO Rl7 COIL 8 SIOEI ,RESET 0 0--,..-0 • 76.09.05 

{ 

10 

INTERLOCK :: <l!:,._ _______ -<l: ________ --OL 

Power-lnterloclcing (16. I0.03J 
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ABBREVIATIONS 

. " AND eircuit LT Latch trip 

AT Read preamplifier NFP Not file protected 

8 Motor NIFA Not in file area 

CAPS Capstan NRZI Nonreturn to zero 

CE Customer Engineer N/C Normally closed 

DG Diode gate N/O Normally open 
DP Double pole 

0 OR circuit 
DPM Data processing machine 

PU Pickup, pluggable unit 
EOF End of file 

R Relay 
EQT End of tape 

REV Reverse 
ER Erase 

Rd Read. 
FP File protected 

FWD Forward 
RD Relay driver 

GA Gr9'!1tded grid amplifier 
R,iW Read-write 

HD Heavy duty SEL Select 

HP Horse power SPA Summary punch connector 

HS High speed SS Single shot 

Inverter T Trigger 

INT Integrating IDT Tape drive tester 
IPS Inches per second 

TGR Trigger 
K Cathode follower 

TI Tape indicator 
LP Latch pick, load point 

Tape drive unit r TU 
LRCC Longitudinal redundancy check 

character WRT Write 



Backspace 

. Bit 

Character 

Drop. 

End of file (EOP) 

End-of-tape (EOT) marker 

External control 

File 

File protection 

File reel 

loterrecord pp 

Loaded 

Load point 

Local control 

Machine reel 

.Not prepared 

Not ready 

Pick 

Record 

Reset 

Rewind 

Set prepared 

Unloaded 

Word 

Write echo pulse 

• 
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GLOSSARY OF TERMS 

Ao operate instruction which causes the tape to move backward through one record. 

A binary digit (i.e., change in the magnetic flux of the tape representing a 1) • 

Six data bits plus a synchronizing bit written across the width of the tape. 

To de-energize a relay. 

A special word written on the tape to indicate an end of a file. Reading or writing 
the end-of-file word turns on the NIPA light. 

A small, reflecting marker placed on top (plastic side) of the tape. Thii marker is 
3/16 inch by 1 inch. It is placed on the rear half of the tape width. It indicata 
the end of the ~pe IS NFllR'. 

Exists when the controls on the tape drive unit are inactive and all commands to 
the machine ale through external sources. . 

A group of consecutively written records. . 

Indicates tape .unit is interlocked ~ prevent writing. · ' 

· Th, reel located oo the left side o the machine. 

A %-inch gap between records. 

The status of the machine when power is applied to the machine, the i.ead covu 
assembly is io the downward position, there is tape in both columns, and ca.-tam 
are extended and turning. 

A small reflecting marker placed on the top (plastic side) of the·tape. Tbil ~ 
is 3/16 inch by 1 inch. It is placed on the /root half of the tape width. It ·ind\ 
cates the beginning of the tisal_>le portion of the tape. 

Exists when the controls on the tape drive unit are active and cliscoDM(ted from 
the Central C.Omputer. 

The reel located on the right side of the machine. 
.\ 

A condition of the tape drive c~used by one or mo.re of the following: the tape 
adapter unit is in test status, ~e tape unit is rewinding, the NII' A 8ip-8op ii 
being__ set because the EOT mafker wu. paaecl, or the EOI' word hat beea .reM 

· or written. ! 

----- ' ------ ' . . ' 
A condition· of the tape drive caUsed by one or more of the following: power ol, 

fuse blown, front door open, no vacuum at the colUQmS, .tape brokea, tape out 
of. one or both vacuum columns, reset, or photo-lights burned out. 

To energize a relay. 

A group of consecutively written words. 

To place tape unit under manual control 

To ~ove the tape backward. · 

Clear the NIF A flip-flop. 

C.OodirlOn of. the tape drive when head cover is in upward p0sition, power is or 
is not applied, tape _is out of both columns, and capstans are retracted. · 

Five full characters plus one character containing only three. data bits and ·a syn· 
chrooizing bit. · 

A write echo pulse for each track is developed, when a bit is written, and sent 
back to· the external control for checking purposes. 
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a 32 
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SECTION I -ROTARY SELECTOR SWITCH 
SECTION 2 - ROTARY READY SWITCH 

lo O "ERO ADDRESS SIELECTOR SWITCH 'o O OZfJID 9 9 ~; 
7o COM I 7o io!i 

<E1 

<E2 

(L.4 :!I 
~~6 
<!: 

' NOTE Jl 

LOAD FILE PROTECT NOT UNLOAD REWIND START 
SWITCH SWITCH OH LIGHT REA~ LIGHT SWITCH I\ Q JJ lJ 

NOTE :Z: - 33 CONTACT CONNECTOR PLUG POSITIONS 
NOT USED-13 ,15, 22, 23 ,24, 25 
POSITION 6 IS USED FOR MACHINE BOND 

NOTE n - CONTACT CONNECTOR PLUG POSITION a NOT USED . 

FUSE 
LIGHT 

Control Panel Wiring (76.11} 

SELECT RESET WINDOW 
SWITCH 

~ 
SWITCH 

~ r-<' ./ 
< 
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